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WIND GENERATORS 380 WAIT
1.14 metre dia blades, carbon matrix blades, 3 year warranty, 12vdc
output, 24v version available, control electronics included, brushless
neodymium cubic curve alternator, only two moving parts, maintenance
free, simple roof top installation, start up speed 7mph, max output
(30mph) 380w. £499 ref AfR1

PLANS
PORTABLE X RAY MACHINE PLANS Easy to construct
plans on a simple arid cheap way to build a home X-ray machine!
Effective device, X-ray sealed assemblies can be used for experimental
purposes. Not a toy or for minors! £6/set. Ref F/XP1

TELEKINETIC ENHANCER PLANS Mystify and amaze your
friends by creating motion With no known apparent means or cause.
Uses no electrical or mechanical connections, no special gimmicks yet
produces positive motion and effect. Excellent for science projects,
magic shows, party demonstrations or serious research 8 development
of this strange and amazing phychic phenomenon.
£4/set Ref F/TKE1.

ELECTRONIC HYPNOSIS PLANS 8 DATA This data
shows several ways to put subjects under your control. Included is a full
volume reference text and several construction plans that when
assembled can produce highly effective stimuli. This material must be
used cautiously. It is for use as entertainment at parties etc only, by
those experienced in its use £15/set. Ref F/EH2.
GRAVITY GENERATOR PLANS This unique plan demonstrates
a simple electrical phenomena that produces an anti-grawtyeffect You
can actually build a small mock spaceship out of simple materials and
without any visibte means- cause it to levitate. £101set Ref FIGRA1.
WORLDS SMALLEST TESLA COIL/LIGHTENING
DISPLAY GLOBE PLANS Produces up to 750,000 volts of
discharge, experiment with extraordinary HV effects, 'Plasma in a jar',
St Elmo's fire. Corona, excellent science project or conversation piece.
£5/set Ref F/BTC1/LG5
COPPER VAPOUR LASER PLANS Produces 100mw of
visible green light. High coherency and spectral quality similar to Argon
laser but easier and less costly to build yet far more efficient. This
particular design was developed at the Atomic Energy Commision of
NEGEV in Israel £10/set Ref F/CVL1
VOICE SCRAMBLER PLANS Minature solid state system turns
speech sound into indecipherable noise that cannot be understood
without a second matching unit. Use on telephone to prevent third party
listening and bugging £6/set Ref FNS9.
PULSED TV JOKER PLANS Little hand held device utilises
pulse techniques that will completely disrupt TV picture and sound!
works on FM tool DISCRETION ADVISED. £8/set Ref F/TJ5.
BODYHEAT TELESCOPE PLANS Highly directional long
range device uses recent technology to detect the presence of living
bodies, warm and hot spots, heat leaks etc Intended for security, law
enforcement, research and development, etc. Excellent security device
or very interesting science project £8/set Ref FSHT1
BURNING, CUTTING CO2 LASER PLANS Projects an
invisible beam of heat capable of burning and melting materials over a
considerable distance. This laser is one of the most efficient, converting
10% input power into useful output. Not only is this device a workhorse
in welding, cutting and heat processing materials but it is also a likely
candidate as an effective directed energy beam weapon against
missiles, aircraft, ground -to -ground, etc. Particle beams may very well
utilize a laser of this type to blast a channel in the atmosphere for a high
energy stream of neutrons or other particles. The device is easily
applicable to buming and etching wood, cutting, plastics, textiles etc
£12/set Ref F/LC7.
DYNAMO FLASHLIGHT Interesting concept, no batteries needed just
squeeze the trigger for instant light apparently even works under water
in an emergency although we haven't tried it yet! £6 99 ref SC152

ULTRASONIC BLASTER PLANS Laboratory source of sonic
shock waves. Blow holes in metal, produce 'cold' steam, atomize
liquides. Many cleaning uses for PC boards, jewilery, coins, small parts
etc. £6/set Ref F/ULB1.
ANTI DOG FORCE FIELD PLANS Highly effective circuit
produces time variable pulses of ac,cousfica I energy that dogs cannot
tolerate £6/set Ref F/DOG2
LASER BOUNCE LISTENER SYSTEM PLANS Allows you
to hear sounds from a premises without gaining access £12/set Ref F/
LLIST1

PHASOR BLAST WAVE PISTOL SERIES PLANS
Handheld, has large transducer and battery capacity with external
controls. £6/set Ref F/PSP4

INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Telephone line crabber/
room monitor The ultimate in home/office security and safetyl simple
to use! Call your home or office phone, push a secret tone on your
telephone to access either. A) On premises sound and voices or B)
Existing conversation with break-in capability for emergency messages
£7 Ref F/TELEGRAB.

BUG DETECTOR PLANS Is that someone getting the goods on
you? Easy to construct device locates any hidden source of radio
energy! Sniffs out and finds bugs and other sources of bothersome
interference. Detects low, high and UHF frequencies £5/set Ref Fl
BD1.

ELECTROMAGNETIC GUN PLANS Projects a metal object
a considerable distance -requires adult supervision £5 ref F/EML2.

ELECTRIC MAN PLANS, SHOCK PEOPLE WITH THE
TOUCH OF YOUR HAND! £5/set Ref F/EMA1
PARABOLIC DISH MICROPHONE PLANS Listen to distant
sounds and voices, open windows, sound sources in 'hard to get' or
hostile premises Uses satellite technology to gather distant sounds
and focus them to our ultra sensitive electronics. Plans also show an
optional wireless link system £8/set ref F/PM5
2 FOR 1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL HIGH FREQUENCY
AND HIGH DC VOLTAGE, SOLID STATE TESLA COIL
AND VARIABLE 100,000 VDC OUTPUT GENERATOR
PLANS Operates on 9-12vdc, many possible experiments. £10 Ref

COLOUR CCTV
VIDEO

CAMERAS,
BRAND NEW AND. CASED, FROM E 9 9 .

Works with most modem video's, TV's,
Composite monitors, video grabber cards
etc
Pal, 1v P -P, composite, 75ohm. 1/3" CCD, 4mm F2.8,
500x582, 12vdc, mounting bracket, auto shutter,
100x50x180mm. 3 months warranty,1 off price £119
ref XEF150, 10 or more £99 ea 100+ £89

Smallest Integrated Radar  Laser Detector

SUPERWIDEBAND
RADAR DETECTOR
360 deg COVERAGE

Detects both radar and laser, X, K, superwide KA bands. LED signal
strength display Audio and visual alerts, Alert priority, Rear and front
facing optical waveguides, Triplecheckverification, city mode, tutorial
mode, dark mode, aux jack, volume control. These may be
illegal to use in certain countries
1 1"x2.7"x4.6"

Superband £149 ref RD2
1,1111=111

/ PLACE YOUR ORDER
VIA OUR WEBSITE AT

BULL-ELECTRICAL.COM

.BULL ELECTRICAL I

250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX
BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).

MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £330 P&P PLUS VAT.

24 HOUR SERVICE £5.00 PLUS VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS use

(ACCESS, VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

'phone orders: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

E-mail bull@pavilion.co.uk

HELIOS PNB-2 RUSSIAN
BORDER GUARD
OBSERVATION

BINOCULARS £1799
Intended for the medium to long range observation of air and ground
targets and the determine bon of their angular co-ordinates. These
giant binoculars are a tribute Russian optical ingenuity,
performance that simply has to be seen to be believed. A large exit pupil
diameter of 7 33mm provides exceptional light passing power, which
when combined with its high
magnification of x15 allows the user to view over vast distances with
delightfully bright, cusp, high resolution images. Robust and able in
construction incorporating an uncomplicated yet thoughtfully designed
mechanical layout ensuring ease of operation and quick precise
targeting. These binoculars have a wide variety of applications and are
suitable for use by coastguards, law enforcement organizations, cus
toms, farmers etc.
Specifications
x15 magnification, 110mm objective, 6 deg angle of view, Field at
100m=105m, focusing 10m-inf, fully coated precision ground optics,
orange and neutral filters, rubber lens caps, rapid tergetting hand grips,
padded headrest, screw in silica gel cartndges. wooden tripod,
operating temperatures -40 c to .50 c weight 25kg, (15kg without
tripod), supplied in wooden carrying case
Border guard binoculars £1799 ref PNB2

TES4 INFRARED
NIGHT SIGHT

One of our top most selling night sights is this Russian TZS4 This sight
enable you to see in very low light levels, or with the aid of the built in
infra red illuminator- in total darkness In 1/4 moonlight you would spot
a man at 150m, in total darkness at 75m Magnification 2.3x,
240x66x190mm,0 9kg, focusing range 1.5m -infinity, M42 camera
mount included, runs on 2xAA batteries, 100mm focal length, 8 deg
illuminator divergence, 50hrs continuous (no illuminator) 10hrs with,
carryingcase and strap
TZS4 Nightsight £199 ref BARBI
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Surplus always
wanted for cash! THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS
LOW COST PC's -

SPECIAL BUY
'AT 286'

40Mb HD + 3Mb Ram "wwwiftiiii:
UNITED QUANTITY only 01 these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems
Made in the USA to an industrial specification, the system was
designed for total reliability. The compact case houses the mother-
board, PSU and EGA video card with single 51/4" 1.2 Mb floppy disk
drive & integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock
with battery backup is provided as standard. Supplied in good used
condition complete with enhanced keyboard, 640k + 2Mb RAM,
DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run
Order as HIGRADE 286 ONLY 00 (E)
Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card
1 4Mb 354' floppy disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb)
Wordperfect 6.0 for Dos - when 3W FDD option ordered
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card

£29.00
£19.95
£22.50
£29.00

LOW COST 486DX-33 SYSTEM
Limited quantity of this 2nd user, supurb small size desktop unit.
Fully featured with standard simm connectors 30 8 72 pin. Supplied
with keyboard. 4 Mb of RAM. SVGA monitor output, 256k cache and
integral 120 Mb IDE drive with single 1.44 Mb 3.5' floppy disk drive.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Fully expandable Only
Many other options avalable - call for details. £399.00 (E)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 3,h" - 8"
51/i " or 31/2" from only £18.95 !

Massive purchases of standard 5;4' and 3W drives enables us to
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip-
ment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard
size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 314* supported on your PC).
3W Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent RFE £24.95(B)
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg. Laptops only £25.95(B)
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop £18.95(B)
514" Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg (for IBM pc's) FIFE £18.95)B(
514" Teac FD -55F -03-U 720K 40/80 (for BBC's etc) RFE £29.95(B)
51/4" BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K £22.95(B)
Table top case with integral PSU for HH 514' Flopp or HD £29.95(B)
8" Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished 8 tested £195.00(E
8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New £195.00(E
8" Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished 8 tested £250.
Mitsubishi M2894-63 8' double sided NEW £275. E
Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U r DS slimline NEW £285. E
Dual 8" cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb £499.00(E

HARD DISK DRIVES
End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85 Mbyte
drive with industry standard SMD Interlace, replaces Fujitsu
equivalent model. Full manual. Only £299.00 or 2 for £525.00 (E)
3W FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE £59.95(C)
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE £59.95(C)
3W CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE VF (or equiv.',RFE £69.00(C)
3W ROME R03057S 45mb SCSI VF (Mac 8 Acorn) £69.00(C
314" WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE I/F BrandNew £185.00(C
514' MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE £49.95)C
514' SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL I/F Ref urb £69.95(C)
514' CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F FIFE tested £69.95 C
51/4' HP 9754B 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested £89.00(C)
514" HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested £195.00)C(
8' FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD IF FIFE tested £195.00)E)
Hard disc controllers for MFM , IDE, SCSI, RLL etc. from £16.95

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

TV SOUND &
VIDEO TUNER
CABLE COr.IPATiBLE 

The TELEBOX is an attractive fully cased mains powered unit. con-
taining all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHIUPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The composite
video output will also plug directly into most video recorders, allowing
reception of TV channels not normally receivable on most televi-
sion receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls on the front
panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF colour television
channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtual/1j all television frequencies
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by most cable
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
for direct connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete compatibility - even for monitors with-
out sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi
audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors £36.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but fitted with integral speaker £39.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF/UHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6 mHz sound specification.
'For cable / hyperband reception Telebox MB should be connected
to a cable type service. Shipping code on all Teleboxe's is (B)

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually every type of powersupply you can imagine.Over

10,000 Power Supplies Ex StockCall for info / list.

OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK

6,000,000 items EX STOCK
For MAJOR SAVINGS CALL FOR SEMICONDUCTOR HOTUST

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification
artmonitors you will ever see -
At this price - Don't miss it!!

Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 14' SVGA Mulesync colour monitor with fine
028 dot patch tube and resolution of 1024 a 768. A
vanity of routs allows ccrinecticri to a host of °mix*
ere mitring IBM PC's n CGA. EGA, VGA SVGA
modes. BBC, COMMODORE (nducing Amiga 1203),
ARCHIMEDES and APPLE Many features Etched
faceplate, text switching and LOW RADIATION MPR

specification. Fully guaranteed, supplied in EXCEL-
LENT We used coodte£4.n
Tit 8 Swivel Base 75 Only £119 (E) MITSder as-SVGA

Or

VGA cable for IBM PC included.
External cables to other types of computers CALL

As New - Used on film set for 1 week only!!
15' 0.28 SVGA 1024 x 768 res. colour monitors.

Swivel & tilt etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £145.00 (E)

Just In - Microvitec 20" VGA (800 a 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info

PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14'
colour monitor with MI RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video Inputs via SCART socket and separate phono jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
Will connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection
to most colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc. Good
used condition - fully tested - guaranteed
Dimensions: W14' x H1214' x 1544' D. Onlyu £95

(E)

PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via SCART socket. Ideal
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex -equipment
fully tested 8 guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attrac-
tive square black plastic case measuring W10' a H10' a 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered. Only £79.00 (0)
KME 10' 15M10009 high definition colour monitors with 0.28' dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern .....
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync RGB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Atari, Commodore Amiga. Acorn
Archimedes 8 BBC. Measures only 13W x 12' x
11'. Good used condition. Only £125 (E)

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors,
complete with composite video 8 optional sound input. Attractive
leak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185(9

SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS
MRS. FA3445ETKL 14' Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245
2kW to 40016V - 400 Hz 3 phase power sources - ex stock £POA
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver £950
IBM 53F5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules £750
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N £95
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9Hz to 330Khz, IEEE £550
Trend DSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 i/o £POA
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
HP1650B Logic Analyser £3750
HP3781A Pattem generator 8 HP3782A Error Detector £POA
HP APOLLO RX700 system units £950
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPIB PSU 0-7 V 160 watts £1800
HP3081A lndustrila workstation c \ w Barcode swipe reader £175
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V U 20A metered PSU £675
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel test set £POA
HP7580A Al 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotter £1850
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp £650
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system £POA
Ling Dynamics 2kW programmable vibration test system £POA
Computer controlled 1056 x 560 mm X Y table & controller £1425
Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser £POA
Racal ICR4O dual 40 channel voice recorder system £3750
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New bans Dec.1995 £9500
ICI R5030UV34 Cleanline ultrasonic cleaning system £POA
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer £2200
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram £1200
Zeta 3220-05 A0 4 pen HPGL last drum plotters £1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control unit £1450
Motorola VME Bus Boards 8 Components List. SAE / CALL £POA
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New £550
Fujitsu 143041R 600 LPM band printer £1950
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface £1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer £POA
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3750
Andrews LARGE al m Satellite Dish + mount (For vowiewri £950
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
TAYLOR HOBSON Tallysuri amplifier / recorder £750
System Video 1152 PAL waveform monitor £485
Test Lab - 2 mfr square quietised acoustic test cabinets £300
Kenwood 9601 PAL Vectorscope - NEW £650

Please call for further details on the above items

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

19" RACK CABINETS
Superb quality 6 foot 40U

Virtually New, Ultra Smart
Less than Half Price!

Top quality 19" rack cabinets made in UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,
full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready punched
for any configuration of equipment mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp
socket switched mains distribution strip make
these racks some of the most versatile we

have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays.
Overall dimensions are: 7756" H x 32W D x 22' W. Order as:

OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £335.00 (G)
OPT Rack 2 Rack, Less side panels £225.00 (G)

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab
Made by Eurocratt Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable
side, front and back doors. Front and back doors are
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door ..ripe:
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status indicators to be seen through the
panel, yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment. The two movable vertical fixing struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear, provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
fully louvered back door and double skinned top section
with top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fitting
of Integral tans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: fitted
castors and floor levelers, prepunched utility panel at lower rear for
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
mm=1625H x 635D x 603 W. ( 64" }I x 25" D x 2344" W )

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price !!
A superb buy at only £195 00 (G)

Over 1000 racks - 19" 22" & 24" wide
3 to 44 U high. Available from stock !!

Call with your requirements.

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM
The ultimate in 'Touch Screen Technology' made by the experts -
MlcroTouch - but sold at a price below cost II System consists of
a flat translucent glass laminated panel measuring 29.5 a 23.5 cm
connected to an electronic controller PCB. The controller produces
a standard serial RS232 or TTL output which continuously gives
simple serial data containing positional X 8. V co-ordinates as to
where a finger is touching the panel - as the finger moves, the data
instantly changes. The X 8 Y information is given at an Incredible
matrix resolution of 1024 x 1024 positions over the entire screen
size I! A host of available translation software enables direct con-
nection to a PC for a myriad of applications including: control pan-
els, pointing devices, POS systems, controllers for the disabled or
computer un-trained etc etc. Imagine using your finger with
'Windows', instead of a mouse I! (a driver is indeed available !) The
applications for this amazing product are only 'knifed by your
imagination!! Complete system including Controller, Power Supply
and Data supplied at an incredible price of only:
Full NICROTOUCH solIsnana support pack E145.00 (El)
and manuals for MN conspstkole PC's E29.85 FIFE - Toslid

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S
INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC -XT
and PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks supplied. FIFE.
Fully tested and guaranteed. Windows compatible. E59.95(A1)
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to fill
in RAM above 640k DOS limit. Complete with data.
Order as: XT RAM UG. 256k. £34.95 or 512k £39.95 (Al)

SIMM SPECIALS
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 120ns Only £16.50 (Al)
1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns £19.50 or 7Ons £22.95 (At)
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns £21.50 or 70ns £23.75 (Al)
4 MB 70 nit 72 pin SIMM -with parity- Only £95.00 (Al)
INTEL 486-DX33 CPU £55.00 INTEL 486-DX66 CPU £69.00 (Al)

FULL RANGE OF CO -PROCESSOR'S EX STOCK - CALL FOR UT

FANS & BLOWERS
EPSON 00412 40x40x20 mm 12v DC £7.95 10 / £65
PAPST TYPE 612 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £8.95 10 / £75
MITSUBISHI MMF-D6D12DL 60x60x25 mm 12v DC £4.95 10 / £42
MITSUBISHI MMF-08C12DM 80x80x25 mm 12v DC £5.25 10 I £49
MITSUBISHI MMF-09812DH 92x92x25 mm 12v DC £5.95 10 / £53
PANCAKE 12-3.5 92x92x113mm 12v DC £7.95 10 / £69
EX -EQUIP AC fans. ALL TESTED 120 x 120 x 38 mm specify 110
or 240 v £6.95. 80 x 80 x 38 mm - specify 110 or 240 v £5.95
IMHOF 826 1900 rack mnt 3U a 19' Blower 110/240v NEW £79.95
Shipping on all fans (A). Blowers (B). 50,000 Fans Er Stock CALL

Issue 13 of Display News now available - send large SAE - PACKED with bargains! .  ALL MAIL & OFFICES LONDON SHOP
Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5:30 Open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5:30     

:
Dept PE. 32 Biggin Way

Upper Norwood

215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
On MA Rua Rook,

M. Thornton Huth &LONDON SE19 3XF Sol/torsi Pork SR Roil Stations

-ELECTRONICS-
et En

25
SEAM

1.71,1 DISTEL©
The Original

REE On line Database
Into on 20,000 +Nock Items!
RETURNING SOON !

ALL 13 ENQUIRIES

0181 679 4414
FAX 0181 679 1927

AI prtes for UK Mankind, UK customers add 175% VAT to TOTAL order arricart Wallin) order £10 Bona Fide accikra orders accepted from Gmemmeni.Universities and Local Authorifies mhrnum account order f:50. Cheques over £100 are nutted to to workng days dearance. Carriage targm- (A£3.00. (A1)=£4.00.
(C-03.50. (012.00, (E)=£15.00, (F-£18.00 (G) CALL Akre/ approx 6 days lc( 41Cping -.faster CALL Scotland surcharge Al I goods supplied to ourStandard Concilions of Safe and iniess stated guaranteed lor 90 days. Al on a return to base basas. Al ripts resened to dun: w prices / specifcalicns without prior

notice. Orders sublect to stodc Discards Icr voiume. Top CASH prices kr surplus goods Al trademarks etc adaa..udged ©Display FJedroron. 1996. E 0 E. 06/6



NEXT MONTH
EPE PIC TUTORIAL
The best introduction to using PIC microcontrollers ever written!
Based around the PIC16C84, this tutorial series takes you by the
hand and leads you down the adventurous path of getting to know
about P/Cs.

First we ask you to assemble a versatile demonstration p.c.b.,
with this board connected to the printer port of any IBM-compatible
PC computer, we discuss in considerable detail the techniques and
methods by which you can get the P/C to perform a variety of useful
functions. From describing the very minimum of commands that a
PIC requires, we examine the codes and the ways in which they
need to be grammatically used, progressing from simply lighting an
I.e.d., through sound generation and typical data display
techniques, to a security alarm system - all with the same demo
board.

At each stage of the thirty -odd tutorials, we encourage you to
change various bits of the simple programs we supply you with on
disk, loading them into the P/C and getting it to do other tasks
related to each discussion. In this way you build up your experience
and knowledge about PICs. At the end of the series, you should be
perfectly capable of writing your own programs for PICs - and
getting them to fulfil that task you've always wished you could put
under microcontroller control!

So, get yourself on the PIC-it line - its easy when you know how!
The EPE PIC Tutorial will be presented as three FREE

Supplements in the March, April and May issues - don't miss it,
order your copies NOW!

HANDY THING
This project is an electronic analogue of the
Swiss Army Knife. It probably can't be used
for predicting earthquakes or eclipses, but it
will do just about everything else.

It will detect static electricity, track
interference and live wires, test continuity
and assess very high resistances. It will also
test whether or not a capacitor is functioning,
check diodes and batteries and even test for
dampness in walls. The creative user will no
doubt come up with several other useful
functions.

AUDIO SYSTEM
REMOTE
CONTROLLER
Adding Infra -Red remote control to your
audio system is easier than you think. PIC
based, this relatively simple unit can be
used with an existing universal remote
controller to switch between audio sources
and to vary volume, treble, bass, etc. In
this way you can add IR remote control to
your existing hi-fi system without
modifying the equipment.

SWITCH ACTUATED BURGLAR ALARM
Although there are now some very high-tech alarms available, for most purposes something more basic is perfectly
adequate. The burglar alarm project featured here is very simple indeed, and it relies on simple sensor switches to
detect intruders. Nevertheless, it can provide very effective protection for a house or flat or even a caravan or boat, and
it can also be used with sophisticated sensors if preferred.

NO ONE DOES IT BETTER
PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES
EVERYDAY

PRACTICAL

ELECTRONICS

DON'T MISS AN ISSUE -
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

MARCH ISSUE ON SALE
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6
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SURVEILLANCE
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY KITS

No. I for Kits
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12
years and you can be sure that all our kits are very well tried, tested and proven and come complete with full instructions,
circuit diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. Unless otherwise stated all
transmitters are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.

Genuine SUMA kits available only, direct from Suma Designs. Beware inferior imitations!
UTX Ultra -miniature Room Transmitter
Smallest room transmitter kit in the world! Incredible 10mm x 20mm including mic.
3V -12V operation. 500m range E16.45

MTX Micro -miniature Room Transmitter
Best-selling micro -miniature Room Transmitter. Just 17mm x 17mm including mic.
3V -12V operation. 1000m range £13.45

STX High-performance Room Transmitter
High performance transmitter with a buffered output stage for greater stability and
range. Measures 22mm x 22m, including mic. 6V -12V operation, 1500m range. £15.45

VT500 High -power Room Transmitter
Powerful 250mW output providing excellent range and performance.
Size 20mm x 40mm. 9V -12V operation. 3000m range £16.45

VXT Voice -Activated Transmitter
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby current. Variable sensitivity
and delay with LED indicator. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range. £19.45

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects directly to 240V A.C. supply for long-term monitoring.
Size 30mm x 35mm. 500m range £19.45

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter
Scrambled output from this transmitter cannot be monitored without the SCDM decoder
connected to the receiver. Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £22.95

SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter
Connects to telephone line anywhere, requires no batteries. Output scrambled so
requires SCDM connected to receiver. Size 32mm it 37mm. 1000m range £23.95

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX
Connects to receiver earphone socket and provides decoded audio output to
headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm. 9V -12V operation £22.95

ATR2 Micro -Size Telephone Recording Interface
Connects between telephone line (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape
automatically as phone is used. All conversations recorded. Size 16mm x 32mm.
Powered from line £13.45

*** Specials ***
DLTX/DLRX Radio Control Switch
Remote control anything around your home or garden. outside lights,
alarms, paging system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter with
digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output, momentary
or alternate, 8 -way d.i.l. switches on both boards set your own unique
security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mmx 90mm. Both 9V
operation. Range up to 200m.
Complete System (2 kits) £50.95
Individual Transmitter DLTX £19.95
Individual Receiver DLRX £37.95
MBX-1 Hi.Fi Micro Broadcaster
Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the
headphone output of your Hi-Fi, tape or CD and transmits Hi-Fi quality to a
nearby radio. Listen to your farvourite music anywhere around the house,
garden, in the bath or in the garage and you don't have to put up with the
DJ's choice and boring waffle.
Size 27mm x 60mm. 9V operation. 250m range £20.95

SUMA
DESIGNS

UTLX Ultra -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Smallest telephone transmitter kit available. Incredible size of 10mm x 20mm!
Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversation transmitted. Powered from line. 500m range £15.95

TLX 700 Micro -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Best-selling telephone transmitter. Being 20mm x 20mm it is easier to assemble
than UTLX. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
All conversations transmitted. Powered from line. 1000m range £13.45

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter
High performance transmitter with buffered output stage providing excellent stability
and performance. Connects to line (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone
use. All conversations transmitted. Powered from line.
Size 22mm x 22mm. 1500m range £16.45

TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmits a continuous stream of audio pulses with variable tone and rate. Ideal for
signalling or tracking purposes. High power output giving range up to 3000m.
Size 25mm x 63mm. 9V operation £22.95

CD400 Pocket Bug Detector/Locator
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly, rate of pulse and pitch of tone increase as you
approach signal. Gain control allows pinpointing of source.
Size 45mm x 54mm. 9V operation £30.95

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator
Multicolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity
used to detect and locate hidden transmitters. Switch to AUDIO CONFORM mode to
distinguish between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signals such as
pagers, cellular, taxis etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation £50.95

QTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter
Narrow band FM transmitter for the ultimate in privacy. Operates on 180MHz and
requires the use of a scanner receiver or our QRX180 kit (see catalogue).
Size 20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £40.95

QLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
As per QTX180 but connects to telephone line to monitor both sides of conversations.
20mm x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range £40.95

QSX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
As per QLX180 but draws power requirements from line. No batteries required.
Size 32mm x 37mm. Range 500m £35.95

QRX 180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver
For monitoring any of the 'Q' range transmitters. High sensitivity unit. All RF section
supplied as pre -built and aligned module ready to connect on board so no difficulty
setting up. Output to headphones. 60mm x 75mm. 9V operation £60.95

A buildup service is available on all our kits if required.
UK customers please send cheques, POs or registered cash. Please add
£2.00 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque
clearance. Overseas customers send Sterling Bank Draft and add £5.00
per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 01827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE
NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO
FIRST CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.

DEPT. EE
THE WORKSHOPS, 95 MAIN ROAD,

BAXTERLEY, NEAR ATHERSTONE,
WARWICKSHIRE CV9 2LE

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Tel/Fax:
01827 714476
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HOW DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT MEASURE UP? AT STEWART OF
READING THERE'S ALWAYS 'SCOPE' FOR IMPROVEMENT!

t, 1

ere, e

Al 'I r
PHILIPS PM32
Dual Trace 50kli

HC3502 Dual trace 20MHz 5n1V-20V/Div. 02+ secs- 05 seedy
X -Y. 05 magnifer. TV sync etc Hardly used £150 Unused £200

THE CLASSIC TEKTRONIX 400 SERIES

Ict5 4.-;(6-71X

468 Digital storage dual trace 100MHz delay
466 Analogue storage dual trace 100MHz delay
475 Dual trace 200MHz delay sweep
465 Dual trace 100MHz delay sweep

FLUKE PM3082 2.2 100MHz delay TB cursors
PHILIPS PM3296A dual trace 400MHz dual TB delay

£650
095
£500
£400

£1206

£1750

TEKTRONIX 2465A 4 -trace 350MHz delay cursors etc .. £2500
TEKTRONIX TAS465 dual trace 100MHz delay cursors.. £900

TEKTRONIX TDS340 dual trace 100MHz
500Misamples de storage £1300

TEKTRONIX 2215 dual trace 60MHz delay sweep. f400
PHILIPS 30552.1 Ch 50MHz dual TB delay _.__...£475
PHILIPS PM97 dual trace 50MHz ...meter dig storage £600

GOULD OS1100 dual trace 30MHz 000: with delay £240
GOULD OS300 dual trace 20MHz £200

AND REMEMBER ALL OUR EOUIPMENT IS TESTED
PROPERLY

MARCONI 20198 syn AM FM signal gen 80kHz 040MHz MOO
MARCONI 2019 syn AM'FM signal gen 80KHz-1040MHz £1500
MARCONI 2018 syn AMSM signal gee 80KH,520MHz .000
MARCONI 2017 AM FM signal gen I OkHz 1024MHz .E1750

eft!n4 11111

-411,* .

FARNELL SSG520 syn Amfm sgnal gen 10-520MHz
FARNELL PSG520 syn AktEM a gen 10-520MHz portable £450

MARCONI 6311 programmable sweep gen 10MHz20GHz. 04500
MARCONI 20226 AM'FM sgnal gen 10KHzIGHz £2000
HP 8656A syn signal gen al 990MHz f1500
HP 864013 PhaseLocesyn sig gen 500KHz-512MHz £750
HP 8640A AM'FM signal gen 500KHz-1024 MHz £650

PHILIPS PM5193 programmable syn tune gen
O I MHz-50MHz £1500
PHILILPS PM5192 programmable syn ha gen
0.1MHz-20MHz £1000

HP 33256 syn functen gen 21MHz £1250

PHILIPS PM5134 sweep tune gen 0-001Hz-20MHz
sinesq tri etc. £400
PHILIPS PM5132 sweep func gen 13-1Hz2MHz
seelqin etc E250

CLASSIC AVEC Mk5 in case with battenes and leads £50
FLUKE 77 DMM 3% digit with denying case and leads £60

RACAL COUNTERS
9918 111Hz-560MHz
9916 10Hz 520MHz

Iu 9904 DC-50MHz

RACAL 1998 counter 1-3GHz GPIB.. £650
RACAL 1991 countertimer 160MHz. £450
RACAL1990 counter I29MHz £300

SOLARTRON 7151 DMM 6' x Etrot
IEEE
SOLARTRON 7150 DMM 6% digit

rc IEEE 000
True RMS

£125
0150
560

P71
STEWART of READING

110 WYKEHAM ROAD. READING: BERKS. RG6 1PL
Telephone: (0118) 9268041. Fax: (0118) 9351696

Callers welcome 9am 5 30pm Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement)

LOOK!!!
BRAND NEW OSCILLOSCOPES-
NEVER USED. LIMITED STOCK

NEW AND HARDLY USED

PANASONIC VP8I77A FMAM signal generator. 100KHz.
100MHz, FM 0-100KHz. output 19dB-99d8, AMO-613%. 32 preset
memory. dgital deplay frequency and output

Used £450 Unused £750
PANASONIC VP7637A stereo signal generator, generates broad-

DMS 3850 anal storageOMM. handheld LCD display. 2 cast FM-RDSARI. preset memory. GPIB

£325 channel 50Mst auto range. 4-dig0 DMM capacdancetrequency Used £400 Unused £700

counter, ban ry operation or external 7.5-9V dc ie AC adaptor
(not sucaedi. RS232. comes in black carrying pouch complete
with 2 scope probes. DMM leads, manual. .. .. FOR ONLY £400

DTS 40 digital storage. dual trace 40MHz 20Ms's storage
cursors and on -screen readout. sweep delay. interface et etc

suppled unused in original box complete with 2 probes and
manual AMAZING VALUE AT f400

DTA 20'40 60 dual trace wrth alt magnification. TV leg Cc etc
lots of speckaten

DTA20 dal trace 20MHz.. £225

DTA40 dal Pace 40MHz- EHT ....... £300

All unused and boxed. slaked with 2 probes and manual

wrierieirrier e

ININNINIONNW*AgeEAN L

DTV 100 3 channel 100MHz sweep delay etc
DTV 60 3 -channel 60MHz sweep delay etc
DTV 20 dual trace 20MHz

All unused booed with 2 probes and Manual

KENWOOD FL180A wowiflutter
reeler. 0003%-10%, Iraq
3kHzI315kHz r m s laveiagemeak.
weighted fillers. digital display of rpm.
dErgit Iraq counter 1001kHz-
9-999KHz/0-01KHz-S5KHU

Used £400 Unused £500

POWER SUPPLY Model HSP3010.
0-300. 13-10A. current limiting. 2

meters
Used £160 Unused £200

GOODWILL GVT427 dual channel AC Miihvoltmeter. 1 u0-3000
in 12 ranges frequency 10Hz-I MHz

Used £160 Unused f125
GOODWILL GAG -808G audio generator. sinesquare 10.1z- I Hz

in 5 ranges 0-1% low distortion. 5 steps output avenue°
Unused £80

ant GOODWILL GFC 8 10G Ire-

quency counter, ran e 1HZ
120MHz. 8 -digit deg y. tSmV
rms sensitivity

Unused t75

ANA_CL3,,, ...,,1.LETER Model HC260TF. AC DC volts. DC
current 10A-17 ranges cornmulty buzzer transistor tester

E425 Unused 015
£375 STEREO AUDIO BALANCE to UNBALANCED CONVERTOR.
£200 i.e for car radio servicing

Unused £20

Used Equipment - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or telephone for lists. Please check availability

before ordering.
CARRIAGE all units £t6. VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carriage

NOW AVAILABLE
RANGER 2 for Windows 95m
The Complete, Integrated
Schematic & PCB Layout Package
Windows Ranger 2

For Windows 95 & NT
 New Hierarchical Circuit
 Split Devices  Gate & Pin Swap
 New Edit Devices in Circuit
 Copper Fill  Power Planes
 Autorouter  Back Annotation

Windows Ranger 2 with Specctra SP2
Ranger & Specctra Autorouter provide the most cost
effective PCB Design system available.A powerful,
intuitive system at an outstanding price!

Windows Ranger 2 Upgrade
Upgrade your existing PCB Package to Windows
Ranger 2.
Demo disc available L5.00 (Prices exc VAT/P&P)

Ranger 2 Outputs:
Full Windows Outputs

Plus - HP -GL

Gerber

NC Drill
AutoCad DXF

Call 01730 260062
Fax 01705 599036 Old Buriton Limeworks, Kiln Lane,

Buriton, Petersfield, Hants. GU3I 5SJ

The CorYIPlete.

8,1;tceirLaaterdouStcpheacrnkaatgiec

JFEETHRX
Ar-Lorxe

Advanced Systems & Technology for PCB Manufacture



VI BARGAIN PACKS
- List 4

One item only per pack unless otherwise stated.
See last month for Nos 1, 2 and 3 and next

month for No 5.

IN -HANDLE MAINS ON/OFF SWITCHES, sometimes known
as pistol grip switches, pack of 2, Order Ref: 839.
5A DOUBLE -POLE CHANGEOVER TOGGLE SWITCHES,
ideal reversing DC motors. etc., pack of 2, Order Ref: 841.
3M 2 -CORE CURLY LEAD, 5A, Order Ref: 846.
1M 3 -CORE CURLY LEAD, 13A, Order Ref: 847.
AC SHADED -POLE MAINS MOTOR with base fixing plate,
Order Ref: 848.
4" PLASTIC DIAL, fits flatted 1/4" spindle, transparent so dial
can be underneath, pack of 2, Order Ref: 851.
2,5001...F 12V CAPACITORS, pack of 5, Order Ref: 853.
DELAY SWITCH on B7G base, Order Ref: 854.
3 CHANGEOVER RELAY, 6V AC or 3V DC, 3 changeover
contacts, Order Ref: 859.
NORMALLY ON, V3 MICROSWITCH, pack of 4, Order Ref:
862.
HIVAC NUMICATOR TUBE, Hivac ref XN3, Order Ref: 865.
DITTO but reference XN11, Order Ref: 866.
SUB MIN NORMALLY OFF MICROSWITCH, pack of 4, Order
Ref: 867.
SUB MIN CHANGEOVER MICROSWITCH, pack of 3, Order
Ref: 868.
EX -GPO TELEPHONE DIAL, rotary type, Order Ref: 904.
QUARTZ LINEAR HEATING TUBES, 360W but 110V so
would have to be joined in series, pack of 2, Order Ref: 907.
2" ROUND LOUDSPEAKERS, 50 ohm coil, pack of 2, Order
Ref: 908.
EDGE TYPE PUSH SWITCHES, BCD system, pack of 2, Or-
der Ref: 915.
10M 4 -CORE FLEX, suitable for telephone extension, Order
Ref: 918.
OLD TYPE KETTLE ELEMENT, 2 -pin plug, Order Ref: 925.
6V 24W HEADLAMP BULB, normal BC plug in cap, Order
Ref: 928.
40 LAMP UNIT to make a figure or letter display, Order Ref:
930.
10K HORIZONTAL PRESET RESISTORS, pack of 10, Order
Ref: 931.
IM 64 -WAY RIBBON CABLE, Order Ref: 932.
MAINS PSU, 15V 320mA AC, Order Ref: 934.
16V +15V 1.5VA POTTED PCB MAINS TRANSFORMER,
Order Ref: 937.
16 OHM 3" SPEAKERS, pack of 2, Order Ref: 962.
MAINS RELAY with 15A changeover contacts, Order Ref:
965.
IN -LINE FUSEHOLDERS, take 20mm fuse, just cut the flex
and insert, pack of 4, Order Ref: 969.
OBLONG PANEL MOUNTING NEONS, pack of 4, Order Ref:
970.
COPPER CLAD PANELS, size 7" x 4", pack of 2, Order Ref:
973.
STANDARD SIZED AUDIO PLUG adapted to take two 3mm
plugs, Order Ref: 974.
3.5MM JACK PLUGS, pack of 10, Order Ref: 975.
DRILL CONTROL CASE, ready punched and with control
logos, Order Ref: 979.
81,,F 350V ELECTROLYTICS, pack of 2, Order Ref: 987.
SCREW -IN NEON BULBS, pack of 4, Order Ref: 990.
VERY SMALL SLIDE SWITCH, pack of 4, Order Ref: 992.
50µF +50µF 350V WORKING ELECTROLYTICS, pack of 2,
Order Ref: 994.
8700uF 7V WORKING ELECTROLYTIC, Order Ref: 996.
1 MEG PRESET POTS, pack of 4, Order Ref: 998.
WHITE PROJECT BOX, 78mm x 115mm x 35mm, Order Ref:
1006.
SLIDELOCK 15A FUSES, panel mounting, pack of 3, Order
Ref: 1011.
6V SOLENOIDS, good length pull, pack of 2, Order Ref: 1012.
RELAY WITH 3 SETS OF CHANGEOVER 8A CONTACTS,
24V AC or 12V DC, 3 sets 8A changeover contacts. Order Ref:
1016.
WHITE TOGGLE SWITCH, push -in spring retain type, pack of
4, Order Ret: 1019.
2M MAINS LEADS, 2 -core, black outer, pack of 4, Order Ref:
1020.
2M MAINS LEADS, 3 -core, black outer, pack of 3, Order Ref:
1021.
FERRITE SLAB AERIAL with coils, pack of 2, Order Ref:
1027.
12V DC POLARISED RELAY, 2 changeover contacts, Order
Ref: 1032.
12in. ic 12In. PAXOLIN PANEL, medium thickness, Order Ref:
1033.
TUNING CAPS, solid DIA, for LW and MW, pack of 2, Order
Ref: 37.
TRIMMER CAPS, screw down type, 10 assorted, Order Ref:
38.
IF TRANSFORMERS, 465kHz, pack of 4, Order Ref: 40.
SOCKETS for stripboard, make your own IC holders, pack of
10, Order Ref: 54.
61/2" 4 OHM SPEAKER, Order Ref: 137.
100K STEREO POTS, pack of 4, Order Ref: 143.
FUSE HOLDERS, chassis mounting for 20mm fuses, pack of
5, Order Ref: 144.
SOCKET COVERS, child protectors for twin 13A sockets,
pack of 4, Order Ret: 149.
DITTO but for single 13A sockets, pack of 4, Order Ref: 150.
POT CORES, circular, ferrite, 54mm x 18mm, pack of 2 pairs,
Order Ref: 156.
AIR SPACED TUNER, 20pF with V: spindle, Order Ref: 182.
METAL BOX, slightly sloping, 8x3x4, 1 only, Order Ret: 209.
TELEPHONE LEADS, 5 -core curly reinforced telephone
leads, pack of 2, Order Ref: 213.
STEREO PRE -AMP, Mullard 9001, 1 only, Order Ref: 216.
PUSH -ON TAGS for'/" spades, pack of 100, Order Ref: 217.
DITTO but right-angled, pack of 100, Order Ref: 218.

CAMCHARGER
CAMCORDER BATTERY
QUICK CHARGER (WITH

RECONDITIONER & TESTER)

Brand new and boxed. Normal price £35, yours for £15,
Order Ref: 15P73.

TOROIDAL MAINS
TRANSFORMERS

All with 220/240V primary winding.
0 -30V+0 -30V at 120VA, would
give you 30V at 4A or 60V at
2A, price £8. Order 8PE2. Order
Ref: 8PG2. 0-110V + 0-110V at
120VA would give you 110y at just
over 8A or 220V at 1/2A, price £8,
Order Ref: 8PG3. 0-35V + 0-35V
at 150VA would give you 35V at 4A or 70V at 2A. Price
£8. Oder Ref: 8P09. 0-35V + 0-35V at 220VA would
give you 35V at 61/2A or 70V at 31/4A, price £9, Order Ref:
9PG4. 0-110V + 0-110V at 220VA would give you 110V
at 2A or 220V at 1A, price £10, Order Ref: 10PG5. 0-45V
+ 0-45V at 500VA would give you 45V at I1A or 90V at

51/2A, price £20, Order Ref: 20PG7. 0-110 + 0-110V at
500VA would give you 110V at 5A or 220V at nearly 3A,
price £25, Order Ref: 25PG7.

SUPER WOOFERS. A 10" 4ohm with a power rating of
250W music and normal 150W. Normal selling price for
this is £55 + VAT, you can buy at £29 including VAT and
carriage, Order Ref: 29P7. The second one is a 8" 4ohm,
200W music, 100W normal. Again by Challenger, price
£18, Order Ref: 18P9.
Deduct 10% from these prices
if you order in pairs or can
collect. These are all brand
new in maker's packing.

SOLDERING IRON.
Super mains powered with long life ceramic element,
heavy duty 40W for that extra special job. Complete with
plated wire stand and 245mm leads, £3, Order Ref:
3P221.

YOU SAVE £40
THE JAP MADE 12V
12A -SEALED BATTERY
from regular suppliers
Costs £50, you can have
one from us for only £10
including VAT if you
collect or £12 if we have
to send. Being sealed it

can be used in any
position and is maintenance free. All in tip top condition
and fully guaranteed, Order Ref: 12P32. Or if you want a
smaller one we have 12V 2.3AH, regular price £14, yours
for only £3.50, Order ReT 3.5P11.
FLASHING BEACON. Uses an XENON tube and
has amber -coloured dome with separate bracket, 12V
operated. Price only £5, Order Ref: 5P.267.
HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 9" by Philips, in metal
frame for easy mounting. Brand new, offered at less than
the price of the tube alone, £15, Order Ref: 15P1.
15W 8" SPEAKER AND 3" TWEETER. Amstrad, made
for their high quality music centre, £4 per pair, Order Ref:
4P57.
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER. Internally
generates voltages which enables you to read insulation
directly in megohms. The multimeter has four ranges,
AC/DC Volts, 3 ranges milliamps, 3 ranges resistance
and 5 amp range. These intruments are ex -British Tele-
com but in very good condition tested and guaranteed
OK, probably cost at least £50, yours for only £7.50 with
leads, carrying case £2 extra, Order Ref: 7.5P4.
We have some of the above testers but slightly faulty, not
working on all ranges, should be repairable, we supply.
diagram, £3, Order Ref: 3P176.
250W LIGHT DIMMER. Will fit in place of normal wall
switch, only £2 each, Order Ref: 2P380. Note these are
red, blue, green or yellow but will take emulsion to suit
the colour of your room. Please state colour required.
LCD 31/2" DIGIT PANEL METER. This is a multi -range
voltmeter/ammeter using the A -D converter chip 7106 to
provide five ranges each of volts and amps. Supplied
with full data sheet. Special snip price of £12, Order Ref:
12P19.
MINI BLOW HEATER. 1kW, ideal for under desk or
airing cupboard, etc. Needs only a simple mounting
frame. £5, Order Ref: 5P23.
MEDICINE CUPBOARD ALARM. Will warn when cup-
board door is opened. Light makes the bell ring. Neatly
cased, requires only a battery, £3, Order Ref: 3P155.
DON'T LET IT OVERFLOW. Be it bath, sink, cellar.
sump, etc., this device will tell you when the water has
risen to the pre-set level. Adjustable, neatly cased for
wall mounting, £3, Order Ref: 3P156.
DIGITAL THERMOMETER. Suitable for outdoors or in-
doors, has an extra wide temperature range -50° to
+70°C, complete with heavy duty battery which should
last several years. Its sensor can be outside, but with the
read-out inside, £4, Order Ref: 4P104.

Nik

SMART HIGH QUALITY ELECTRONIC KITS
All kits are complete with PCB and other components in a blister
pack. If you want more information about them, we have copies of

the illustrated Smart catalogue available price El .

Cat. Description Price
No.
1003 5 watt electronic siren 2.53
1005 Touch switch 2.87
1008 SF function generator 6.90
1010 5 -input stereo mixer, with monitor output 19.31
1016 Loudspeaker protection unit 3.22
1017 Linear CB 30W amp 4.70
1020 0-5 min. time switch 4.70
1023 Dynamic headphone preamp 2.50
1025 7 watt hi-fi power amplifier 2.53
1026 Running lights 4.60
1027 NiCad battery charger 3.91
1030 Light dimmer 2.53
1032 Stereo tone control 3.55
1035 Space sound effects 2.30
1039 Stereo VU meter 4.60
1042 AF generator 250Hz-16kHz 1.70
1043 Loudness stereo unit 3.22
1047 Sound switch 5.29
1048 Electronic thermostat 3.68
1050 3 -input hi -ti stereo preamplifier 12.42
1052 3 -input mono mixer 6.21
1053 Electronic metronome 3.22
1054 4 -input instrument mixer 2.76
1056 8V -20V 8A stabilised power supply 12.42
1057 Cassette head preamplifier 3.22
1059 Telephone amplifier 4.60
1060 + 40V 8A power supply 8.28
1061 12V 1/2A stabilised power supply 3.36
1062 5V 0.5A stabilised supply for TTL 2.30
1063 12V 2A power supply 2.30
1064 + 12V 0.5A stabilised supply 3.22
1067 Stereo VU meter with leads 9.20
1068 18V 0.5A stabilised power supply 2.53
1070 Hi-Fi preamplifier 7.47
1085 D.C. converter: 12V to 6V or 7.5V or 9V 2.53
1086 Music -to -light for your car 4.60
1089 L.E.D. flasher/555 tester 1.61

Cat. Description
No.
1090 Stress meter
1093 Windscreen wiper controller
1094 Home alarm system
1095 Lead acid battery charger
1100 2 x 18 watt integrated amplifier
1101 Dollar tester
1103 L.E.D. power meter
1106 Thermometer with I.e.d.s
1107 Electronics to help win the pools
1112 Loudspeaker protection with delay
1113 2 x 18 watt power amplifier
1115 Courtesy light delay
1118 Time switch, with triac, 0-10 mins
1119 Telephone line recording device
1123 Morse code generator
1124 Electronic bell
1125 Telephone lock
1126 Microphone preamplifier
1127 Microphone tone control
1128a Power flasher 12V d.c.
1133 Stereo sound -to -light

Price

3.22
3.68

12.42
3.45

18.39
4.70
1.84
6.90
3.68
4.60
5.98
2.07
4.14
5.25
1.84
2.76
2.68
4.60
4.60
2.53
5.26

TERMS
Send cash, PO, cheque or quote credit card number
- orders under £25 add £3.50 service charge.

J & N FACTORS
Pilgrim Works (Dept. E.E.)
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney,

Sussex RH17 5PA
Telephone: 01444 881965
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B2 Logic New Features
Outstanding Performance
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New Features

 Even more simulation options.
 Perform full temperature and parameter sweeps.
 New graphical functions.
 New libraries of parts including the entire Texas

Instruments library.
 Nothing extra to pay for the libraries...they are all

included in the price.

As always..

 Everything you would expect from a
professional quality SPICE simulator.

 Fully integrated and interactive.
 No limit no maximum circuit size.
 Free technical support.
 30 day money back guarantee.

B2 Spice for analogue simulation £199
B2 Logic for digital simulation £199
Special bundle price £295
B2 Spice Lite (ideal for first time users) £42.75

Prices quoted exclude VAT
Existing users. If you have purchased a copy within
the last 12 months you are entitled to a free upgrade.

s At

Software for design engineers

B2 Spice & B2 Logic will give you the
accurate results you need quickly and easily.

This software is used by thousands of
designers, research institutions and
universities around the world. But the best
way to be certain that it's right for you is to
try it, which is we're are giving you the
opportunity to do, risk free for 30 days.

For more information call:

01603872331
http://www.paston.co.uk/spice

email: rd.research@paston.co.uk

RD Research
Research House, Norwich Road, Eastgate, Norwich. NR10 41-fA

Now available direct from Maplin Electronics & Cirkit Distribution Ltd Postage & packing £4.50. All trademarks are acknowledged



GEM EE186 135 Hunter Street, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST
Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932
E-mail: Magenta.Electronics@compuserve.com
Homepage: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Magenta.Electronics

E L EC T R ON ICS LTD All Prices include V.A.T. Add £3.00 per order p&p

MAIL ORDER ONLY  CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT

VISA

r EPE MICROCONTROLLER1
P.I. TREASURE HUNTER!

The latest MAGENTA DESIGN - highly '
I stable & sensitive - with MC control I

of all timing functions and advanced I
pulse separation techniques.
 New circuit design 1994
 High stability

drift cancelling
 Easy to build

& use
 No ground

effect, works
in seawater

*NEW
 SIMPLE TO BUILD  SWEPT
 HIGH POWER OUTPUT FREQUENCY
 AUDIO & VISUAL MONITORING
An affordable circuit which sweeps
the incoming water supply with
variable frequency electromagnetic
signals. May reduce scale formation,
dissolve existing scale and improve
lathering ability by altering the way
salts in the water behave.
Kit includes case, P.C.B, coupling
coil and all components.
High coil current ensures maximum
effect. L.E.D. monitor

KIT 868 £22.95 POWER UNIT £3.99

SPACEWRITER
I An innovative and exciting
I

Nth
project. Wave the wand through C4.4,,
the air and your message appears.

I Programmable to hold any message %t,,
I up to 16 digits long. Comes pre -loaded
 with "MERRY XMAS". Kit includes
I PCB, all components Er tube plus

(244 instructions for message loading.
KIT 849 £16.991

- - '11

12V EPROM ERASER
A safe low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a time
in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V supply
(400mA). Used extensively for mobile work - up-
dating equipment in the field etc. Also in educa-
tional situations where mains supplies are not al-
lowed. Safety interlock prevents contact with UV.

KIT 790 £28.51

silver, ferrous & 1 MICRO PEsT
non-ferrous
metals

 Efficient quartz controlled
microcontroller pulse generation.

 Full kit with headphones & all
hardware

KIT 847

 Detects gold,

5

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC
PEsT SCARER
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in a com-
pact hand-held case. MOSFET output drives a
special sealed transducer with intense pulses via

SCARER
Our latest design - The ultimate
scarer for the garden. Uses
special microchip to give random
delay and pulse time. Easy to
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets/
pests away from newly sown areas,
play areas, etc. Uses power source
from 9 to 24 volts.

 RANDOM PULSES
 HIGH POWER
 DUAL OPTION
KIT 867

a special tuned transformer. Sweeping frequency KIT+ SLAVE UNIT
output is designed to give maximum output with
out any special setting up.

KIT 842

NEW SUPER BAT

Plug-in power supply £4.99
1 9 .9 9

£32.50
WINDICATOR

£22.56 A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing

SUPER ACOUSTIC PROBE head. Mains power unit £5.99 extra.
Our very popular project - now with ready built KIT 856 £28.00probe assembly and diecast box. Picks up vibra-
tions amplifies, and drives headphones. Sounds
from engines, watches, and speech through walls
can be heard clearly. Useful for mechanics, in-
strument engineers and nosey parkers! A very
useful piece of kit.

KIT 865 £29.95

KITS UNDER £10.00
Older style kits - some using PC.B., others

stripboard. All popular 'oldies'.
Instructions included with each kit.

K386 Drill Speed Controller £9.95
K561 Light Rider Lapel Badge £9.98
K101 Electronic Dice £7.50
K242 Two Intercom £6.50
K455 Electronic Doorbell £9.25
K816 Stepper Motor Interface £8.52
K481 Soldering Iron Controller £6.90
K512 Mains Tester/Fuse Finder £10.00
K776 Lie Detector £9.90
K240 Egg Timer £7.85
K181 Soil Moisture SOLD
K263 Buzz Off £6.49
K569 Automatic Car Alarm £9.95
Reprints of these special kits - send 50p
stamps per kit + stamped addressed en-
velope

* TENS UNIT *
DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT
As featured in March '97 issue.
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this
excellent new project. All components, PCB,
hardware and electrodes are included.
Designed for simple assembly and testing and
providing high level dual output drive.

KIT 866.... Full kit including four electrodes £32.90

1000V 8. 500V INSULATION
TESTER

Superb new design. Regulated
output, efficient circuit. Dual -
scale meter, compact case.
Reads up to 200 Megohms.
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out
case, meter scale, PCB & ALL
components.

KIT 848 £32.95

MOSFET MkII VARIABLE BENCH
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2.5A.
Based on our Mk1 design
and preserving all the
features, but now with
switching pre -regulator for
much higher efficiency. Panel
meters indicate Volts and
Amps. Fully variable down to
zero. Toroidal mains trans-
former. Kit includes punched
and printed case and all
parts. As featured in April
1994 EPE. An essential piece
of equipment. Kit No. 845 £64.95

3 -NOTE
DOORCHIME

IDEAL
BEGINNERS
PROJECT J
Uses SAB0600 chip to
produce natural sounding
3 -note chime. Adjustable
pitch - so that two can be
used for front and back
doors.
Kit includes PC.B., all
parts and instructions.
No case or battery

KIT 869 £5.99

DETECTOR
1 WATT 0/P, BUILT IN

SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE

20kHz-140kHz

NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC.
A new circuit using a 'full bridge' audio
amplifier i.c., internal
speaker, and head-
phone/tape socket. The
latest sensitive transducer,
and 'double balanced mixer'
give a stable, high peformance
superheterodyne design

KIT 861 £24.99
ALSO AVAILABLE Built & Tested ....£39.99

E.E. TREASURE HUNTER
P.I. METAL DETECTOR
MKI
Magenta's highly
developed &
acclaimed design
Quartz crystal
controlled circuit
MOSFET coil driv
D.C. coupled
amplification.
Full kit includes
PCB, handle,
case &
search coil.

e.

 KIT INC.
HEADPHONES

 EFFICIENT
CMOS DESIGN

 POWERFUL COIL
DRIVE

 DETECTS FERROUS AND
NON-FERROUS METAL - GOLD,
SILVER, COPPER ETC.

 190mm SEARCH COIL
 NO 'GROUND EFFECT'

KIT 815 £45.95
ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER

Keep pets/pests away from
newly sown areas, fruit,
vegetable and flower beds,
children's play areas, patios
etc. This project produces
intense pulses of ultrasound
which deter visiting animals.
 KIT INCLUDES ALL

COMPONENTS, PCB & CASE
 EFFICIENT 100V

TRANSDUCER OUTPUT  UP TO 4 METRES
 COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE RANGE

TO HUMANS  LOW CURRENT DRAIN
KIT 812 £14.81

O

PEsT
SCARER

P U
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SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER
 READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES +
 WINDOWS'"' SOFTWARE
 PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X /
 USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT
 USES STANDARD MICROCHIP  HEX FILES
 OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA)
 PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED PIN

SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs.

INCREDIBLE LOW Kit 857 £12.99
PRICE!

INCLUDES 1-PIC16C84 CHIP Power Supply £3.99

SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
PC BOARD Er INSTRUCTIONS

EXTRA CHIPS:
PIC 16C84 £7.36

Based on the design in February '96 EPE article,
Magenta have made a proper PCB and kit for this
project. PCB has 'reset' switch, Program switch, 5V
regulator and test L.E.D.s. There are also extra
connection points for access to all A and B port pins.

 SEND FOR DETAILED
INFORMATION A

Kit 862 £29.99
-

SUPERB PRODUCT AT AN Power Supply £3.99

PIC16C84 LCD DISPLAY DRIVER UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE.

INCLUDES 1-PIC16C84
WITH DEMO PROGRAM

Kit 860 £17.99
PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER

SOFTWARE DISK, PCB, Power Supply £3.99
INSTRUCTIONS AND
16 -CHARACTER 2 -LINE

LCD DISPLAY

FULL PROGRAM SOURCE
CODE SUPPLIED - DEVELOP
YOUR OWN APPLICATION!

INCLUDES: PCB,
PIC16C84 WITH Kit 863 f 18 99 4/ i._
DEMO PROGRAM,
SOFTWARE DISK,
INSTRUCTIONS
AND MOTOR.

FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED. W./
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS.Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied

with PCB, industry standard 2 -LINE x 16 -character
display, data, all components, and software to include
in your own programs. Ideal develpment base for
meters, terminals, calculators, counters, timers - Just
waiting for your application!

* Chip is pre-programmed with demo display *

Another NEW Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4 -phase unipolar
motor - up to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 step
motor. Chip is pre-programmed with demo software, then write your
own, and re -program the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from
switches etc and drives motor in response. Also runs standard demo
sequence from memory.

PIC16C84 MAINS POWER 4 -CHANNEL
CONTROLLER Er LIGHT CHASER

 WITH PROGRAMMED 16C84 AND DISK WITH
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM

 ZERO VOLT SWITCHING -
10 CHASE PATTERNS

 OPTO ISOLATED
 4 X 3 KEYPAD CONTROL
 SPEED CONTROL POT.
 HARD FIRED TRIACS
 4 CHANNELS @5 AMPS

Kit 855 £39.95

Now features full
4 -channel chaser software
on DISK and
pre-programmed
PIC16C84 chip. Easily
re -programmed for your
own applications.
Software source code is
fully 'commented' so that
it can be followed easily.

LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS

DOLBY PRO -LOGIC
DECODER

DUI DOLBY SU/MOUND]
PRO  LOGIC

Brings full Genuine PRO -LOGIC Sur-

round Sound to you at a fan-
tastic price. The circuit meets all

*DOLBY specifications. with "Stereo
"3 -Stereo" and "Surround" selections.
Featured in EPE APRIL '96

Full kit with case and transformer,
Kit Ref: 869 £124.99

Short Form KIT, Kit Ref: 858
£99.00
'DOLBY and the double -D symbol are
trademarks.

DC Motor/Gearboxes
Our Popular and Versatile DC
motor/Gearbox sets.
Ideal for Models, Robots,
Buggies etc. 1.5 to 4.5V
Multi ratio gearbox
gives wide range of speeds.

LARGE TYPE - MGL £6.95
SMALL - MGS - £4.77

Stepping Motors

MD38...Mini 48 step...£8.65
MD35...Std 48 step...£12.98
MD200...200 step...£16.80
MD24...Large 200 step...£22.95

68000 DEVELOPMENT AND
TRAINING KIT

 USED WORLDWIDE IN SCHOOLS
COLLEGES Er UNIVERSITIES

 DOUBLE EUROCARD, 2 SERIAL PORTS
 NOW WITH EXPANDED RAM Et ROM
 FULL FEATURED MONITOR Ft LINE ASSEMBLER

IN ROM
 CROSS -ASSEMBLER AND COMMS SOFTWARE DISK

 FULL 8MHz 68000 16 -BIT DATA BUS
 EXPANDABLE - PIT OPTION 68230

 FULL MANUAL PLUS DATA
 SUPER LOW PRICE:

KIT 601 £69.95
EXTRAS: 9 -way P.C. lead £6.99

25 -way P.C. lead £6.99
Case - black bottom, clear lid - £5.99

PSU +5V, + 12V, - 12V £12.99

Mini -Lab & Micro Lab
Electronics Teach -In 7
As featured in EPE and now published as Teach -In 7. All parts
are supplied by Magenta. Teach -In 7 is £3.95 from us or EPE
Full Mini Lab Kit -£119.95 - Power supply extra - £22.55
Full Micro Lab Kit - £155.95 Built Micro Lab - £189.95

Tel: 01283 565435

All prices
include VAT.

Add £3.00 p&p.

Fax: 01283 546932 E-mail: Magenta_Electronics@compuserve.com
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401

WL'd'VeINIC COMPONENTS

Station Road, Cullercoats,
Tyne & Wear, NE3O 4P0

,,
All Major Credit cords Accepted =0 sato

Prices Exclude Vat 17%,%. Add £1.25 carriage
& Vat to all orders. Cheques / Postal orders
payable to ESR Electronic Components.

4000 Series

4001 £0.18
4002 £0.17
4006 £0.40
4007 £0.18
4008 £0.23
4009 £0.19
4010

01
0.2341 £

£0..161
4012 £09
4013 £0.19
4014 £0.30
4015 £0.24
4016 £0.30
4017 £0.26
4018 £0.27
40 19

0.3644020
4021 £0.31
4022 £0.32
4023 £0.16
4024 £0.32
4025 £0.15
4026 £0.78
4027 £0.25
4028 £0.34
4029 £0.40
4030 £0.17
4031 £0.70
4034 £1.24
4035 £0.31
4040 £0.38
4041 £0.31
4042 £0.22
4043 £0.28
4044 £0.35
4046 £0.52
4047 £0.34
4048 £0.28
4049 £0.22

4051
4050 £0.26

£0.38
4052 £0.32
4053 £0.40
4054 £0.56
4055 £0.34
4060 £0.44
4063 £0.29
4066 £0.22
4067 £2.20
4068 £0.16
4069 £0.20

£00
£0.23.254071

4072 £0.17
4073 £0.17
4075 £0.17

£ £0.2870.304077
4078 £0.20
4081 £0.22
482 £0.21
4085 £0.28
4086 £0.26
4089 £0.55
4093 £0.23
4094 £0.31
4095 £0.56
4097 £1.20
4098 £0.48
4099 £0.38
4502 £0.38

4508
4503

££01..4040

4511
£0.3810
£0.36

45
4512 £0.32
4514 £0.77
4515 £0.99
4516 £0.44
4518 £0.44
4520 £0.41
4521 £0.62
4526 £0.40
4527 £0.40
4528 £0.40
4529 £0.44
4532 £0.32
4534 £3.24
4536 £1.00
4538 £0.37
4541 £0.33
4543 £0.49
4555 £0.32
4556 £0.40
4560 £1.18
4566 £1.96
4572 £0.25
4584 £0.24
4585 £0.47
47 £024 .94
40106 £0.25
40109 £0.58
40163 £0.46
40174 £0.46
40175 £0.36
40193 £0.60
74 ferias
7407 £0.40

74NC Series
74 HCOO £0.20
74 HCO2 £0.21
74 HCO3 £0.21
74HC04 £0.17
74HC08 £0.21
74HCI 0 £0.16
7411C11 £0.20
741-1C14 £0.22
74HC20 £0.28
7411C27 £0.16
74HC30 £0.22
74HC32 £0.20
74HC42 £0.25
74HC73 £0.40
74HC74 £0.22
74HC75 £0.40
74HC76 £0.20
74HC85 £0.24
74HC86 £0.22
74HC107 £0.40
74HCI 23 £0.33
74HC125 £0.26
7411C126 £0.46
74HC132 £0.37
74HC133 £0.29
74HC138 £0.25
74HC139 £0.31
74HC151 £0.33
74HCI 53 £0.27
74HC154 £0.85
74HCI 57 £0.40
74HC158 £0.23
74HC160 £0.64
74HC161 £0.28
74HC162 £0.45
74HC163 £0.27
74HC164 £0.35
74HC165 £0.35
74HC173 £0.38
74HC174 £0.27
74HC175 £0.35
74HC192 £0.72
74HC195 £0.32
74HC240 £0.37
74HC241 £0.37
74HC243 £0.48
74HC244 £0.42
74 HC245 £0.46
74 HC25I £0.25
74 HC253 £0.25
74HC257 £0.25
74HC259 £0.57
74HC273 £0.35
74HC299 £0.64
74HC356 £0.45
74HC365 £0.34
74HC367 £0.25
74HC368 £0.25
74HC373 £0.35
74HC374 £0.40
74HC390 £0.52
74HC393 £0.38
74 HC423 £0.37
74HC553 £0.42
74110563 £0.56
74HC564 £0.48
74 HC573 £0.38
74 HC574 £0.45
74HC640 £0.73
74 HC688 £0.64
74HC4002 £0.31
74HC4017 £0.64
74 HC4020 £0.36
74HC4040 £0.45
74HC4049 £0.31
74 HC4050 £0.25
74 HC4060 £0.44
74HC4075 £0.27
74HC4078 £0.32
74HC45I 1 £0.64
74HC4514 £0.84
74 HC4538 £0.41
74HC4543 £0.90
7413 Seri*.
741500 £0.23
741501 £0.14
741502 £0.26
741503 £0.29
741504 £0.21
741505 £0.14
741508 £0.23
741509 £0.14
741510 £0.14
741511 £0.17
741512 £0.14
741513 £0.29
741514 £0.21
741S15 £0.14
741520 £0.16
741521 £0.14
74 LS22 £0.14
741526 £0.14
741527 £0.14
741530 £0.20
74LS32 £0.21
74LS37 £0.14
741538 £0.19
741540 £0.14
74LS42 £0.42

.
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741547 £0.58
741551 £0.24
74LS73 £0.40
741574 £0.32
741575 £0.30
741S76 £0.25
74LS83 £0.31
741585 £0.48
74LS86 £0.20
741590 £0.48
741592 £0.45
741593 £0.42
741S107 £0.30
74L5109 £0.21
7415112 £0.24
7415113 £0.21
7415114 £0.21
7413122 £0.31
741S123 £0.31
7415125 £0.27
7415126 £0.25
7415132 £0.21
7413133 £0.36
7415136 £0.23
7415138 £0.40
7415139 £0.24
7415145 £0.56
7415147 £1.17
7415148 £0.64
7415151 £0.25
7415153 £0.40
7415154 £0.70
7415155 £0.25
7415156 £0.36
7415157 £0.22
7415158 £0.21
7415160 £0.48
741S161 £0.32
7415162 £0.44
7415163 £0.32
7415164 £0.24
7415165 £0.48
7415170 £0.30
7415173 £0.24
7415174 £0.24
7415175 £0.24
7415190 £0.60
7415191 £0.24
7415192 £0.60
7415193 £0.24
7415195 £0.24
7415196 £0.24
7415197 £0.24
7415221 £0.40
7415240 £0.32
7415241 £0.32
7415242 £0.32
7415243 £0.30
7415244 £0.32
7415245 £0.60
7415247 £0.32
7415251 £0.24
7415257 £0.24
7415258 £0.24
7415266 £0.14
7415273 £0.32
7415279 £0.25
7415365 £0.21
7415367 £0.21
7415368 £0.21
7415373 £0.33
74LS374 £0.34
741S375 £0.34
74LS377 £0.32
7415378 £0.62
7415390 £0.25
7415393 £0.24
7415395 £0.26
74LS399 £0.62
7415670 £0.69
Linear ICs
AD524AD £23.04
AD548JN £1.62
AD590JH £5.40
AD592AN £4.52
AD595AQ £12.65
AD620AN £9.88
AD625JN £16.20
AD633JN £8.25
AD648JN £2.57
AD654JN £7.25
AD708JN £5.69
AD711JN £1.51
AD712JN £2.38
AD736JN £8.75
AD797AN £8.69
AD811N £6.73
AD812AN £6.32
AD817AN £3.85
AD820AN £3.20
AD822AN £5.20
AD829JN £6.41
AD830AN £5.99
AD847JN £5.71
AD9696KN £7.73
ADEL2020A £5.06
ADM222AH£3.55
ADM232AA £3.55
ADM485JN £2.97
ADM690AN £5.13

ADM691 AN £6.48
ADM695AN £6.48
ADM699AN £3.58
CA7410E £0.26
CA747CE £0.39
CA3046 £0.37
CA3059 £1.33
CA3080E £0.73
CA3130E £0.87
CA3140E £0.49
CA3I 89E £1.22
CA3240E £1.12
DG211CJ £1.55
DG212CJ £1.55
DG4I 1 DJ £3.11
CL7106 £2.95
CL7611DCP £1.06
CL7621 £1.70
CL8038 £4.89
CM7555 £0.32
CM7556 £0.98
1165V £2.72
L272M £1.86
L293E £4.35
L297 £6.37
L298 £6.99
L6219 £4.48
LF347N £0.46
LF351N £0.43
LF353N £0.40
LF356 £0.84
LM30IA £0.25
LM308N £0.58
LM311N-8 £0.29
LM318 £0.98
1M319N -14 £0.90
LM324 £0.24
LM335Z £1.52
LM339N £0.24
LM348N £0.31
LM358N £0.27
LM380N £0.88
LM381N £2.64
LM386 £0.79
LM392N £0.79
LM393N £0.21
LM709T £0.79
LM748CN-8 £0.37
LM1458 £0.37
LM1881 £3.92
LM2917N8 £3.10
LM3900N £0.72
LM3909N £0.72
LM3914 £2.16
LM3915 £2.70
LM13600 £1.66
LMC660CN £1.77
LMC60321N £1.55
LP311N £0.74
LP324N £0.67
LP339N £0.73
LT1013CN8 £3.94
MAX202CPE £2.97
MAX208CN £6.99
MAX220CPE £5.06
MAX222CPE £5.06
MAX232CPE £1.80
MAX483CP £3.13
MAX485CP £2.58
MAX631 ACP£4.99
MAX635ACP£4.99
MAX1232CP £2.96
MC1488 £0.39
MC1489 £0.39
MC3302 £0.56
MC3340P £1.60
MC4558P £0.36
MV601DP £2.97
NE521N £6.39
NE555N £0.23
NE556N £0.36
NE565 £1.84
NE566N £0.90
NE567N £0.39
NE571N £2.47
NE592 £0.62
NE5532N £0.45
NE5534N £0.64
NE5539N £4.35
NE5560N £2.31
OPO7CN £1.42
OP27CN £2.90
OP77GP £1.99
OP9OGP £3.11
OP97FP £2.43
OP113GP £3.44
OP176GP £2.09
OP177GP £1.89
OP200GP £5.60
OP213FP £5.20
OP275GP £2.57
OP282GP £2.27
OP283GP £5.20
OP290GP £5.40
OP297GP £5.74
OP400GP £11.81
OP495GP £8.69
RC4I 36 £1.00
SAAI027 £4.49
SG3524N £0.96
SG3543 £6.88
SL486 £2.88
SSM2017P £3.38
SSM2131P £4.19
SSM2141 P £4.21
SSM2142P £6.16
SSM2143P £3.78
TBA1205 £0.90
TBA800 £0.70
TBA8105 £0.64
TBA820M £0.40
TDA11705 £2.48
TDA2002 £1.04
TDA2004 £3.11
TDA2030 £1.18
TDA2050V £3.12
TDA26I IA £1.88
TDA2822A £0.86
TED3718DP £5.03
TEA5I 15 £3.11
TL061CP £0.35
TL062CP £0.60
TL064CN £0.72
TL071CP £0.39
TL072CP £0.38

TL074CN £0.48 BAT49
TL081 £0.33 BAT85
TL082CP £0.54 BAV21
TL084CN £0.50 BAW62
TL494CN £1.46 BAX13
TL7705ACP £1.62 BAX16
TLC271 £0.54 88405B
TLC272 £0.88 BB909A
TMPO1FP £5.60 BB909B
ULN2003 £0.52 BYI 26
ULN2004A £0.48 BY127
ULN2803 £0.90 BY133
ULN2804A £1.64 0A47
XR2206 £5.37 0A90

2716 0A2
0A202

00
0A91

£0

EPROMes

29 AD161
2764.20 £4.26 Zeners 2.7 to 3.3V ADI 62
27C64-25 £3.44 500mW £0.08 BC107
27128-20 £4.08 1.3W £0.14 BC107B
27C128-15 £3.02 Bridge Redillars BC108
27256.20 £4.85 1.5A bOV £0.19 BC108B
27C256-20 £3.68 1.5A 200V £020 BC108C
27C512 £3.30 1.5A 400V £0.22 8C109
27C1 001-20 £3.02 1.5A 600V £0.22 BC109C
27C4001 -120E9.76 1.5A 800V £0:27 BElig
"Am 1.5A IkV £0.24

3A 400V £0 40
BC116

4164-15 £1'90 BC118
3A 200V £0.36

6116-10 £1.53 BCI 323A 600V £0.33.6264-10 £3.16
56-10 £2.80 6A 800V £0 .59

6A 200V £0.70 B8E13345
62256-10 £4 22 BC140
514256-8 £6.80 10A 400V £1.3925A

200V £1.68
BC141
BC142A/D Converters 25A 600V £1.80 BCI 43Data Acquisition

AD42OAN £25.38 ThyristorsC106D £0.36
BC149C

54AD557JN £8.75 12.0102AA £0.30 BC157AD574AJN £18.48 TIC116D £0.66 BCI 59AD775JN £18.48 TI 126D £0.77 BC160AD7528JN £11.42
AD7545AKN£14.04 Trims BC170
AD7828KN £20.33 Z01050A £0.42 B8E17713113

1CL7109CPL£7.75 TIC206D £0.65
8C17113TLC549IP £3.04 TIC226D £0.94 Bci

ZN425E £5.94 BTA08-600B £0.88
BCI 728ZN427E £9.25 TIC236D £1.12 BCI77ZN448E £7.34 Dior Si. Switch BC178

PIC Micro's DB3 32V £0.20 BC179
16C54A04P £3.07 BR`69 £1.30 BC179A
16C54JW £12.48 Transistor. BC] 82
16C71 -04P £4.88 2N1613 £0.31 BC182A16C71JW £17.34 2N1711 £0.26 BC182B1 6C84-04 £5 92 BC1821PHONE FOR OTHER DiVrEs 2N1893 £0.29

2N221 8A £0.28 BC182LBVolta m, 2N2219A £0.25 BCI 83Rymeters 2N2222A £0.18 BC183L780
£0.32. 2N2646 £1.12 BC183LB

7806
£0.35 2N2904A £0.25 BC184

77880128 ,Ar, 2N2905A £0.25 BC184L
BC186

7815 nve, 2N2907A £0.17
BC204C-v.'-' 2N2926 £0.1678105 £0.23£0.32 2N3053 £0.27 BC206B78106BC2082N3054 £0.8578108

£0.23 2N3055 £0.58 BC209A
78112
78115 c, -,v, 2N3439 £0.62

BC2121
BC2I 2

78124 M...r. 2N3440 £0.50
BC212LB

78505 £0.70'-''
2N3702 £0.09

BC213
78512 c.,I, X 2N3703 £0.10

BC213B,"-nv..' ,,1 2N3704 £0.1078515
7905 ".' 2N3705 £0.10 BC213LC
7912

£0.40 2N3706 £0.10 BE22144L

7915
£0.30£0.38 2N3771 £1.44

7924 2N3772 £1.51 BC225
C-38 2N3773 £1.70 8C237879L05 £0.23 2N3819 £0.42 BC238B79112BC238C£0.23 2N3820 £0.6679L15 £0.28 2N3904 £0.10 BC239C

79L24 £0.30 2N3905 £0.10 BC250AADM666AN £3.44 2N3906 £0.10 8C252L200CV £1.30
L296 £6.87 2N4036 £0.34 BC261 B

2N5245 £0.80 BC262B
L387A £3.24 BC267B
LM2940CT £2.30
LM317LZ £0.30
LM317T £0.48
LM323K £2.84
LM334Z £1.35
LM337T £0.68
LM338K £5.52
LM723 £0.29
LP2950CZ £2.70
REFOI CP £3.44
REFO2CP £4.66 4,,,,
REF12Z £1.28 )",",,
REF195GP £4.72 ..`,

330
RE F5OZ
TL431CP
ZN423
ZN458B
Diodes
I N9I4
1N916
1N4001
1N4002
1N4003
1N4004
1N4005
1N4006
1N4007
1 N4148
IN4149
1N5400
1N5401
IN5402
IN5404
1N5406
1N5407
IN5408
6A05
6AI
6A2
6A4
6A6

6A6A810
BAI57
BAI58
BA159
BAT41
BAT42
BAT46

£1.24
£1.22
£0.45
£1.55
£1.89

£0.06
£0.06
£0.04
£0.04
£0.04
£0.04
£0.04
£0.04
£0.05
£0.05
£0.06
£0.09
£0.08
£0.08
£0.09
£0.10
£0.10
£0.11
£0.27
£0.27
£0.27
£0.28
£0.29
£0.30
£0.37
£0.10
£0.10
£0.10
£0.24
£0.10
£0.28

pF
0.47
1.0
2.2
4.7
10
22
33

470
1000
2200
3300
4700

£0.36 2N5296
£0.17 2N5322
£0.07 2N5401
£0.07 2N5460
£0.05 2N5551
£0.05 2N6107
£0.26 2N6491
£0.36 258548
£0.36 2501730
£0.13 AC126
£0.18 AC127
£0.10 AC128
£0.24 AC187
£0.07 AC188
£0.10 ACY17
£0.56 AD149

teinlifiltvialri

£0.05
£0.05
f0.05
£0.06
£0.08
£0.09
£0.12
£0.15
£0.27

£0.67

£0.57 BC307 £0.10 BD707
£0.57 BC308 £0.10 BD708
£0.11 BC3I 9C £0.13 BD807
£0.54 BC327 £0.10 BDX32
£0.11 BC327-25 £0.10 BDX33C
£0.60 BC328 £0.10 BDX34C
£1.58 8C328-16 £0.10 BDX53C
£0.30 BC337 £0.10 BDX54C
£1.44 BC337-25 £0.12 BF180
£0.44 BC338 £0.10 BF182
£0.50 BC338-25 £0.10 BF185
£0.40 BC348B £0.14 BF194
£0.68 BC357 £0.25 BF194B
£0.48 BC393 £0.73 BF195
£3.84 BC441 £0.40 BF244
£1.67 BC461 £0.46 BF244B
£0.92 BC463 £0.29 BF244C
£0.92 BC478 £0.32 BF257
£0.16 BC479 £0.32 BF259
£0.17 BC516 £0.21 BF337
£0.14 BC517 £0.17 BF355
£0.16 BC527 £0.20 BF423
£0.15 BC528 £0.20 BF451
£0.17 BC537 £0.20 BF459
£0.19 BC546B £0.08 BF469
£0.19 BC546C £0.08 BFX29
£0.41 BC547B £0.09 BFX84
£0.41 BC547C £0.09 BFX85
£0.41 BC5413C £0.08 BFY50
£0.36 BC549C £0.10 BFY5I
£0.36 BC550C £0.10 BFY52
£0.36 BC556A £0.08 BS107
£0.25 BC557B £0.08 85170
£0.27 BC557C £0.08 BSW66
£0.34 BC558B £0.08 BU126
£0.34 BC559C £0.08 BU205
£0.21 BC560A £0.09 BU208A
£0.36 BC560B £0.09 BU326A
£0.12 BC637 £0.21 BU500
£0.17 BC638 £0.21 BU508A
£0.28 BC639 £0.21 BU508D
£0.16 BC640 £0.13 BU526
£0.16 BCY70 £0.22 BU806
£0.11 BCY71 £0.20 BUTI1A
£0.16 BCY72 £0.20 BUTI IAF
£0.13 BDI 24P £6.86 BUX84
£0.13 BDI 35 £0.21 IRF530
£0.18 BD136 £0.21 1RF540
£0.18 BD137 £0.23 I RF740
£0.18 8D138 £0.22 MJ2501
£0.17 80139 £0.25 M13001
£0.11 BD140 £0.25 MJI 1015
£0.11 BD150C £0.82 M.111016
£0.12 BD165 £0.42 MJE340
£0.08 BD166 £0.35 MJE350
£0.10 BD187 £0.39 MPSA05
£0.08 BD201 £0.40 MPSA06
£0.08 80202 £0.40 MPSAI 3
£0.08 BD203 £0.40 MPSA42
£0.08 BD204 £0.40 MRF475
£0.08 BD225 £0.42 TIP29C
£0.33 80232 £0.50 TIP30C
£0.72 BD237 £0.32 TIP31C
£0.72 8D238 £0.44 TIP32C
£0.72 BD240C £0.37 TIP33C
£0.72 802436 £0.50 TIP4IA
£0.08 BD244A £0.53 TIP42C
£0.08 BD244C £0.53 TIP47
£0.08 BD245C £1.18 TIP48
£0.08 80246 £1.18 TIP50
£0.08 BD246C £1.18 TIP121
£0.08 BD283 £0.61 TIP122
£0.08 BD284 £0.61 TIP125
£0.08 BD400 £0.79 TIPI 27
£0.15 BD441 £0.41 TIP132
£0.09 BD442 £0.37 TIP137
£0.09 80534 £0.47 TIP142
£0.09 BD535 £0.50 TIPI 47
£0.10 BD536 £0.65 TIP2955
£0.15 BD581 £0.62 TIP3055
£0.13 BD597 £0.92 VN10KM
£0.30 80646 £0.52 ZTX300
£0.24 BD648 £0.52 ZTX500
£0.30 BD650 £0.53

Electrolytic Axigl
100v- - £0.05

16, 23% 4th 63v

- - E0.05 £0.05 £0.13
£0.13

£0.05 £0.05 f0.05 £0.13
£0.05 £0.05 £0.05 £0.09 £0.12- £0.12 £0.13
£0.05 £0.05 10.07 £0.11 £0.12 £0.13 £0.14 £0.15
- £0.05 - -5.05 £0.07 £0.10 £0.19 £0.13 £0.13 £0.15 £0.19
f0.06 £0.10 £0.13 f0.26 £0.14 £0.16 £0.19 £0.26
£0.09 £0.13 £0.25 - £0.19 E0.20 £0.27 £0.39- £0.19 -- -
£0.17 £0.24 £0.33 - T0.24 £0.28 £0.43 £0.53
£0.33 f0.34 - £0.33 £0.43 £0.59 £1.08
£0.55 £0.70 -- - £0.53 £0.66 £1.11 £1.55

£1.05 - £0.86 f1.11 -

Cams& Mini Disc
1.0,1.2,1.5,1.8,2.2,2.7,3.3,3.9,4.7,5.7,
6.8,8.2 and multiples.
1.0pF to 22nF 100V £0.06
47nF & 100nF 50V £0.07
Wide range of capacitors in stock
fully illustrated catalogue available.

£0.42
£1.04
£0.80
£1.78
£0.56
£0.50
£0.47
£0.50
£0.31
£0.31
£0.58
£0.31
£0.19
£0.19
£0.35
£0.40
£0.35
£0.33
£0.33
£0.40
£0.38
£0.13
£0.19
£0.33
£0.36
£0.29
£0.31
£0.32
£0.30
£0.25
£0.28
£0.21
£0.23
£1.35
£1.32
£1.41
£1.24
£1.40
£1.54
£1.30
£0.98
£1.74
£1.06
£1.30
£1.30
£0.78
£0.76
£1.26
£1.88
£1.60
£1.80
£2.45
£2.56
£0.40
£0.48
£0.14
£0.11
£0.12
£0.17
£7.28
£0.31
£0.37
£0.41
£0.41
£0.72
£0.44
£0.52
£0.48
£0.62
£0.53
£0.45

£0.46
£0.40
£0.46
£0.56
£1.30
£1.12
£0.97
£0.70
£0.48
£0.16
£0.16

100v 250v 450v

£0.22
£0.30- £0.41

£0.17 £0.4010.5)
£0.21 £0.52 E1.06- -
£0.32 £0.57 -£0.44 - -
£0.48 -- -- -- --- -

Dipped Ceramic Multilayor
10,77,33 47 and multiples.
10p F to i 00n F 100V
220nF 100V
330nF 100V
470nF 100V
1.0pF 100V

£0.10
£0.14
£0.16
eo.n
£0.29

Resistors - Pious* Start Value Roquirod per 100 of one value onl
ireW Carbon Film 5% E12 Series 10112-1M0 £0.02 Each, £0.80 per 100
Y.W Carbon Film 5% E12 Series In- 1 OM £0.02 Each, £0.60 per 100
KW Metal Film 1% E24 Series 1On-1M £0.04 Each, £1.72 per 100
YON Carbon Film 5% E12 Series 152-10M £0.02 Each, £0.95 per 100
2.5W Wirewound 5% E12 Series 0521-22052 £0.23 Each
1W 8 2W Carbon Film in stock - selected values only, contacts gles dept. for details.
Prase' Resisters - Pleas. State Value Required
Enclosed, 10mm Square Horz / Vert. 10012 - I MO 0.15W £0.15 Each
Skeleton, 10mm Dia. Horz / Vert. 10052 - 1 MO 0.1W £0.11 Each
Sub -min, 6mm Dia, Horzonta 1 E3 non -I MO 0.1 w £0.19 Each
Multiturn, 10mm Square Top Adjust. E3 1000-1M0 0.5W £0.89 Each
Multiturn, 19mm Long. ,E'nd Adjust. E3 5042-2M0 0.5W £0.60 Each
Potentiometers ..Pleas. State Value Required
Single Gang Y." Shaft, 25mm Dia. 47043-2M2 Linear £0.49 Each
Single Gong Y." Shaft, 25mm Dia. 4k7,10k 47k 100k,1M,2M2 1°9E0.49 Each
Dual Gang A" Shaft, 20mm Dia. Id -MU Linear £1.62 Each
Dual Gang Y." Shaft, 29mm Dia. 1 K0 -2M2 Logarithmic £1.71 Each
Switched 'Ai" Shaft, 20mm Dia. 1 K0 -2M2 Linear £1.56 Each
Switched 1/." Shaft 20mm Dia. 1K0 -2M2 Logarithmic £1.69 Each
PCB Mount, Splined Shaft, 16mm Dia. 470Q -1M0 Linear £0.42 Each
PCB Mount Splined Shaft 16mm Dia. 47043 4k7 100k 1M0 Log £0.42 Each
Dual PCB, Spfined Shaft, 16mm Dia. 10k,5bk 1 60k,560k Lin £0.85 Each
Dual PCB, Splined Shaft, 16mm Dia. 10k ,50k ,100k ,500k Log £0.85 Each
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ANOTHER ERA
Some interesting correspondence has come in recently from a couple of readers who

would like us to support computers other than PCs - in both cases the readers are still
using BBC Micros. We actually dropped our dedicated support of the BBC Micro through

Interface back in December 1990 (over seven years ago now). Frankly it is simply no
longer possible for us to offer any special support for machines from another era, the time

and cost involved in doing this is simply not commercially sensible. While we do try to
offer a service to readers we do also need to make a living and therefore make a profit.

This led me to take a look at how many readers own or have access to PCs and I was
pleased to see that ninety-five per cent of EPE readers can get their hands on a PC, while
seventy-nine per cent of readers own their own PCs. In fact these figures came from our
Readership Survey back in November 1996 and, at that time, nearly half of those readers

who did not own a PC stated their intention to buy one, so the ownership figure could be

even higher now.
It's interesting to see that a national survey of the public, carried out around the same

time, indicated that only about eighteen per cent of the adult UK population regularly used

a computer at home, and that over sixty per cent of those only used the computer for
games.

IMMEASURABLE
Obviously electronics as a hobby can readily be enjoyed by those without a PC but we

find that the use of computers extends the interest and possibilities of our hobby im-
measurably. It is, therefore, not a surprise to find so many of our dedicated readers using
PCs in conjunction with project development and building. Just take a look through the
advertisements in this issue for an insight into the number and variety of software available

to the hobbyist, student, technician, designer and engineer - all, of course, for PCs.
We can understand those who don't want to get involved with computers (computers do

after all generate their own set of new problems - see last month's Editorial) and, as I have

said before, I believe there will always be plenty in EPE to interest you, but we must also
be aware of the needs of the vast majority of our readers and provide them with interesting,

stimulating and innovative material, like EPE PIC Tutor coming next month (see page 83).
Progress, particularly in technology, forges ahead at an ever increasing rate; we cannot

stop it, nor would we wish to try.

AVAILABILITY
Copies of EPE are available on subscription any-
where in the world (see below), from all UK
newsagents (distributed by Seymour) and from
the following UK electronic component retailers:
Maplin - all stores throughout the UK (and in S.
Africa); Greenweld Electronics; Cirkit Distribution;
Omni Electronics. The magazine can also be

purchased from many retail magazine outlets
around the world.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Annual subscriptions for delivery direct to any
address in the UK: £26. Overseas: £32 standard air
service, £49.50 express airmail. Cheques or bank
drafts (in sterling only) payable to Everyday
Practical Electronics and sent to EPE Subscrip-
tions Dept., Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749. Subscrip-
tions start with the next available issue. We
accept MasterCard or Visa. (For past issues see
the Back Issues page.)

BINDERS
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are avail-
able from the above address. These are finished
in blue p.v.c., printed with the magazine logo in
gold on the spine. Price £5.95 plus £3.50 post
and packing (for overseas readers the postage is
£6.00 to everywhere except Australia and Papua
New Guinea which cost £10.50). Normally sent
within seven days but please allow 28 days for
delivery - more for overseas orders.
Payment in f sterling only please. Visa and Master-
Card accepted, minimum credit card order f5. Send,
fax or phone your card number and card expiry date
with your name, address etc.
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READERS' ENQUIRIES
We are unable to offer any advice on the use,
purchase, repair or modification of com-
mercial equipment or the incorporation or
modification of designs published in the
magazine. We regret that we cannot provide
data or answer queries on articles or projects
that are more than five years old. Letters
requiring a personal reply must be accom-
panied by a stamped self-addressed en-
velope or a self-addressed envelope and
international reply coupons. Due to the cost
we cannot reply to overseas queries by Fax.

All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot, however,
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.

COMPONENT SUPPLIES
We do not supply electronic components or
kits for building the projects featured, these
can be supplied by advertisers (see Shoptalk).

We advise readers to check that all parts are
still available before commencing any project
in a back -dated issue.

We regret that we cannot provide data, or
answer queries, on projects that are more
than five years old.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although the proprietors and staff of
EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS take
reasonable precautions to protect the inter-
ests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements are bona fide,
the magazine and its Publishers cannot give
any undertakings in respect of statements or
claims made by advertisers, whether these
advertisements are printed as part of the
magazine, or in inserts.

The Publishers regret that under no cir-
cumstances will the magazine accept liability
for non -receipt of goods ordered, or for late
delivery, or for faults in manufacture. Legal
remedies are available in respect of some of
these circumstances, and readers who have
complaints should first address them to the
advertiser.

TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
We advise readers that certain items of radio
transmitting and telephone equipment which
may be advertised in our pages cannot be
legally used in the UK. Readers should check
the law before buying any transmitting or
telephone equipment as a fine, confiscation of
equipment and/or imprisonment can result
from illegal use or ownership. The laws vary
from country to country; overseas readers
should check local laws.
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Constructional Project

WATER
WIZARD

ANDREW BUCKMASTER !Deal:gni and MAX HORSEY !Text)

Learn to save water - shower
with a friendly monitor!

TIIE Water Wizard is a water monitor-
ing device designed for showers and

hosepipes, which records the number of
litres used on a digital display. It also in-
cludes a set of four l.e.d.s which progres-
sively light at each 25 litres.

Since a typical bath requires about 100
litres of water, the l.e.d.s provide a reading
in terms of each quarter of a bath used. An
audible warning sounds at each 25 litre
step.

A typical shower will consume about 25
litres of water. However, modern power
showers can supply a surprising amount
of water in a short time, in fact a typical
power shower at full setting can deliver 14
litres per minute. The average shower time
is seven minutes. This would use the same
quantity of water as a bath - hence the
justification for this project!

When using a hosepipe, water is con-
sumed at an even greater rate, and the
design should encourage the user to reduce
consumption. The current water shortage
in various parts of the UK, and the pos-
sibility of more extensive water metering,
have made the use of this type of product
more pressing.

HOW IT WORKS
The design does not require an on/off

switch, in fact there are no controls at all,
making the casing easier to waterproof and
the device simple to use. It switches on
automatically when water begins to flow
through the sensor and, when the water
flow stops, the circuit waits for 30 seconds
before switching off.

Just before it switches off, it stores the
value displayed in memory so that this
reading can be recalled the next time it
starts up. This makes it possible to check
the amount of water consumed by the
previous user before displaying the new
total.

The system allows counting to 499
litres. The digital readout counts to 99, and
l.e.d.s indicate the equivalent fraction of a
bath, i.e. quarter, half, three-quarters.

If the count exceeds 99, then the first
l.e.d. flashes, indicating that the digital
reading must be added to 100 litres. At
200 litres the next l.e.d. flashes, and so on,
allowing a count to 499 litres.

The system is based around the
PIC16C54 microcontroller, an electrically

Completed Water Wizard showing front panel display layout.

programmable read only memory (Eprom)
device. The suggested system employs an
external water flow sensor, and no
plumbing skills are required. However, it
would be possible to employ a larger case
if preferred, and include an internal water
flow sensor.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

The circuit diagram for the Water
Wizard is shown in Fig. 1. The PIC I 6C54
microcontroller is designated as ICI. A
2.4576MHz crystal (X1) drives the
microcontroller's oscillator, aided by
capacitors Cl and C2.

Capacitor C3, along with resistors RI
and R2 force IC1 to reset when power is
first applied. This ensures reliable start-up.
Diode DI allows C3 to discharge quickly
when power is removed.

The water flow sensor module (X2)
is a ready -built device with com-
patible hosepipe/shower-hose connections.
It comprises an infrared l.e.d. (D2) and
sensor unit in a single housing complete
with a set of blades which revolve as water
passes through the unit. As the blades
revolve, they interrupt the infrared beam
between the I.e.d. and sensor causing a
square wave output to be generated. The
frequency of the output is determined by
the rate of water flow.

A schematic representation of the sen-
sor's internal circuit is shown in Fig.2.

Be aware that the current flowing
through the sensor's l.e.d., i.e. D2, affects
the mark/space ratio of the output.
Changing the value of R3 (Fig.1) will have
a significant affect on this ratio.

The value of 680 ohms as shown is
suitable for a 6V supply, but it may need
reducing if a lower voltage power source is
used. A value of about 470 ohms to 560
ohms may be more suited to a 5V supply.
(The circuit must not be used with a
supply greater than about 6.25V - the
maximum that the PIC16C54 can accept.)

POWER SAVING
The Water Wizard has been designed to

minimise electrical current consumption.
For example, if the cathode (k) side of
1.e.d. D2, and the OV connection of the
sensor had been connected directly to OV
in the circuit, power would undesirably
flow through the sensor and l.e.d. when the
circuit is inactive. This is avoided by con-
trolling the sensor via the PIC.
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The PIC is programmed to "wake up"
at regular intervals in order to switch
on the sensor and check for an output
waveform. If no waveform is present, the
PIC returns to its Sleep mode.

Ideally, the sensor and l.e.d. should be
switched on and off via one of the pins of
the PIC dedicated to this task. However,
no spare pins were available but, when the
PIC is active, at least one of the outputs
RAO, RAI and RA2 is always at OV.
Hence the negative (OV) power supply for
the sensor and l.e.d. is via these outputs
and diodes D3, D4 and D5.

The inclusion of the diodes allows the
pins RAO, RA1 and RA2 to fulfil their
normal task, namely to drive I.e.d.s D6 to
D9. These are the I.e.d.s which indicate the
fraction of a bath of water used.

Since each output RAO, RA 1 and RA2
can be at logic 1, logic 0 or open circuit,
the combinations shown in Table I allow
full control of the four I.e.d.s.

Notice that when the PIC is in Sleep
mode (circuit inactive), the outputs are all
open circuit (X), so preventing current
wastefully flowing through the sensor and
D2. When the PIC is active, the three
outputs are switched to logic 0, allow-
ing the sensor to operate, but still keep-

+VE

FLOW SENSOR
MODULE
RS 257-133 I REGULATOR I

8008

a

-
k

.
a

' 08

511.

OV

Fig.2. internal circuit schematic of the
water flow sensor module

ing l.e.d.s D6 to D9 switched off until
required.

The output from the sensor is delivered
to pin 3 of the PIC, which is configured as
an input. This is the only input required
and the status of the signal on it is used to
sense when water is flowing, to set the PIC
to its active state, and to determine the
flow rate.

Output RA3 is used to control the
buzzer (WDI ) via transistor TR1.

DISPLAYS
The two 7 -segment l.e.d. displays, X3

and X4, are strobed. In other words, the
individual segment connections from the
two displays are connected to a single set
of outputs, namely RB1 to RB7. There is
only one output pin remaining, RBO, and
so this is made to control which display is
on at any one time, by toggling between
logic 0 and logic 1.

Output RBO is connected to the bases of
two transistors, TR2 and TR3. Transistor
TR2 is a pnp type, and TR3 is an npn.
Hence, when RBO is low (logic 0), TR2
turns on, allowing current from display X3
to sink to OV.

In this condition, the outputs RBI to RB7
are taken high (logic 1) to turn on the
selected segment of the display. For ex-
ample, if RBI to RB7 are all low, then X3
is blank. If RB1 to RB7 are all high, then an
"8" is displayed. Note that X3 is a common
cathode type, i.e. all the I.e.d. segment
cathodes are joined to a single pin.

Table 1: L.E.D. Control Combinations

RAO RA1 RA2 D6 D7 D8 D9

X X X off off off off
0 0 0 off off off off
X 0 1 off off off on
X 1 0 off on off off
1 0 X on off off off
0 1 X off off on off

(X = open circuit)

Andrew demonstrating his water
monitor at the 1997 Young Electronics
Designer Awards co -sponsored by
Texas and Mercury.

When RBO is low, transistor TR3 will
be switched off since it is an npn type and
requires its base to be at least 0.7V before
turning on. Hence X4 will be blank.

If RBO is switched high by the PIC,
then TR2 will turn off, making X3 blank
regardless of the logic levels at RB1 to
RB7. However, TR3 will now turn on,
causing X4 to display a number deter-
mined by the outputs RBI to RB7.
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the Water Wizard water flow monitor.
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Note that since X4 is a common anode
type, each segment will turned on by a
logic 0 rather than a logic 1. Hence if RB1
to RB7 are low, then X4 will display a
number "8". If RB1 to RB7 are high, then
X4 will be blank.

The PIC program causes RBO to
change state very quickly so that both
displays appear to be lit continuously.
This is known as strobing or multiplex-
ing. Output levels on RB1 to RB7 must
be synchronised with RBO, noting that
when RBO is low, then "highs" deter-
mine the number on X3, and when RBO is
high, then "lows" determine the number
on X4. This complicates the program-
ming, but allows two displays to be
controlled by only eight pins.

Capacitors C4 and C5 decouple the cir-
cuit power lines, and diode DIO protects
the circuit if the battery is connected the
wrong way round.

PROGRAM
The Water Wizard program flow chart is

shown in Table 2. The left hand chain of
boxes deals with the count from one to
100 litres, the right hand side deals with
counts from 100 to 500 litres. The chart is
slightly simplified, for example the buzzer
produces three bleeps when 25 litres have
passed, five bleeps at 50 litres, etc.

When the system goes into Sleep mode,
the reading on the display is stored in a file
register. At wake-up, this reading is dis-
played until the first litre has been used.

For example, if you used 27 litres of
water in the shower, the reading of 27 will
remain on the display for 30 seconds after
switching off the water. After 30 seconds
the display will blank, and the circuit will
shut down.

When the water is turned on again, the
reading of 27 will be displayed until the
first litre has been used, at which time the
display will revert to 1. This enables mem-
bers of a family to check on each other's
water consumption! The count value is lost
if power is removed from the circuit.

The program was written and as-
sembled using the system supplied by
Microchip, namely MPASM and MPLAB.
Details about obtaining the software and
preprogrammed PIC16C54 chips are given
in the Shop Talk column and on the EPE
PCB Service page.

Note that as the PIC16C54 micro -
controller is an Eprom device, once pro-
grammed it can only be reprogrammed
after being erased by an ultraviolet erasure
unit.

CONSTRUCTION
A fairly compact printed circuit board

Table 2: Water Wizard Program Flow Chart

(INITIALISATION

GO TO SLEEP

IS THE
SENSOR

PULSING?

COUNT THE
PULSES

DISPLAY THE
7 -SEGMENT

DISPLAYS

HAS 25
LITRES

PASSED?

TURN ON NEXT
L.E D

IS THAT THE
LAST L.E.D.?

SET THE
BUZZER

TO PULSE

SET THE
BUZZER ON

FOR A LONG
BUZZ

IS THE
SENSOR

PULSING?

COUNT THE
PULSES

DISPLAY THE
7 -SEGMENT

DISPLAYS

HAS 100
LITRES

PASSED?

FLASH NEXT

IS THAT THE
LAST LE D. 9

SET THE
BUZZER ON

FOR A LONG
BUZZ

NO

SET THE
BUZZER

TO PULSE

Printed card
facia panel

(p.c.b.) layout, as shown in Fig.3, is re-
quired in order to fit the board into the
suggested case. This board is available
from the EPE PCB Service, code 180.

Ensure that the p.c.b. fits the case before
starting work.

Begin by soldering in an 18 -pin dual -in -
line (d.i.l.) socket for the PIC and two

COMPONENTS
Resistor
R1 10k See
R2 1k
R3 680f/
R4, R6, R7 2k2 (3 off) TALK
R5 27011 Page

Capacitors
Cl. C2 22p ceramic disc (2 off)
C3, C4 470µ radial elect. 10V

(2 off)
C5 100n ceramic disc

Semiconductors
Dl. D3 to 1N4148 signal diode

D5 (4 off)
D2 (integral with sensor X2)
D6 to D9 5mrn red I.e.d. (4 off)
D10 1 N4001 rectifier diode
TR1. TR3 BC184L npn transistor

(2 off)
TR2 BC214L pnp transistor
IC1 PIC16C54 microcontroller,

preprogrammed (see
text)

Miscellaneous
B1 6V battery (4 x AA) and

clips (see text)
WD1 buzzer, 3V to 6V, p.c.b.

mounting
X1 2.4576MHz crystal
X2 flow sensor type

RS257-133
X3 7 -segment common

cathode I.e.d. display
X4 7 -segment common anode

I.e.d. display
Printed circuit board, available

from the EPE PCB Service, code
180; splashproof plastic case with
transparent lid, 82mm x 80mm x
55mm; 18 -pin d.i.l. socket; 10 -pin s.i.l.
socket (2 off); red filter; 4 -core cable (1
metre approx.); shower hose extension
to suit (see text); solder, etc.

Approx Cost
Guidance Only fe50
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single -in -line (s.i.l.) sockets for the 7 -seg-
ment displays. Then solder in the resistors,
crystal and small capacitors. Take care to
fit the diodes, transistors and electrolytic
capacitors the correct way round as shown.
Also take care not to create any solder
bridges, particularly where tracks run be-
tween the pins of IC1.

The four l.e.d.s should be fitted the
correct way round, noting that the longer
of the two leads is the anode (a). Note
that the I.e.d.s are not in line, and D6 and
D8 are displaced in order to allow the
p.c.b. to be clipped into place inside the
case.

It is necessary to bend the l.e.d. wires a
little so that all the I.e.d.s are aligned, and
their tops are at the same height as the
7 -segment displays. If necessary, push
the displays into their sockets to check
this, but be sure to note which is the
common cathode display, and which is
the common anode. No great harm will
occur if they have become mixed up, but

if in doubt, test the circuit with one
display chosen at random to see if it
works.

FLOW SENSOR
The flow sensor should be connected to

the p.c.b. via a length of 4 -core cable.
Use the thinnest cable available, and do
not forget to push the cable through the
hole in the sensor cover.

The sensor cover is a push -fit and
should be removed to expose the five
connections. These include two for the
internal l.e.d. and three for the sensor
itself, as seen in Fig.4.

Note that the cathode of the 1.e.d.
should be connected to the sensor's OV
pin with an insulated wire link. Although
this point is intended to be connected to
diodes D3, D4 and D5 when the unit is in
normal use, a direct OV connection is
provided on the p.c.b. and is shown in
Fig.3 as "OV Test Point". This is useful
for initial testing as the output signal

8 7 6
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Fig.3. Water Wizard printed circuit board component layout,
wiring to flow sensor, and full size coppr foil master. Note the
lead-off wires should be soldered to the trackside.

(Above) The tops
of the "litre"
l.e.d.s should
align with the
7 -segment displays.
(Below) The p.c.b. is wedged into its case using adhesive
pads. The battery holders are sited in the bottom.

FIXED
BASE "),

CABLE
ENTRY 0
HOLE

CAP

PRISE OPEN HERE

INKFM\\\\\\\\\\
WATER FLOW

L.E.D. 8,
k a

STANDARD
15mm DIA.
PIPE FITTING
AT BOTH
ENDS

INTERIOR
CONNECTIONS
(TOP VIEW)

Flg.4. Connecting details for the Water
Flow sensor.

from the sensor may be tested without the
PIC being active.

Connect the 4 -core cable to the p.c.b. on
the trackside, so that the cable does not

show above the p.c.b. Note that
the connection is temporary at

this stage, since the cable will
have to be fitted through a

hole in the case.
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Control unit with lid removed. The 7 -segment displays and
1.e.d.s should protrude into the lid area.

The battery clip should also be con-
nected to the power supply pads on the
trackside of the p.c.b.

Finally, fit the programmed PIC, check-
ing that its notch faces towards the top of
the circuit board, as shown in Fig.3.

TESTING
The circuit can now be tested by con-

necting a 5V power supply or 6V bat-
tery pack. Blowing air through the sensor
should make its rotor spin and produce a
square wave output signal, which can be
checked by an oscilloscope, if available.

If all is well, the display should light
when air is blown through the sensor. Con-
tinuous blowing should cause the display
reading to increase, and at 25 litres the first
l.e.d. should light and the buzzer should
pulse for a short time.

Remember that the PIC will not "wake
up" until a square wave is present on pin 3
of the PIC.

Since continual blowing into the water
flow sensor unit is inconvenient, if not
stressful, it may be helpful to apply a
square wave (not above 6V) from a signal
generator to IC1 pin 3 (with the sensor's
signal lead disconnected).

Water Flow Sensor module. Check the
water flow direction indicated on the
body of the module.

Dismantled sensor showing "water paddle" rotor and wiring.

Fig.5. One suggested method of at-
taching the Water Wizard to a shower
unit.

The whole sequence may then be ob-
served at higher speed to 500 litres, with-
out wasting any water or breath!

CASE DETAILS
The Water Wizard prototype was

housed in a plastic case measuring 82mm
x 80mm x 55mm, with a clear lid. The
case must be sealed and water resistant
as it may well be splashed with water.

Several holes are required in the case,
one for the 4 -core cable, and a few very
small holes for the sound to penetrate
from the internal buzzer.

The cable entry should be protected
with a tight fitting grommet, and the
sound holes possibly protected with a thin
membrane, although if located at the base
or rear of the unit (as with the prototype -
six small holes), water penetration should
not be a problem.

It may be necessary to drill small
securing holes in the rear section if the
unit is to be fitted to a wall.

A 6V battery supply is required, and
this is achieved with four AA -size cells.
Two 3V battery packs will fit the case
more easily than a single 6V pack. The
two 3V packs may be glued inside to the

rear of the case, although the type used
in the prototype were wedged into place
without the need for glue.

Ensure that the packs are connected in
series, i.e. the red wire from one should
be connected to the black wire from the
other. The remaining red and black wires
then provide the positive and negative
supply to the circuit.

The p.c.b. may be mounted at the top
of the lower section of the case, or in the
transparent lid using adhesive wedges. A
red filter may be placed over the 7 -seg-
ment displays to improve their appear-
ance; it should be fitted directly on the
displays, as any space between the dis-
plays and the filter will cause blurring.

The prototype's cover panel seen in the
photographs was drawn on coloured card,
the I.e.d. circles and 7 -segment display
box being cut out with a craft knife. The
panel was fitted inside the clear case top
to provide a neat finish.

INSTALLATION
A diagrammatic representation of how

the Water Wizard is attached to the
shower unit via an additional flexible
hose is shown in Fig.5. With the
prototype, the additional hose was
reduced in length so that the sensor was
immediately below the shower unit.
However, this type of alteration requires
a degree of plumbing skill to produce a
water tight joint, and it may be wiser to
leave the additional hose at its standard
length.

The 4 -core cable links the sensor to
the Water Wizard, and the cable may be
routed neatly behind the hose and shower
unit.

EDITORIAL NOTE
Andrew Buckmaster received

"Highly Commended" recognition
for his Water Wizard in the
Intermediate (15 to 17 years)
category of the Young Electronic
Designer Awards (VEDA) for 1997,
as reported in our June '97 issue.
For his achievement, he was
awarded a certificate and the prize
of a Texas Instruments T180
graphics calculator.

Andrew is a pupil at Radley Col-
lege, Abingdon, near Oxford, where
Max Horsey is Head of Electronics.
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Looks like Quickroute 4.0
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Simulation, Schematic Capture, PCB
AutoRouting & CADCAM Support for just £79**
Announcing Quickroute 4.0! Now all versions of Quickroute 4.0 have
the full range of great features you've come to expect from Quickroute
including a FREE integrated mixed mode simulator, plus a new modern
user interface with active buttons, a fast new symbol browser, and

dockable tool bars. The only difference now between the various
versions of Quickroute is the size of design you can create.

Best of all, you can now try Quickroute 4.0 with complete confidence
because all orders are covered with our 30 day money back
guarantee*. Simply fill in the coupon and fax, mail (FREEPOST address
below) or FREEphone 0800 731 28 24 to place your order.

Yes, I would like to order (please tick box)

Quickroute 4.0 (max 300 pins) at £99.88 inclusive

! Quickroute 4.0 (max 800 pins) at £182.13 inclusive
Quickroute 4.0 (full access) at £299.63 inclusive
Quickroute 4.0 Information Pack (free)
Inclusive price includes U.K. post & packing & V.A.T.

My payment choice (please tick box)

I enclose a cheque payable in U.K sterling for £
Please debit my Visa/Mastercard/American Express/Switch* card (*please delete)

Card No. Expiry

Signature

Delivery Address

FREEphone 0800 731 28 24 Ref 403

Quickroute Systems Ltd FREEPOST NWW13136 Stockport SK4 1YR.
FAX 0161 476 0505 FREE Demo on WEB http:\\www.quickroute.co.uk

 New user interface with
dockable tool bars

 Multi -sheet schematic capture

 Power rail & Data bus support

 Analogue+Digital Simulation

 PCB Design with Autorouter

 Copper flood fill
 Netlist import and export

 CAD/CAM import and export

 WMF, DXF & SPICE file export

 1000+ Library Symbols

 Engineering Change

 30 Day Money Back Guarantee*
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*Refunds are only issued if you contact Quickroute Systems Ltd within 30 days of receiving your copy of Quickroute 4.0.



Electronics Principles 5.0
If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or

improving your knowledge of electronics then this is The software for you.
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Innovations
A roundup of the latest Everyday

News from the world of
electronics

PC SPEECH TRANSLATION
Real-time translation between spoken languages is

a mere two years away, reveals Barry Fox.
MICROSOFT has paid $45 million
for an eight per cent share in
Belgian electronics company, Ler-

nout and Hauspie. In return for the
investment, Microsoft is free to use
L&H's speech recognition and text -to -
speech software in its Windows operat-
ing system. L&H will use the money
to develop the translation software on
which the licensed programs rely.

President and CEO Gaston Bas-
tiaens (ex -Philips and ex -Apple) recently
demonstrated where the technology is
today, and predicted where it will go
next.

Within two years, says Bastiaens,
L&H will he selling a hand-held
translator, which responds to an English
voice and speaks a Chinese translation,
and vice -versa. There will also be a
Japanese -English version. Bastiaens pre-
dicts that video and computer games will
very soon respond to speech "zap"

"Expansion of the EC is good news
for us", says Bastiaens. "As more
European states with more unfamiliar
languages join the EC, there will not be
enough human translators to handle their
conferences and meetings. They will have
to use machine translation."

L&H now has a staff of seven
hundred, five hundred of them engineers
and linguists, working on the problem.
Instantaneous translation is two years
away, but only if the conversation uses a
limited vocabulary. Complicated conver-
sations, with innuendo and slang, could
take up to ten years to translate in
real-time.

"It is easier to handle this kind of
translation in non-realtime batches", says
Bastiaens. "The machine listens to the
speech, then translates it and speaks".

At a recent demonstration, L&H
showed how mail order catalogue firms
and pizza chains in the US are already
taking telephone orders without human
involvement. A computer recognises the
speech and repeats the order with
virtually no delay. The core software is
now on sale in Germany for 600Dm.

Although several companies are al-
ready selling speech recognition software
which claims to let anyone talk to their
computer instead of type at the
keyboard, performance is erratic. This is
often because the system has been tuned
to recognise an American voice, and
finds difficulty with the English ac-
cent. VoicePad Pro from US com-
pany Kurzweil suffered this problem.
Significantly L&H has now bought
Kurzweil.

Philips is also very active in speech
recognition, and like L&H is aiming
initially for vertical markets, where users
in a specialised field call on a relatively
limited vocabulary. Philips is supplying
the Swiss Railways with a system which
lets people phone and ask a computer
for train times. L&H's first system will
be aimed at American doctors, who are
paranoid over law suits and thus need to
dictate what they are doing during an
operation.

Text translation is easier than speech
translation, because there is no need for
the computer to recognise words before
translating them. But L&H is still sell-
ing text translation only to professional
translators, who use a computer to make
a first draft, and then polish the it to
avoid contextual nonsenses which can
arise when a word has several meanings.

The long-term aim is Internet ferret
software, which takes a query in one lan-
guage, translates it into several languages,
searches the Internet, retrieves informa-
tion in several languages, then translates
the text back into the original language
and condenses it into a summary. Again
this is seen only as a professional tool.

My Word - What Next!
But one L&H product will soon be

available as a low cost consumer tool.
For around £50, speech recognition
software works with Windows 95 and
Microsoft Word to edit and manipulate
text. Instead of trying to remember
which command in Word does what, the
user simply speaks a plain English order,
such as, "underline first word, italicize
second line, use one inch margin, break
into columns, highlight in red".

At a demonstration in London
recently, L&H's chief technical officer
Bob Kutnick, spoke to the PC in his
American accent, then handed the
microphone to several Brits with dif-
ferent English accents. All were able to
control the edit functions.

"There are things I can do with Word
by talking, that I don't know how to
do with key strokes", admitted Kutnick,
summing up the dilemma many users
face with the increasingly bloated Word
software. Small wonder Microsoft has
bought a share in Lernout and Hauspie,
and the right to use its speech recogni-
tion engine in all Microsoft software.

ZEBRA POWER

CROTECH have introduced their new Zebra series of bench power supplies.
The company have over 30 years experience in design and manufacture of
power supplies for both the educational and professional user.

They say that the Zebra range represents outstanding value for money,
offering high quality, safe, rugged and easy to use bench power supplies. There
are 20 different models in the range, in single, dual and triple output types.
Many features are offered, such as independent series or parallel mode, con-
stant current, tracking and large clear digital display meters for reading both
voltage and current.

All models have low ripple and noise, combined with good voltage line and
load regulation of <0.01% at full load, as well as full automatic overload and
short circuit protection. They comply with BS EN 61010 Electrical Safety Stan-
dard, suitable for use in educational establishments.

For more information, contact Crotech Instruments Ltd., Dept. EPE, Unit Al,
Farday Road, Newbury, Berks RG14 2AD. Tel: 01635 550789. Fax: 01635
49305
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YEDA CALLING
THE CALL for entries to the Young Electronics Designer of the Year Award (YEDA)
1998 has been made.

There are three categories, Junior (under 15 years}, Intermediate (15-17 incl.),
and Senior (18-25 incl.). To enter YEDA, all you need to do is obtain an entry form,
fill it in with a brief description of the device or system which you have invented,
and return the form to YEDA before 2 March 1998. Your design will then have to be
ready for regional judging between 20 April and 1 May 1998.

If you are successful at this stage, you will then have the opportunity to develop
your project further before the national final in Manchester on 28-29 June 1998.

The judges will be looking for five principle qualities in your design: originality,
technical competence and reliability, construction and presentation, everyday use-
fulness, commercial feasibility.

Last year the Junior Category prize went to Edward Brocklebank of Radley
College, Abingdon, for his bicycle enhanced visibility and indication system. Rad-
ley, of course, is where Max Horsey is Head of Electronics, Max being the author of
our Teach -In '96 series.

Interestingly, the Manchester presentation takes place as part of the celebrations
marking the 50th anniversary of the world's first stored program computer. This
machine - the antecedent of the programmable computers in use today - was
unveiled in June 1948 by a team of engineers at the University of Manchester.

To find out more about the awards, contact The YEDA Trust, Dept EPE, 60 Lower
Street, Pulborough, W. Sussex RH10 2BW. Tel: 01798 874767. Fax: 01798 873550.
E-mail: postmaster@yeda.compulink.co.uk. Web: http://www.yeda.org.uk.

Global
Weather

A GLOBAL network of weather satel-
lites could mean significant new orders
for the British space industry, accord-
ing to John Battle, Minister for Science,
Energy and Industry.

John Battle has confirmed the
UK's £27 million commitment to the
European Space Agency's METOP-1
programme, which could bring an
estimated £55 million in orders to
Britain.

The meteorological polar orbiting
satellite (METOP) is the first of three
European satellites which will form part
of the World Meteorological Organisa-
tion's Global Observing System. From
2003 onwards, the three will cross the
poles to provide a constant stream of
weather data.

PIC16C84
Rumours

False!
THERE are rumours circulating that
the PIC16C84 microcontroller is to be
deleted by Microchip. We have
spoken with the UK office of
Microchip who assure us that they
have no intention of deleting it. or any
of their PIC range.

There are further comments, about
the PIC16C84 and sister PIC16F84
on the Readout pages.

For more information contact
Arizona Microchip Technology Ltd,
Dept EPE, Unit 6, The Courtyard,
Meadowbank. Furlong Road, Bourne
End. Bucks SL8 5AJ.

Tel: 01628 851077.
Fax 01628 850259.

EMF
Safety

Update
THE NRPB (National Radiological
Protection Board) has sent its annual
report. In it is stated that "Whereas
biological studies provide no per-
suasive evidence that power frequency
EMFs can influence cancer processes,
the epidemiological evidence remains
equivocal".

The question as to whether EMFs
(electromagnetic fields) can cause cancer
was first posed some years ago. We
periodically publicise the latest state-
ments made by NRPB on the issue.

Two further statements in the report
are interesting: "Restrictions on human
exposure to low frequency magnetic
fields recommended by the Board are
based in part on the need to avoid the
adverse effects of induced electric
current on the brain and nervous
system. Experiments at the Board have
indicated that magnetic fields may
temporarily affect certain types of
memory"; and that a European Com-
mission has recommended "a pro-
gramme of international research on the
effects related to the use of mobile
phones".

For more information contact: NRPB,
Dept EPE, Chilton, Didcot, Oxon
OX11 ORQ.

Tel: 01235 831600.
Fax: 01235 833891.
E-mail: nrpb@nrpb.org.uk.
Web: http://www.nrpb.org.uk.

GREENS
SHOCK STORE

FRIENDS of the Earth groups recently
demonstrated outside Dixons stores call-
ing for the UK electrical industry to
pay for the collection of electrical goods
for reuse and recycling, for products to
be labelled with their expected lifespan,
and for retailers to offer free extended
guarantees.

Dixons are the UK's leading electri-
cal retailer and the demonstrations were
aimed at influencing discussions on a
new European law which could ensure
that electrical goods are designed for
durability, repair, reuse and recycling.

Apparently six million electrical items
are dumped every year in the UK. The
proposed European Directive is the first
"producer responsibility" Directive for
household consumer goods that will en-
sure manufacturers take responsibility for
their product from cradle to grave.

Friends of the Earth are at Dept EPE,
26-28 Underwood Street, London N1
7.1Q.

Tel: 0171 490 1.555.
Fax: 0171 490 0881.
Web: http://www.foe.co.uk.
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POWER Overloud Movies
FROM
TEXAS

NEWLY -FORMED company Power
Innovations have acquired from
Texas Instruments all that part
of their business which designs,
manufactures and markets the well
established and highly successful
range of TI discrete bipolar devices,
including high voltage transistors.

This management buy-out included
all the relevant patents and intellec-
tual property rights, wafer fabrication
facilities, processes and procedure.
All these functions, and the people
responsible for them, will continue to
operate at the Manton Lane plant,
which for many years has been TI's
sole manufacturing centre for power
devices.

Now the handover has taken place,
PI has assumed responsibility for any
inventory and for all products in the
course of manufacture.

For more information contact
Power Innovations, Dept EPE, Man-
ton Lane, Bedford MK41 7BJ.

Tel: 01234 223001.
Fax: 01234 223000.
E-mail: info@powinv.com.
Web: http://www.powinv.com.

Engaged US
Telecoms

BT's rival, Mercury, has identified a
puzzling problem for subscribers who
use a BT line and Mercury 131 access
code to make low cost transatlantic
telephone calls. Sometimes the calls
fail, giving the characteristic North
American engaged or busy tone. But
other times calls fail with the quite
different British engaged tone. This
suggests that the Mercury system is
overloaded and unable to get calls out
of Britain.

According to Mercury this is not so.
Engineers have traced failed calls and
found that when they are routed to the
US by satellite, the UK caller hears
a US engaged tone if the number
is busy. But if the call goes to the
US by optic fibre undersea cable, and
the called number is busy, a signal is
returned to the UK which triggers a
locally generated engaged tone. So
the two quite different tones mean the
same, the US number is busy. Barry
Fox

ADVERTISERS
Have you got an interesting new
product you would like publicised
in Innovations? If so drop us a
line with details (and a photo if
possible).

Barry Fox has some good news
DOLBY Laboratories, the US company which made it possible for cinemas to
surround audiences with super loud -sound, admits that audiences do not
always like what they hear. Many movie-goers now regularly complain that

movies are too loud. Trailers, promoting future attractions, are the worst of-
fenders. When cinema managers reduce the volume setting to curb audience
complaints, the dialogue in the feature film becomes unintelligible. The engineers
in the studios who record and mix the sound listen so loud that they risk damage
to their hearing.

Following critical articles in The Los Angeles Times, Miami Herald and
Economist, as well as the movie industry's trade press, Dolby's Vice President, Ian
Allen, says he wants to take the "first step towards sanity" by proposing a
standard for measuring cinema sound loudness. The new standard is based on
techniques developed to safeguard factory workers from industrial noise.

In the 1970s, Dolby Labs developed high quality analogue stereo and surround
systems for the cinema. These let cinemas play movies louder. Because the human
ear's ability to hear speech through a mix of music and sound effects varies with
the overall volume level, Dolby developed a calibration system.

FADE TO PINK
Before a movie studio mixes a soundtrack, it plays a random pink noise

reference signal into the control room at 85 decibels. MI cinemas play the same
reference signal while adjusting their volume controls or "faders" so that the
sound in the auditorium is also at 85dB. The mix of sound heard by the cinema
audience then always matches that heard by the studio engineers.

Dolby now realises that the recent transition from analogue to digital sound has
given soundtracks more headroom. Like rock groups, movies start loud and then
get louder. "Things have gone wrong", says Allen. "The phrase cut to the chase
no longer has any meaning - the chase frequently starts at the beginning of reel
one."

Trailers are even louder than the movies they advertise. The loudspeakers in the
cinema may overload and cause distortion which roughens the sound and offends
the audience's ears.

When customers complain, the cinema manager reduces the overall volume
level to around one half the calibrated setting. Speech is then swamped by music
and effects, and audiences complain that they cannot hear what the actors are
saying.

AUDIENCE ANNOYANCE
Dolby has tested audience reaction to a selection of film excerpts and trailers

and found that conventional meters give no useful indication of nuisance value.
Loudness meters as now used to monitor TV commercials are no help because
they give an instantaneous reading which does not measure audience annoyance
over a two or three hour screening.

Dolby is now modifying a system used to safeguard factory workers from
hearing loss caused by intermittent exposure to loud but varying noise. An LEQ
(equivalent continuous sound level) meter measures the sound energy dose

over an exposure period and averages it over an 8 -hour day. Because movie
soundtracks do not usually resemble factory noise, and audiences find overloud
music and speech frequencies in the 2kHz to 4kHz band most upsetting, Dolby
"weights" the LEQ measurement to be more sensitive in this range.

Weighted LEQ provides a measurement tool which quantifies loudness in the
cinema, and Dolby is proposing that the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers now agree an LEQ value which defines the threshold between too loud
and acceptable. Cinema managers can then go back to using standard settings for
their faders. Movies will still contain loud passages but the overall effect will not
be so wearing on the audience.

Allen warns SMPTE members that it is in their interests to take urgent action
on the special case of trailers. Analysis of trailers produced in Hollywood shows
them to have much higher LEQ levels than the movies they advertise. Worst
offenders include The Empire Strikes Back, Twister and Star Wars. If sound en-
gineers work for four hours a day mixing the sound for these trailers, they exceed
the safe dose for industrial noise and "have a real chance of hearing damage".

Environmental Health Officers now look to the Health and Safety Executives
for guidelines on noise risk, both to audiences and cinema staff, who are subjected
to prolonged exposure. The HSE says "a number of Councils have now drawn
our attention to the problem". The HSE is now working on guidelines for
Environmental Health Officers through the Broadcasting and Performing Arts
Joint Advisory Committee, which is a forum for unions and employers.
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New Technology
Update

THE TRANSISTOR is now 50 years old! Its
invention was announced in 1948 after

the first demonstrations took place late in
1947. The team of Shockley, Bardeen and
Brattain made their first transistor on 16th
December 1947, and demonstrated it to
senior managers at Bell Laboratories the
day before Christmas Eve.

No one at that demonstration could have
realised the enormous effect the invention
would have on daily life. Research started
after Bell Labs realised the importance of
the work which had taken place into
semiconductors during the Second World
War. In this work, new semiconductor
diodes were used to give improved perfor-
mance for radar systems. These develop-
ments lead to Bell seeing the possibilities
in new technologies and they set up
specialised research teams.

First Investigations
Initially, Shockley, Bardeen and Brattain

had been investigating a field effect device,
but had been unable to make the device
work. After several setbacks they finally
looked at the effect of two p -n junctions
placed close together. First experiments
showed promising indications but they
realised they had to place the two junctions
very close together - about 0.05mm apart -
if they were to achieve sufficient gain.

This they did in a rather crude fashion by
today's standards. They took a small wedge
of perspex and plated it with gold. A razor
blade was taken down the edge to cut the
gold on either side of the wedge. This was
placed onto the substrate of germanium, and
held in place by the force from a small
spring. The device worked first time and the
transistor age had dawned.

It took several years before production
devices were available. Materials technol-
ogy still needed developing so that the
devices could be made reliably. This slowly
improved over the years with Shockley
making the first transistor manufactured
using doping techniques.

A major step forwards occurred in 1954
at a conference organised by the Institute of
Radio Engineers. Up until this time transis-
tors had all been made from germanium.
Several speakers mentioned that it would
be several years before a silicon transistor
could be manufactured. To their surprise an
ex -Bell employee named Teal demonstrated
one at the conference, on behalf of a little
known company called Texas Instruments.

Since then the development of the tran-
sistor has progressed unabated. Higher fre-
quencies, lower noise levels, higher levels
of gain and improvements in all other speci-
fications have been seen. Now the transistor
and its developments are all part of today's
electronics scene.

50 years on from its invention, the transistor still dominates
electronics and its development continues apace.
Ian Poole reports.
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F4.1. The first commercial transistor,
from Western Electric (1951).

High Frequencies
One of the main areas for development

these days is in increasing the speed
of transistors. Bipolar devices are often
used in radio frequency applications. With
the radio spectrum becoming increas-
ingly congested at lower frequencies more
activity is taking place at higher fre-
quencies. Many mobile phones operate
at frequencies around 1800MHz. This
can result in more expensive components
having to be used than for 900MHz bands.

A process taken over by Maxim from
Tektronix is being employed to make
bipolar devices. It is being used to
manufacture items for frequencies up to
2GHz. With costs being kept to a
minimum, it is ideal for devices aimed at
the mobile phone market in both bands,
i.e. at both 900MHz and 1800MHz.

Called the GST-2 (Giga-speed Sampling
Technology) process, it has an f1 of
27GHz. It uses trench isolation between
different areas and a self -aligned double
poly -silicon process. It operates down to
voltages in the region of 2V, making it
ideal for use in handheld phones.

The original process developed by
Tektronix was used for giga sample -per -
second ADCs. The new process gives a
three -fold improvement over its predeces-
sor, and now that Maxim have taken the
process over they have been able to use its
speed for radio frequency applications.

The process is relatively complicated,
although it can still be made at a suf-
ficiently low cost to make it attractive
for mobile phones. Despite its complexity,
yields are high and this means that low
costs can be maintained.

To produce the i.c.s, a variety
of processes are required. The more
usual processes of epitaxial growth,
photolithography and etching are central
to the process, together with very fine
geometries and ion implantation. How-
ever, the major differences with other
technologies are found in the use of gold,
and barrier metals. Another innovation is
the use of active ions to achieve geometry
tightness. These all combine to give the
exceedingly high performance of the
technology.

This new process gives the possibility of
manufacturing radio frequency i.c.s, low
noise amplifiers, power amplifiers, Schot-
tky diodes and a variety of other devices,
all of which could find widespread use in
vast quantities in mobile phones.

High Voltage Transistor
A new transistor which has been

launched recently by SGS Thomson
Microelectronics combines both bipolar
and f.e.t. technology in a single device to
allow voltages of up to 1.5kV to be
switched. Essentially it consists of a
bipolar-f.e.t. cascode pair which can be
controlled by logic signals.

Fig.2. Cascade bipolar -lei. high volt-
age switch.

From the circuit symbol of the device it
can be seen that the emitter of the bipolar
transistor is connected to the load though
the f.e.t. By maintaining the emitter at a
constant voltage, it can be switched on and
off by switching the f.e.t. Both the bipolar
transistor and the f.e.t. take the full load
current, but the way in which the circuit
operates means that the bipolar transistor
takes the high voltage.

Often high voltage semiconductor
devices have a slow turn-off speed in view
of the large amounts of stored charge. This
device has a much faster turn-off than
many others because of its unusual
configuration. The f.e.t. device turns off
and collector current can no longer flow
through the emitter for the transistor.
Instead, it flows back through the gate,
removing the stored charge and turning the
device off much faster than would
normally happen. Typically, turn-off times
of under 10Ons are quoted, which is very
fast for a device of this nature.
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EUROCARD

SQUIRES
MODEL AND CRAFT TOOLS

A comprehensive range of miniature hand and
power tools featured in a fully illustrated

144 page Mail Order Catalogue

New 1998 Issue
SAME DAY DESPATCH

FREE POST & PACKING
For your free copy of our catalogue

write, telephone or fax to:

Squires, The Old Corn Store,
Chessels Farm, Hoe Lane,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex

P022 8NW
Tel/Fax: 01243 587009 =

JANUARY SALE!
GREAT DISCOUNT OFFERS ON USED EQUIPMENT

SO DON'T DELAY - ORDER TODAY!

OSCILLOSCOPES

TEKTRONIX 475 Real -Time Scope 200 MHz... . £250

TEKTRONIX 475A Real -Time Scope £275

H.P. 1725A 275MHz Real -Time Scope £280

H.P. 54501A 100MHz Noising Scope £995

YOKOGAWA DL1200 4 -Channel 100MHz

Digffiseng Scope with plotter £750

TEKTRONIX 2430 DSO 100MHz £1295

SIGNAL PULSE OTHER GENERATORS

TEKTRONIX SG503 Levelled Sine Wave Generator
Including Trn501POWOf Frame. Excellent yak* kw...2295

TEKTRONIX PG506 Calbration Generator
Including TM501 Power Frame. Excellent value kW-UPS

FARNELL LFM4 Sine/Square Wave C50

TEKTRONIX FG501 Function Generator
Including TM501 Power Frame. ExcellentVika lor £295

WAVETEK Signal Generator Model 130 £75

WAVETEK Signal Generator Model 103.......... £50

ADVANCE Pulse Generator Model PG58A........ C75

EXACT Voltage Controlled Function Generator
10HZ to 10MHz Model 513 .£170

DATAPULSE 117 Pulse Generator. .£195

TEKTRONIX 106 Square Wave Signal Generator.... £50

KIKUSUI Signal Generator Model 417k £50

GENERAL EQUIPMENT

DECCA Sound and Vision off air Receiver..... £60

RACAL True RLIS Mi6Noltmeter 9301 £195

EAST -DISK 525 Programmable Desk ..£135

ITT Eproin Programmer Model PEP1 £150

DATRON Temp/Humidity Pen Recorder....... .... .£35
DATRON 3000 Gang Prom Copier.......................£195

POWER SUPPLIES

FARNELL LOW 0-30V lA atin p.su.
FARNELL L12 -10C OV-12V 10A tingle ps.0

FARNELL 04/-30V 2A tein p.s.0

£65

OSCILLOSCOPE CALIBRATORS

BRADLEY 192 Volts/Time/Pulse 25

VOLTAGE CALIBRATORS BREAKDOWN
LEAKAGE IONISATION TESTERS

FLUKE High Accuracy Volts and Current Calibrator
Model 332A C395

AVO RM215-12 AC-D.C. Breakdown/Leakage and
loniution Tester £150

ROTEK High Current Adaptor £80
YALLNALLA SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AC.B.C. Current

Ceabrator Model 2500E.. £1115

FLUKE 3414 D.C. Voltage Calibrator £475
TIME ELECTRONICS D.C. Voltage Calibrator

EX DEMO STOCK
(12 MONTHS GUARANTEEDI
EXCELLENT CONDITION ACTIVE PROBES

ARMEX FSP 500 500MHz Switclrable
101/0101 £245

TEKTRONIX MODULAR POWER FRAMES
FOR PG506 SG503 TG501 FG501 ETC

TEKTRONIX TM501 Single Module Frame £40

TEKTRONIX TM502 Torn Module Frame .£60

TEKTRONIX TM503 Tnple Module Frame .£80

ENERAL EQUIPMENT
CAMBRIDGE High Accuracy AVO vo
SELECT TEST AVO .........

......___..£75
£25

Please call for stock availability and details. Carriage for units over £200 is £12.
Carriage for units under £200 is £8. VAT to be added to the total value of the order.

User manuals are supplied if possible. Used equipment guaranteed.

I JAB te :41
RMEX ELECTRONICS LTD.

Design and Manufacturing Engineers
TELEPHONE. 01492 580080 FAX 01492 580081

E-MAIL. ARMEX 123. MCMAIL COM. WEB SITE ADDRESS. WWW. ARMEX123 MCMAIL.COM
19 FFORDD SAM PAR!. CONWY MORFA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE.

CONWY. N. WALES LL32 8HH

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

F

FR
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FREE!
FREE! EE

F FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

EE!
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E!
EE!
EE!

E!
E!

EE!
REE!

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

PHONE, FAX OR WRITE TODAY!

GREENWELD
27D Park Road Southampton S015 3UQ
TELEPHONE: 01703 236363 FAX: 01703 236307
INTERNET http://www.herald.co.uk/clients/G/Greenweld/greenweld.html
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INGENUITY
UNLIMITED
Our regular round -up of readers' own circuits. We pay
between £10 and £50 for all material published, depending
on length and technical merit. We're looking for novel
applications and circuit tips, not simply mechanical or
electrical ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work and
not have been submitted for publication elsewhere. The
circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for
consideration in this column should preferably be typed or
word -processed, with a brief circuit description (between
100 and 500 words maximum) and full circuit diagram
showing all relevant component values. Please draw all
circuit schematics as clearly as possible.
Send your circuit ideas to: Alan Winstanley, Ingenuity
Unlimited, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House, East
Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1 PF. They could earn
you some real cash and a prize!

Cheap L.E.D. Blinker - Meal Bffick.

THE OBJECTIVE of the circuit of Fig.! was
to flash an I.e.d. once per second, using a

I -5V battery, at such a low current that it
would last up to the shelf life of the bat-
tery. The solution uses two transistors and
is cheaper than using a custom I.e.d. flasher
chip.

When current flows through resistor RI,
transistor TR1 turns on along with TR2.
Inductor LI initially presents a high im-
pedance so TR2 collector (c) is pulled low.
This is passed by capacitor C2 to provide
some regenerative feedback to TR1 base (b).

Soon, LI starts to pass current and even-
tually TR1 collector starts to swing high due

4ta

WIN A PICO PC BASED
OSCILLOSCOPE

 50MSPS Dual Channel Storage
Oscilloscope  25MHz Spectrum Analyser
 Multimeter  Frequency Meter
 Signal Generator
If you have a novel circuit idea which would be
of use to other readers then a Pico Technology
PC based oscilloscope could be yours.

Every six months, Pico Technology will be
awarding an ADC200-50 digital storage

oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In
addition, two single channel ADC -40s will be
presented to the runners up.

to feedback passed via C2. Thus TR1 is
switched out, which consequently switches
off TR2 very quickly.

The inductor's collapsing field will try to
induce a current towards TR2 collector but
instead serves to illuminate l.e.d. DI, the
induced voltage being more than enough to
do this. This occurs many times in approxi-
mately 20ms. The cycle starts again about a
second later.

The circuit could be used as a bicycle I.e.d.
flasher or imitation burglar alarm blinker.

John Hyland,
Strood, Kent.

Fig. 1. Cheap L.E.D. Blinker circuit.

Simple Thermostat
- Keel** At Cod

WHEN challenged to design a cheap sys-
tem to switch on a cooling fan for an

electronics enclosure when a certain cabinet
temperature was reached, the circuit of Fig. 2
was eventually arrived at. The fan relay RLA
had to switch when the detected temperature
rose to a certain value above ambient, so a
differential thermostat was required.

Probably the cheapest transducer available
is the ordinary silicon diode: IN4148s cost
50 pence per hundred! A normal diode has a
forward voltage drop which varies by 2.3mV
per degree Celsius.

When fed with a constant current, it forms
a simple and reliable temperature sensor
which is reasonably linear over a wide range.
If a differential temperature control is re-
quired, it is a fairly simple matter to use a
pair of diodes in a bridge circuit, and use a
potentiometer to set up any offset required.

In Fig. 2, both the sensor and reference
diodes are "doubled up" to give an increased
sensitivity of about 4.5mV per degree Cel-
sius. The op.amp ICI has no feedback and
operates in open -loop mode as a comparator,
fed by the bridge network which itself is
supplied with a 12V regulated supply (Zener
D5); one pair of diodes D3, D4 acting as

an ambient temperature reference whilst the
other set (Sense) is used as a probe, with
capacitor Cl removing noise.

The trimmer potentiometer VR1 provides
any offset required and allows temperature
control of around 12°C. The fan is switched

by relay RLA which is driven by the transis-
tor switch TR1. An ordinary 741 op.amp will
be quite adequate in this application although
a CA3140 was used for ICI in the prototype.

Ted Whittaker, Stone, Staffs.
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram for a Cooling Fan Thermostat.
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Simple Liquid Crystal Display Tester - ErtfilWanad Paniorcumnace

ASIMPLE circuit which will help test the performance of an I.c.d.,
and is ideal for experimenters, is shown in Fig.3. The circuit

produces a bi-phase square wave with negligible d.c. content and uses
a hex Schmitt inverter, 40106.

An oscillator is based around IC1 a whilst IC1b is a phase splitter.
The remaining inverters form a pair of buffers and drivers.

The outputs of the circuit are terminated with 47k (kilohms) resis-
tors in series with a pair of test probes. With the values shown, ICI
generates a square wave of approximately 45Hz, and the circuit will
operate on a d.c. voltage from 3V to 15V d.c.

To test a particular l.c.d., touch the backplane using either of the
test probes - usually the backplane is the left-hand or right-hand
connection - and apply the other probe to any segment connection.
The segment should change accordingly. If the display is a multi-
plexed type, then all segments should change.

Rupen Chanda,
Madras, India.

Fig.3. Circuit diagram for a simple Liquid Crystal Display
(LCD) Tester

Isolated Multi -output Power Supply -Yaw apir Dna

ACIRCUIT was required which would
provide several isolated power sup-

plies, for use in driving a power FET bridge
network. Multiple mains transformers could
have been used but this would have been
bulky and expensive, and because the current
demanded by the power supplies was low,
the circuit show in Fig.4 was devised.

The secondary of a mains transformer (not
shown) is rectified by diodes DI to D4 and
filtered to provide a regulated + 15V supply
via voltage regulator ICI. This is used as the

input to a small inverter circuit. Resistor RI,
capacitor C5 and IC3a form a 200kHz oscil-
lator which is passed to a flip-flop formed by
IC2b, one half of a 4027, the output of which
is 100kHz with 50 per cent duty cycle ap-
plied alternately to the two MOSFETs TR1
and TR2.

A delay is included by the diode and RC
networks present on the inputs to the in-
verters IC3e and IC3d. This eliminates the
possibility that both transistors could switch
on together for a short period. Both transis-

tors then drive the primary winding (18 turns
each) of transformer TI which is a small
custom -wound high frequency transformer.

Transformer T1 is wound on a standard
"RM8" bobbin with an inductance factor
(AL) of 250. The circuit has four secondary
windings (20 turns each) which are rectified
and filtered to provide the isolated supplies.
Each output is easily capable of providing
15V at 20mA.

Duncan Boyd,
Blackburn, West Lothian.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for the Isolated Multi -output Power Supply
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Daisy -chaining Decoder Chips - Thom- 1Prfobilsm

THE JOHNSON counter with fully decoded
outputs can be a very useful device

indeed. However, as far as I can discover, the
only readily available CMOS chips are the
CD4022, with eight fully decoded outputs,
and the CD4017, with ten.

A recent project involved the gener-
ation of three-phase signals using digital
techniques, based upon the synthesis of
sinewaves as a series of voltage levels. This
was accomplished using a Johnson counter
with a set of "weighted" resistors to create
an artificial sine wave. To improve the
resolution of the sinewave, I wanted to
"daisy chain" several counters and after
much consideration arrived at the circuit of
Fig. 5.

If we consider the state after reset, both
counters will have a logic high on their 0
output. Since the 9 output of counter "A"
will be low and this is wired to its Count
Inhibit pin, counter "A" is enabled, and
the inverter "A" causes counter "B" to be
disabled.

As the clock cycles, a logic High ripples
along the outputs of counter "A" until it
reaches 9. At this point, several things hap-
pen very rapidly! Counter "A" is disabled,
and conversely counter "B" is enabled via

Fig.5. Circuit diagram for cascading decoders to improve the resolution of an
artificial sine wave signal.

the inverter "A". The clock pulse, which is
very slightly delayed by the two inverters in
series, clocks the high from the 0 output to
the 1 output in counter "B".

Subsequent clock pulses ripple the logic -
high along counter "B" until it reaches the 9
output, when the system will reset and we
are back to 0. Consequently a fully -decoded
ring counter with up to 17 outputs (nine
in counter "A", eight in counter "B") is

produced. The system could be extended fur-
ther if necessary.

Ted Whittaker,
Stone,

Staffordshire.

 See also Circuit Surgery, November 1997
in which Ian Bell of the University of Hull
discusses further techniques for cascading
digital counters. A.R.W.

Neon Torch - Ellectr ®nfic Gals ILfigliiit

A N electronic version of a torch which uses a neon gas -filled bulb
in instead of a filament bulb, is shown in Fig. 6. It is based on a 555
running in astable mode. T1 is a 3V -0V -3V transformer wired in
reverse "step up" mode which is used to step up pulses delivered by
the timer.

A small neon indicator (LPI), of a type called a "green fluorescent
glow lamp" (an ordinary neon indicator will give poor results) is used
for the bulb.

The neon bulb also has a much longer life expectancy than a tradi-
tional filament bulb.

The frequency of operation is determined by the resistor -capacitor
network R1-R4/C1, and this is adjusted using a d.p.d.t. switch (Si) to
offer "bright" and "economy" settings. Although not as bright as a
conventional torch, the Neon Torch can easily light the way three or
four metres in front.

Whereas an ordinary krypton torch consumes some 3W of
electricity, this novel design uses 0.7W in "bright" modes and 0.3W
in "economy" setting - one tenth that of an ordinary torch. Powered
by six AA size alkaline cells in bright mode, the torch will shine for
two days and two nights continuously. For best results, the neon bulb
should be set into a reflector salvaged from a torch.

Rev. Thomas A. Scarborough,
Fresnaye, Cape Town,

South Africa.
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Fig. 6. Circuit diagram for a Neon Torch.

INGENUITY UNLIMITED
BE INTERACTIVE

IU is your forum where you can offer other
readers the benefit of your Ingenuity.

Share those ideas and earn some cash and a prize!
I
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READOUT
John Becker addresses some
of the general points readers

have raised. Have you anything
interesting to say?

Drop us a line!

Win a Peak DTA30
Transistor Analyser
The DTA30 will test and identify
the type (npn/pnp) and the leads

of any bipolar transistor
connected to it.

Every month Peak Electronic
Design Ltd will be giving a

DTA30 to the author of the best
Readout letter published.

ALCHEMY?
Dear EPE,

To answer JB's question about conflict-
ing evidence concerning water descalers
(Readout Dec. '97), the reason my father
had his descaler removed was because it
was sold as an "electric water softener"
and if it did anything it certainly didn't
soften the water!

Some manufacturers make vague claims
which seem to imply a softening effect
which overlooks the fact that the terms
hard and soft water have a specific mean-
ing chemically, and unless calcium and
magnesium ions are removed from hard
water, or exchanged for sodium ions, then
the water will remain hard.

I'm not prepared to believe that a des-
caler does this unless the alchemists were
on the right track after all but looking
for the wrong product! However, I have
found that scale around my kitchen sink is
reduced and cleans off more easily, so
while I accept that the scale seems to be
less "sticky" I cannot accept that the
water is softened in any way.

As regards research, yes I do spend
quite a bit of time researching my various
interests. In the case of electronics, I have
a 2 -drawer filing cabinet full of notes,
cuttings, data sheets etc., as well as a
decent collection of technical books in-
cluding even my old A Level text books.

I thoroughly recommend keeping notes
on everything one tries even if it was
unsuccessful. I also study every circuit in

EPE and make note of any sub -circuit that
strikes me as ingenious, even if the whole
project is of no interest to me.

JB's request for info on a Kirlian
camera rang a bell and a hunt through my
cuttings turned up a design published
in Elektor (Oct '77). The article gives
reference to an item by Pehek, Kyler
and Faust entitled Image Modulation in
Corona Discharge Photography published
in Science, Oct. '76, page 263. Photo-
graphy is another interest of mine, by the
way; strange how it often seems to go with
an interest in electronics.

Best of luck JB, I'll be interested to see
what design you come up with, but don't
ask me to believe it will produce a photo-
graph of something's "psychic aura"!

Barry J. Taylor,
Rickmansworth,

Herts

What a useful contributor you are!
Thanks for all the info - sorry we have to
cut your letters down, but do keep com-
municating.

I would also refer readers to Don Phil-
lips' Kirlian Camera of PE (not EPE) May
'89 (if their local reference library has a
copy on file). I liaised with Don in the
publishing of that article while I was on
PE, before PE and EE combined to be-
come EPE.

My hope is to try to achieve the
same effect using modern tech-nology
and "daylight" processing photographic

* LETTER OF THE MONTH *
PSEUDO SCIENCE
Dear EPE,

I was somewhat disappointed with
your reply to Mr Taylor (Readout Dec.
'97) and would take issue with you as to
how you should present such pseudo
science, if that it is.

When people buy a magazine such as
yours, they learn to rely upon the
information that you give. For example,
if you recommend a transistor to carry a
certain current then it is accepted
because you have the relevant techni-
cal knowledge and you know that
the recommended transistor has certain
operating characteristics within limits.
You also know that those operating
characteristics will be near enough the
same if they are measured in a blue
agate pyramid or whist chanting an
esoteric mantra. This reproducibility is
surely the basis of Scientific Method.

Because your readers expect such ob-
jectivity from your magazine, by virtue
of the act of publishing anything, you

appear to give your imprimatur to the
scientific basis of that subject; I must
admit that I assumed that "water des-
calers" were more scientifically based
after seeing the project in the Oct. '97
issue.

I think, therefore, that if there are
such doubts about such projects these
should be clearly stated. Just because
something is for sale does not give it
any more credibility; I trust that you do
not drive around with a strap hanging
from the rear bumper of your car to
prevent car sickness!

Martin Chandler M.Sc,
Ashford,

Kent

In principle we agree with what you
say, although it is a subject that is
worthy of a good debate. Suffice to say
for the moment that we tried to find out
more about electronic water descaling,
including through one university, but
we have been unable to find out more.

materials (photography has featured
greatly in my life too - but that's another
story!).

Any more info on Kirlian Cameras and
Water Descalers will be appreciated.

PIC-ING PIPES
Dear EPE,

I would wish to attempt the PIC Water
Descaler (Oct. '97), but the article appears
to assume that all water pipes are of cop-
per. My inlet (the house was built in 1938)
is lead. There is, of course, a "normal"
internal stop -cock and I suppose the wind-
ings could be wound around this, but not
in one run. I assume that lead is an insula-
tive material and the diameter is a lot more
than 15mm.

G. Wilsher,
Hanwell,

London W7 2AP

We do not believe that the descaler will
work correctly if wound around a stop-
cock. If the pipe after the stop -cock is cop-
per or plastic, then wind it onto that.

If you have no copper or plastic pipes,
but only steal or lead (which we under-
stood had all been replaced because of the
health hazard - contact your local Water
Board with urgency about yours!) then you
will not be able to use the descaler.

We are not clear why you think lead
insulative - certainly it is resistant to
penetration by radioactivity, but to
electricity it is highly conductive.

METEORS
Dear EPE,

In his Satellite Celebration article in the
November '97 issue, Barry Fox refers to
meteors as "the scraps of dust and rock
which travel through space at high speed
and eventually fall to earth as shooting
stars".

I would like to highlight a popular
misconception regarding the nature of a
meteor.

Barry Fox should, in fact, be referring
to meteoroids which only become meteors
when they enter our atmosphere at a height
of approximately 60 miles and are seen as
flashes of light. A meteoroid which sur-
vives its path through the Earth's atmos-
phere and actually reaches the ground is
then referred to as a meteorite.

A satellite at risk from meteor damage
would therefore need to be in a rather low
orbit!

Martin R. Sturgess,
via the Net

Which, of course, we all ought to have
known from the days when we had Patrick
Moore's Space Watch column in PE!
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CHEERS TO THE BEEB
Dear EPE,

I actually cheered when I saw the letter
from I. Scott -Young in the December '97
issue. No, he is not the only one with
a BBC "B"! I am also enduring the
same frustration regarding programming
PIC devices.

I do fully understand the impracticalities
as explained by JB in his reply. However, I
am sure that I speak for many when I say
that, we "vintage" computer types are
NOT asking for listings for our individual
"ancient" machines. Most of us enjoy the
challenge of writing our own programs
which we can tailor to our particular need.

To do this, all we really need to know
are the input requirements for the PIC
device, i.e. the sequence, timing and clock-
ing in of the data program. (Mr Scott -
Young is ahead of me there!) Also, in the
case of a published project, a listing of the
PIC's actual program. This wouldn't be all
that lengthy, would it?

Fear not, we'll get the program in there
if you'll just tell us what the darn thing is
supposed to contain!

Excellent mag none -the -less! I am look-
ing forward to the PIC Tutorial, hoping
and praying that it will provide some infor-
mation which we enthusiasts with "steam
driven" computers can use.

Raymond Ridgwell,
Torrington, Devon

Editor Mike Kenward offers his com-
ments on the non -PC problem in his
Editorial this month. In may ways, I've
already offered my thoughts in my reply to
I. Scott -Young.

I have to re -iterate, though, that we can-
not publish PIC software on the magazine
pages - it IS too long. My Time Machine
source listing is 1216 lines long and up to
70 characters wide. Its object code (bi-
nary) is not printable without conversion
to hex in an ASCII character format, then
it would be 86 lines by 59 characters - still
too long.

Don't you, and others who are in a
similar predicament, know someone who
has access to a PC who can do printouts
or conversions for you? It's also not hard
to interface a PC to a BEEB via the PC's
parallel or serial ports and the BEEB' s
User Port. I did it between an Amstrad
1640 and a PET 32K (very similar in
command architecture to the BEEB) some
year's back. Although I wrote machine
code for both machines in order to do it
(8086 and 6502), that was only for speed;
Basic will do it just as accurately, if at a
slower rate.

Come on folks, you're obviously into
computing - surely you and a friend or
colleague can come up with a solution that
uses our disks!

PSEUDO -CODE
Dear EPE,

As someone who at the moment is in the
programming camp, but who wishes to
learn more about electronics, I have started
buying EPE. I note in your December
issue a letter (How QBastc?) which makes
the statement that Microsoft and Quick -
BASIC introduced the idea of pseudo -code
as a stepping stone between the source
code and machine code.

As far as I am aware, this was first used
by Nick Wirth when he designed PASCAL
in the early 1970s, using P -code. If it had
been an MS invention, then we wouldn't
have heard the last of it!

As a point of interest, this idea of an
interim code has made a comeback in
recent years in the shape of Java, the
current flavour of the programming month,
as it allows a 2 -stage translation process.
The first stage is from source to P -code.
This is the same for all processors. The
P -code is then used as the input for a
translator unique to each processor.

In this way, one initial program can be
run on any type of computer for which
the second stage, called a Java Virtual
Machine, has been written. Perhaps one
day PICs will have a JVM of their own!

I hope this is of interest - have fun, it's
not worth it otherwise!

Bob Wightman,
via the Net

It is of interest, and we do have fun! You
might be interested to know that TASM,
which we supply as our PIC16C84 com-
piler, is capable of compiling code to suit
many processors other than the PIC. It is
also possible to write your own transla-
tion table for use with processors of your
own choice - as Derren Crome did for the
PIC16C84.

TIMELY TICKINGS AND
PIC-INGS
Dear EPE,

I have just recently completed the con-
struction of the EPE Time Machine clock
featured in the November issue. The pre-
programmed PIC chip was purchased from
Magenta.

However, I was surprised to discover that
the time displayed after the Rugby time
signal had been correctly decoded is one
second fast. It appears that the seconds
counter is being reset on second number 59,
i.e. at the end of the frame code sync pulse.

I should add that I have built two dif-
ferent types of Rugby clock which work
perfectly to the exact second.

J.M. Baldwin, Bradford, Yorks,
via the Net

Absolutely right and my error (of
+ 800ms, not + Is)! In an early prototype
of the software, I had another flag which
was set on receipt of the Rugby sync pulse.
On detection of this flag, one second later,
the Rugby decoding process was then
entered, and the time updated correctly.

In the complex process of compacting the
code in order to make room for the Mil-
lennium countdown, I was desperately in
need of more dedicated registers than I had
available. Somehow I made a fundamental
mistake when recoding to do without that
flag register, entering the decoding routine
on receipt of the sync code, rather than on
the second following it.

I have corrected the error, using the
sync register itself as the flag, and putting
the decoding routine call prior to updating
the shift register chain. As confirmed by
the "time sponsored by Accurist" via BT' s
123 code, the pips and the seconds now
correspond within about -200ms!

It should be pointed out that the
updating can never occur immediately on

the leading edge of "second zero" due to
the sequential nature of the program
commands that cause the updating. Pure
electronic circuitry could achieve such
synchronisation, but software (even if
triggered by an external interrupt gener-
ated by the occurrence of the Rugby pulse)
automatically introduces a delay before
the update actually occurs.

In theory, the period could be shortened
by decoding prior to the receipt of the trig-
ger signal, but this would require addi-
tional temporary storage registers to hold
the decoded data prior to putting it onto
the l.c.d. screen. Such additional registers
were not available, nor was there enough
program data space available to use the
technique anyway.

The decoding actually commences at the
end of the first pulse of "second zero", i.e.
200ms after the pulse begins, the updat-
ing is then complete well within then next
1150th of a second.

If any reader who has bought the Time
Machine's pre-programmed PIC16C84
from Magenta would care to send it to me
at the editorial address I will be pleased to
re -program it with the new software.
Similarly, I will update anyone's EPE
PIC-Disk if they return it to me. The
amended software is also on our website.
Please send an adequately stamped and
self-addressed package for me to return
the PIC or disk to you. Also note that for
security reasons the disk or PIC must be
the same one you received from us or
Magenta.

Interestingly, the programming for the
Time Machine might have been simplified
had the new PIC16F84 been avail-
able at the time. In many ways the
PIC16F84 is totally interchangeable with
the PIC16C84. It does, though, have 68
RAM data bytes (compared to the C84' s
36), which is a significant advantage.

Microchip describe the F84 as having
a "flash" program memory instead of
conventional E2prom memory. They are
coy, though, with information about
what flash actually means in this context.
It does not mean that the F84 can be
programmed faster than the C84, nor does
it run at a faster speed (still 10MHz max.);
the program memory capacity remains
at 1KB.

There are false rumours circulating that
the C84 is to be dropped in favour of the
F84. We are assured by Microchip that they
have no intention of dropping it. They say
that while they will encourage the use of the
F84, the CM will continue to be available.
Microchip also commented that they never
delete products from their range.

It is likely that I, as a designer/author,
will probably move over to the F84 when
the greater number of registers are needed.
This may mean in future that programs
written for the F84 may not be usable on
the C84. But, anything written for the CM
will always run on the FM.

A further advantage of the F84, as said
by Microchip, is that its price is likely
to become lower than that of the C84.
As to whether component suppliers will
pass on any price advantage to customers
remains to be seen. Do encourage your
supplier to stock the F84 and to offer a
good price on it.
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Electronic CAD For Windows
ea

DESIGN
INTERNATIONAL

The complete,
powerful schematic
and PCB layout
tools for Windows.

This is really easy!
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Construct/am/Project

WAA-WAA
EFFECTS
PEDAL
ROBERT PENFOLD

How to easily and inexpensively
add expression to your playing.

THE waa-waa effect has been popular
with guitarists for many years now,

and one reason for this popularity is that it
provides an easy means of adding great
expression to your playing. It is also a
relatively simple effect that can be imple-
mented using inexpensive circuitry.

A waa-waa unit is basically just a
tunable filter that boosts a narrow band of
frequencies. As the pedal is operated, the
operating frequency of the filter is moved
up and down, giving the familiar "waa-
waa" sound. The filtering boosts certain
harmonics in the signal, and operating the
pedal changes the harmonics that are
affected.

For good results, it is essential that
the processed signal contains reasonably

strong harmonics, but an electric guitar
is unlikely to be found lacking in this
respect.

A waa-waa pedal represents an easy
project for the home constructor as far
as the electronics are concerned, but the
mechanical side of construction can be
problematic. The difficulty is that the ef-
fect is normally controlled by a pedal
which operates a potentiometer. Producing
a pedal mechanism that is genuinely reli-
able and will not let you down at the worst
possible moment is more difficult than one
might expect.

Most waa-waa units for the home
constructor use some form of alternative
approach that avoids the need for a pedal
mechanism. The most simple of these

alternatives is to use a low frequency
oscillator to automatically operate the
effect at a preset rate, but this gives rather
"mechanical" results with no real oppor-
tunity for the player to add expression to
the music.

The other alternative, and the one used
here, is to have the effect controlled via
a pushbutton switch. The switch is foot
operated, and acts as a sort of pseudo foot -
pedal. Operating the switch results in the
effect being swept upwards in frequency,
and releasing the switch results in the ef-
fect being swept back down again.

This is not quite as versatile as using a
conventional foot -pedal mechanism, since
the pushbutton switch does not give any
control over the rate at which the effect is
swept up and down.

However, these rates are individually
adjustable via front panel controls and
can be set at appropriate rates prior to
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Fig.1 . Complete circuit diagram for the Wah-Wah Effects Pedal.
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commencing a piece. This gives the player
much better control of the effect than
simple automatic control, and does enable
the effect to be used in an expressive
fashion.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The circuit diagram for the Waa-Waa

Effects Pedal is shown in Fig.1. IC1 is
an operational amplifier which is used in
the non -inverting mode, with input biasing
provided by resistors R1 and R2. These set
the input impedance at 11 kilohms.

The negative feedback circuit includes a
simple R -C (resistor -capacitor) network
that provides frequency selective feedback,
and produces a bandpass filter action. The
configuration used is almost the stan-
dard op.amp bandpass filter circuit, with
the frequency selective negative feedback
provided by capacitors C3, C5 and resistor
R3, together with the series resistance of
R4 and R5.

These components set the centre fre-
quency of the circuit at a middle audio
range, but in this application we need the
filter frequency to be variable over middle
to high audio frequencies.

It is possible to tune the filter by ad-
ding a variable resistance in parallel with
resistor R5. This is the purpose of tran-
sistor TR1, which acts as a sort of crude
voltage controlled resistor. The resistance
across TR1's collector (c) and emitter (e)
terminals depends on its base (b) input cur-
rent, with higher currents giving reduced
collector to emitter resistance.

Resistor R6 effectively converts TR1
from current to voltage operation, and also
provides a boost in input resistance. There
is a slight drawback in using an ordinary
bipolar transistor as a voltage controlled
resistor, which is simply that it does not
provide pure resistance.

Changes in the signal voltage result
in variations in the effective resistance
provided by TR1, which in turn produce
distortion on the output signal. Hi-fi
performance is not really essential in this
application, but the distortion will be
reasonably low provided the circuit is not
fed with an excessive input level.

Plugged
connections
are made
via the rear
of the unit.

The "pedal" switch is notated as S2,
and it is biased to the position shown in
Fig.l. Under standby conditions, no cur-
rent flows into the base of TR1, and the
resistance provided by TR1 is, therefore,
so high that it has no significant affect on
the circuit.

Operating S2 results in capacitor C6
starting to charge via potentiometer VR1
and resistor R7. As the charge potential on
C6 rises TR I receives an increasing base
bias current. This results in its collector to
emitter resistance steadily reducing, and
the centre frequency of the filter being
swept upwards.

This continues until the charge volt-
age on C6 reaches almost the full sup-
ply potential, but the filter frequency then
remains constant until S2 is released. C6
then starts to discharge via R7 and VR2,
causing the resistance provided by TR1 to
increase and the centre frequency of the
filter to decrease. This action continues
until the charge on C6 drops below about
0.7 volts, at which point TR1 becomes cut
off and once again has no significant affect
on the circuit.

Front view of the Waa-waa
unit. The switch on the top is
the sweep control, S2.

The required action is therefore ob-
tained, with the filter frequency being
swept upwards when S2 is operated, and
swept back down again when it is released.
VR1 controls the rate at which the filter
frequency rises, and VR2 controls the rate
at which the filter frequency falls. In both
cases the rate of change is very rapid at
minimum resistance, but takes several
seconds for a full sweep at maximum

This type of voltage controlled bandpass
filter is very simple, but it is slightly
flawed in that the Q (quality) value of
the filter rises as the operating frequency
is increased. This results in a narrower
response and higher maximum gain at high
frequencies, and a broader response with
lower maximum gain at low operating
frequencies.

Fig.2. Filtered frequency response.

In Fig.2 is shown the general way in
which the response changes as the filter
frequency is altered. In practice, this does
not seem to have a detrimental affect on
results, and the effect obtained is perfectly
acceptable. In fact, it is probably better to
have things this way, as it avoids having a
high level of boost on the fundamental sig-
nal, which could easily cause overloading.

Switch SI enables the circuit to be
bypassed when the waa-waa effect is not
required.

The circuit is powered from a small 9V
battery, and this should have a very long
operating life as the current consumption
of the circuit is typically just under two
milliamps.
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COMPONENTS
Resistors SeeR1, R2

R3
47k (2 off)
470k

R4 100i2 TALKR5 10k
R6 680k Page
R7 2k2

All 0.25W 5% carbon film

Potentiometers
VR1. VR2 100k rotary carbon

lin. (2 off)

Capacitors
C1. C4

C2
C3
C5
C6

1 0 p, radial elect. 25V
(2 off)

1 p. radial elect. 50V
4n7 mylar
10n mylar
47µ radial elect. 16V

Semiconductors
TR1 BC550 npn transistor
IC 1 LF351N bifet

op.amp

Miscellaneous
S1

S2

S3

SK1, SK2

B1
Printed circuit

the EPE PCB Service, code 932; metal
case (see text); control knob (2 off); bat-
tery connector; 8 -pin d.i.l. socket; wire;
solder; nuts and bolts, etc.

s.p.d.t. min. toggle
switch (see text)

s.p.d.t. pushbutton
switch (see text)

s.p.s.t. min. toggle
switch

standard mono jack
socket (2 off)

9V battery (PP3 size)
board, available from

Approx Cost £20Guidance Only
excluding batteries

CONSTRUCTION
The Waa-Waa Effects Pedal is built

using the EPE multi -project printed circuit
board. This board is available from the
EPE PCB Service, code 932.

Construction of this board is mainly
straightforward, but the usual warning has
to be given. This is not a custom printed
circuit board in the conventional sense,
and many of the holes in the board are left
unused. Consequently, it is relatively easy
to get a component fitted in the wrong
place and extra care, therefore, has to be
exercised when fitting the components.

The board's component overlay, master
track pattern and hard wiring details are
shown in Fig.3.

ICI is not a static sensitive device, but it
is a good idea to use a holder for any d.i.l.
integrated circuit. Be careful to fit ICI and
the electrolytic capacitors with the correct
orientation. From the electrical point of
view, C3 and C5 can be any form of
plastic foil capacitor, but mylar capacitors
are the easiest type to fit into this layout.

Fit single -sided solder pins to the board
at the points where connections will be
made to the controls and sockets. "Tin"
the tops of the pins with plenty of solder,
but do not make any connections to them
at this stage.

Fig.3. Printed circuit board component layout and full size underside copper foil
track master pattern for the Waa-Waa Effects Pedal.

As this project will be controlled by
foot, it is clearly essential for it to be
housed in a tough case that will not crush
or crack easily. It is also a good idea to use
a metal case as this will provide the circuit
with good screening from mains "hum"
and other electrical noise.

A diecast aluminium box is ideal, but
might prove to be rather expensive. A
case of folded aluminium construction is
just about strong enough, and represents a
good low-cost alternative. It is possible
to fit everything into quite a small case,
but the use of a medium size box is
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recommended as this will be more stable
in use. It also provides more panel space
for the controls and sockets.

The exact layout used is not critical, but
it is advisable to have switch SI mounted
close to the input and output sockets. On
the prototype, SI and the sockets are
mounted on one end panel, with controls
VRI, VR2 and S3 fitted on the other end
panel.

JACKS AND
SWITCHES

In Fig.3, the input and output sockets
are shown as insulated jacks, which are the
type favoured by many guitarists. These
are often fitted with switch contacts, and
then have two extra tags which are left
unused in this application. Open style jack
sockets can of course be used if preferred.

Switch S2 is a pushbutton type that must
be mounted on the top panel of the case
so that it can be operated by foot. It
has single -pole changeover contacts, and
it must be of the non -locking variety.
Ideally, S2 would be a heavy duty switch,
but a suitable component seems to be
unobtainable. An ordinary type should be
adequate provided it is of good quality.

Switch Si could also be a pushbutton
type mounted on the top panel of the case
so that it can be operated by foot. This
enables the effect to be totally eliminated
while playing the guitar. Totally switching
out the effect is not essential though, as the
unit has little effect if the filter is left at its
minimum frequency and is not swept.

The printed circuit board is mounted on
the base panel of the case using either
plastic stand-offs or metric
you use mounting bolts it is essential to
include spacers about 6mm or more in
length to hold the connections on the un-
derside of the circuit board well clear of
the metal case.

It is not essential to use screened leads
for any of the connections, but try to keep

the wiring reasonably short and direct. The
wires to S2 must be quite long as this
switch is mounted on the removable lid of
the case, but long wires here should not
compromise performance.

TESTING AND USE
Standard screened jack leads are used to

connect the guitar to SKI, and SK2 to the
input of the guitar amplifier. With the unit
switched on, the signal should be coupled
straight through to the amplifier with Si
set to the bypass position.

With SI switched to the other position,
the waa-waa effect should be obtained

is operated. If the filter is swept
downwards when S2 is pressed, and up-
wards when it is released, reverse the
connections to the outer two tags of S2.

It is worth experimenting with the
settings of VR1 and VR2 to obtain the
control characteristic that you like best.
Remember that you do not have to use the

same settings all the time and that, if
necessary, different settings can be used
for each piece that you play.

If you intend to use many different set-
tings it might be worthwhile using con-
trol knobs having "0" to "9" calibrated
skirts. These make it easy to note down
each pair of settings, and quickly dial them
up when they are required again.

As pointed out previously, the circuit
will only provide low distortion if it is
used with a fairly low input level. When
using the unit with a high output guitar
pick-up it will almost certainly be neces-
sary to back -off the volume control on the
guitar, and advance the volume control
on the guitar amplifier. Otherwise quite
severe distortion may occur at some filter
frequencies.

With low and medium output pick-ups
there should be no problems with distor-
tion, even if the guitar is set for maximum
volume.
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TEACH -IN '98

An Introduction to

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
Ian Bell, Rob Miles, Dr. Tony Wilkinson, Alan Winstanley

WEACH-IN is a ten part series designed to support
I candidates following City and Guilds (C&G) 726

Information Technology, with reference to the following
specific syllabuses: *7261/301 Introductory Digital Elec-
tronics, *726/321 Elementary Digital Electronics, *726/341
Intermediate Digital Electronics.

Even if you are not undertaking the City and Guilds
syllabus, there is much to be learned from following Teach -
In, whether you are a GCSE or "A" level student, appren-
tice technician or you simply want to discover the exciting
world of Digital Electronics.

Lab Work
Throughout Teach -In, attempts are made to involve

the student with practical "Lab Work" experiments and
demonstrations, and complex mathematics and physics
will be avoided unless really necessary - and even then,
plenty of help is to hand! We make a point of identifying
practical components in special sections of Teach -In, so
that you will learn to recognise parts, even if you don't
necessarily use them yourself just yet. We also take a
light-hearted view from time to time, because electronics
really is fun to learn.

Part Four: BINARY NUMBERS AND DIGITAL LOGIC SYSTEMS. GATES
AND PROCESSING CIRCUITS. LOGIC IN THE REAL WORLD.

MANY people are aware that com-
puters "work with is and Os",

but what does this mean, and why is it
done this way?

The key points to understand here
are the concepts of binary numbers,
Boolean logic and the reasons for
implementing computers and other
circuits using these concepts. We intro-
duce these ideas in this part of Teach -In
and return to them at various points in
the course.

Binary Numbers
Human beings, when working with

numbers, usually use 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8 and 9 - that is, ten possible values
each with their own "symbol". If we
want to count larger numbers we use a
"tens" column (so 23 is 2 lOs and 3
units), and so on.

Mathematically, the system we are
all so familiar with is called decimal, or
-base-10". We probably use this base
because we have a total of ten fingers
and thumbs! A clever octopus, if one
could count, would probably count up
to eight in octal, or base -8, starting
with 0 and carrying over to the next
column (8s) when it reached 7.

However, numbers can be manipu-
lated in any base, from 2 upwards.
Base -2 (or binary) is used by digital
computers (and other digital circuits) -
only two symbols are used: 0 and 1. If
we want to count above 1 in binary we
need a 2s column (so 11 in binary is 1
two plus 1, or 3 in decimal).

Just as the digits in a decimal
number represent powers of 10 (10
multiplied by itself a certain number
of times: 10s, 100s (10 x 10), 1000s
(10 x 10 x 10), and so on, the digits in a

binary number represent powers of 2:
2s, 4s (2 x 2), 8s (2 x 2 x 2), and so on.
Thus the binary number 1001011 is 75
in decimal. See Fig. 4.1.

64 32 16 8 4 2 1

1 0 0 1 0 1 1

64 + 8 + 2 + 1

= 75 IN DECIMAL

Fig.4.1. The binary 1001011 is 75 in
decimal.

OK, so we can represent numbers
using Is and Os, but what about other
types of data? The answer is relatively
straightforward, all we have to do is
code the data using numbers.

If you are a computer user, the most
obvious example is text, where for
example, the well-known ASCII
(American Standard Code for Information
Interchange) code uses binary numbers
from 0 to 127 (decimal) (0000000 to
1111111 binary) to represent
upper and lower
case letter, numerals,
punctuation sym-
bols and other
information relating
to typing text into
a computer. In
general, coding data
into is and Os in an
efficient and useful
way may be dif-
ficult, but the basic
principle remains.

So far we have
been concerned with
data - numbers, text

etc., but digital circuits and computers
also deal with decision making and
control of actions or operations. We
also do this in is and Os which are
implemented in exactly the same as
the data is and Os - only their use and
interpretation is different.

Boolean Logic
The is and Os being used to form

binary numbers also naturally repre-
sent basic two-way decision -making
concepts such as yeslno, true/false,
on/off, and high/low. The mathematical
study of the processes of inference and
reasoning is referred to as logic and a
significant branch of this field concerns
the processing of true/false values.

To get a better feel for this, imagine
that I am going to go for a walk. If it
rains, then I will get wet unless I use an
umbrella. We could represent this using
symbols for the state of being wet, rain,
and not using an umbrella, so that the
statement "if it is raining and I am
not using an umbrella, I will get wet"
would be written as shown in Fig. 4.2.

Fig.4.2. Symbolic representation of a simple logic statement
- if it is raining, and I don't have an umbrella, I will get wet!
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These symbols are fun and easy to
understand, but they are not practi-
cal for serious use as not everyone is
a good artist. Furthermore, some con-
cepts we may wish to use are abstract
and don't have an obvious picture.

So unfortunately we have to use let-
ters instead of pictures. For example, I
can use W (for "wet") which is true if I
am wet and false if I am not wet, U (for
"umbrella") which is true if I use my
umbrella and false if I don't, and R (for
"raining") which is true if it is raining
and false if it is not raining.

Then I could write the statement "I
will get wet if it is raining and I am not
using an umbrella" using these symbols
as:

W = R AND NOT U
Note that W, R and U are referred

to as variables because they can take on
more than one possible value (in this
case either true or false).

Now to extend the example, if I am
wet (i.e. if W = true) I will want to
change my clothes. However, I will also
want to change my clothes if they are
dir .

us, I can define two more vari-
ables: C for "changes clothes?", true or
false (yes or no), and D to represent
whether or not my clothes are dirty.
Thus I can write the statement "I will
change my clothes if they are dirty or
wet" as:

C=D OR W

Just as we represent addition (or
PLUS) with the symbol +, we can use
symbols to represent the logic opera-
tions of AND, OR and NOT.

In "Boolean Algebra", AND and OR
are usually written as  and + respec-
tively (note the + symbol means OR,
not AND, in logic), and NOT (inver-
sion) is represented by a line above the
variable: so "I am not wet" which is
NOT W, can be written W. Thus we can
re -write our statements:

W = RU
(wet = raining AND no umbrella)

C=D+W
(change clothes = dirty OR wet).

I can now combine these to give a
single equation which tells me if I have
to change my clothes:

C=RrJ+D
(change clothes = raining AND

no umbrella OR dirty).

Note that R, U and D can each be one
of two possible values (true or false)
so that there are actually a total of
eight different possible combinations of
all three. These can easily be listed as
shown in Table 4.1.

r - - - THE AUTHORS --1
Teach -In has been co -written for

Everyday Practical Electronics by Ian
Bell, Rob Miles and Dr. Tony Wilkinson
who are lecturers in the Department of
Electronic Engineering at the University
of Hull, England. Regular readers will
know Alan Winstanley, of course, as the

I author of several columns in EPE. Alan
I has co-ordinated the series.

Table 4.1: Possible True or False Combinations

It is raining

R

I am using an
umbrella

U

My clothes are dirty

D

I need to change
my clothes

C

false false false false

false false true true

false true false false

false true true true

true false false true

true false true true

true true false false

true true true true

This is known as a Truth Table. Now
if I represent true with a "1" and false
with a "0" I can write the true table like
this:

Table 4.2. True Truth Table
R UDC
0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 0

1 1 1 1

Notice that the R, U and D columns
(4s, 2s and is respectively) of the truth
table go through the binary numbers
from 0 to decimal 7 in sequence. This
illustrates the close link between binary
numbers and logic. I may not want
to build a circuit, or program a com-
puter, to decide if I am to change my
clothes but similar concepts can be used
in more appropriate situations, for ex-
ample: "switch valve 3 on if level detec-
tor is on or if temperature is high and
valve 2 is off".

You may be thinking that the
"change clothes" logic is not fool -proof
as, for example, I may not need a
change of clothes if the rain is very light
or if I am wearing waterproofs. This is
of course true, but we have to limit our
example to something manageable.

There is also a more serious issue
here which is fundamental to engineer-
ing design, that of understanding the
problem, "modelling" (or describing) it,
and specifying what we want to do to
solve it. The logic will only do what we
design it to do.

In our example we have "modelled"
the rain as simply on or off, but we
could be more detailed about the way
we model it by adding a light/heavy
variable (ignored if "rain" is false).
Then we have an issue of specification:
do we require a change of clothes for all
rain, or just for heavy rain?

We could design either circuit. A
design may go wrong (i.e. a product
lets us down) if the problem was not
properly understood and described, or
if the specification had some flaw in it,
or if the design did not meet the
specification.

All these points must be kept in mind

when designing circuits and software.
Companies carrying out designs often
go to great lengths to ensure that all
these steps are carried out correctly, but
we can all probably think of examples
where they didn't quite manage it!

The branch of mathematics concern-
ing logic based on true/ false values
is called Boolean Algebra after its in-
ventor, English Mathematician George
Boole (1815-1864). It is of fundamen-
tal importance to digital logic circuits,
computers and programming and we
will return to it in more detail later.

Why Binary Circuits?
As to why binary is used in com-

puters, it is simply that this is the
easiest and most cost effective system to
implement using electronic technology.
Furthermore, the special mathematical
properties of Boolean algebra provide a
powerful means of expressing and solv-
ing decision -making problems.

Both binary numbers and Boolean
logic are based on is and Os, i.e. there
are two possibilities for each symbol,
bit of information or digit within a
number. This is easy to handle in
circuitry because switches can be either
on or off and a voltage can easily be
switched between a fixed value (e.g.
+ 5V) and ground (OV) - see Part 3 of
Teach -In, in which we described MOS-
FET transistors and inverters.

What would happen if we tried a
different number base, say base -3? This
has three values per digit i.e. 0, 1 and 2.
We can no longer directly relate this
to a switch being on or off because a
switch does not have a natural third
state.

We could, of course, use a set of fixed
voltages to represent the numbers, for
example OV, +2.5V, and + 5V for 0, 1
and 2, but it turns out that if we do
this, then the circuits to handle logic
and numbers are far harder to design
and have poor performance in terms of
power consumption, speed and suscep-
tibility to electrical noise.

A possible advantage of base -3 is
that we could represent "maybe" as
well as "yes" and "no", and in fact
such systems are used in specialist
circumstances ("fuzzy logic" plus Ar-
tificial Intelligence), but in most cases
the practical disadvantages of the cir-
cuits used outweigh the conceptual
advantages. We can always use another
digit in binary to indicate a "maybe"
condition if we require this.
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Circuits which "Do
Logic"

Using transistors, we can build small
circuits which perform the basic logic
operations of AND, OR, and NOT.
These circuits are called gates and their
logic gate symbols together with their
Truth Tables are shown in Fig. 4.3.

The NOT gate (inverter) was actually
introduced in the previous part of
Teach -In. We can connect different gates
together to form more complex func-
tions, using Combinational Logic.

For example, if we have three inputs
indicating if we have dirty clothes (D),
if it is raining (R), and if we are using
an umbrella (U) we can build a logic
circuit which indicates if we need to
change clothes (C), see Fig. 4.4.

Note that the "internal" wires of the
circuit can also be labelled, in this case
with U(no umbrella) and W (wet). Here
the internal wires have some easily
definable meaning to us, but this may
not be the case in all logic circuits.

U

Fig.4.4. Circuit to decide if we should
change our clothes using information
on Dirt, Rainfall and Umbrella use.

Circuits which Process
Data

We've seen the beginnings of how we
can build circuits to make decisions, but
how do we actually process data? For
example how do we add two num-
bers together? Here's a simple "addi-
tion table" in decimal. (Adding a num-
ber from the top row to one in the side
row gives the corresponding result.)

Table 4.3: Decimal Addition

+ 0 1

0 0 1

1 1 2

Now consider the same "addition
table", this time written in binary.

Table 4.4: Binary Addition

+ 0 1

0 00 01

1 01 10

Since we are adding together two
one -digit binary numbers, we have a
total of four possibilities. We can tabu-
late these as follows, one per line, rather
than in the conventional "times table"
format.

We have called the two numbers
being added A0 and Bo, where the 0
subscript indicates that they represent
units (two to the power zero, or 20). The
result (the sum) requires two binary
digits to represent it, because its maxi-
mum value is 2 (10 in binary), so we've
labelled these Si for the twos (21) and So
for the units.

A 0

0

0

A B 0

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

A B 0

0 0 0

0 1

0

1

Q=AA0
NOT

0 = AB

A

AND

O

= A+B

IrAD
OR

Fig.4.3. Truth Tables and
symbols for basic logic gates.

Numbers
being Sum
added

Ao Bo

0 0
0 1

1 0
1 1

Si So

0 0
1

1

0

0

1 0

Boolean

This looks like a Truth Table: in fact
it is two Truth Tables - one for SO
and one for Sl, which we can write
separately as follows

Ao Bo Si AO BO So

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 1 0

1 1 1 0

You should be able to recognise Ao,
Bo andSi as being the AND truth table,
so we can simply use a single AND gate
to get Sl. The logic function for So is
a little more difficult. We can see that
So is 1 (true) if Ao is 0 AND Bo is 1,
OR if Ao is 1 AND Bo is 0. In Boolean
algebra we write this as:

So = A0130+ Ao'013o

It may help to recall that the over -
bar means "inversion". Hence, for ex-
ample, if Ao is 0 then Ao is 1. The table
above can be used in comparison with
the Truth Tables for AND and OR logic
gates (earlier), to prove that the Boolean
statement is correct.

Hopefully you can see from this that
we need two AND gates, two NOT
gates and one OR gate. You will see
shortly that this can be simplified dras-
tically by replacing them with another
type of gate, the Exclusive -OR, or XOR
gate.

Another word for a binary digit is
bit. The full circuit of the "adder" is

Fig.4.5. Circuit to add two 1 -bit binary
numbers together to give a 2 -bit binary
result.

given in Fig. 4.5, which is a circuit that
adds two "one -bit" binary numbers to-
gether (0 or 1), to give a "2 -bit" bi-
nary result (from 00 to 11). Thus we
see that we can use basic logic gates
to build circuits which do arithmetic as
well as make "logical" decisions - as
with the "change of clothes" circuit. We
will return to both types of function
later in the course.

More Gates
hi addition to the AND, OR and

NOT functions, other basic logic gates

A B 0

0 0 1

0 0

0 0

1 1 0

A B 0

0 0

0

0

0

A B 0

0 0 0

0

0

0

A B 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

= A*E3

A-E>B

A

B

NOR

= A*13

D
NAND

= A s B

XOR

Q=AEDB

1:>2
XNOR

Fig.4.6. Truth Tables and logic gate
symbols for NOR, NAND, XOR and
XNOR.
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Check Out: Integrated Circuits
A "discrete" component is an individual part, e.g. a single

MOSFET transistor. Technology being what it is (i.e., unstop-
pable), mankind has managed to miniaturise millions of MOS-
FETs on a sliver of silicon, to form an integrated circuit (i.c. for
short). Whilst the first silicon chips contained one or two dozen
miniaturised transistors, an Intel Pentium microprocessor (for
example) contains millions, making the MOSFET the most com-
mon micro -electronic component in the world!

Using photographic and chemical methods, dozens of chips
are simultaneously formed onto a wafer (a thin slice of single
crystal silicon). After testi-1g, individual chips or dies are
separated from the wafer by sawing it up.

Each correctly functioning die is then glued into a package,
and miniature wires (about 25 micrometers thick) are bonded
between small metal "bond pads" (about 100 micrometers
square) on the chip's surface and the pads on a "lead frame",
thus connecting the die to the larger legs or pins on the outside
world. The package is sealed to protect everything, and the chip
is re -tested.

Many integrated circuits are comparatively large in size, but
only because of the need for human beings to physically handle
and connect to the package. The die embedded within the
package is far smaller than the overall size suggests. Smaller
packages suitable for automated handling systems are also
available.

Get the Number
The most common type we use is the dual -in -line (d.1.1.)

package, which has anything from 8 pins to 48 pins, aligned in
two rows of 4 to 24 pins. The 4000 CMOS range we test in Lab
Work 4 uses a variety of chips in 14 -pin and 16 -pin dual -in -line
packs. Pins are spaced 0.1 inch with rows 0.3 inch apart.

In order to identify the pin numbers, a notch will usually be
found at one end of a d.i.l. chip, and/or a dimple may be used to
indicate pin 1. The numbers then continue in an anti -clockwise
direction - the diagram depicts 8 -pin and 16 -pin types.

Dual -in -line chips can be soldered directly to a printed circuit
board (p.c.b.), but it can then be a little tricky to desolder for
replacement. It is wise therefore - although adding to the cost -
to use dual -in -line Lc. sockets, so that you can easily "swap
out" a chip at a later date.

Collection of multi -pin integrated circuit (i.c.) devices.

Dimple

16
15
14
13
12
11

10
9

Notch

8 pin

8

7

6
5

16 pin

Care is needed to ensure that all pins align properly and that
none are bent out of place. Special extractor tools are used by
professionals.

Surface mount technology (SMT) is of enormous interest
to manufacturing industry. These devices (SMDs) use much
smaller package sizes (for i.c.s. as well as certain discrete
parts) which requires highly specialist equipment to install them
on top of circuit boards.

are available. Two commonly used
gates are NAND and NOR, which are
complements (opposites) of the AND
and OR functions (i.e. NOT -AND and
NOT -OR). These are achieved by
inverting the gate outputs, hence the
small circle on the output of the logic
symbol in Fig.4.6..

The function we met in the pre-
vious section for So is also very
commonly used. As well as being
one -bit addition (without "carry") it
can be thought of as an "A and B but
not both" function and is there-
fore called exclusive -OR (abbreviated
XOR or EXOR). The complement of
the XOR is called the Exclusive -NOR,
or XNOR.

Truth Tables for these gates are
given in Fig. 4.6. Note the Boolean
logic XOR symbol.

Logic in the Real World
Are 1 and 0 sufficient to describe

what happens in real logic circuits?
The answer of course depends on
what you are trying to do and how
accurately you need to model what is
happening. There are some important
issues to address when considering
real logic circuits, including sensitivity
to noise and speed of operation.

The first question is how we actually
represent 1 and 0 in a real -life

electronic circuit. We have already
hinted that we could use two voltages,
say + 5V for logic 1 and OV for logic 0,
but this is arbitrary. It could be - 2V
for 0 and + 2V for 1, or OV for 1 and
+ 5V for 0.

In general, if the more positive volt-
age is used for 1 we refer to this a
positive logic and if the more nega-
tive voltage is used for 1 we have
negative logic. In this Teach -In course
we always use positive logic, as do
the most common off -the -shelf logic
devices. We can also build logic cir-
cuits using currents to represent Is and
Os, but again that is beyond the scope
of this course.

If we select 5V for logic 1 and
OV for logic 0 then what does 4.9V
mean? In real circuits we have to
define a range of voltages which rep-
resent a valid logic level, say OV to 2V
for 0 and 3V to 5V for 1. We need
to do this because we cannot build
circuits which handle precisely fixed
voltages under varying conditions of
loading, temperature and factors af-
fecting manufacture, particularly as
they must be as small and as fast as
possible.

In general, logic gates will accept a
given range of inputs as 1 or 0 and
are guaranteed to produce a smaller
range of possible output voltages,

closer to the ideal voltage (say 4V to
5V for 1 and OV to 1V for 0 in our
example). This means that each gate
tends to restore the voltage towards
the ideal for that logic level.

The difference between the worst
case output level and worst acceptable
input level for a given logic value is
called the noise margin. This figure
indicates how well the gate can cope
with disturbances (such as external
electrical interference) without losing
the correct value of the data.

If the voltage is in between the
defined logic levels for any reason
(except for the brief time when switch-
ing between levels) then we have an
undefined logic value and the circuit
may behave unpredictably. The un-
defined condition is sometimes repre-
sented by the symbol X (for example,
by logic simulators), meaning "don't
know" and indicates that there is some-
thing wrong with the circuit or the
design.

The symbol X is also used in the
design and specification of logic func-
tions to mean "don't care", indicating
that a value may legitimately be either
1 or 0 under certain conditions with-
out affecting the outcome. Whether X
means "don't know" or "don't care"
should be obvious from the context in
which it is used.
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Logic Families
There are a bewildering number of "logic families", i.e.

types of circuitry and technology for implementing digital
systems. The first commercially available logic family was
resistor -transistor logic (RTL), introduced in 1962. This was
followed by diode -transistor logic (DTL) and then the transis-
tor -transistor logic (TTL) of the classic 7400 series. All these
are based on the bipolar junction transistor (BJT), with TTL
using a "multiple emitter" transistor at logic gate inputs.

New versions of TTL have continued to be introduced
which provide higher operating speed and/or lower power
dissipation, for example Advanced Schottky TTL (ASTTL).
Another type of bipolar logic is Emitter -Coupled Logic (ECL)
which provides a very high speed of operation.

MOS logic circuits on the other hand may be fabricated
using n -type or p -type transistors alone (NMOS and PMOS),
or both together (CMOS) as described in the previous part of
Teach -In. NMOS provides higher performance than PMOS,
but the advantages of CMOS mean that most MOS logic is of
this complementary type.

Classic 4000
The classic CMOS logic family is the 4000 series, but just to

confuse you, CMOS versions of the 7400 series are also
available (74HC00 and others)! CMOS 4000 series are static
sensitive, can operate on 3V to 15V supplies but may be-
have unpredictably if inputs are left unconnected, as we
demonstrate in Lab Work 4. The original 7400 and other TTL
series must have a supply of 5V ( ± 0-5V), are not static
sensitive and their inputs behave as logic 1 when left floating.

The 4000 series provides some "multiplexers" which can
be used for switching and selecting analogue signals, but
there are no analogue functions in the standard 7400 series.
Other series have different properties, for example 74LVC00
is CMOS series operating on a 3.3V supply. Not all functions
are available in all families though.

Although there are differences in the behaviour and types
of function available in the CMOS 4000 and TTL 7400 series,
MOS and bipolar transistors can be used together to exploit
the advantages of both, in Bi-CMOS, the 74ABTC series for
instance.

These are just some of the 74 series variations . . .

7400 Standard bipolar TTL, the originals!
74LS00 Early TTL "low -power Schottky" improve-

ment over basic 7400 series
74ALSOO Higher speed, lower power TTL than LS
74F00 High speed "Fast" TTL improvement on LS
74HCT Direct CMOS equivalents to LSTTL. 4.5V to

5.5V supply
74AC00 CMOS, with CMOS logic levels
74ACTOO CMOS, with TTL logic levels
74FCTOO CMOS. Lower power than 74F, by virtue of

CMOS technology
74HC00 Basic high speed CMOS, similar to TTL. 2V to

6V supply
74LV00 CMOS 3.3V supply
74LVC00 CMOS 3.3V supply, faster, improved output

over LV.

There are digital circuits which are
able to disconnect and isolate their
outputs (such circuits are used to
control the flow of data around com-
puters, for example between memory
chips and the CPU). We will say more
about this type of circuit later in the
course.

The binary numbers 1 and 0 do not
cover the situation where there is no
value due, to the output being physi-
cally disconnected, and X is not ap-
propriate because the disconnection is a
deliberate setting of a known condition.

We use the symbol Z to represent
this state (Z for "high impedance", as
Z is the symbol for impedance). Thus
in real life, the specification of digital
circuits (e.g. using Truth Tables) may
use the symbols 0, 1, X and Z. Some -

This totally "transparent" light -to -fre-
quency converter chip (TSL220) from
Texas demonstrates just how small the
"active" element (photodiode - black
area) is in comparison to package size.

times H and L (high and low) are used
instead of 1 and 0.

High Speed Switching
Another extremely important

property of digital circuits is the speed
with which they react to changes at
their inputs. Boolean algebra and
Truth Tables define what the output of
a circuit will be with certain inputs,
but do not convey the fact that it will
take a finite time for this to happen.

If we look at the adder circuit we
described earlier (Fig.4.5.), it should
not be too surprising to learn that the
Si output will react faster than the So
output because the signal has to go
through three gates to reach So, but
only one gate to reach Si. Therefore, if
the number at the input changes, the
output may be "wrong" after Si has
reacted, but before So has done so.
This time will be very short, prob-
ably nanoseconds or shorter, but time
enough for another logic circuit to
react.

In true -life digital design we have to
be careful to make sure that inter-
mediate states, which occur as cir-
cuits switch, do not cause incorrect
behaviour. The term glitch is used
to describe unwanted transient logic
values which occur as circuits switch.

The switching delay is not only im-
portant as a complex factor in logic
design, but also for economic reasons
as faster circuits can be priced higher,
or will attract more customers. A good
example of this is the increase in speed
of personal computers.

There are two ways of getting faster
circuits: one is to improve the basic
fabrication technology, usually by
making the transistors and gates
smaller. The second is to use clever
design techniques (e.g. "pipelined
burst cache"). Both approaches can

be seen in the development of
microprocessors in PCs: Intel 8086,
286, 386, 486 and Pentium.

Power Game
So far we have not mentioned any-

thing about where the power comes
from to make logic circuits work.
Boolean algebra and truth tables have
nothing to say on the matter and logic
circuit schematics using gate symbols
leave out power connections because
they would overcrowd the diagram.

Logic chips do have power pins
(usually OV - GND or Vss) and
positive supply (VDD or Vcc)) which
you connect to an appropriate source.
Check the pin -out drawings in Lab
Work 4.

Power consumption is an important
issue in modern digital design, for
two reasons. First, because all digi-
tal activity consumes power then the
smaller the transistors become, the
more power is consumed per unit area
so the hotter the chips get. This is why
you need a heatsink and a fan on a
Pentium microprocessor, but didn't
need one for a 386.

Second, there is a big market for
portable, battery powered electronics
such as mobile phones and lap-
top computers. Customers of these
products want the batteries to last a
reasonable period, so the circuits have
to be designed to use a minimal
amount of power. Every time a gate
switches state, some power is con-
sumed which will not be replaced until
you can next plug in the charger!

Now go to the Lab Work sec-
tion, where you will actually construct
the circuits introduced here, using
CMOS logic on a solderless bread-
board, in conjunction with your 5V
Add-on Regulated Power Supply built
previously.
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TEACH -IN "98'98

LAB
WORK 4
Objectives: To investigate the operation of fundamental
logic gates. Observing the behaviour of "floating" logic
inputs. The use of pull-up and pull -down resistors.
Assembling combinational logic circuits and deducing
truth tables by observing logic states using light -
emitting diodes.

tos month's Lab Work practical un-
dertakingg sets out to investigate the

operation and behaviour of fundamental
logic gates.

Lab 4.1
Our first experiment uses an inverter

and an l.e.d. to monitor logic levels in our
circuits. Fig. 4.7a shows an inverter with
an I.e.d. connected directly to its output.

The l.e.d. used is a 5V "direct connec-
tion" type with an internal ballast resistor.
"Standard" I.e.d.s require the use of an
external resistor in series with it, typically
33011 for a 5V supply.

The inverter is part of a CMOS CD4049
i.c. in a dual in -line package which con-
tains six inverters (hence its name "hex
inverter")

The 1.e.d. D1 is connected between the
positive supply rail and the inverter output
(pin 2). When the inverter output is logic 0
(OV) the I.e.d. will illuminate because its
anode (a) is connected to +5V and its
cathode (k) to OV via pin 2.

Therefore, for the I.e.d. to be on, (inverter
output low), the inverter's input at pin 3
must be high (logic 1): so l.e.d. on indicates
a logic 1 input, and I.e.d. off indicates logic
0 input. Check the Truth Table of inverters
("NOT" gates) in the main tutorial.

Using basic anti -static (ESD) precau-
tions (refer back to Part Three), insert a

* SEE
OUTPUT

TEXT
ICI PINS
5,7.9,11,14

Fig.4.7a. A CMOS inverter is used as a
"logic level" indicator. When Le.d. D1
is lit it indicates Logic 1 (high) at its
input.

4049 NOT
NC NC

+v

Fig.4.7b (above).
Pinout details for a
4049 hex inverter
Lc.

You Will Need
Resistors

R1 to R3 10k 0.25W 5% carbon film (3 off)

Integrated Circuits
CD4001 quad 2 -input NOR
CD4011 quad 2 -input NAND
CD4049 hex inverter buffer
CD4081 quad 2 -input AND
CD4071 quad 2 -input OR
CD4070 quad 2 -input EXOR
(Retain CMOS chips in anti -static packaging until

needed for use.)

Miscellaneous
Solderless breadboard; 5mm 5V direct connection light

emitting diode (I.e.d.), red (4 off); 5V power supply unit (p.s.u.);
hook-up wire.

OV

CD4049 into the solderless breadboard,
noting that the dimple or notch indicates
the orientation of the chip i.e. pin 1. Fig.
4.7b is the pin -out diagram for the 4049.

Only one inverter is used in this experi-
ment, so all the other unused inputs should
be connected to OV (pins 5, 7, 9, 11, 14).
Pin 1 of this 16 -pin d.i.l. chip is connected
to the + 5V supply, and pin 8 to OV, via
two long "buses" set up on the bread-
board to act as power rails. Both supply
buses should then be hooked over to your
5V power supply adaptor.

To form the interconnections, use short
pieces of solid -core hook-up wire and con-
nect the chip as shown in Fig. 4.7c. Using
fine -pointed pliers may help manipulate
the wires, and the use of different coloured
wires will aid identification.

Check back to Lab Work I if necessary,
to recall how the breadboard sockets are
interconnected. (We'll tell you now that, for
future circuits, you may be expected to
design the breadboard layout for yourself,
cross -referring to the circuit diagram - the
example of Fig. 4.7c shows how easy it is!)

The l.e.d. DI is also placed on the
breadboard, observing its polarity (flat
notch = cathode). Also, a flying lead is to be
connected to the invert input (pin 3), the
other end stands out in "mid-air". Two
more flying leads connect to the breadboard
supply rails at + 5V and OV, offering a
source of logic 1 and logic 0 signals.

How Does It Work?
Grasp the insulation of the + 5V flying

lead and briefly touch it to the inverter input
wire. Release it, then do the same with the
OV lead, touching this briefly to the inverter
input lead. For best results, try to keep your
own hand well away from the inverter input
wire, and obviously avoid connecting the
+ 5V and OV wires together!

You should hopefully find that when you
connect the OV flying lead to the inverter
input wire, the 1.e.d. will extinguish (in-
dicating logic 0 input), and when you touch
the +5V lead to it instead, the l.e.d. will
glow (indicating logic 1 input).

However, when neither lead is con-
nected, the 1.e.d. will remain in the state it
was prior to disconnecting the flying leads.
It may not be as bright, or it may flicker
"on its own".

Using the 5V Add-on Regulator, detailed in Lab Work 3,
to power the breadboard demonstrations.
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 The 4049 is a special type of device
classed as a buffer - it has a higher current
rating than many ordinary CMOS devices,
ideal for driving an l.e.d. directly, via an
internal or external ballast resistor, of
course.

 Because current flows from the + 5V
rail, through the I.e.d. (and its resistor) and
then disappears ("sinks") into the inverter
output pin (when at OV), we call this sink
current. The opposite state is called source
current, which flows out from a high out-
put, through a load, to OV.

 Curiously, many logic devices are far
better at sinking current than sourcing cur-
rent. Just because an output has gone high
to logic 1, doesn't necessarily mean that
there is lots of current available to drive
loads.

Lab 4.2
Now set the I.e.d. to "off" (OV wire)

and disconnect both OV and + 5V flying
leads. Touch the inverter input lead with
your hand, and the l.e.d. may illuminate.
We're not being definite about what hap-
pens here because the behaviour of CMOS
with "floating" (unconnected) inputs can
be unpredictable!

Experiment a bit to see what effect
touching the input lead has. Do you need

Fig.4.7c (left). Arrangement of IC1 and l.e.d. D1 ofour simple
logic level indicator circuit Fig.4.7a. (above) Practical layout of
components on a breadboard.

to touch the wire itself, or will just touch-
ing the insulated sleeving turn the I.e.d. on
or off?

Lab 4.3
Now connect a 10k (kilohms) resistor

(R1) between the inverter input (pin 3) and
OV as shown in Fig. 4.8. You will find that
the circuit will now behave completely
predictably,

The I.e.d. will be lit if the inverter input
lead is connected to + 5V (simply touch it
to the + 5V rail on the breadboard), and
the I.e.d. will extinguish when pin 3 is
grounded to OV.

 The job of the resistor is to "bias" the
input pin safely to OV which prevents it
from floating. It is called a pull -down
resistor.

The opposite case - where the resistor is
hooked to the + 5V rail to bias it high -
would be called a pull-up resistor.

 The unused pins
of CMOS gates
should be grounded
to ensure that they
don't float and
behave unpredict-
ably, which could
affect the reliability
of the gate or even
the entire chip.

"SEE OUTPUT
TEXT

ICI PINS
5,7 9 11 14

Flg.4.8. Using an additional "pull -
down" resistor (R1) biases the inverter
input to the OV rail.

Lab 4.4
Now things are becoming more chal-

lenging - take your time and enjoy it!
Fig.4.9 shows how the Truth Tables of all
the basic 4000 CMOS 2 -input logic gates
can be verified.

Three inverters are now used as logic
level indicators with light -emitting diodes.

"A"

ALTERNATELY
CONNECT
"A" AND "13- TO
'0' AND "1"

"B"

IC1: 4049 (NOT)
IC2: 4011 (NAND)

4001 (NOR)
4081 (AND)
4071 (OR)
4070 (EXOR)

RI
10k

+5V

UNUSED INPUTS
IC1 PINS 9,11,14
IC2 PINS
5,6,8.9,12,13

OV

Fig.4.9. Complete CMOS logic gate tester circuit using three
inverters to indicate the logic states of one gate. Construct a
Truth Table for inputs A and B, and output O.
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Fig.4. 10.
Pinout
details for all
five "test"
i.c.s used in
Fig.4.9.
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ICI a and IC1b should be rewired on your
breadboard using two 10k "pull -down"
resistors R1 and R2 to prevent them float-
ing. Two l.e.d.s DI and D2 show the logic
levels of the CMOS gate inputs (A and B)
being tested, whilst D3 along with IC1c
displays the output state of the gate (Q).

A selection from the 4000 series of logic
gates will be tested: the 4011 (NAND),
4001 (NOR), 4081 (AND), 4071 (OR) and
4070 (XOR). Note that we are only test-
ing one gate (IC2a) within a 14 -pin d.i.l.
package, and so steps are taken to ensure
that all the other unused pins are grounded.

In this example, the supply pins are the
same for each chip, and the pinouts of all
the following gates are also the same - it's
only the logic function which differs. So, all
you have to do is swap IC2 for another type,
leaving the wiring of your breadboard in
place each time, provided that you align the
chip properly on the breadboard. We show
the pinouts for all five chips separately, see
Fig.4.10.

Breadboarding
There is plenty of space on the sug-

gested breadboard to build the test cir-
cuit, so spread out. As an exercise, you
should be able to translate the simple cir-
cuit diagram into the physical layout on
the breadboard, remembering to follow the
pin numbers given in the circuit diagram.

Ensure you polarise the chips correctly,
looking for the dimple or notch identifier.
All unused pins of both the 4049 inverter
and the chip under test (IC2), should be
connected to OV. Also double check the
+ 5V and OV rails are wired the right way
round!

Start by assembling the inverter (IC1)
section with three l.e.d.s., using jumper
wires as necessary to ensure that every-
thing is connected together. Insert the first
"test" chip (IC2), and complete all the

hard wiring around it. The two test inputs
(A and B) are effected with two jumper
wires which can be hooked to high or low
as needed.

Work through the possible combinations
of input logic levels (00, 01, 10 and 11),
and verify the Truth Tables for the first test
gate by noting the pattern of l.e.d.s
(remember, '1' = "alight"). Prise out the
chip gently, then insert the next test
device, and repeat your tests.

Lab 4.5
The circuit diagram of the "should I

change my clothes?" demonstration, des-
cribed in the main Teach -In tutorial, is
shown in Fig.4.11. We have included all
pin numbers, and identified those unused
logic pins which should be connected to
OV, as well as which pins go where for the
power supply connections.

Although it looks more complex, if you
follow it methodically, you should have no
difficulties in assembling this multi -chip
demonstration circuit. By now, you should
be able to identify the parts from the
circuit diagram, and also assemble it on
your solderless breadboard using solid -
core insulated wires.

Three flying leads are used for the in-
puts which, you will recall, we labelled
as "Umbrella", "Raining" and "Dirty
clothing". Observe the pattern of I.e.d.s to
confirm the Truth Table for the demo
circuit.
 Combinational Logic uses a com-
bination of basic logic functions to
perform specific logic tasks. You have
just constructed such a combinational
logic circuit.

C

IC1b

c11

ICld
4049

'SEE
TEXT Dl

R* k

\A/

D3g k

D4

gk

R

+5V

D2 V*
k

R*

7

CLOTHES

e

4049
15

0 IC2a
4081

14

'U.  UMBRELLA?
"R" - RAINING?

- DIRTY CLOTHES?
"C" - CHANGE

IC3a IC1
4071

4049
3 9 10

e

8

RI R2 53
10k 10k 10k

TO UNUSED INPUTS
IC1 PIN 11
IC2 AND IC3
PINS 5,6,8,9,12,13

ov
C

Fig.4.11. Circuit diagram of the complete "Change My
Clothes" indicator. Use all three i.c.s on the breadboard,
following the pin numbering carefully, construct the Truth
Table for all combinations of U, R, D and observe the output
C. (Refer to main tutorial text for circuit explanation.)

Lab 4.6
For more adventurous readers, try to

assemble the "adder" circuit of Fig.4.5 in
the main Teach -In text. Identify the chips
used, deduce the pin numbers, then go
ahead and construct this on the solderless
breadboard. Then work out how to use the
XOR gate to display So instead.

End of Lab 4 Tasks
If you've followed us through Part

4 and completed the experiments in

Lab Work 4, you're doing really well!
You can now identify dual -in -line chips
and their pinout numbering scheme, use
CMOS logic gates in basic testing cir-
cuits, and assemble and deduce the Truth
Tables for a combinational logic circuit
containing a variety of different gates.
Well done!

In Lab Work 5: We develop our
knowledge of logic systems further,
using more advanced combinational
logic circuits, and "Karnaugh maps"
- a multi -dimensional Truth Table
which helps when developing logic
functions.
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Techniques
ACTUALLY OM

-by Robert Penfold
THE FIRST stage of project construc-
tion is usually the building of the

circuit board. Having successfully
completed that task it is tempt-
ing to sit back and consider the
project virtually finished. In reality,
the mechanical aspects of construc-
tion and any hard wiring that is
required may well take longer than
building the circuit board.

Turning a completed circuit board
into a finished project is definitely
somewhat lower -tech than building
the board itself, and to a large extent
it involves familiar tools such as
screwdrivers and pliers. There are
still a few pitfalls to avoid though,
and any lack of thought or care on
this aspect of construction will at
best result in a rather rough but
working project. At worst, a circuit
board which has been built correctly
could be damaged and rendered
useless by carelessness during the
later parts of construction.

Guided Tour
Having constructed the circuit

board it is obviously necessary to
mount it in the case. This is not quite
as straightforward as it once was, as
there are now several common
methods of mounting circuit boards,
plus seemingly endless variations on
these.

A few projects have a circuit board
which simply slides into guide rails
moulded into the case. Guide rails
are often to be found in plastic and
diecast aluminium boxes, but are not
a feature of most other cases.

L_

The boxes that have these guide
rails almost invariably have a slightly
tapered shape, and it is often neces-
sary to file the board slightly to give
it a matching taper. Apart from this,
the guide rail method is perfectly
straightforward.

Its only real drawback is that it is
often impractical except where a cir-
cuit has been specifically designed to
suit a particular case. It is sometimes
possible to produce an over -length
version of the circuit board so that it
will fit into the rails, but this is only
possible with stripboard construction
or if you are making your own cus-
tom p.c.b.s.

There is a slight variation on the
guide rail system which has four
plastic clips fitted onto the board
first, and then the board is slotted
into the guide rails via these clips.
The idea of this system is that
it enables the circuit board to be
mounted at right angles to the rails,
which often enables a larger circuit
board to be accommodated. It has a
slight drawback, which is simply that
getting everything into place can be
awkward. Experience has shown that
the board is not held as securely as
one would wish.

Above Board
With most projects the circuit

board must be held in place using
either nuts, bolts, and spacers, or
using some form of plastic stand-off.
For the beginner it is tempting to
simply bolt the board directly onto
the case.

Many plastic cases have built-in guide rails, but they
are little used in practice.

If the case is a metal type this will
result in the soldered connections on
the underside of the board short-cir-
cuiting through the case, almost cer-
tainly short-circuiting the battery or
power supply in the process! Even
if the case is made from plastic, the
board must still be held slightly clear
of the case.

The underside of the circuit board
is far from flat, with the soldered
joints standing a few millimetres
proud of the board's surface. When
the mounting nuts are tightened, the
areas of board immediately around
them are pressed flat against the
case, but the areas around soldered
joints are kept a few millimetres clear
of the case.

There are two possible outcomes to
this. If the circuit board is made from
s.r.b.p. (silicon resin bonded paper) or
some similar material, it will become
badly distorted, and may even break.
The brittleness of stripboard makes it
especially vulnerable to this problem.
If the board is made from fibreglass
it might be distorted, but with some-
thing like a folded aluminium case it
is quite possible that the case will be
deformed and ruined.

Omitting the spacers more or less
guarantees disaster. In fact taking
short cuts when building anything
almost invariably proves to be a false
economy.

Wobble Board
Plastic stand-offs exist in a variety

of forms, so you need to look care-
fully at the descriptions and illustra-
tions in catalogues to make sure you
are getting the exact type you require.
The original types were designed to
clip into holes drilled in the case, with
the circuit board then clipping in place
onto the tops of the stand-offs.

This may seem to be a very con-
venient way of doing things, but it
does not seem to hold the board as
securely as other methods. In fact
there seems to be a certain amount of
built-in wobble with this method.

The mounting holes in the board
and the case must be just the right
size or the board will not clip into
place properly at all. Many of these
stand-offs require rectangular cut-outs

A selection of circuit board plastic stand-offs, plus threaded
and non -threaded spacers.
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in the case. Probably the easiest way
of making these is to first drill a small
circular hole, and then file it out to the
right size and shape using a miniature
square or triangular file.

There is an alternative type of
stand-off which clips into holes in the
case, but at the other end it has a
long guide into which the circuit
board is slotted. Unlike other forms
of stand-off, the board is mounted at
180 degrees to the stand-offs rather
than perpendicular to them.

This might mean having to mount
the board on (say) the rear panel of
the case rather than the base panel,
and in some cases it might not be
practical to use this kind of mounting
at all. Also, a few millimetres at each
end of the circuit board must be free
from components so that board will
fit into the guides properly.

Another form of stand-off is
secured to the case by way of a
self -tapping screw, and then the
board clips in place on top of it. This
seems to give better reliability, but it
would not be a good idea to use
it with circuit boards that carry
the mains supply or any high
current/voltage wiring.

Yet another type of mounting pillar
has threaded bushes at both ends.
The idea is that the pillars are bolted
to the board using short screws
(usually M3 size), and then the circuit
board is fixed in place using the
same method. This is a very secure
way of mounting circuit boards, but
the threaded mounting pillars are
relatively expensive.

There is one final variation in the
form of stand-offs which are glued
to the case and clip into the circuit
board. The bases of these are usually
ready -fitted with self-adhesive pads.

This type of stand-off offers the
ultimate in simplicity, since you can
fit them onto the board, peel off the
paper covers from the pads, and then
simply press the board into place on
the case. Self-adhesive stand-offs are
ideal for small boards.

Spaced Out
In a similar vein, threaded metal

spacers can be obtained. These are
used with bolts that are several

millimetres longer than the spacers,
so that each bolt protrudes above the
top of its spacer. The circuit board is
then fitted onto the ends of the bolts,
and nuts are used to fix it in place.
This method works well, and holds
the board securely in place.

There is a variation on this ap-
proach which utilizes non -threaded
spacers, and this also works well. It
can be a bit fiddly getting every-
thing in place, especially if the board
has three or four mounting bolts, but
some Bostik Blu-Tack or Plasticine
can be used to hold the bolts in
place while everything is loosely as-
sembled. With the Blu-Tack or Plas-
ticine removed, the mounting nuts
can be fully tightened. Spacers and
mounting bolts are almost certainly
the most popular method of fixing
circuit boards in place.

Call for M
The standard choice for mounting

bolts used to be the 6BA variety,
but the imperial sizes are gradually
being phased out and replaced with
the metric M* series. The number
after the letter "M" is the bolt
diameter in millimetres, and the
most popular size for mounting
circuit boards is M3. This is fraction-
ally larger than 6BA, but the dif-
ference is small. In both cases
mounting holes of about 3.2mm to
3.5mm are required.

When using stripboard there is
something to be said for using
slightly smaller mounting bolts, as it
permits the use of smaller mounting
holes in the board. Stripboard is
drilled with one millimetre diameter
holes on a 2.54mm matrix. Enlarging
one of the holes to much more than
about three millimetres can result in
that hole starting to merge with the
four holes that surround it.

This effectively gives a mounting
hole which is much larger than is
really needed. Experience suggests
that M2.5 bolts together with mount-
ing holes of 2.8mm to 3mm diameter
are a better option for stripboard.

Stripboard and plastic stand-offs
that clip onto the circuit board do
not usually work well together. Plas-
tic stand-offs of this type seem to

1111111111111111
Although a board clamped to a case
by a nut, bolt and spacer is perfectly
adequate, adding a second "lock"
nut between the spacer and board
enables easy removal of the board,
without the bolt and spacer being
dislodged.

require quite large mounting holes in
the board, which inevitably means
that there are problems with the ex-
isting matrix of holes. You end up
with an odd shaped and oversized
mounting hole which will not clip
onto the stand-off properly. It is prob-
ably best to only use mounting bolts
plus some form of spacer with strip -
board, or plastic stand-offs of a type
that bolt to the circuit board.

When using bolts and spacers it is
essential to position the mounting
holes in the case with a high de-
gree of accuracy. Even quite small
errors can put the board under a fair
amount of stress when the mounting
nuts are tightened.

When using stripboard, which
tends to be quite brittle, there is a
definite risk of the board shattering.
Use the circuit board as a template
when marking the positions of the
mounting holes, and this makes it
easy to achieve good accuracy.

Once the holes have been drilled,
you should hold the board in place
over them to check that there is a
good match. If necessary, use a mini-
ature round file to elongate one or
two of the mounting holes in the
case to obtain better correlation be-
tween the two sets of holes.
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Printed circuit guides are a simple and effec-
tive means of mounting small to medium size Old fashioned nuts, bolts and spacers seem to be the most popular
boards. method of mounting printed circuit boards and stripboard.
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Constructional Project

KISSOMETER

WILLIAM CHESTER

Find your true Valentine with
this low-cost, fun project

THE TITLE of this project may well sug-
gest a rather frivolous use for dis-
crete electronics. You could be well

advised, however, to drop that stiff upper
lip for a while and avoid your medication
in favour of some good old fashioned fun;
the fairground variety to be precise !

If you have read this far, you must have
at least identified with some originality
in the title. However, you may be
surprised to learn that some similar such
"machines" have long since been an
attraction in amusement arcades and
similar environments. Even dating back
to Victorian times, electromechanical
novelties have exploited our human
capacity for curiosity and . . . sometimes,
loose change !

The Kissometer is very much an ar-
bitrary title ; as you will see, with simple
label changes it could be called almost any
other kind of . . . -ometer. Presented here
as the Kissometer, this project may well
prove to be a worthy curiosity, especially
on St. Valentines day, for instance.

SOFT TOUCH
In essence, if you have not already

guessed, the principle of operation goes
ike this: Place one's finger, or perhaps
other bodily appendage, upon some touch

pad contacts. Wait for the auditory senses
to be sufficiently stimulated (or more
likely at the moment onlookers ask you to
kill the unearthly thing making the noise);
lift your clammy finger - and take delight
in the visual wonder that is . . ., well, the
means by which the Kissometer judges
your "kissability".

The jumping light emitting diode (l.e.d.)
dot display will gradually slow down until
it settles and stops so as to light only one
l.e.d. The label adjacent to the lit l.e.d.
now indicates your rating.

The more observant individuals
amongst you will realise that this
"decision" is an almost perfectly random
indication. But, before you reach for the
nearest re -design engineer, remember one
very appropriate saying; "most people can
be fooled at least some of the time".
Especially if love's mischievious cupids
have let fly a stray arrow and temporarily
blinded the Romeo or Juliet concerned.

Just remind them that their skin resis-
tance falls as vigorous hormone activity
causes small yet detectable changes in
body perspiration. It's true, honestly!

SYSTEM OPERATION
A block diagram for the Kissometer

is shown in Fig.]. The presence of a

D.C. AMPLIFIER

TOUCH
PADS

CHARGE
RESERVOIR

THRESHOLD
DETECTOR

AUDIO
AMPLIFIER

ENABLE

INPUT

LOUDSPEAKER

CONTROL

VOLTAGE
CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR

IOU,

L.E.D. DISPLAY]
II 0000000000 I

COMMON D13
CATHODE

Fig.1. Block schematic diagram for the Kissometer.

finger across the touch pads is detected and
amplified to produce a voltage which is
then stored on the plates of a capacitor.
When this voltage exceeds a preset level,
the threshold detector switches the audio
amplifier on, and turns the display off.

The voltage stored in the charge reser-
voir capacitor continues to rise while the
touch pads remain bridged. The voltage is
also routed to the voltage controlled oscil-
lator (v.c.o.), whose output frequency rises
while the level at its control input rises.
The varying frequency is taken to the
audio amplifier and then output directly
from the loudspeaker.

Although the display is turned off, the
decade counter is clocked rapidly by the
square wave output from the oscillator.
When the finger is lifted, the reservoir
capacitor is discharged in a controlled
fashion. As the voltage falls back below
the preset level, the threshold detector
operates the display switch, turning the
display back on.

By this time, the frequency has fallen
sufficiently, allowing the individual on and
off lighting action of each l.e.d. to be
clearly seen. The moving l.e.d. dot display
continues slowing down in speed and soon
stops, as a consequence of full discharge
of the reservoir capacitor.

Several factors introduce a random ele-
ment to the operation. These include skin
resistance, contact pressure, contact dura-
tion and frequency variation. At the time
of design, it was not considered desirable
to have the display showing the effects of
the higher clock frequencies. The l.e.d.s
would, in any case, be switched so fast that
to the human eye they would all appear to
be on simultaneously. This is why a dis-
play switch is used.

CIRCUIT
DESCRIPTION

The full circuit diagram for the Kiss-
ometer is shown in Fig.2. The junction
of the lower touch contact with resistor
R1, is taken to the non -inverting input of
ICI a. This is half of an LM358 operational
amplifier. Here it is configured as a d.c.
amplifier with a gain of ten.

When a finger is placed on the contacts,
the surface skin resistance forms a poten-
tial divider with RI. The d.c. voltage at pin
3 input will rise, causing an amplified level
to appear at the output pin 1.
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Capacitor CI is now charged, through
resistor R4 and forward biased signal
diode DI. Resistor R5 comes into effect
later, providing a much longer discharge
time -constant after the finger is lifted.

The rising voltage on capacitor Cl does
two main things. First, when it exceeds
the reference level, set at pin 5 of IC1b,
the output of this comparator switches
down to virtually the OV supply. This level
change enables the audio amplifier and
buffer built around TR1 and also switches
TR2 off - thereby blanking the l.e.d. dis-
play. Since resistor R7 is very small com-
pared to the value of R6, the comparator
threshold is reached quickly.

Second and simultaneously, the d.c.
level on Cl is transferred through diode
D3 to the control voltage input of IC2 at
pin 9. Here the voltage is slightly delayed
but further stored by electrolytic capacitor
C4. Resistor RI 1 plays no part at this stage
of events.

The popular 4046 CMOS phase -lock -
loop is selected for IC2 and, in this
application, it is only the internal v.c.o.
which is used here. Components R12 and
C5 set the maximum frequency, or upper
limit of the v.c.o. output to approximately
I kHz.

SKIN EFFECT
The actual skin resistance, peculiar to

each individual will determine the absolute
value of the control voltage at pin 9 of
IC2. The v.c.o. output, at pin 4 of IC2 is
coupled, via R13 and C3 to the input of the
audio amplfier TR 1.

Once the threshold of IC 1 b has been
reached, the subsequent antics of the v.c.o.
frequency output will be heard from the
loudspeaker LS1 . The resulting siren -like
din is certainly loud enough to alert people
and other animate objects within about
fifty metres. Actually the sound is more
pleasing than confusing. As one's finger
plays upon the Touch Pads, the fluctuat-
ing frequency content is rather reminiscent
of a "wolf -whistle". Quite appropriate
really.

When the person lifts their finger, either
out of surprise or utter consternation,
capacitor Cl will start to discharge, via
resistor R5. This is due to ICIa pin 1

switching to "low" (OV) in response to
now having OV present at pin 3 input.

After a little time, the threshold set at
IC1b pin 5 is passed but in the opposite
direction. Consequently the output at pin 7
goes "high" (to within 2V of the d.c. sup-
ply line) which reverse biases diode D2,
disabling transistor TR1 by removing the
d.c. base bias current needed for its opera-
tion. At the same time, current fed through
resistor R15 now turns TR2 back on and
the l.e.d. display is lit.

YOUR POTENTIAL
As capacitor Cl continues to lose its

stored potential, audio is now absent but in
its place is the l.e.d. display. This behaves
like a dot display, since only one I.e.d. is
lit at any instant. However, the unique
operation means that the l.e.d. movement
gradually slows down and finally settles;
an action that almost seems to suggest
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the machine has some inbuilt capacity for
decision making.

The l.e.d. movement slows because as
the control voltage at IC2, pin 9 falls, so
too does the output frequency. Capacitor
C4 is included to ensure that a suitable
delay exists between IC1b switching high
and the v.c.o. halting. In other words,
movement of the display continues for a
time, determined by C4 and RI 1, after
audio output has ceased.
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Fig.2. Complete circuit diagram for the Kissometer.
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AUDIO AMPLIFIER
The amplifier, based around transistor

TR1, is a rather crude but effective circuit
block. It utilises transformer T1 to provide
a better match between the transistor col-
lector output and the low impedance of the
small loudspeaker LS 1. Capacitor C2 is
used to boost the gain by bypassing the
emitter d.c. stabilising resistor, RIO. Ex-
cluding C2, or lowering its value will
therefore reduce the gain and consequent
output power level.

Transistor TR1 is a pnp type and is
biased into operation when OV is present at
the D2 end of resistor R8. This primes TR1
to receive the v.c.o. output pulses through
resistor RI3 and capacitor C3.

Whenever the Touch Pads are bridged
TR1 is biased on and a quiescent current
of 14mA to 18mA flows through resistor
R 10. This current also flows in the primary
winding of output coupling transformer
T1. The magnetising effect of this d.c.
current should not become a problem since
the current is not flowing for most of the
time that the unit is operated.

The potential divider formed by resis-
tors R14 and R13, attenuates the full Vdd
to OV swinging oscillator waveform to a
peak -to -peak swing of less than one tenth
of Vdd. This prevents overloading the input
of TR1 and gives a more pleasing, undis-
torted sound. Capacitor C6 is included to
round -off the v.c.o. square wave switching
transitions, so filtering out any unwanted
harmonics.

HOW IT WORKS
Operational amplifier IC la is configured

as a d.c. amplifier. Resistors R2 and R3 set
the gain to ten times. When a resistance,
skin in this application, is placed between
(bridges) the Touch Pads the d.c. output
level at IC 1 a pin 1 rises from near OV to
almost the full d.c. supply voltage. This
d.c. level is used to charge electrolytic
capacitors Cl and C4, most of the charg-
ing current is routed through resistor R4
and diode DI.

Resistor R7 sets the threshold of com-
parator IC 1 b to less than one -tenth of the
d.c. supply. This is passed quickly, on pin
6, as capacitor Cl charges. The output of
IC1b at pin 7, switches from a high level
down to near zero (OV). Diode D2 is
biased into conduction which activates the
divider formed by resistors R8 and R9,
thereby bringing the audio amplifier, TR1,
into operation.

Charging of capacitor C4 closely fol-
lows that of Cl and the rising voltage level
at IC2, pin 9 causes the output frequency,
at pin 4, of the voltage controlled oscillator
to increase. The output of the v.c.o., IC2
pin 4, starts from zero Hertz and heads
toward the upper limit set by R12 and C5.
The values shown set the maximum fre-
quency of the oscillator to approximately
one kilohertz (1kHz).

The changing frequency square wave
is routed through attenuator resistors R13
and R14, then presented to the base (b) of
common emitter transistor amplifier T R I.
The rising tone, "wolf -whistle" sound is
output from loudspeaker LS1 for as long
as the touch pad contacts are bridged.
Transistor TR2, which controls the dis-
play, is also turned off while the touch
pads are bridged and audio is enabled.
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Fig.3. Printed circuit board component layout and full size underside copper foil
master pattern.

When the operating finger is lifted from
the pads, pin 1 of IC1 a switches back to
OV and capacitor Cl begins to discharge
through resistor R5. The output of IC1b
returns to the d.c. supply level, stopping
audio output but now turning the I.e.d.
display back on. The discharge of C4 lags
behind that of Cl, so maintaining oscil-
lator activity. The falling frequency is used
as the clock signal for IC3, a CMOS
decade counter.

Since the display transistor TR2 is on,
the 1.e.d.s (D4 to D13) will light sequen-
tially; the movement slowing as the charge
voltage on capacitor C4 drops due to the
presence of resistor R11. Output from pin 4
of IC2 soon stops, sending no further clock
pulses to IC3 pin 14. Only one I.e.d. will
now be lit. The whole cycle can be repeated
by again bridging the touch plates.

CONSTRUCTION
The printed circuit board (p.c.b.) com-

ponent layout and full size underside cop-
per foil master pattern are given in Fig.3.
Interwiring from the p.c.b. to off -board
components is shown in Fig.4. The Kiss-
ometer board is available from the EPE
PCB Service, code 181.

The size of p.c.b. used here is designed
to fit neatly and snugly into the specified
case. This has the inside walls lined with
moulded guide slots for circuit boards.
Commence board assembly by inserting
the lowest profile components first; the
resistors and diodes. Check that the diodes
are orientated correctly.

Cut a length of insulated connecting
wire, about 85mm, and remove 4mm of
insulation from each end. This is the
d.c. supply link from the +9V input

Layout of components on completed printed circuit board.
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Fig.4. Interwiring from p.c.b. to off -board components. The wiring to the I.e.d.s is
not in sequence to add to the random effect.

copper pads to the "positive" ends of
TR1 amplifier components.

Follow this by mounting the low value
capacitors, C5 and C6. Then the polarised,
radial lead electrolytics; Cl, C2 and C3,
C4. Observe the correct polarity in each
case.

The two transistors are next. Note that
TR1 is a pnp type and TR2 a npn type.
However, they both have the same lead -
outs and the preformed lead variants will
fit directly on the p.c.b., automatically
giving correct orientation. If yours come

with the leads in -line, just make sure that
the flat side of the transistor body coin-
cides with the component layout diagram.

Now fit the output transformer T1. The
core mounting tags can be inserted through
the board and then soldered underneath onto
the copper lands. This method provides a
rigid mechanical fixing, preferable to sole
reliance on the strength of the winding
leads. Position Tl so that the primary wind-
ing (three leads) is on the same side as
IC3. Bend the unused middle lead upward,
against the insulated windings.

Circuit board slotted into case and interwiring to display I.e.d.s. Note the protective
card in the battery compartment.

PRELIMINARY WIRING
At this stage, before fitting the i.c.s, the

flying leads from the p.c.b. can be attached
(see Fig.4.). Take two of these, each about
200mm long, to the loudspeaker LS1 pads.
Twist them together a few times to form a
pair, in readiness for connection to the
loudspeaker. Two separate wire lengths
are also soldered to the Touch Pad points.

The black, negative (OV) wire from the
battery clip is soldered to pad P1, beside
R13. The battery positive lead (red) should
be taken to the pole contact of the single -
pole power switch SI. Depending upon
what kind of switch is employed, SI may
need to be fitted into the case before solder
connections to it can be completed. The
other side of SI is soldered to the + V
solder terminal P2 on the p.c.b.

ON DISPLAY
The final connecting wires are those for

the random l.e.d. display. Random is the

COMPONENTS
Resistor
R1, R3, R5,

R12 100k (4 off)
R2, R17 10k (2 off)
R4, R9 3k9 (2 off)
R6, R13,

R15 47k (3 off)
R7, R14 4k7 (2 off)
R8 18k
R10 5611
R11 360k
R16 1k

All 0.25W 2% metal film

See
MIC)P
TALK
Page

Capacitors
Cl, C2, C3 10µ radial elect. 25V

(3 off)
C4 4p7 radial. elect. 25V
05 15n polyester

Semiconductors
D1, D2, D3 1N4148 signal diode

(3 off)
D4 to D13 5mm standard or high

brightness I.e.d., with
panel mounting clips
(10 off)

TR1 BC557 pnp silicon
transistor

TR2 BC547 npn silicon
transistor

IC1 LM358 dual op.amp
IC2 4046B CMOS phase -

locked loop
IC3 40178 CMOS decade

counter

Miscellaneous
11 LT700 transistor output

transformer
LS1 8 ohm miniature

loudspeaker (0.2W)
B1 9V battery (PP3),

with clip
S1 on/off s.p.s.t. slider or

toggle switch
Printed circuit board available from

EPE PCB Service, code 181; plastic
box, size 90mm x 149.5mm x 52.5mm;
8 -pin d.i.l. socket; 16 -pin d.i.l. socket
(2 off); 10 -way multi -coloured ribbon
cable or multistrand connecting wire,
approx. 200mm lengths; solder pins, if

required; metal pieces (aluminium) for
touch pads; rub -down decals (transfers);
self-adhesive paper labels; solder etc.
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term used here since the sequential out-
puts of IC3 are not matched physically by
the l.e.d. positions on the Kissometer front
panel. In practice this adds to the element
of surprise, especially when the counter is
about to stop.

A suggested front panel display layout
for the l.e.d.s is shown in the photographs
of the completed unit. From the top to the
bottom this follows the IC3 output se-
quence of: 1, 3, 8, 0, 7, 5, 9, 4, 6, 2.

A length of 10 -way multi -coloured rib-
bon cable or individual connecting wires
can be used to hook-up the l.e.d.s to
the circuit board. Either way, an initial
length of 200mm should prove adequate.
Each wire can then be trimmed to length
as they are soldered between the p.c.b.
and top (lid) display panel during final
assembly.

All the l.e.d. cathodes (adjacent to the
flat side of the l.e.d. body) are commoned
together. Take a flying lead from p.c.b.
solder terminal P5 to the common cathode
(k) link so formed. Mount the 1.e.d.s into
holders on the top panel, before wiring the
cathode (k) leads together.

Finally, fit ICI, IC2 and IC3. A socket
is not essential for IC1 but sockets are
advisable for IC2 and IC3 since these are
CMOS types and therefore sensitive to
static.

CASE DETAILS
The case employed is a plastic type

that is easy to obtain. Being plastic, holes
and apertures are so much easier and
faster to accomplish, compared with
aluminium or steel panel work. Photo-
graphs of the completed "machine"
show a suggested top panel layout. As
can be seen, the mounting hole require-
ments are quite straight forward. Mark -
out and drill the ten in -line holes for the
l.e.d. display. Since these are on the front
panel, take care to protect the surface
from scuff and scratch marks. Self-
adhesive clear tape may prove useful.

It is important that the p.c.b. occupies a
slot in the case where it cannot foul with
the leads of the bottom I.e.d. (D13) or the
fixings for the Touch Pads. With this in
mind, choose a suitable site for the touch
pad mounting holes before carefully drill-
ing them.

The design of these is really open to
personal preference, allowing you to ex-
ercise your own brand of creativity. Rela-
tively plain looking aluminium pads were
fabricated for the prototype but the sheet
material could so easily be shaped to
resemble an upper and lower lip, for
example.

Bear in mind the following factors,
concerning the pads. Ideally they should
be of a material that does not quickly
oxidise in the presence of moisture. In an
indoor environment, aluminium is fine. It
might benefit from an occasional polish
however. Zinc plated screws, bolts or
sheet would provide ultimate reliability
in more adverse conditions and stainless
steel would give a real glitzy appearance.

The area of bodily skin making contact
on each pad should be relatively high,
compared with the gap between the pads
themselves. Position the pads close to-
gether so that there is always adequate
contact resistance to operate the circuit,
no matter who is trying.

The lower half of the case needs an
aperture cutout in one side panel to take
the On/Off slider or toggle switch S1, and
a matrix of sound output holes drilled in
the "floor" for LS1. The loudspeaker
itself can be fixed most simply by
using double -sided sticky tape. -The thick
variety is best. The tape is applied so that
it forms a continuous sealing ring around
the cone to panel fixing surface.

FINAL ASSEMBLY
Complete construction by sliding the

p.c.b. into the case, then wire all the ap-
propriate flying leads to the l.e.d. display,
switch, touch pads and loudspeaker. Use
the interconnection diagram, Fig.4 as a
guide.

Using the specified case, the p.c.b. is
best positioned in the fourth slot from the
bottom end. The battery can then be
conveniently accommodated in the void
created between the track side of the
board and the case. Also, it avoids foul-
ing the bottom l.e.d. and the touch pad
fixings.

It is advisable to insert a pre -shaped
piece of card or foam padding into the
"battery compartment" to cushion the
battery. This will stop it rattling around
and possibly shorting out any solder
joints on the underside of the p.c.b.

The final touch is effected by applying
four self-adhesive feet on the underside
of the case. These will lift the case clear
of whatever surface the unit is placed
upon, allowing the audio frequencies to
escape.

TESTING
Before applying battery power, recheck

the battery clip connections. With a mul-
timeter, set to an ohms range, check
between solder pins P1 and P2 for any
obvious short-circuits. Place the positive
probe on terminal P2. A brief examina-
tion of your soldering workmanship at
this stage will allow the quick location of
unwanted anomalies like solder bridges
and dry joints.

Connect the battery and switch S1 on,
initially there should be no sound from
the loudspeaker and only one l.e.d.
should be lit. If some noise is present,
check that the output of IC1b , at pin 7 is
not more than 2V below the d.c. positive
supply. The input at pin 6 of IC1 should
be at the OV level.

Place a finger or some conductive
material across the touch pads. Almost
immediately, sound will emanate from
loudspeaker and the stationary, single
l.e.d. will extinguish. If you are using a
finger across the touch pads, the sound
will vary in frequency in a fashion that is
dependant on the applied pressure and
skin resistance, as discussed earlier in the
text.

In this state, the output of IC 1 b , at pin
7 should be within 2V of the OV supply
potential at terminal pin P1. For confir-
mation that the audio amplifier is biased
on correctly, measure the voltage dropped
across resistor RIO. This level should be
between 0.8V and 1V, indicating a col-
lector current of, typically 16mA d.c. The
I.e.d. display will be off since the voltage
at the base (b) of transistor TR2 will be
no higher than 0.3V.

t

If no activity occurs at all, first
suspect the possible incorrect positioning
of diode D3 before thinking that the
amplifier may be at fault. If D3 is fitted
the wrong way round, then no control
voltage will reach the voltage controlled
oscillator; therefore no output frequency
will be available to the amplifier, or
indeed to clock the counter of IC3.

Assuming all is well, finally lift the
object off the touch pads and note what
happens next. After a short delay the
sound should cease and the l.e.d. dis-
play will light up. The movement of the
l.e.d. light may be quite fast to begin
with, or slower, depending on what upper
frequency the oscillator was taken to.
Whichever is the case, the I.e.d. should
soon slow and then come to a stop.

If the l.e.d. settles at the same time as
the sound stops, then check that capacitor
C4 is correctlly positioned and in circuit,
also that the value of resistor R11 is 360
kilohms.

IN USE
Operation of the Kissometer is quite

straightforward; it is the specific applica-
tion or interpretation of its output that is
open to one's own imagination. With this
in mind, it is a good idea to use a method
of labelling each I.e.d. position that al-
lows changes to be made with relative
ease.

For the prototype model, the front
panel l.e.d. annotations were made using
self-adhesive white labels, upon which
rub -down dry transfer lettering was ap-
plied. This was carried out before the
labels were stuck on the front panel,
adjacent to each l.e.d.

To ensure a good degree of reliability
it is advisable to clean the Touch Pads
from time to time. Over extended periods
of use, the deposits of dust - even grease
and grime of biological origin - will
reduce the unit's response slightly.

Be aware that too much moisture could
engage the sound output continuously.
Certainly do not leave it out in the rain or
take it into the bath!

Happy Valentine's Day!
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CHIP SPECIAL

1177630 0,C, PIR
CONTROLLER
ANDY FL/ND

Taking a constructor's look at Holtek's
extremely useful new PIR controller chip.

THE Holtek HT7630 is a complete
PIR (Passive Infra -Red) amplifier and

alarm control system contained in a single
16 -pin i.c. With a "micro -power"
standby current of around 30µA and a
supply voltage range of 5V to 12V it
is ideally suited to stand-alone battery -
powered applications, although its various
programmable control options could easily
find other uses.

The pin functions for the HT7630 are
shown in Fig.l. In broad terms it con-
tains an analogue section consisting of two
op.amps and a window comparator, and a
digital section to process received sig-
nals and provide various control functions.
Conveniently, all analogue inputs are on
the left-hand side of the device, whilst all
but one of the digital ones are on the right.

Intending users of this i.c. should be
aware that much of the internal circuitry
tends to treat the positive supply rail as
"ground" instead of the more usual
negative ground rail. This doesn't cause
problems in stand-alone battery applica-
tions, and there should not be too much

difficulty in adapting it to fit into other
systems. However, it should be borne in
mind when following the operation of the
circuit.

ANALOGUE SECTION
Starting with the analogue section, this

has an internal voltage reference output
"VEE" which is available from pin 1. A

Fig.1. Pin connections for the HT7630.

typical PIR amplifier circuit has high gain
at very low frequency and is therefore
easily affected by small changes in supply
voltage, such as might occur when a bat-
tery power supply is called upon to operate
a siren or similar warning device.

The effect of these changes can be mini-
mised by careful use of a stable voltage
supply for the sensor and amplifier biasing.
The "Van" output is nominally 4V, but
note that this is a negative voltage with
respect to the positive supply rail.

Two op.amps are provided, both having
inputs and outputs fully accessible by the
user. Those of the first, OP1, are uncom-
mitted but the second, OP2, has a bias volt-
age applied internally to its non -inverting
input and its output is connected to a win-
dow comparator stage as shown in Fig.2.

The two amplifiers can be used together
with the reference voltage to construct cir-
cuits to suit most types of PIR sensor, and
the internal comparator senses voltage ex-
cursions greater than about 0.25V in either
direction as "trigger" signals.

The external circuit shown in Fig.2 was
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Fig.2. Internal analogue circuit and external input circuit for a PIR Detector.
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developed from the author's Micropower
PM circuit in EPE July -Sept '97, and
worked very well in bench tests. Sadly, the
output of the internal comparator is not
available to the user but goes directly to the
control logic provided within the i.c.

The sensitivity of the circuit shown may
be altered by adjustment of the value of
resistor R6 and tests suggest that this could
be doubled before general noise and drift
would start generating false alarms. If the
value of R6 is changed it is advisable to
alter the value of C5 in roughly inverse
proportion, e.g. with 4M7 for R6, C5 should
be 4n7 or 5n6.

VALIDITY CHECKING
Before moving on to the control logic

section of the device it is worth looking at
the way input signals are interpreted for
validity. Three types of signal will trigger
the output. The first is simply three pulses
from the comparator within two seconds.
The second is two pulses where one con-
tinues for longer than 160ms and the third is
a single pulse exceeding 340ms.

These timings assume a system clock of
8kHz, which will be described shortly. This
combination is intended to eliminate most
false triggering signals but its effectiveness
will depend upon factors such as the type
and position of the sensor.

The control logic offers some interest-
ing functions and is easily programmed
through simple pin connections. Readers
wishing to experiment with the device
might like to construct a "breadboard"
version of the circuit shown in Fig.3,
which will allow a "feel" for the various
functions to be obtained without the com-
plication of actually triggering it through
a PIR circuit.

To provide trigger signals, OP2 is con-
nected so that when the input to R2
is touched against either supply rail the
comparator will give an output.

DIGITAL LOGIC
Moving to the logic side of the device,

the first requirement is the system clock,
which is set by resistor R4 and capacitor
C2. The value of R4 given by the data sheet
is 910k for a clock frequency of 8kHz but in
practice the circuit works happily with the
1M shown. Note that other frequencies and
timings described here all depend upon a
correct clock frequency.

The next essential for circuit operation
is a connection to the low supply voltage
detection input LB, pin 15. If this function
is not required it may be disabled by con-
necting pin 15 to Vss, but with the two
resistors R5 and R6 as shown it will detect
supply voltages below about 6.8V. Other
voltages can be programmed by selection
of suitable resistor values using the for-
mula Vtrip = 1.45 x (R5 + R6)/R5.

A 100n capacitor, C1, is connected be-
tween the reset input, RSTB, pin 2, and the
reference output VEE. Input RSTB is ac-
tive when pulled low, so this capacitor
helps to ensure reliable start-up. During
operation, RSTB settles to the supply volt-
age VDD. If it is required to reset the
device without switching off, this may be
achieved by connecting it momentarily to
VEE, or through R1 to either VEE or Vss. It
should not be connected directly to Vss as
this results in heavy current flow, which
may cause damage.

Status indication is provided from the
BZ output at pin 12. Signals from this pin
consist of a burst of negative -going pulses
with a frequency of 4kHz, which can drive
an I.e.d. or a piezo buzzer or both, as
shown. The buzzer should be of the simple
type containing just the piezo element, not
the variety with a built-in oscillator in-
tended for d.c. operations.

WARMING UP
When first powered up, the i.c. provides

a warm-up period of about 40 seconds.
This is intended to allow the PIR circuit to
settle, but will obviously also allow time
for the user to leave the detection area
after arming the device. For most of this
period, the status output will give single
output pulses at intervals of 1.5 seconds,
but for the last eight seconds the output
pulses will be in groups of four, indicating
that active operation is imminent.

During the warm-up period, the i.c.
checks for a low supply voltage condition.
If this is detected a series of eight rapid
pulses is given from output BZ and
operation halts. Otherwise, following the
warm-up period the system should become
operational. Each valid trigger input will
now result in four rapid pulses from output
BZ, and with Mode and Enable (pins 14
and 11) wired to positive supply as shown,
there should be a four -second output from
the OUT connection, pin 13.

The latter is an open -drain output which
can sink but not source current. If it is
interfaced to a logic input it may require a
pull-up resistor. Maximum load is about
12mA, so most sirens or similar output
devices will require a current -boosting
stage of some kind.

The Enable input, pin 11, enables opera-
tion of the main output when high (posi-
tive). If it is taken low (negative) it will
disable this output, although the rest of the
system will continue to operate as before.

OPERATING MODES
Two modes of operation are possible,

selectable with the Mode input pin 14. If
this is made positive as shown in Fig.3

(connection of VDD), the i.c. will be in
Doorbell mode. A valid trigger input will
result in a four -second output, following
which the system returns to the Ready state.

If Mode is made negative (connected to
Vss), the mode will change to Alarm.
Triggered outputs will now last for 32
seconds, and in addition the status output,
BZ, will pulse every three seconds until
the system is manually reset to indicate
that an alarm has taken place.

For initial experimenting and testing it
is suggested that Mode is set to Doorbell.

PRACTICAL USES
There should be a host of applications

for this i.c. From automatic doorbells
to personal property protection systems,
to alarms for garages and garden sheds
where mains power is not available, pos-
sible uses seem endless. The logic section
could be used by itself as part of a
larger system, as it would be simpler (and
cheaper) than a processor or a board full
of timing logic.

For more sophisticated processing of
trigger signals an output could be taken
from BZ with the device in Doorbell
mode. Sensors other than PIR detectors
might be used, employing the two op.amps
in the i.c. for any analogue functions.

The micropower supply requirements
make long-term battery operation possible
with circuits using HT7630 running for
months or even years from an alkaline PP3
or a pack of AA cells.

ENJOY IT!
Finally, this i.c. is fun to play with!

Using just a handful of external parts the
experimenter can have it bleeping away
and flashing l.e.d.s in no time as it
goes through its warm-up and detection
routines, and with very little extra effort it
can be operating as a very sensitive PIR
detector unit.

For those of us who enjoy this side of
the hobby it's well worth investing in one
for the entertainment value alone.

The HT7630 is available from Maplin,
whose code is JA43W.
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Fig.3. Experimenter's circuit for the HT7630 chip.
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Constructional Project -

EPE VIRTUAL
SCOPE Part 2
JOHN BECKER
Dramatically improve your
workshop facilities with this
flexible computer -controlled
dual -trace oscilloscope simulator.

LAST month we made the statement
"any computer with a screen dis-
play can be used as an oscilloscope,

provided the right interfaces are used with
it". We then proceeded to give all the
circuits and components lists to make this
possible, at least with most PCs.

We conclude this month with the con-
structional details for the Digital and
Analogue circuit boards, setting -up and
use.

CONSTRUCTION
Details of the Digital Control printed

circuit board (p.c.b.) component layout,
together with the full size copper foil
master, are shown in Fig.8 and those for
the Analogue p.c.b. are given in Fig.9.
Both boards are available from the EPE
PCB Service, codes 176 (Digital) and 177
(Analogue), respectively.

Two copies of the analogue p.c.b. are
needed for the full dual channel system.
Only one digital board is needed irrespec-
tive of whether you are building the single
or dual channel version.

SCREENING PLATE
Before assembling the p.c.b.s. cut a

sheet of copper -clad fibreglass to the same
size as the digital p.c.b. This will serve
as a screen between this board and
the analogue boards, and also provide a
mounting platform for the latter. A sheet
of aluminium may be used instead.

With all the p.c.b.s, drill out to size
(typically 4mm) the holes into which the
p.c.b. supports will be pushed, and those
for the bolt holes of sockets SK 1 and SK2.
Four 4mm holes should also be drilled into
the screening plate in line with the four
corner holes of the digital p.c.b. - use the
latter as a template.

The holes for voltage regulator IC27
should be drilled out to 1.3mm, and those
for all the terminal pins to 1-Omm. It may
also be necessary to drill out to 1.0mm the
pin holes for SKI and SK2.

When enlarging any of the p.c.b. holes,
use a drill bit of the correct size - trying to
use "bodge" techniques will damage the
copper track and pad adhesion on the p.c.b.

The digital circuit board is mounted on the case base via
self-adhesive plastic supports.

Numerous wire links are required by the
p.c.b.s. These should be made the first
assembly task. Use 24s.w.g. tinned an-
nealed copper wire for the links - it is
available on small bobbins from a variety
of sources. You won't need the whole
bobbin, but a roll of this wire is invaluable
to have in the workshop.

Don't waste your time by trying to use
ordinary stranded connecting wire; in-
dividual strands are too thin for con-
venience and stripping off the plastic
sheathing is tedious.

Note than many link wires will end up
under the dual -in -line (d.i.l.) socket posi-
tions. The links should be neatly bent to
shape using thin -nosed pliers.

Next insert all the d.i.l. sockets - do
not solder the d.i.l. chips into the board.
Then assemble the remaining components
in ascending order of size, observing their
polarities as appropriate.

The analogue board has been designed
to accept multi -turn or single turn presets.
The latter are cheaper but less precise in
their adjustment - let your wallet dictate
your choice!

Insert sockets SKI and SK2, bolt them
to the board and tighten down the nuts
before soldering their pins. Solder 1 mm
terminal pins into all the remaining holes.

Thoroughly check all soldered joints with
a close-up magnifying glass, and recheck
that all components are correctly inserted.

Stacking pillars are used to attach the "screening plate"
between the digital and analogue boards.
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CASE PREPARATION
Temporarily remove the bolts from SKI and

SK2. Push the self-adhesive feet (supports) into
all the p.c.b.s but leave their protective film in
position for the moment. Push the four stacking
pillars into the lower side of the screening plate
(copper face upwards), and loosely onto the tops of
the supports for the digital board.

Cut (or file) horizontal slots in the two central pillars
(long side) of the case so that the digital board and the
screening plate can fit inside. Having done so, the case now
needs to be drilled for the sockets.

With the digital board and screening plate in position,
mark and cut out slots so that SK1 and SK2 protrude to the
exterior. Check that the connectors fit into the sockets from out-
side. You may need to slightly file off the corners of the p.c.b. and
screening plate.

Remove the screening plate and reposition the p.c.b. with SK 1
and SK2 protruding correctly. Mark and drill holes through the base

Cutouts in one side panel enable
link -up cables to be plugged into the
connectors.
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of the case in line with the downwards
bolt holes of SK 1 and SK2. Now cut these
holes into slots lengthwise along the case
floor.

Re -bolt SKI and SK2, add additional
nuts to each bolt so that they and the p.c.b.
supports sit evenly on the case floor. Refit
the p.c.b. with the bolts passing through
the floor slots. Slide it into position and

secure nuts to the bolts (with grip -washers)
to hold the p.c.b. securely in place.

When bolting down, ensure that the
spacer nuts prevent the p.c.b. from buck-
ling when the external nuts are fully
tightened.

Sockets SK3, SK4, SK102 and SK103
can be mounted where you prefer, but
take care that their position will allow the

digital board and screening plate to be
removed if necessary. Sockets SK3 and
SK 103 are seen in the photographs; the
author did not use SK4 and SK 102.

Peel off the protective film from the
feet of the self-adhesive supports for the
analogue p.c.b.s. and carefully position
both these boards on top of the screening
plate (see photograph).
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Fig.8. Digital printed circuit board component layout and (left) underside copper foil master pattern.
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INTERWIRING
Remove the entire p.c.b. and screening

plate assembly from the case and wire -up
between the boards as detailed in Fig.10.
Screened wire is required for the four
analogue signal connections but normal
stranded wire (plastic sheathed 7/0.2mm)
can be used for all other connections.

It is preferable to keep the shift reg-
ister connecting wires in a separate har-
ness, held neatly by cable ties. These con-
nections are numbered 9, 10, 11, 15 and 29
to 32.

Power supply lines should also be neatly
harnessed (connections 1, 4, 6, 22, 23, 26).
Solder the required OV connection to the
screening plate (via a bolted solder tag if
the plate is aluminium).

Keep all connections reasonably short
but allow for the boards to be turned over
for access to the track side if necessary.

Return the p.c.b. assembly to the case
and complete the wiring to sockets SK3,
SK102, SK103 and SK4. Neatly harness
the SK102 connections.

DO NOT combine the separate wiring
harnesses into one larger harness.

Now make up the external connectors
for the digital input sockets. Use coloured
ribbon cable of about one metre in length.
Carefully solder the cable to the required

Fastening the analogue p.c.b.s on the screening
plate is achieved by using self-adhesive stand-off pillars.

The BNC analogue signal sockets can be seen on the left.

connector pins, in colour coded order, i.e.
black to DBO, brown to DB1, red to DB2
etc.

Connector SK102 does need the exter-
nal clock input pin to be connected.

CHECKING OUT
h is imperative that the power supply is

checked out first of all. Insert IC29 but do
not insert any of the other d.i.l. chips.

During overall checking, always switch off
the power before making any corrections
or inserting chips. All chips should be
regarded as static -sensitive and treated ac-
cordingly - touch an earthed item before
handling them.

Connect the unit to a 9V d.c. supply.
Check the voltages stated alongside the
p.c.b. wiring connection pins as shown in
Fig.8 and Fig.9. Also check that + 5V
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Fig.9. Printed circuit board and full size copper master pattern for one channel of the analogue section.
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exists at the OUT pin of IC27. The value of 8.5V at pin 1 might
be a bit lower, but the others should be almost identical to the
voltages stated.

Insert the remaining chips and again check the voltages.

DISPLAY FUNCTIONS
Connect the unit to the computer, switch on and then load

and run the program. The software will start running with all
parameters set to default values. Until setting -up has been done,
DO NOT click the mouse on any box unless you are told to. (See
also the DEFAULT paragraphs later.)

The horizontal box below the display area should show a
short light -blue bargraph fractionally changing length as various
samples are read from the unit. The rate of change will be entirely
dependent on the speed at which the computer is running. The
maximum bargraph length reflects the amount of interface unit
memory space in use.
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Fig.10. Interwiring details between the digital and analogue boards and off -board
connectors.

Twin sine waves at different fre-
quencies. Note the functional details in
the boxes.

Two other screen boxes should show
that AC mode is selected for both analogue
channels (the boxes being coloured yel-
low). Channel 1 is the left hand column of
that section (CHI), Channel 2 its right
hand column (CH2). Click the mouse on
the two GND boxes; the boxes should turn
yellow, and the AC boxes become clear
(background -blue).

The far right hand column of boxes
(TIME/DIV) is for selecting the sampling
rate. The rate should be seen as 40011s per
division.

ANALOGUE
ALIGNMENT

Allow a few minutes for the unit to sta-
bilise its running temperature. Then, with
each analogue channel and using a multi -
meter on a range suitable to read + 5V
d.c., adjust preset VR2 until IC20 pin 6
has an output voltage as near to OV as you
can set it. Switch to a lower range for the
final stages.

If you are using multiturn presets, you
may find that it takes several turns before
any response is noted. When clicks are
heard from the preset, you have reached
the end of its wiper travel.

Plug in the scope probes to sockets SK3
and SK103. They should be set to x 1
attenuation, using their x 1/ x 10 switch.
Note that probes without attenuation
switches are likely to have x 10 attenua-
tion built in, consequently the screen
display will appear to be ten times less
than that expected.

Clip each probe's screening connection
clip to the tip of the probe, thereby
grounding the tip and its input to the unit.
Click the mouse on DC for both channels
and check that IC20 pin 6 is at the same
OV level. The accuracy of the OV setting
determines the unit's relative response to
d.c. inputs (although some compensation is
available via the software).

TRUE LINE-UP
Click both GNDs back on and observe

the screen. Taking one channel at a time,
establish which white horizontal lines in
the display area are associated with which
control box.

Now left -click on the TRIG box (its
appropriate left or right numerical portion
- zero at present) and, while still hold-
ing down the mouse button, press any
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keyboard key. One of the lines in the
upper half of the screen should shift up-
wards and become apparent as a dotted
line, revealing a continuous white line
when doing so.

The dotted line is the one that shows the
voltage level at which sync is triggered
when Sync mode is on (it's off at the mo-
ment). It is only a software control and
does not affect the unit itself.

The continuous line that has been
revealed shows the OV reference position
for that channel. This is the position on the
screen to which the signal display line for
that channel has to be shifted by using the
bias -setting preset VR3 (V -REF).

The value in the TRIG box will be seen
to be incrementing from zero upwards while
the mouse is clicked and a key pressed.

Changing to the mouse righthand button
and with the key still pressed, allow the
line to return to its start position at zero. It
will descend below zero if the button and
key remain pressed.

Adjust VR3 and watch for another (con-
tinuous) white line to start moving on
the screen. Again, it may take some time
before any movement becomes apparent.
Move this line until it coincides with the
dotted TRIG line (and the other continuous
line); this is the required position for OV.

While pressing a key, alternate between
pressing each mouse button with the cur-
sor on the BIAS box numeral area, to
check that the newly set line can be shifted
up and down the screen. The value as-
sociated with the BIAS box should change
from zero and increment or decrement
accordingly. Return the box value to zero.

SHIFT CONTROL
The SHIFT control can now be checked.

This is purely a software control and does
not affect the electronics of the unit. Peri-
odically alternating between left and right
mouse buttons, click the mouse on the
number in the appropriate box while press-
ing a key. All three lines (OV REF, BIAS
and TRIG) for this channel should be seen
to shift together, appearing to be just one
line moving.

You can also check that the lines move
together in harmony by first changing the
TRIG line position.

The default value for the SHIFT control
is 60 for Channel 1 and -60 for Channel
2. This is purely for visual convenience so
that the two signal traces can normally be
observed at different parts of the screen.
When direct comparison between two sig-
nals is required, the two waveforms can be
shifted to coincide.

If you haven't already spotted it, each
click on a mouse button increases or
decreases a box's numerical value by one
- useful for fine correction of settings.

You might also have noticed that three
text lines at the bottom left of the screen
may change their binary values when
some functions are changed. These are
the control codes that are output to the
three shift registers. They may be helpful
if you have to trouble -shoot the assembly.
The same bit values should occur in
order on the output pins of the relevant
registers.

GAIN SETTING
Channel gain factors can be optimised

using presets VR1 and VR4. First of all set

the unity gain (x 1) accuracy using an a.c.
signal as the input.

Note that the gain setting values shown
on the screen are in volts per screen grid
division. Clicking on the value column
changes the units to gain factors as set on
the amplifier. The next click reinstates the
voltage factors. Set the display for the gain
factors. You should see that a gain of x I
is indicated (the default value when the
program is started).

Ensure that the SHIFT settings are at 60
and - 60 respectively.

Connect both probes to the same output
of a sine wave signal generator set for
about 1 kHz at an amplitude of exactly
1.0V peak -to -peak. A digital multimeter
set to a suitable a.c. range can be used to
precisely monitor the amplitude. A peak -

to -peak voltage of a perfect sine wave has
an r.m.s. value of 0.353V. Adjust the level
control of the sine wave generator until
this output value is read on the meter, then
disconnect the meter.

Click the mouse on AC for both chan-
nels. Two similar sine waves should be
seen traversing the screen. The box at the
righthand bottom of the screen should be
showing the calculated voltage and fre-
quency values for both inputs. Set SYNC
on for Channel 1 (see later).

Using preset VR1, adjust the gain of
each channel until the peak -to -peak value
is shown as 1000mV. The MIN and
MAX values should show - 500mV and
+ 500mV respectively. (The frequency
value should also be shown in the same
box.)

Voltage and frequency calculations are
performed only when the screen trace
reaches the right hand side of the display.
Therefore, if your computer is somewhat
slow, the values shown may not im-
mediately change with each fractional
adjustment of VR1. Be patient!

Also note that since the ADC only has
8 -bit resolution, decimal places of a value
may not remain static even when the signal
level is, and there may be slight disparities
between the values for both channels even
when fed from the same signal source.

The equality of both waveforms can be
checked by using SHIFT for each channel
to bring the waveforms into coincidence
on the screen. Observe how using the
BIAS controls results in the values for the
upper and lower aspects of the waveforms
(relative to OV) changing accordingly, al-
though the peak -to -peak value remains es-
sentially the same.

To set the 1/10 accuracy, click the mouse
on the 1/10 boxes for both channels and
increase the input signal level amplitude
to 10V peak -to -peak (3.53V r.m.s.). Now
carefully adjust VR4 until the values in the
voltage box correspond with this amplitude.

If your signal generator cannot produce a
10V p -p output, estimate the correctness of
VR4 in relation to any other known input
amplitude.

SQUARING UP
Due to the nature of the op.amps, the cir-

cuit's response to square waves is not to-
tally linear. The leading and trailing edges
of the square waves when observed on the
screen may appear rounded or peaked. Full
correction for this fact cannot be achieved,
although it can be minimised using the vari-
able capacitors VC1 and VC2.

Set the signal generator for a square
wave output at about I kHz and 1 V peak to
peak (neither value is critical). With the
channels set for unity gain, adjust VC1
until the best shaped square wave is seen
on the screen. Do the same with VC2
when the 1/10 setting is selected for a
greater value input square wave.

It is worth while comparing the appear-
ance of the waveform at different fre-
quencies and choosing the VC1 and VC2
settings which produce the most uniform
shape. (You may change the sampling rate
via the TIME/DIV column if you wish.)

Single sine wave and grid background.
Note the sync trigger line.

SAMPLING RATE
The sampling rate can be changed via

the Rate boxes at the righthand side of the
screen, clicking on the chosen one.

Be cautious when interpreting the screen
display and calculated frequency factors. It
is possible for the sampling and source fre-
quencies to be at the wrong ratio and for
harmonic waveforms to be displayed as a
result.

This can cause a very fast input fre-
quency to be seen as a slow frequency,
because the samples are being taken on
closely similar points of the waveform, but
at several cycles apart.

Click on the values shown beside the
rate selection column: instead of the sam-
pling rates in time per screen division
being shown, the values become the sam-
pling frequency in Hertz. Clicking again
returns to the time/division values.

CHANNEL SELECTION
At the bottom right hand side of the

screen is the box which displays amplitude
and frequency factors. Channel selection is
performed via this box. Clicking the Chan-
nel I column cyclically switches between
CHI ON and CHI OFF. Similarly, click-
ing in the Channel 2 column controls CH2
ON and CH2 OFF.

The software does not allow both chan-
nels to be switched off together. If you
attempt to do so, the other channel will
come back on. Channel selection is avail-
able in Analogue and Digital modes, but
not in Lissajous.

Note that voltage and frequency calcula-
tion routines can be inhibited from within
the same box by clicking on the FV ON
column, revealing FV OFF. Clicking again
restores the mode. Waveform plotting is
somewhat faster with FV OFF.

Note that frequency is calculated in rela-
tion to at least four crossings of the sync
trigger value "window" by the waveform.
Although the trigger value is shown as a
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single line and value on the screen, the
"window frame" is set ten sample bits
above and below the value (a 20 -bit win-
dow - just over one vertical grid division's
worth). The respective frame value has to
be crossed before the trigger value cross-
ing is registered.

This hysteresis (Schmitt trigger prin-
ciple) makes frequency analysis cleaner in
the presence of slightly noisy source sig-
nals. If sufficient window crossings are not
detected, the frequency value is displayed
as zero.

WAVEFORM SYNC
You will have seen the waveforms shift

their relative positions across the screen.
As with a normal scope, the waveforms
can be synchronised to begin at a set
trigger value, stabilising their display.
Synchronising can be set for a rising
voltage or a falling one; it is a software
control and does not affect the interface
electronics.

Immediately below the word SYNC is a
3 -section box with upwards and down-
wards triangles. At present, a yellow
oblong will be seen between them. This is
the OFF position for sync. Change the
signal generator back to sine wave mode at
a reasonable amplitude and a frequency at
which just a few cycles of the waveform
are seen.

Click on the upwards pointing tri-
angle. It will change to yellow and both
waveforms will appear far more stationary.
Using the TRIG control, vary the value in
the box for Channel 1. It will be seen that
the position at which the waveform starts
varies in amplitude.

Next click on the downwards point-
ing sync triangle and observe how the
starting position has changed to the op-
posite side of the waveform. Now click on
the box immediately to the right of the
word SYNC. It will become yellow and
the equivalent left hand box will clear.
Synchronisation is now in relation to CH2,
whereas before it was for CH I.

If you have a signal generator which
can output two waveforms at different
frequencies, couple one frequency into
CHI and the other into CH2. Experi-
ment with different sync source selections,
modes and triggering values, observing the
results.

As with frequency calculation, a win-
dow technique is used for sync detection.
It too is 10 bits above and below the sync
trigger line. The waveform value has to
cross through the window in both direc-
tions for a sync point, of either phase, to
be recognised.

If a sync point is not found when SYNC
is on, the display freezes while the
software continues to sample in expecta-
tion of finding one. The situation can
be remedied by increasing the signal
amplitude, either at the input, or via the
gain controls. It can also be terminated by
clicking SYNC off,

It is not possible to synchronise both
channels simultaneously.

Sync can be used in Digital mode but,
unlike Analogue mode, a trigger level line
is not shown. Consequently, the trigger
level must be judged from the value in the
TRIG box, or set via Analogue mode
before entering Digital mode.

Whilst the sync function is available in

Lissajous mode, its use appears to have
little benefit.

GRID OPTION
The GRID box on the right hand side

allows grid lines to be turned on or off.
Click on it to see it in operation.

In Analogue mode, the grid boxes are
spaced at 20 x 20 pixel intervals. Horizon-
tally, each box covers 20 sample bytes; ver-
tically it covers 20 sample value bits. The
sub -division dots are at 4 -pixel intervals.

In Digital mode, only the horizontal grid
lines are shown, again at 20 -pixel (sample)
intervals. The grid is not available in Lis-
sajous mode.

The grid is redrawn in machine code
while the signal traces are being drawn.
Trace drawing is marginally faster with the
grid switched off, especially in Digital
mode.

This is because only the screen sec-
tions where the digital waveforms need
to be plotted have to be changed. These
waveforms are of, a fixed amplitude and so
the screen area immediately above and
below them does not need to be cleared.

In Analogue mode, however, the full
screen area is available for waveform plot-
ting, therefore the entire area has to be
updated for each new screen display.

An additional fixed reference grid is
provided in Digital mode. This takes the
form of small red rectangles at the sides of
the display area and indicates the range of
each logic waveform. The top of the box
is, of course, logic 1.

RUN AND HOLD
To the right of the screen is a box in

which the yellow word RUNNING is
shown. With Sync off and a waveform
moving on the screen, click on this box
to reveal the words HOLD ON. The
waveform will freeze as soon as it reaches
the right of the display and the word
HOLDING will appear.

No further sampling takes place until
you press a key or click the mouse again.
Each time you press a key, another trace
will traverse the screen and hold. This can
continue for as many sweeps as you wish,
allowing each display to be examined. The
display always advances with time, you
cannot step backwards to re-examine a
previous display. To exit the Hold mode,
click the mouse on the box, whereupon
normal running will recommence.

LISSAJOUS MODE
To examine the Lissajous function, in-

put two sine waves at different frequencies
while in normal running mode. Right -click
on the box which says ANALOGUE. The
word LISSAJOUS will appear and gyrat-
ing patterns will be seen. Adjusting the
input frequencies so that they are nearly
identical, more detail of these patterns will
become apparent. (Inputting waveforms of
equal frequency and phase will result in a
single diagonal line.)

The vertical and horizontal aspects of
the waveform can be increased or
decreased by changing the channel gain
settings. Their relative screen positions
cannot be changed. Use the HOLD
function to examine the waveform in
detail.

As you will probably be aware, Lis-
sajous patterns can be used for phase

relationship analysis (it's beyond the scope
of this article to discuss it, though).

To return from LISSAJOUS to
ANALOGUE, left -click on LISSAJOUS.
Should you inadvertently press the wrong
mouse key on this box, DIGITAL mode
will be selected. Unless a digital data
source is connected to the unit via sockets
SK2 and SK103, only garbage waveforms
will be shown.

To get out of Digital mode, click the
mouse button again. The mode selection
operates on a repeating cycle of three. The
left button clicks "forwards", the right
button "backwards".

Displaying a Lissajous figure on
screen.

DIGITAL MODE
To use Digital mode, the "floating"

ends of the ribbon cable are connected
to the external circuit under examination.
This must have the standard digital logic
of OV and 5V.

Do not use digital inputs with any other
voltage range; at best the circuit will not
respond correctly; at worst the interface
chips IC9 and IC 109 could die, with pos-
sible damage to other parts of the circuit.
(There are "level -changing" chips avail-
able through which you could externally
feed any non-standard logic signals if you
need to examine them - the CMOS 4504,
for example.)

It is not necessary to use the exter-
nal clock input facility when in Digital
mode. However, an external clock that is
synchronous with the digital input will, in
the case of rapidly changing input logic,
result in cleaner sampling of the data.

Entering Digital mode (as you will have
probably already found) is done by left -
clicking on the ANALOGUE box so that
DIGITAL is shown. Right -click on the
same box to return to Analogue mode.

As with Analogue mode, either chan-
nel can be switched off by clicking on the

Up to 16 digital waveforms can be dis-
played on the screen.
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channel selection box at the bottom right
hand side.

MEMORY SIZE
There are three interface memory size

options: MEM 2K, MEM 32K and MEM
OFF. Normally, the mouse can be clicked
to change to any setting - on another
repeating cycle of three, left for "for-
wards", right for "backwards". There are,
though, some situations where the memory
size is fixed and when the mouse clicks are
ignored. In Auto Save mode, for example,
the size is fixed at 32K. (In Simulation
mode, it's actually set at 8K, for file crea-
tion convenience.)

With a 2K memory, less interface
memory has to be filled before being input
for displaying on screen. The 32K capacity
allows a longer continuous block of data to
be sampled before being input for screen
display.

When MEM OFF is selected, the com-
puter causes the sampling to occur in
direct response to individual commands
from the computer itself, and in relation to
the clock rate selected. Each separate
sample taken is immediately plotted on
screen. Input signal frequency factors are
not calculated in this mode since the
sampling rate is essentially unknown.

The advantage of being able to sample
without interruption is that the samples are
continuous, rather than in blocks.

How fast you can sample in this mode
depends on your computer speed; there is a
maximum rate limit which you can only
find by trying.

Be aware that the display rate affects
how fast the waveform crosses the screen.
Since there are 440 pixels horizontally,
440 samples are needed to complete the
display. A sampling rate of 0.2Hz thus
takes a minimum of 2200 seconds for each
full display crossing! It will take longer if
SYNC is on.

SAVING DATA
Any Live waveform on the screen can

be saved to disk (the Simulation test and
Replay waveforms cannot, the program in-
hibits this). There are two Saving modes,
automatic and manually triggered.

At the bottom centre of the screen are
four boxes, AUTO SAVE, DIRECTORY,
SAVE OFF and WAIT SAVE. Ignore DI-
RECTORY for the moment.

For manually saving waveforms, click
on SAVE OFF. This display changes to
SAVE ON. Simultaneously, the memory
size defaults to 32K to ensure that the
maximum amount of data is saved in each
block.

When the next full screen display has
been completed, the WAIT SAVE box
changes to SAVE NOW. If you wish to
save, left -click on SAVE NOW.

This action causes a uniquely -named
disk file to be opened with a date and time
related name. When Save mode is on, the
data is also automatically stored in the
computer's memory while being sampled.
This 32K block of data is output to the
disk immediately after the file has been
opened.

Note that it is not a screen dump which
is saved, but the actual source data. This
allows the data to be subsequently re -input
and manipulated on screen.

Having saved the data, the file is closed

automatically and the next sample batch is
taken and displayed, followed by the
option to save this new 32K block.
Even though the samples may be only a
few seconds apart, their saved file name
remains unique.

(The last statement assumes that your
computer will not sample and save at a
rate faster than one 32K block per second.
The saved file name is only accurate to
whole seconds and the computer will over-
write a previous file of the same date/time
name.)

If you don't wish to save a particular
block, right -click on SAVE NOW, or on
any part of the screen except SAVE ON.
This causes the next screenful of data to
be plotted, followed again by the option
to save. To turn off the Save mode, click
on SAVE ON, restoring the SAVE OFF
message.

Automatic Saving mode is entered by
clicking on AUTO SAVE. The latter
(normally -white) message changes colour
to yellow. Simultaneously, SAVE OFF
changes to SAVE ON, WAIT SAVE goes
blank and the memory size defaults to
32K.

Now, each time the screen display com-
pletes its 32K data block, the data is auto-
matically saved to unique file names again.

To exit AUTO SAVE, click on AUTO
SAVE or SAVE ON to revert to SAVE
OFF.

Be aware that Auto Save mode can
consume a lot of disk space (32K per
block). Its use is probably best reserved
for short runs of high speed sampling or
long runs of slow sampling. Remember to
delete disk files (from DOS mode) when
they are no longer wanted. The Virtual
Scope's directory screen should not be
allowed to become full.

DATA RECALL
To recall disk file data to the screen,

left -click on DIRECTORY. The entire
screen display now blanks out and displays
all the file names having the extension
.Y?? (where ?? is any two letters or
numbers) in the order in which they are
stored on disk. Note that the order is not
sorted and depends on where DOS (Disk
Operating System) finds the first space
available when saving.

Moving the mouse will cause a high-
light bar to appear on individual file
names. To select one, left -click on it. At
the bottom of the screen a text line asks if
this is the file you want to load, quoting its
name and concluding with yin.

In answer for yes, you can either press
keyboard letter Y, or just left -click the
mouse. For no press N or right -click the
mouse. (Key letters may be in caps or
lower case.)

If yes is the answer, the file is loaded
and the full normal screen display is
resumed with the loaded file being played
back as screen waveforms. If no is the
answer, again the full normal screen
resumes, but still showing the previous
waveform before the directory was
entered.

When a directory file is loaded, on
return to the normal screen, various boxes
will now be seen to be coloured red, and
LIVE to now read REPLAY. The red
settings are the ones that existed when the
file was recorded. You may change some

of the settings, such as gain and sync, but
not memory size or rate.

When settings are changed, the new
setting is coloured yellow. There is no
facility for returning to the recorded set-
tings once they have been changed, other
than by reloading the same file via the
directory.

Both screen modes show the name of
the file currently loaded, both as its coded
name and as the expanded translation. The
directory listing itself, though, is only
shown as the coded name.

FILE NAME CODING
Recorded disk file names are coded as in-
dicated by the following example:

File name = 20910241.Y97
Imagine it is split as 20 9 1 02 41 .Y97
Digits 1 and 2 = day of the month (20)
Digit 3 = month number in hex from 1 to

C (9 = September)
Digit 4 = hour in hex -fashion - 0 to 9

followed by A to N (0 to 23), in this
case I = 1 a.m.

Digits 5 and 6 = minutes in decimal (02)
Digits 7 and 8 = seconds in decimal (41)
.Y97 = Year (19)97 (will become .Y00 for

the year 2000 - thoroughly Non -Millen-
nium Compliant, sorry!)

The above file name thus translates as
20th September 1997 at 1:02.41 a.m., and
would be shown as 20SEP97 1:02.41 if
selected.

To exit Directory mode, right -click on
DIRECTORY. Immediately all red colours
will change to yellow but the currently
loaded file will continue to be displayed,
and REPLAY will change to SIMULATE.

To return to Live sampling mode, click
on SIMULATE to restore the word LIVE.

Note that all Save options are inhibited
during Directory mode.

PRINTING DISPLAYS
When the screen display is HOLDING,

it can be output to a dot matrix printer
(Epson ESC/P2 compatible, 24 -pin). This,
though, requires the connector cable to be
removed from the unit and plugged into
the printer.

Having done so, click on PRINTER,
whereupon the full screen display is
printed, showing not only the waveforms,
but also all the function parameters as-
sociated with it. The date and time at the
top left of the screen is also printed for
reference purposes.

Once the print has been completed,
reconnect the cable to the unit, and click
on DEFAULT as described in the next
section.

Do not click on PRINTER if the printer
cable is not connected to the printer, or if
the printer is not ready to receive data.
Doing so will result in a Device Fault error
from the computer and a program crash.

You may be able to recover from the
crash by ensuring that the cable is plugged
into the printer and that the printer is ready
to receive data. Then press the Enter key
on the screen display word OK. This will
reveal the program listing at the point at
which the error occurred. Now press func-
tion key F5.

If the computer finds that all is well,
it will resume the program at the point
where it crashed and send screen data to
the printer.
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Example screen display printout with
function selection legends on the right.

Failing that, you will need to fully re-
start the program using shift -F5.

The data to be printed is collated and
formatted by a dedicated routine within the
main machine code program. It is then out-
put to the printer from QBasic.

The code is specifically written for out-
putting bit -image graphics to an Epson -
compatible ESC/P2 24 -pin printer, using
the codes and format detailed in the Epson
ESCIP Reference Manual, August 1991
(obtained from Epson). It is not suitable
for other printers.

If your printer is different and you wish
to inhibit the PRINTER option, search
the QBasic listing for the routine labelled
PRINTER: and insert the word RETURN:
immediately after the label. Resave the
program having done so.

DEFAULT CONTROL
On the screen righthand side is a

DEFAULT box. Clicking on this causes the
program to re -output all the current control
register settings to the interface, and restart
the sampling block from the beginning.

There are two principal situations where
this action needs to be taken: after power to
the interface has been switched off and on
again, and following a screen printout to the
printer.

Where the power supply for the unit is
used to also power a circuit upon which you
are working, you will sometimes need to
switch off the power to make a change to
the development circuit.

When power is switched back on, the
interface configuration settings will need
to be re-established. Clicking down on
DEFAULT for a couple of seconds will
usually achieve this.

For reasons unknown, however, the
author has found on rare occasions that this
fails to happen. Should it do so, the program
should be halted (brought back into QBasic
edit mode) by using the CTRL and BREAK
keys together, and then re -run using shift -F5
(instead of just pressing F5).

Also, when first powering up and
running, the use of DEFAULT has
occasionally been found necessary.

The word DEFAULT changes colour to
purple when the mouse is clicked on it,
letting you know that it is responding. The

white returns when the mouse button is
released.

You may press DEFAULT any time you
wish the interface sampling to restart.

EXTERNAL CLOCK
At the top of the rate selection column is

a box marked EXT CLK. An external clock
having an amplitude swing of OV/+5V can
be connected via socket SK2/PL2. This
amplitude requirement must be respected -
do not use any other level. To select EXT
CLK, click on it. Clicking on any other rate
box will restore the system to internal clock
use at the rate selected.

The external clock may be used in
Analogue or Digital modes (also see the
Digital mode paragraphs). Note that when
using an external clock in Analogue mode,
frequency calculations are not performed
because the software does not know the
clock rate.

MOUSE SOFTWARE
Many readers may have previously won-

dered how the mouse can be used when
running QBasic programs. The Virtual
Scope software illustrates one way in which
it can be done.

You cannot control it directly from
QBasic (so far as the author can establish),
but you can do so via a simple machine
code program. This writes control data to
the mouse registers and reads back position
and button press data, storing it in locations
which are readable from QBasic. It also
causes the cursor to be shown as an arrow.

On return to QBasic from the machine
code, the parameter data can then be acted
on accordingly. A simi-
lar technique is used
to transfer data from
QBasic to the machine
code.

The information for
mouse control was
found in the The
Programmer's PC
Cookbook, Second
Edition (1991), Thom
Hogan, Microsoft
Press, ISBN 1-55615-
321-X. Starting at page
5-40, the relevant
section is 5.066 INT
3311, Mouse Functions
Summary.
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You will find the book full of essential
information on PC register use - ask your
PC dealer or local library about it.

To see how the information was used
for the Virtual Scope, refer to the EPE
software disk and examine text file
VSCOPEMS.J via a text editor, e.g. the
EDIT program accessible from DOS. Also
study the QBasic listing, searching for any
reference to mouse. (The text for the main
control program is VSCOPEDG.J.) Pro-
gram MOUSEOI.BAS also shows mouse
control.

USING A SCOPE
It is not possible to discuss the general

use of oscilloscopes here. You are, though,
recommended to obtain books on the sub-
ject, from the Direct Book Service for
example (as advertised in EPE as part
of our service). We also published Roy
Bebbington's articles on scope use, More
Scope for Good Measurements, EPE June
and July '96 - see the Back Issues page.

An oscilloscope really opens up a large
window on the world of electronics. If you
feel competent to take on the construction
of this (admittedly) complex design, we
are sure you will find its use to be an eye-
opener! Even if you have a scope already,
the EPE Virtual Scope will be a useful
addition to the workshop. CI

PLEASE NOTE
Fig.2. page 57 last month. The pin
numbering of the lead-off leads above
SK1 should read as follows. top to
bottom: IC108 pin 1, 4, 12, 7 and 9.



Data Ac uisition
Virtual Instrumentation

Environmental Monitorin

Pico Technology

'Pico's Virtual Instrument is
the most powerful, flexible
test equipment in my lab.'

Pico's virtual instruments emulate the
functions of traditional instruments such
as Oscillscopes, Spectrum Analysers
and Multimeters. Controlled using the
standard Windows interface, the
software is easy to use with full on line
help.

741re-200
Dual Channel High Speed

100, 50 or 20 MS/s sampling.
 50, 25 or 10 MHz spectrum analysis.
 Advanced trigger modes - capture

intermittent one-off events.
 Less than half the cost of a

comparable benchtop scope.

Arre 200-100 £499.00
f1De 200-50 £399.00
fvre 200-20 £299.00

Supplied with cables and power supply.

ripe -100
Dual Channel 12 bit resolution

The ADC -100 offers both a high
sampling rate 100kS/s and a high
resolution. Flexible input ranges
(±50mV to ±20V) make the unit ideal for
audio, automotive and education use.
"Me- MO
with PicoScope software £199.00
with PicoScope & PicoLog software £219.00

filDe-40/42
Single Channel - low cost
 20 kS/s sampling.
 10 kHz spectrum analysis.
 ± 5V input range.

t4De-40 8 bit resolution £59.00
4De-42 12 bit resolution £85.00

Call for free demo disk
or download our web site:
http://www.picotech.com
All prices exclusive of VAT.

Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd,
Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ UK
Tel: (0)1954 211716 Fax: (0)1954 211880
E-mail: post@picotech.co.uk

NA T L ONAI
COL LEGE OF
TEC H NO 0 GY

DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in:
Analogue and Digital Electronic
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
Mathematics

Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
Learning is at your own pace
Courses may have
BTEC Certification and Tutoring

For information contact:
NCT Enterprises
Barnfield Technology Centre
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU
Telephone 01582 569757  Fax 01582 492928

RADIOMETRIX TRANSMITTERS,
RECEIVERS & TRANSCEIVERS

AT LOW PRICES 1
3V, 5V & 9V TXM Data Transmitter Modules !

rilliff! 11111
', ( (

TXM-418-A or F TransmitterSILRX-418-A or F Receiver

Special Offer Only £29.99 per pair
World Leading BIM Transceiver @ 84.95 per pair !_

i 4. qs.
...,_ ..," 4/4, .

BIM -418F
Approval to MPT1340

World leading in price, performance and size
the BIM high speed transceiver has already
found a home around the World in many wire
free products form computer networks, hand
held terminals to EPOS. Available on 418
and 433.92MHz

' 5V Operation, PIC Compatible 
" Exclusive RS232 Version 79.95*
* Packet Controller Board 79.95*
" Evaluation Kit + 2 BIM's 149.95 "

* Sold Separately From 1 - 1000 pcs BIM-433-RPC
Transmitters Antennas Receivers
TXM-418-A 0 25mW ._.10.99
TXM-433-A 0.25mW 12.75
TXM-418-F 0 25mW 1275
TXM-433-F 0 25mW 12.75

Helical-173MHz __....4.90
1/4 Wave 418MHz....4.90
Dipole 418MHz 2360
VHF Whip Antenna 35.00

SILRX-418-A...22.48
RXM-418-A _28.05
SILRX433-A...22.95
SILRX-403-A.22.48

TXM-403-A 0.25mW 12.75
TXM-173-4689 1mW 22.48
TXM-173-4689 10mW 24.48
TXM-184-4689 10m W 29.9529.95

I

1°-

RXM-403-A 22.48
SILRX-418-F 22.48
SILRX-433-F 22.45
RXM-173-60 3 1.62
RXM-184-60 3162

Prices Wass otherwise stated ex-
dude VAT_ Carnage free on ail non- ..........3
account mainland UK orders
Insurance available at additional cost.

Credit Card Payments
Welcome. Exports 2/4 day
delivery by DHL, UPS or
At &press Available. All
picas in Petal* '-,

-

Radio - Tech Limited, Overbridge House, Weald Hall Lane,
Thornwood Common, Epping, Essex CM16 6NB.

Sates +44 (0) 1992 57 6107 Fax +44 (0) 1992 56 1994
tlgr .ra , zo-tech.co.uk e-mail: sales®radtee.demon.co.ak
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EVERYDAY

ELECTRONICS BACK ISSUESPRACTICAL

We can supply back issues of EPE by post, many issues from the past five years are available. An index for the last five years
is also available - see order form. Alternatively, indexes are published in the December issue for that year. Where we are
unable to provide a back issue a photostat of any one article (or one part of a series) can be purchased for the same price.

DID YOU MISS THESE?
AUG '96 Photostats Only (see below)
PROJECTS  Component Analyser  Garden
Mole -Ester  Mono "Cordless" Headphones 
Bike -Speedo  Mobile Miser.
FEATURES  Teach -In '96 Part 10  Circuit
Surgery  Ingenuity Unlimited  Spies, Lies
and Electronics  EPT 3.0 Review.

SEPT '96
PROJECTS  Analogue Delay and Flanger 
Simple Exposure Timer  PIC-Tock Pendulum
Clock  Draught Detector  Power Check.
FEATURES  Circuit Surgery  Ingenuity
Unlimited  Net Work - The Internet 
MAX038 Waveform Generator.

OCT '96
PROJECTS  Video Fade -To -White  Direct
Conversion Topband and 80m Receiver 
Vehicle Alert  10MHz Function Generator.
FEATURES  Introduction to Satellite Televi-
sion  Ingenuity Unlimited  Circuit Surgery 
Net Work - The Internet.

NOV '96
PROJECTS  D.C.-to-D.C. Converters  Central
Heating Controller  EPE Elysian Theremin,
Part 1  Tuneable Scratch Filter.
FEATURES  Build Your Own Projects, Part 1
 Ingenuity Unlimited  Circuit Surgery  Net
Work  Interface.

DEC '96
PROJECTS  Vari-Colour Christmas Tree
Lights  PIC Digital/Analogue Tachometer 
Stereo Cassette Recorder  EPE Elysian
Theremin, Part 2.
FEATURES  Build Your Own Projects, Part
2  Interface  Circuit Surgery  Ingenuity
Unlimited  Net Work - Internet News.

JAN '97
PROJECTS  Earth Resistivity Meter, Part 1 
Psycho Rat  Theremin MIDI/CV Interface, Part
1  Mains -Failure Warning.
FEATURES  Ingenuity Unlimited  Build Your
Own Projects, Part 3  Circuit Surgery 
Interface  Net Work - Internet News  PCS32
Storage 'Scope Interface Review.

FEB '97
PROJECTS  Pacific Waves  How To Use
Intelligent L.C.D.s, Part 1  PsiCom Experi-
mental Controller  Earth Resistivity Meter,
Part 2  Theremin MIDI/CV Interface, Part 2.
FEATURES  Ingenuity Unlimited  Build Your
Own Projects, Part 4  Circuit Surgery 
Interface  Net Work - Internet News.

MARCH '97
PROJECTS  Simple Dual -Output TENS Unit
 Video Negative Viewer  Tri-Colour NiCad
Checker  How To Use Intelligent L.C.D.s - 2 
Oil Check Reminder.
FEATURES  Interface lb Ingenuity Unlimited 
Build Your Own Projects, Part 5  Digital TV -
The Reality  Circuit Surgery  Net Work.

APRIL '97
PROJECTS  418MHz Remote Control Sys-
tem  Midi Matrix  Puppy Puddle Probe 
PIC-Agoras Wheelie Meter - 1.
FEATURES  Interface  Ingenuity Unlimited 
Digital TV and MPEG2  EDWin NC Software
Review  Circuit Surgery  Net Work.

MAY '97
PROJECTS  2 Metre F.M. Receiver  EPE PIC-
A -Tuner  Alarm Operated Car Window Winder
 Quasi -Bell Door Alert  PIC-Agoras - 2.
FEATURES  Ingenuity Unlimited  Circuit
Surgery  Techniques - Actually Doing It 
Great Experimenters - 1  Type 7660 Voltage
Converters  Net Work.

JUNE '97
PROJECTS  PIC Digilogue Clock Child
Minder Protection Zone Pyrotechnic
Controller  Narrow Range Thermometer.
FEATURES  Great Experimenters -2  Circuit
Surgery  Interface  Reactobot and Virtual
Reality  Ingenuity Unlimited  Net Work.

JULY '97
PROJECTS  Micro PEsT Scarer  Karaoke
Echo Unit  Infra -Red Remote Repeater 
Computer Dual User Interface  Micropower
PIR Detector - 1.
FEATURES  Ingenuity Unlimited Techniques
- Actually Doing It  Circuit Surgery  Great
Experimenters - 3  Electronics Workbench
V5.0 Review  Net Work.

AUG. '97
PROJECTS  Variable Bench Power Supply
 PIC-olo Music Maker  Universal Input
Amplifier  Micropower PIR Detector - 2.
FEATURES  Interface  Ingenuity Unlimited 
Colossus Recreated  Circuit Surgery  Great
Experimenters -4  Net Work.

SEPT '97
PROJECTS  PIC-Noughts & Crosses Game 
Ironing Safety Device  Active Receiving An-
tenna  Soldering Iron Controller  Micropower
PIR Detector - 3.
FEATURES  Ingenuity Unlimited  Raising the
Pressure - RC4190 Switch -Mode I.C.  Circuit
Surgery  Techniques - Actually Doing It 
Great Experimenters -5  Net Work.

OCT '97
PROJECTS OPIC Water Descaler  Remote
Control Finder  Multi -Station Quiz Monitor 
Rechargeable Handlamp.
FEATURES  Ingenuity Unlimited  It's Prob-
ably Murphy's Law  Interface  Circuit Sur-
gery  Kanda PIC Explorer Review  Network
 Special Offer - Pico Virtual 'Scopes.

NOV '97
PROJECTS Portable 12V PSU/Charger  Case
Alarm  Auto -Dim Bedlight  EPE Time
Machine.
FEATURES  Satellite Celebration  Ingenuity
Unlimited  TEACH -IN '98 - An Introduction to
Digital Electronics -1  New Technology Up-
date  Techniques - Actually Doing It  Circuit
Surgery  Net Work  Special Offer - Pico
Virtual Scopes  Free Greenweld Catalogue.

?swimeLEZTPONIC!,

DEC '97
PROJECTS  Safe and Sound - Security
Bleeper  Active Microphone  Car Immobi-
liser  Mini Organ.
FEATURES  TEACH -IN '98 - An Introduction
to Digital Electronics -2  Circuit Surgery 
Interface  B2 Spice Review  Ingenuity
Unlimited  Alternative and Future Tech-
nologies -1  Net Work - The Internet  Free
Giant Data Chart - Formulae.

JAN '98
PROJECTS  Disco Lights Flasher  Simple
M.W. Radio  EPE Virtual Scope -1 II Surface
Thermometer.
FEATURES  TEACH -IN '98 - An Introduction
to Digital Electronics -3  Circuit Surgery 
Ingenuity Unlimited  Alternative and Future
Technologies -2  Net Work - The Internet 
Free - Giant PIC Data Chart.

BACK ISSUES ONLY £2.75 each inc. UK p&p.
Overseas prices £3.35 each surface mail, £4.35 each airmail.
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Please note we are not able to supply copies (or 'stats of articles) of Practical Electronics prior to the mergerof the two
magazines in November 1992.
Where we do not have an issue a photostat of any one article or one part of a series can be provided at the sameprice.

ORDER FORM - BACK ISSUES - PHOTOSTATS - INDEXES

I El Send back issues dated
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Data Acquisition
Virtual Instrumentation

Environmental Monitoring 

Pico Technology

'Pico's PC Converters

monitor and record
temperature andjoidity'.

PLC-C.
TC-08

Eftveraliettot
Temperature / Humidity
Logger & Alarm System
EnviroMon has many applications in:

food processing - storage
and distribution. energy
management - waste energy,
heating and processing,
agriculture - monitoring
humidity in greenhouses, and
in hospitals - accurate
monitoring of temperature
sensitive items.

 Monitors up to 30 channels of
temperature over a 400 m. distance.

 -55 to 100°C temperature range
(typical accuracy ±0.2°C).

 Data can be downloaded to PC.

&wild 7,but
Starter Kit from £393.00
3 temperature Sensors on 5m lead, 3 channel
Converter, Enviromon Logger, cables & fittings.
Expandable at any time for around £50 / channel

TC-08
8 channel Thermocouple
to PC Converter
Simple to use thermocouple to
PC interface.
 Connects to serial port -

no power supply required.
 Supplied with PicoLog data

logging software.
 Resolution 0.1°C.

TC-08 £199.00
Supplied with serial cable and adaptor.
Calibration certificate £25.00.
Thermocouple probes available.

TH-03 3 channel
Thermistor to PC Converter
 Connects to serial port -

no power supply required.
 PicoLog data logging software.
 -55 to 105°C temperature range
 Resolution 0.01°C.

TH-03 £79.00
Supplied with serial cable and adaptor.
Thermistor sensors available.

Call for free demo disk
or download our web site:
http://www.picotech.com
All prices exclusive of VAT.

Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd,
Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ UK
Tel: (0)1954 211716 Fax: (0)1954 211880
E-mail: post@picotech.co.uk

Components

t25 WORTH DI

Winter

VOUCHERS SCOUNT

Includes 32 page colour
COMPUTER CEITAII*11

"S.

New in
this issue:

Motherboards

Flatbed

M

Laser Primers

and Had, Here.

Air moor

Includes 32 page full colour
Computer Equipment Catalogue

id Our most comprehensive selection of
Computer equipment ever, including all the
latest CPU's, the fastest CD-ROM's, new
ranges of Scanners, Printers,
Motherboards, Graphic & Sound cards etc.
etc., extending our range of PC components
and accessories at unbeatable prices.

£25 worth discount vouchers.

208 Page main Catalogue, plus
32 Page full Colour
Computer Catalogue,
incorporating 26 Sections with over
4000 Products from some of the Worlds
Finest Manufacturers.

£2.20
+ 30p p&p

Po. Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and
most large newsagents, or directly from
Cirkit.

it- Get your copy today!

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane  Broxbourne  Hertfordshire  EN10 7NQ

Tel: 01992 448899  Fax: 01992 471314
Email: mailorder@cirkit.co.uk

Website: http://www.cirkit.co.uk/cirkit



SHOP itA TA ILK
with David Barrington

Water Wizard
When selecting the 7 -segment displays for the Water Wizard, it is important

to choose ones that have the pin line-up across the top and bottom of the
device, looking at the display underside, if they are to plug into the p.c.b. The
ones in the model came from Maplin, codes FR1U (corn. oath.) and FR39N
(corn. anode).

The splashproof case and water flow sensor are both RS components and
can be ordered through their mail order outlet Electromail (01356 204555),
codes 581-199 (case) and 257-133 (flow sensor).

The Wizard program for the PIC16C54 was written and assembled using
the system supplied by Microchip, namely MPASM. For those readers who
do not have facilities to program PIC chips, a ready -programmed 16C54
microcontroller is available (Mail Order Only) from the Electronics Dept at
Radley College for the sum of £8; add £1 for overseas orders. Payments should
be made out to Radley College and addressed to: Mr Max Horsey, Radley
College, Electronics Dept, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 2HR.

If you wish to do your own programming, the software is available on a 3.5
inch PC -compatible disk from the Editorial Offices - see PCB Service page
for details. If you are an Internet user, it is available Free from our FTP site:
ftp//ftp.epemag.wimbome.co.uk./pub/PICS/Waterwizard.

The small printed circuit board is obtainable from the EPE PCB Service, code
180 (see page 157).

Waa-Waa Effects Pedal
The single -pole, foot -operated "sweep" switch S1 required for the Waa-Waa

Effects Pedal is a biased or non -locking type. Ideally, it should be a robust heavy
duty type, but only a locking on/off switch seems to be available. An or-
dinary non -locking pushbutton switch should be adequate provided it is of
good quality. Alternatively, for around £5 to £6 a custom "momentary" action
footswitch pedal, with a 6.35mm mono jack plug attached, can be purchased
from Maplin, code DU99H.

The unit is built on the multi -project printed circuit board available from the
EPE PCB Service, code 932.

Kissometer
The miniature transistor output matching transformer type LT700 called for

in the Kissometer project were once fairly common, but in case of local supply
difficulties it can be sourced from Maplin, code LB14Q.

The plastic case is a Union Brothers PX-3 type sold by the above company
(code YU54) and the miniature Lo -Z 8 ohm 0.2W loudspeaker also came from
the same source, code WBO8J.

The single -sided printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB Service,
code 181.

EPE Virtual Scope
Nearly all the "special" parts called up for the EPE Virtual Scope project are

RS components and will need to be purchased through your local bona -fide RS
distributor or through their mail order outlet, namely Electromail (2 01536
204555).

Starting with the semiconductor devices first: the SRAMs type TC55257DPL-
85L (12MHz) and CXK58257AP-7OLL (14MHz) are carried as 298-190 and 193-
6310; and the 10MHz crystal module, code 267-922. The rest of the semicon-
ductors should be readily available, once again RS types have been used in the
prototype model.

Moving on to the connectors, these should now be stocked by most of our
components advertisers, such as ESR Electronic Components (2 0191 251
4363). Last month we gave the RS type numbers for the Centronics connectors
used in the prototype. We have now learnt that these have been discontinued,
but alternative types are: right-angle 36 -way 239-1178, and 14 -way 239-1156.

The large plastic case is ordered as 503-650. The 24s.w.g. tinned annealed
copper wire should be ordered as 355-085. Finally, the large printed circuit
boards are available from the EPE PCB Service, codes 176 (Digital) and 177
(Analogue) - See page 157.

The software for this design is available on a 3.5 inch PC -compatible disk
from the EPE PCB Service, see page 157. Alternatively, the files can be down-
loaded free from our Internet FTP site:

ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pub/Vscope.
It is recommended that readers run the software to check to see if their

computer will run the EPE Virtual Scope before they buy parts. Also, an addi-
tional file is on the disk. It is MOUSE01.BAS and is not discussed in the text. It
allows you to check your mouse response from Basic without loading the full
VSCOPE.BAS. program.

Teach -In '98
Only one observation regarding parts for this month's Lab Work 4 chapter of

Teach -In '98 Part 4 needs to be highlighted and that concerns the I.e.d.s. All the
4000 series of CMOS i.c.s specified should be really available.

The I.e.& used in the breadboard demo model is a 5V "direct connec-
tion" type, with an integral ballast resistor. Most of our components advertisers
should carry the 5mm version of this device. However, you can use a standard
5mm I.e.& provided you use an external resistor in series with it, typically 330
ohm for a 5V supply.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE
EPE Time Machine (Nov '97)

There has a minor software update, see Readout page 107. All

software sources have been updated.

VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS

PANEL MOUNTING
0.5KVA 25 amp max £33.00 C6.00

(C45.83 Inc VAT)
1KVA 5 amp max £45.25 07.00

SHROUDED
1£61.39 inc VAT)

0.5KVA 25 amp max £34.00 £6.00
1E47.00 inc VAT)

1KVA 5 amp max £46.25 £7.00
(£62.57 Inc VAT)

2KVA 10 amp max £65.00 £8.50
1E8636 inc VAT)

3KVA 15 amp max £86.50 £8.50
(E111.63 Inc VAT)

5KVA 25 amp max £150.00 ( + Carnage & VAT)
1OKVA 45 amp max £300.00 ( + Carriage & VAT)
6KVA 3 PHASE Star. £205.00 ( + Carriage & VAT)
Buy direct horn the Importers. Keenest prices in the country.

500VA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
New manuf surplus "C Core tropealised with lop plate

and solder connections. 0-240V AC 5-0-100-110.120V &
Screen VA 10.5K.

Size: H 195 x 155 x 135mm
Price £35.00. Can. £7.50 (£49.94 incl.)

INPUT 220V/240V AC 50/60 OUTPUT OV-260V
Price PAP

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION 8 AUTO

110V -240V Auto transfer ether cased with American socket and
mans lead or open frame type. Available for tmmedate delivery.

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE
FLUORESCENT TUBES

41140 watt £14.00 (callers only) (£16.45 inc VAT)
211 20 watt £9.00 (callers only) (E10.58 inc VAT)
12in 8 watt £4.80+ 75p p&p (E6.52 inc VAT)
9tn 6 watt 23.96 i- 50p p&p (E5.24 Inc VAT)
6tri 4 watt £3.96+ 50p p&p (E5.24 inc VAT)

230V AC BALLAST KIT
For either Sin. 9in or 12in tubes £6.05+£1.40 p&p

(£8.75 inc VAT)
The above Tubes are 350014000 angst. (350-430um) deal for

detecting seemly manage effects lighting & Chemical applications
Other Wavelengths of UV TUBE available tor Germicidal & Photo
Sensitive applocattons. Please telephone your enquines

400 WATT BLACK LIGHT
BLUE UV LAMP

GES Mercury Vapour lamp suitable for
use with a 400W P.F. Ballast.
Only C39.95 Incl. p&p & VAT

RANGE OF XENON FLASHTUBES
Write/Phone your enquiries

5 KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
As New Ex -Equipment, fully shrouded, Line Noise
Suppression, Ultra Isolation Transformer with
terminal covers and knock -out cable entries.
Primary 120V/240V, Secondary 120V/240V,
50/60Hz, 0-005pF Capacitance. Size, L 37cm x W
19cm a H 16cm, Weight 42 kilos. Price £120 +
VAT. Ex -warehouse. Carriage on request.

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR
Type 3TH8022-08 2 a NO and 2 x NC 230V AC 10A.
Contacts. Screw or Din Rail fixing. Size H 120 x W 45
x D 75mm. Brand New Price £7.63 incl. P&P and VAT.

240V AC WESTOOL SOLENIODS
TT2 Mod. 1 Rat. 1 Max. stroke Base mounting
'fitn. stroke Slbs pull approx. 176 Mod. I Rat. 1 Max.
stroke 1 in. Base mounting Vain. stroke 15Ibs pull
approx. SERIES 400 Mod. 1 Rat. 2 Max. stroke
"MM. Front mounting Vain stroke 15Ibs pull approx.
Price incl. p&p & VAT. TT5 C5.88, 116 £8.81,
SERIES 400 £7.64.

AXIAL COOLING FAN
230V AC 120mm square x 38mm 3 blade 10 watt
Low Noise ran. Price £7.29 incl. P&P and VAT.
Other voltages and sizes available from stock.
Please telephone your enquires.

INSTRUMENT CASE
Brand new. Manufactured by Imhof. L 31 x H 18 x
19cm Deep. Removable front and rear panel for easy
assembly of your components. Grey textured finish,
complete with case feet. Price £16.45 incl. P&P and
VAT. 2 off 028.20 inclusive.

DIE CAST ALUMINIUM BOX
with internal PCB guides. Internal size 265 x 165 x
50mm deep. Price £9.93 incl. p&p & VAT. 2 off E17.80
incl.

230V AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS
Brand new Ovoid Gearbox Crouzet type motors. H
65mm x W 55m x D 35mm, 4mm dia shaft x lOmm long.
6 RPM anti cw. £9.99 incl. p&p & VAT.
20 RPM anti cw. Depth 40rrm. £11.16 incl. p&p & VAT

SOLID STATE EHT UNIT
Input 230V/240V AC, Output approx 15KV.
Producing 1 Omm spark. Built-in 10 sec
timer. Easily modified for 20 sec, 30 sec
to continuous. Designed for boiler ignition.
Dozens of uses in the field of physics and
electronics, e.g. supplying neon or argon
tubes etc. Price less case E8.50 + £2.40 p&p
(El 2.81 inc VAT) NMS.

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction of
the price of a made-up unit. Kit of parts less case
includes I2in 8 watt 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unit. pair
of bi-pin leads, neon indicator, orsoff switch, safety
microswrtch and circuit E15.00 + £2.00 p&p

(09.98 inc VAT)
WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP

Brand new 240V AC fan cooled. Can be used for a
variety of purposes. Inlet an.. outlet 1 in. dia. Price
includes p&p. & VAT. E11.20 each or 2 for E20.50
inclusive.

SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KIT
Designed for Disco, Theatrical use etc.

Approx 16 joules. Adjustable speed E50.00 + £3 00 p&p
(£62.28 inc VAT)

Case and reflector E24.00 + £3 00 p&p (E31.73 inc VAT).
SAE for further details including Hy -Light and
Industrial Strobe Kits.azEURCPCACIp

SERVICE TRADING CO VISA
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK, LONDON W4 5BB

Open TEL: 0181-9951560 FAX: 0181-9950549 Ample
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN. ORDER £10Monday/Friday Parkmg Space

NEW SPECIAL OFFERS
Mini waterproof TV camera 40x40x15mm requires 9 to
13 volts at 120mA with composite video output Ito feed
into a video or a TV with a SCART plug) it has a high
resolution of 450 N lines Vertical and 380 N lines
horizontal, electronic auto Iris for nearly dark It LUX) to
bright sunlight operation and a small lens with a 92 degree
field of view, it focuses down to a few CM It Is fitted with a
3 wire lead (12v in god and video out) Now also available
with wall mount tilt and swivel case (at the same price).
£93.57+ vat= 109.95 or 10 + 89.32+ vat = 104.95
Board cameras all with 512x582 pixels 4.4x3 3mm sen-
sor 9-13 volts power supply and composite video out. All
need to be housed in your own enclosure and have fragile
exposed surface mount parts. 47MIR size 60x361,27mm
moth 6 Infra red leds (gives the same illumination as a
small torch would) £50.00+ vat = £58.75
40MP size 39,38a23mm spy camera with a fixed focus
on hole lens for hiding behind a very small hole
£57+ vat= £66.98 40MC size 39x38a28mm camera for 'C'
mount lens this gives a much clearer picture than with the
small lenses E68.79 + vat =E80.83. standard C mount
lens F1.6 16mm for 40MC E26.43+ vat = £31 06
High quality stepping motor kits (all including stepping
motors) 'Comstep independent control of 2 stepping
motors by PC (Through the parallel port) with 2 motors
and software Kit £67.00 ready built £99.00
software support and 4 digital inputs kit 027.00
power interface 4A kit E36.00power interface 8A kit £46.00
Stepper kit 4 (manual control) includes 200 step stepping
motor and control circuit £23.00
DTA30 Hand held transistor analyser it tells you which
lead is the base. the collector and emitter and if it is NPN
or PNP or faulty (NEW VERSION does not say FETs 8
SCRs are transistors) DTA30 £38.34
HMA20 hand held MOSFET analyser identifies gate
drain and source and If P or N channel HMA20 £38.34
Speaker cabinets 2 way speaker systems with Motorola
tweeters
,,aker the I 12' 8'

250WRMS 175WRIAS 100WRIA5

"mane Bohm (trim Bairn

:.ency range 41.1fiz.20khz 45hz20khz 60hz.20khz

-,fivtlVi'lM) 9708 9448 925
500,720,340 450,640645 315,460,230

weight 21.1kg I6.8kg Nag
price each for black
vynal coating £139.95 C99.99 151.54

fry tell coating 1159.9r C119.97" £64.99

not normally in stock allow 1 week for delivery)
ower amplifiers 19' rack mount with gain controls & VU

meters
STA300 2x190Wrms (4ohm load) Ilkg £339.00
STA900 2x490Wrms (4ohm load) 15kg £585.00
LED's 3mm or 5mm red or green 7p each, yellow lip
each, cable ties 1p each £5.95 per 1000 £49.50 per
10,000
Rechargeable Batteries
AA(HP7) 500mAH 00.99
AA 950mAH £1.75
C 2AH with solder tags C3.60

D 4AH with solder tags £4.95
1/2AA with solder lags £1.55
AAA (HPI 6) I 80mAH £1.75
AA 500mAH with solder lags £1.55

11 ) 1.2AH E2.20

D HP2) 1.2AH E2.60
P 3 8.4V 110mAH £4.95
Sub C with solder tags E2.50
113 AA with lags (philps CN) £1.95
Nickel Metal Hydride AA cells high capacity with no

memory. If charged at 100ma and discharged at 25Orna or
less 1100mAH capacity (lower capacity for high discharoe
rates) £3.15
Special offers please check for availability
stick of 4 42 x 16mm nicad batteries 171mmx16mm dot
with red & black leads 4.8v 95.45
5 button cell 6V 280mAh battery with wires (Vane

5x250DK) £2.45
Orbital 866 battery pack 12v 1.6AH contains 10 sub 7,
cells with solder tags he size most commonly used n
cordless screwdrivers and drills 22 dia x 42mm tally It s

easy to crack open and was manufactured in 1994, £8.77
each or £110.50 per box of 14
BC! box 190x106x5Omm with slots to house a pcb Ire
lid contains an edge connector (12 way 8mm pitch) and
screw terminals to connect to wires and 5 slide in cabe
blanks £2.95
7 segment common anode led display 12mm E0.45
GaAs FET low leakage current S8873 £12.95 each E9.25
10-, 7.95
BC547A transistor 20 for E1.00
SL952 UHF Limiting amplifier L.C. 16 surface mountirg
package with data sheet E1.95
DC -DC converter Reliability model V12P5 12v in 5.v

200ma out 300v input to output Isolation with data
£4.95 each or pack of 10 C39.50

Annex A82903 -C large stepping motor 14v 7.5 step
27ohm 68mm dia body 6 3mm shaft

£8.95 or E200.00 for a box of
Solid carbon resistors very low inductance ideal for FF
circuits 27ohm 2W,68ohm 2W 25p each 15p each 100+.
We have a range of 0.25w 0.5w 1w and 2w solid carbon
resistors please send SAE for list
P.C. 400W PSU lintel part 201035-001) with standard
motherboard and 5 disk drive connectors.fan and mains
inlet/outlet connectors on back and switch on the sice
( top for tower case) dims212x149a149mm excludirg
switch. C26.00 each £138.00 for 6
MX180 Digital multimeter 17 ranges 1000v dc 75tv
ac 2Mohm 200mA transistor Hfe 9v and 1.5v battery
test £9.65
Hand held ultrasonic remote control £3.05
CV2486 gas relay 30 x 10mm dia with 3 wire temsnas
will also work as a neon light 20p each or £8.50 per 100
Verbatim R300NH Streamer tape commonly used on rc
machines and printing presses etc it looks like a normal
cassette with a slot cut out of the top E4.95 each (03.55
100+1
Heatsink compound tube E0.55
HV3-2405-E5 5-24e 50mA regulator ic 18-264vac input 8
pin DIL package..£3.49 each (100+ £2.25)
LM 555 timer ic 16p, 8 pin OIL socket 6p.
All products advertised are new and unused unless
otherwise stated wide range of CMOS TTL 74HC 74F
Linear Transistors kits rechargeable batteries capacity's
tools etc. always in stock
Please add El 95 towards P&P Orders from the Scottish
Highlands. Northern Ireland, Isle of Man, Isle of Wight and
overseas may be subject to higher P&P for heavy rtems).
VAT included in all prices

JPG ELECTRONICS
276-278 Chatsworth Road

Chesterfield S40 2BH
Access Visa Orders:

Tel: (01246) 211202 Fax: (01246)550953
Callers welcome 9.30am to 5.30pm

Monday to Saturday
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Regular Clinic

CIRCUIT
SURGERY
ALAN WINSTANLEY

This month we help with a high-powered question on regulators, follow up
on PLCs, put diode markings under the microscope and ponder resistor
ratings.

High -Current Regulator
Power supply queries continue to crop

up from time to time, and Mr. Philip Tate
asks by E-mail:

1 need to build a not -necessarily -highly -
regulated power supply providing about
8V at 10A maximum. The switched -mode
power supplies I have tried do not work
down to zero load, so 1 hope to build a
conventional power supply instead.

All the textbook designs stop short at the
LM338 regulator, and hence at 5A output!
My question is, can regulator i.c.s be
wired up in parallel to provide higher
currents? What happens if I don't match
the output voltages perfectly? Alterna-
tively, do you think I could build a good
old-fashioned power supply around a hefty
power transistor like the 2N3055, and
expect it to survive at 80 watts?

In January's issue I showed some regu-
lated power supply circuits using Zener
diodes and external "pass" transistors.
These are simple but effective, and might
be adapted to your own application. The
main problems are that the external pass
element will dissipate (read: waste!) most
power under maximum output (when the
voltage across them and current through
them is highest); also the circuits are not
blow-out proof, with no protection built in.

Whether your power transistor can
safely survive at 80W dissipation depends
on the combination of collector -emitter
voltage (Vce), collector current Ic, and
temperature. Whilst the power dissipated
by the transistor is the product of VceIc,
the device should be operated within its
safe operating area (SOA) for reliability.

Otherwise, you run the risk of "second-
ary breakdown", when areas of the tran-
sistor may overheat, thereby drawing more
current, which generates more heat and
eventually creating catastrophic thermal
runaway.

Manufacturers' data will give the maxi-
mum permissible case temperatures for a
range of power values, shown in a power
derating curve. (In the example of a
2N3055, the maximum case temperature is
75°C at a power of 80W; it will dissipate

up to 115W, but only if its case tempera-
ture does not exceed 25°C.) Furthermore,
the safe operating area curves should be
considered, as this restricts the maximum
VceIc allowed before secondary break-
down occurs. (At 10A d.c., the maximum
Vce is about 12V to remain within the
recommended SOA.) So you are probably
safe to use the 2N3055, but the thermal
resistance of the heatsinking should ensure
that the maximum case temperature stated
is not exceeded.

The answer to your
regulator query is,
yes you can place
regulator i.c.s in paral-
lel, connecting them
together for a higher
output current. One
problem is that the
devices will not have
identical "drop -out"
voltages, so there will
be a contest of wills,
with the one that has
the lowest drop -out
voltage attempting to
do more work by
shunting the others,
and it will be the first
to current limit before
the others start to
"join in".

The work -around is
to include a low -value
series ballast resistor
in series with each
regulator output. The voltages across all
parallel devices will balance out, with the
resistors dropping any differences.

There are various circuits suggested in
data sheets and application notes; Fig. 1

shows a typical circuit for an adjustable
10A regulator which uses two LM338 5A
adjustable regulators (National Semicon-
ductor). It requires a minimum 100mA
load.

Allowing a drop -out voltage of at least
2.5V, then the input voltage must not fall
below 8V + 2.5V, or 10.5V. The circuit's
performance is also affected by the heat -
sinking used on each device, as they will
shut down if their power dissipation be-
comes excessive.

Incidentally, even though the chips are
thermally protected, long-term reliability
might also be affected by totally inade-
quate heatsinking, causing an aggressive
heating/cooling cycle (eventually creating
a sort of thermal fatigue, apparently).

As an alternative, consider the National
LM396, which is a fully-fledged 10A ad-
justable regulator with a guaranteed 10A
output current, presettable from 1.25V to
15V, see Fig. 2. Its maximum power limit

Fig. >. 10A regulator using a pair of 5A variable regulator
ic.s. (courtesy National Semiconductor).

is 70W. Many other factors have to be
taken into the design, though, including
the gauge of the wiring and any unwanted
resistance on the output, which may give
rise to noise.

The circuit diagram in Fig.2 also shows
how the OV rail is grounded at a common
point, and the load is taken from as close
to the device output pin as possible, to
avoid introducing any unwanted resistance
on the output side. Once again, a major
constriction is heatsinking (and consider
fan cooling: maybe buy some surplus or
ex -equipment fans), and again, National
Semiconductor's data sheet is commen-
dably informative. You will have to shop
around and order the device specially, as I
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couldn't find it listed
in the mainstream
catalogues, but it is
probably the ultimate
answer to building a
simple 10A regulator,
3 -terminal style.

Why no PLCs?
In December's issue

I alluded to a product
called the "PLC". R.
Grodzik of Bradford
comments on their use:

Following on from
your item in the
December issue, / was
somewhat surprised
and bemused to read that PLCs were
outside the remit of EPE since they are
"designed for industrial process control
applications".

That is so, but the whole point of the
PLC is the ease of programming, viz.
ladder logic versus assembler if naked
embedded controllers are used. Since
the program is held in EEPROM and
the PLC usually has a simple hand-
held keypad, an electrician can easily
debug the program - e.g. alter delay
routines. The alternative for program-
ming a processor or embedded controller
is to edit the source code, reassemble or
compile (if a run time library is used)
and then program the memory (Flash,
EPROM, EEPROM etc.).

Now that small PLCs are available
with six inputs and eight outputs for
under £200 there is no reason to use
PLCs only in an industrial environment.
I'm sure a PLC would be an ideal model
train system controller, or could be the
"brains" of a simple robot. So think
again, EPE, if it works on electricity we
want to know about it!

For the benefit of readers not ac-
quainted with them, Programmable Logic
Controllers (PLCs) - not to be confused
with PIC microcontrollers - are sophisti-
cated self-contained control units which
are mainly intended for industrial process
control. An engineering colleague agrees
that they probably are under used, as they
are mainly seen in industrial "mission
critical" applications, from supervising
the processes in a fizzy drinks production
line, through to controlling the operation
of a steel smelting works or a huge swing
bridge. (A large bridge in the city of Hull
apparently has "dual redundancy" PLCs
- if one should fail, the other PLC takes
over seamlessly.)

Curiously, the teaching of PLC pro-
gramming and operation seems to be
somewhat sporadic. This is probably
because their use tends to be concentrated
in certain regions where there is a
considerable amount of PLC -equipped
processing machinery in local industry.
There has never been any mention of
them in this magazine in the past, which
should not be taken as our disapproving
of them, simply that they are not relevant
to what we know to be the expectations
of our own core readership!

We are much more interested in
what happens at component level (e.g.
microcontrollers, integrated and discrete

\IN 0

MAIN FILTER
CAPACITOR

Cl +
4117
SOLID
TANT.

Vo = 1.25(RI + R2)/R1

OUTPUT < 15V@ 10A D.C.

-
COMMON OV
GROUNDING
POINT a

Fig.2. Variable voltage 10A regulator using a single 10A
device (courtesy National Semiconductor).

devices), whereas PLCs are electrically
rugged, industrially -hardened boxes with
memory, battery back-up, real time
clocks, networkability and big screw
terminals, all designed to be used by
electrical fitters and engineers who don't
(need to) know about component -level
systems. For the same reasons, we don't
talk about DIN rail (specially -profiled
steel rail, onto which all sorts of electrical
terminals, relays and gear can be clipped)
or contactors, either!

As an academic exercise, it is true that
a PLC would make a very fine model
train controller or robotics control sys-
tem, but in the context of EPE, simply
buying a sturdy programmable control
box plus programmer software, then
programming it with relay ladder logic
would really be inappropriate and is
beyond the remit of the magazine.

We're, of course, primarily a hobbyist,
project and educational journal, with a little
bit of spin-off into other areas. Hence we
can do nothing more than mention PLCs in
passing, as a general interest item. Just like
I have done, in fact.

Diodes and Resistor Queries
Mr. J.W. Pritchard of Holywell,

Flintshire queries the symbology of diodes.

I work in p.c.b. assembly, and have a
couple of queries: on some of our boards
we orientate diodes with the cathode to
' +' , which is confusing when the diode
must have its anode more positive than the
cathode if it is to work! The other query is,
why we choose 0.25W resistors when 0.5W
types are freely available, both being metal
film and of the same tolerance. In other
words, do lower wattage resistors have any
advantages over higher wattage resistors of
the same type?

Your diode query first. A quick rum-
mage through my groaning bookcases, and
I turned up Everyday Electronics, May
1979 edition - an Intruder Alarm by the
late F. G. Rayer, see the excerpt in Fig. 3.
Yes, I thought as much - the cathodes of
diodes were indeed marked on circuit dia-
grams with a plus sign! So we used to do
the same.

I guess there was much confusion about
the markings of diodes, and I seem to
remember that a decision was taken years
ago to drop the " + " sign as well as
the circle (envelope) surrounding the sym-
bol. This reduces the clutter of circuit
diagrams.

We do however mark anode and cathode
as "a" and "k", to help beginners. Tradi-
tionally, Everyday Electronics marked the
terminals of bipolar transistors as e, b and c,
(and MOSFETs, d, g, and s) also to as-
sist newcomers. This habit has stuck as part
of our house style. I guess the best way
of dealing with it is to think that the plus
sign on your boards indicates the striped or
banded end of the diode body.

As to why use 0.25 watt resistors, well,
when I first started out in electronics, I
treated myself to a complete range of
resistor values, ten of each, all in 05W
ratings, purchased from Doram Ltd. (the
adventurous "Doorway to Amateur Elec-
tronics" - as opened and slammed shut
again by the major group which owned it).
Most of them are still here, unopened in
their packets.

Why? The trend is towards miniaturisa-
tion coupled with better power efficiency.
0.2.5W types are used universally in our
projects as well as on traditionally -made
commercial p.c.b.s (even 0.125W at times)
and I guess economies of scale, which
affect manufacturing industry enormously,
created the demand for 0.25W types at the
keenest prices.

From the practical point of view, it
proves extremely difficult to use 0.5W
resistors in many project boards. A
quarter -watt resistor spans four or five
holes on a 0.1 -inch pitch, whereas a
typical half -watt takes seven or eight.
Power ratings permitting, they're generally
just too big for most p.c.b.s, or for
breadboarding, especially when resistors
are placed adjacent to each other on a
tight -fitting board.

F43. Traditional circuit diagrams
showed diode cathodes marked with a
"+ "sign.

CIRCUIT THERAPY
Circuit Surgery is your column. If

you have any queries or comments,
please write to: Alan Winstanley, Circuit
Surgery, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen
House, East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset,
BH21 1PF, United Kingdom. E-mail
alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. Please indi-
cate if your query is not for
publication. A personal reply
cannot always be guaranteed
but we will try to publish
representative answers
in this column.
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SURFING THE INTERNET

NET WORK
ALAN WINNANLEY

REGULAR readers will know that EPE maintains a presence on
the Internet in the form of our web site

ttp://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk where you can subscribe or
renew a subscription via our secure server, also you can remind
yourself about the main contents of recent issues, with snapshots of
major projects. Don't forget to check the "What's Ahead" pages
for details of our plans in the pipeline, and there are alphabetical
indexes for 1996 and 1997 constructional projects, with the very
few "Please Take Note" corrections preserved on line as well.

Our FTP site ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk contains a
variety of text files and the source codes for most of our PIC
projects (and other project files too), for you to download freely.

Software for the EPE Virtual Scope is at subdirec-
tory /pubNscope and that for the Water Wizard is at
pub/PICS/WaterWizard.

PC Technology Race
An acquaintance of mine works for a PC manufacturer in the

States, and he's responsible for sending out samples of the latest
machines to American computer magazines, for review purposes. A
problem, he tells me, is that the lead time on publishing some
magazines is up to four months, and such is the bewildering pace of
technology at the moment that by the time the reviews are pub-
lished, the PCs themselves are all but obsolete!

This has always been the way with personal computers. There is
never a good time to buy one, unless you are prepared to wait until
a particular processor falls out of favour and manufacturers have a
clear -down sale, when the price will bottom out. You can thus save
yourself something like L50-£75 per month in the interim, by sitting
back and waiting.

There's plenty of hardware muscle around, and if you have say
£1,000 or so to blow on a new PC and printer, you will not help but
finish up with a fairly awesome machine; it's hard to come away
with much less. However, just because a processor is no longer
listed in mainstream adverts (which fuel the demand for the latest
and fastest in the first place), doesn't necessarily mean that it is no
longer available, and local suppliers may be able to sort out a
slower, but still highiy respectable, machine for a price you'll find
unbeatable. By the time you read this, the Pentium II 233MHz will
be the entry model being pushed by the PC giants.

Hand Over Your Cache
Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet Explorer each have

their own "cache" sub -directories which are portions of your hard
disk in which downloaded pages (.htm files, images, etc.) are
retained for reference by the browser during on-line sessions.

The good thing about the cache is that it saves having to wait
every time for every graphic or text to be downloaded onto your
PC, because the browser refers first to any files already held in
cache, and it will fetch it from there rather than from the net-
work, provided that the files haven't changed on the web site
subsequently.

You can control what the browser should do when it stumbles
upon web pages which may have been previously cached:

Netscape: Options/Network Preferences/Cache and you can set
the amount of space to be donated to cache, and how frequently
Netscape should verify any cached pages. The settings can have a
fundamental effect on your "surfing speed" - choose "Once per
session" if in doubt.

Explorer: View/Options/Advanced/Temporary Internet Files/
Settings (or, View Files to have a peek in the cache contents - 2,500
items in my case). Again, frequency and cache size controls are
available for you to tune up.

You can clear out the cache to make space, using the same
controls. The bad thing about all this is that although the cached
files can be trivial in size, say 1KB, the bigger your hard disk, then

the bigger the "cluster size" will be. The cluster represents the
minimum "chunk" of data which can be stored on your hard disk.

For example, a 100MB hard disk on my old 486 is reported as
having a cluster size of 2,048 bytes. In contrast, my 1.6 Gigabyte
hard disk has a cluster size of 32,768 bytes. So even a 1KB file held
in cache will hog 32K - one cluster - of space. The net result is that
31K goes to waste. Hence of the 90MB allocated, my Temporary
Internet Files cache wastes no less than 71MB of it! 330MB of my
total hard disk is just wasted space! So, when spring-cleaning your
hard disk, the first place to start is with the cache.

Users of the very latest release of Windows 95 (OE ver-
sion only) and Windows 98 won't have such a problem: they
use 4K cluster sizes for drives up to 8GB. Disk partition-
ing programs (e.g. Quarterdeck Partition -It) will let you re -
size and move disk partitions on the fly, shrinking the cluster
size as needed. A freeware utility which emphasises this waste
graphically is the TreeSize program, available from www.jam-
software.com/software.html. This will analyse and display hard
disk usage in a variety of ways.

Also try the impressive -looking program More Space by Con-
tact Plus which will help free up disk space, manage your cache
and it includes an excellent disk analyser which tells you all about
the "overhang" or wasted disk space. It costs US$20, with W95
and W3.1 versions. Demo. from www.contactplus.com.

Suggested Links
Explorer 4 includes an option to "browse offline". It can now

crawl all over any sites of interest and deliver them to your
desktop, and you can browse them off-line at your leisure. By
"subscribing" to them, Explorer 4.0 will also notify you if any
favourite sites have changed, all of which sound like cool features
for the busy surfing executive.

This month, in place of the usual electronics URLs, I'm list-
ing some interesting sites related to cache control software and
viewing. Here are a few ways in which you can check your
favourite sites and view them off-line, at leisure. Unmozify and
Near Site from Info Evolution in the UK are two well -estab-
lished programs which let you control your "cache", and view
them off-line. Trial versions for each browser are available at
www.evolve.co.uk. (Why Unmozify? It's named after Mozilla, the
friendly dinosaur Netscape mascot, and cache files originally had
their own ".moz" filename extension.)

WebSnake by Anawave uses an Explorer -like window, with
suitably serpent -like icons, and is an extremely cool way of grab-
bing an entire web site onto your hard disk for viewing later on,
or for "snaking" E-mail addresses from a web site. It costs
US$29.95. More at www.anawave.com.

Got It! by Go Ahead (www.goahead.com) is a caching control
which works in the background. Based on what it learns from
your pattern of access to the Web, Got It! prioritizes the retrieved
data and caches it intelligently on your hard drive (it says here). It
also claims to accelerate your web surfing. It costs US$19.95.

Forefront's Webwhacker (www.ffg.com/whacker/) for Win-
dows, Macintosh and PowerPC costs US$49.95 and is another
web accelerator and off-line browser worth investigating.

LinkSync (www.bluesquirrel.com/linksync/) is an accessory
for both Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer web browsers.
It claims to let you merge your Netscape bookmarks and MSIE
"favorites" folder without producing duplicates or unwanted
bookmarks. LinkSync also applies any changes (add, delete,
rename, move) made to your Netscape bookmarks, to your
"favorites" folder and vice versa. US$19.95.

Don't forget to keep me posted with your favourite
electronics sites. More next month. You can E-mail me
at alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. My Home Page is at
homepages.tcp.co.uk/-alanwin.
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SALE PRICE £9.95
VIDEO PROCESSOR UNITS?/6v 10AH BATTS/24V 8A
TX Not too sure what the function of these units is but they certainly
make good strippers' Measures 390X320X120mm on the front are
controls for scan speed, scan delay, scan mode, loads of connections
on the rear Inside 2 x 6v 10AH sealed lead acid Batts, pcb's and a 8A'2
24v torroidial transformer (mains in) sold as seen. may have one or
two broken knobs etc due to poor storage £9.95 ref VP2X

Dell switched mode psu
12v 15amp £9.95

140x 150 x 90mm, fully cased with built in fan .12 13A, .5 15A

IEC power inlet, Itylead output £9 95 ref DEL2

SALE PRICE £2.50
Customer returns, domestic telephone coin
boxes, used to convert ordinary phones in to
pay phones. ref CBT I X

The ultimate enclosure for
your projects must be one of

these!
Well made ABS screw together beige case measuring 120 x 150 x
50mm Already fitted with rubber feet and front mounted LED.
Inside ea pcbfirttedv4M other bas and pieces you may find useful. Sold
either as a pack of five for £10 ref MD1 Or as a pack of 20 for £19.95
ref MD2

12V FANS, EX EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE WITH METAL CASES

PACK OF 10 FOR £9.95

Order via our web site at
www.bull-electrical.corn

UK made energy saving device that can give you a 15% saving on the
running costs of fridges etc
Suitable for mains appliances fitted with a motor of up to 2A
rating We have tried the device on other things like soldering irons,
conventional bulbs and still achieved a saving.
One off price is £9 ref LOT71
Pack of 10 is £69 ref LOT72
Pack of 20 is £119 ref LOT73

SOLAR PANELS
3 ' x 1' Amorphous silicon, 7 watt 12-14v

output. Unframed. Ref SOLX

SALE PRICE 4 for £59

(*it
RCB UNITS £2.99

This in line minature earth leakage unit instantly shut off the mains
supply in the event of any current flowing
between live and earth thus preventing a potentially lethal shock IEC
plug one end, socket the other, fitted in seconds, reset button. The
ultimate safety aid when working on electronic equipment, computers
etc
As these units are fitted with an in -line IBC plug on one end and socket
on the other than could even be used to extend standard IEC computer
leads

Complete accounts system
for your PC for just £9.95

Unlimited companies, general ledger, multiple cash books, deptors
and creditors, stock, invoicing, purchasing, budgets report writer,
caoculator, wordprocessor, automated backups, on line help,
windowing, networkable up to 10 workstations Free telephone sup-
port for 30 days from MAP computer products 01616788413
all for the bargain price of lust £9 951 worth it for the 293 page Pastel
manual alone' ref SA12 3 5" disk version only £9 95 ref PAS2

PC KEYBOARDS
sale price just £2.99

Standard ps2 type connector, 104 keys. ref
PCX

SALE PRICE £10
These units must be cleared at the absurd price of lust £10i)
you get loads of leads, an infra red remote keyboard and recerver, a
standard uhf modulator, a standard bt approved modem 1200/75 and
loads of chips, resistors, capacitors etc etc
all for lust £10 ref bar33

Switched mode
psu special offer

£2.99
Brand new psu's giving 5v of 4 4Amps
Onginally made for the Archimedes but
obviously have many other uses F ittec
on/oft switch and fly lead 150 x 100 a
42mm £2 99 ref ARCHIX

Compaq
244 watt pc power supplies

buy 2 for £16
Ex equipment but in full working order direct from one of the top
manufacturers 145 x 175 x 85mm, fitted fan and IEC inlet, switch on
flylead Outputs are 3 3vdc .5vdc, -5vdc, 12vdc. -12vdc You may

to c lenge the mother board connector so we have included
anether one wIr the Dower sucpiy to help 2 re' COM2

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX
BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).

MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £350 P&P PLUS VAT.

24 HOUR SERVICE £5.00 PLUS VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS £331

(ACCESS, VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS)

'phone orders: 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

E-mail bull@pavilion.co.uk

MAINS SMOKE ALARMS (GENT)
NEW AND BOXED £4.99 ref SMKX

BBC selector videocrypt 's'
tvtuner with smart card

sale price £9.95
Interesting new item in this week's this Selector Originally made for the
BBC to send encrypted video Ems to your VCR at night time The
protect seems to have failed.
Very complex units consisting of a smart card slot in the front plus
several switches and an IR recener Fully cased and measuring 230
x 430 x 90mm new and boxed
On the tack of the unit is a scarf socket plus a UHF input and output
A channel tuning control numbered 28 to 40 and an IR socket.
Insole is a comprehensive tunersectron, smart ,ric/ reader mechanism
and control electronics plus a power supply section
These units are sold as stnppers but we imagine you could use one to
convert a monitor into a TV or maybe use the videocrypt side of things
for something else Supplied complete with manual and mains lead
Clearance price lust £9 95 ref BBC1X

Introducing our mega magnet
that lifts 33 kilo's!

Just in this week are these incredible Neodymium magnets that will lit
an incredible 33 kilo's' Each magnet has a threaded bolt protruding
horn the rear for easy fixing 32mm diameter £15 ref MAG33



VIDEOS ON ELECTRONICS
A range of videos (selected by EPE editorial staff) designed to provide
instruction on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction and
grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make learning both
easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or magazine study. Each video
uses a mixture of animated current flow in circuits plus text, plus cartoon
instruction etc., and a very full commentary to get the points across. The
tapes originate from VCR Educational Products Co, an American supplier.

(All videos are to the UK PAL standard on VHS tapes,)

BASICS
VT201 to VT206 is a basic electronics
course and is designed to be used as a
complete series, if required.
VT201 54 minutes. Part One; D.C. Circuits. This
video is an absolute must for the beginner.
Series circuits, parallel circuits, Ohms law,
how to use the digital multimeter and much
more. Order Code VT201
VT202 62 minutes. Part Two; A.C. Circuits. This
is your next step in understanding the basics of
electronics. You will learn about how coils,
transformers, capacitors, etc are used in com-
mon circuits. Order Code VT202
VP203 57 minutes. Part Three; Semiconductors.
Gives you an exciting look into the world
of semiconductors. With basic semiconduc-
tor theory. Plus 15 different semiconductor
devices explained. Order Code Vr203

VT204 56 minutes. Part Four; Power Supplies.
Guides you step-by-step through different sec-
tions of a power supply. Order Code VT204
VT205 57 minutes. Part Five; Amplifiers. Shows
you how amplifiers work as you have never
seen them before. Class A, class B, class C,
op.amps. etc. Order Code VT205
VT206 54 minutes. Part Six; Oscillators. Oscil-
lators are found in both linear and digital cir-
cuits. Gives a good basic background in oscil-
lator circuits. Order Code VT206

(t34$95
each

Order 8 or more get one extra FREE
Order 16 get two extra FREE

inc. VAT & postage

r

oci\N3°

VCR MAINTENANCE
VT102 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner.
Through the use of block diagrams this
video will take you through the various
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system.
You will follow the signal from the input
to the audio/video heads then from the
heads back to the output.

Order Code VT102
vr103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to
follow procedure for professionally clean-
ing the tape path and replacing many of
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer
will also become familiar with the various
parts found in the tape path.

Order Code VT103

DIGITAL
Now for the digital series of six videos.
This series is designed to provide a
good grounding in digital and computer
technology.

VT301 54 minutes. Digital One; Gates begins
with the basics as you learn about seven
of the most common gates which are used
in almost every digital circuit, plus Binary
notation. Order Code VT301
VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two; Rip Flops will
further enhance your knowledge of digi-
tal basics. You will learn about Octal
and Hexadecimal notation groups, flip-flops,
counters, etc. Order Code VT302
VT303 54 minutes. Digital Three; Registers and
Displays is your next step in obtaining a solid
understanding of the basic circuits found in
today's digital designs. Gets into multiplexers,
registers, display devices, etc.

Order Code VT303
VT304 59 minutes. Digital Four; DAC and ADC
shows you how the computer is able to com-
municate with the real world. You will learn
about digital -to -analogue and analogue -to -digi-
tal converter circuits. Order Code VT304
VT305 56 minutes. Digital Five; Memory Devices
introduces you to the technology used in many
of today's memory devices. You will learn all
about ROM devices and then proceed into
PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, SRAM, DRAM, and
MBM devices. Order Code VT305
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six; The CPU gives
you a thorough understanding in the basics of
the central processing unit and the input/output
circuits used to make the system work.

Order Code VT306

VIDEO ORDER FORM
Full name -

Address:

Post code: Telephone No

Signature:

I I enclose cheque/PO payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD
Please charge my Visa/Mastercard: Card expiry date

I Card No:

I Please send video order codes.

Please continue on a separate sheet of paper if necessary.

CICANDO

RADIO
VT401 61 minutes. AM. Radio Theory. The most
complete video ever produced on a.m. radio.
Begins with the basics of a.m. transmission and
proceeds to the five major stages of a.m. recep-
tion. Learn how the signal is detected, converted
and reproduced. Also covers the Motorola C-
QUAM a.m. stereo system. Order Code VT401
VI'402 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 1.F.M. basics
including the functional blocks of a receiver.
Plus r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator, i.f. amplifier,
limiter and f.m. decoder stages of a typical f.m.
receiver. Order Code VT402
VT403 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 2. A con-
tinuation of f.m. technology from Part 1.
Begins with the detector stage output, proceeds
to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency doubler,
stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier stages.
Also covers RDS digital data encoding and
decoding. Order Code VT403

MISCELLANEOUS
VT501 58 minutes. Flare Optics. From the fun-
damentals of fibre optic technology through
cable manufacture to connectors, transmitters
and receivers. Order Code VT501
VT502 57 minutes. Laser Technology A basic in-
troduction covering some of the common uses of
laser devices, plus the operation of the Ruby
Rod laser, HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser and semi-
conductor laser devices. Also covers the basics
of CD and bar code scanning.

Order Code VT502

ORDERING: Price includes
postage to anywhere in the

world.

OVERSEAS ORDERS: We use the
VAT portion of the price to pay for
airmail postage and packing, wherever
you live in the world. Just send £34.95
per tape. All payments in £ sterling
only (send cheque or money order
drawn on a UK bank).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service, 33 Gravel Hill,

Merley, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1RW
(Mail Order Only)

Direct Book Service is a division of Wimbome
Publishing Ltd.

Tel: 01202 881749 Fair. 01202 841692

Videos are normally sent within seven days of
receipt of order. E22
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DIRECT
EPE BOOKS

ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN 88/89
INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS
Mike Tooley B.A. (published by Everyday Practical
Electronics)
A complete course that can lead successful readers to
the award of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory
Microprocessors (726/303). The book contains everything
you need to know including full details on registering for
assessment, etc.

Sections cover Microcomputer Systems, Microproces-
sors, Memories, Input/Output, Interfacing and Program-
ming. There are various practical assignments and eight
Data Pages covering popular microprocessors.

And excellent introduction to the subject even for those
who do not wish to take the City and Guilds assessment.
80 pages Order code TI -88 89 £2.45

TEACH -IN No. 7. plus FREE SOFTWARE
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL ELECTRONICS COURSE
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics)
Alan Winstanley and Keith Dye B.Eng(Tech)AMIEE
This highly acclaimed EPE Teach -In series, which included
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Micro Lab
test and development units, has been put together in
book form. Additionally, EPT Educational Software have
developed a GCSE Electronics software program to com-
pliment the course and a FREE DISK covering the first two
parts of the course is included with the book.

An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed speci-
fically at the novice or complete beginner in electronics.
The series is designed to support those undertaking either
GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels, and starts
with fundamental principles.

If you are taking electronics or technology at school
or college, this book is for you. If you just want to
learn the basics of electronics or technology you must
make sure you see it. Teach -In No. 7 will be invaluable
if you are considering a career in electronics or even
if you are already training in one. The Mini Lab and
software enable the construction and testing of both
demonstration and development circuits. These learn-
ing aids bring electronics to life in an enjoyable and
interesting way: you will both see and hear the electron
in action! The Micro Lab microprocessor add-on system
will appeal to higher level students and those develop-
ing microprocessor projects.
160 pages Order code TI7 £3.95

BOOK SERVICE
TEACH -IN la:975
A COMPLETE suEernotacs

ELECTRONICS COURSE
With matching PC software
FOR THE STUDENT TRAM g HOBBYIST

E ELECTRONICS
SOFTWARE
spec-0111rd Version

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BOOK 1
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics
in association with Magenta Electronics)
Contains twenty projects from previous issues of EE
each backed with a kit of components. The projects
are: Seashell Sea Synthesizer, EE Treasure Hunter,
Mini Strobe. Digital Capacitance Meter, Three -Channel
Sound to Light, BBC 16K sideways RAM, Simple Short
Wave Radio, Insulation Tester, Stepper Motor Interface,
Eprom Eraser, 200MHz Digital Frequency Meter, Infra
Red Alarm, EE Equaliser, Ioniser, Bat Detector, Acoustic
Probe, Mainstester and Fuse Finder, Light Rider - (Lapel
Badge, Disco Lights, Chaser Light), Musical Doorbell,
Function Generator, Tilt Alarm, 10W Audio Amplifier, EE
Buccaneer Induction Balance Metal Detector, BBC Midi
Interface, Variable Bench Power Supply, Pet Scarer,
Audio Signal Generator.
128 pages Order code EP1 £2.45

PROJECT COSTRUCTION
PRACTICAL REMOTE CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Provides a wealth of circuits and circuit modules for use in
remote control systems of all kinds; ultrasonic, infra-
red, optical fibre, cable and radio. There are instructions
for building fourteen novel and practical remote control
projects. But this is not all, as each of these projects
provides a model for building dozens of other related
circuits by simply modifying parts of the design slightly to
suit your own requirements. This book tells you how.

Also included are techniques for connecting a PC to
a remote control system, the use of a microcontroller
in remote control, as exemplified by the BASIC Stamp,
and the application of ready-made type -approved 418MHz
radio transmitter and receiver modules to remote control
systems.
160 pages Order code BP413 £5.99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MODEL RAILWAY
PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
The aim of this book is to provide the model railway
enthusiast with a number of useful but reasonably simple
projects that are easily constructed from readily available
components. Stripboard layouts and wiring diagrams are
provided for each project. The projects covered include:
constant voltage controller; pulsed controller; pushbutton
pulsed controller; pulsed controller with simulated inertia,
momentum and braking; automatic signals; steam whistle
sound effect; two-tone horn sound effect; automatic two-
tone horn effect; automatic chuffer.

The final chapter covers the increasingly popular sub-
ject of using a computer to control a model railway layout,
including circuits for computer -based controllers and sig-
nalling systems.
151 pages Order code BP384 £4.99

NEW

A PRACTICAL INTRODUCTION TO SURFACE
MOUNT DEVICES
Bill Mooney
This book takes you from the simplest possible starting
point to a high level of competence in handworking with
surface mount devices (SMD's). The wider subject of SM
technology is also introduced, so giving a feeling for its
depth and fascination.

Subjects such as p.c.b. design, chip control, soldering
techniques and specialist tools for SM are fully explained
and developed as the book progresses. Some useful con-
structional projects are also included.

Whilst the book is mainly intended as an introduction, it
is also an invaluable reference book, and the browser
should find it engrossing.
120 pages Order code BP411 £4.99

NEW

NEW

FAULT-FINDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Starting with mechanical faults such as dry joints,
short-circuits etc, coverage includes linear circuits, using a
meter to make voltage checks, signal tracing techniques
and fault finding on logic circuits. The final chapter covers
ways of testing a wide range of electronic components,
such as resistors, capacitors, operational amplifiers,
diodes, transistors, SCRs and triacs, with the aid of only a
limited amount of test equipment.

The construction and use of a Tristate Continuity Tester,
a Signal Tracer, a Logic Probe and a CMOS Tester are also
included.
136 pages Order code NP391 £4.99

NEW

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
This book describes in detail how to construct some
simple and inexpensive but extremely useful, pieces of
test equipment. Stripboard layouts are provided for
all designs, together with wiring diagrams where ap-
propriate, plus notes on construction and use.

The following designs are included: -
AF Generator, Capacitance Meter, Test Bench Amplifier,
AF Frequency Meter, Audio Mullivoltmeter, Analogue
Probe, High Resistance Voltmeter, CMOS Probe, Transis-
tor Tester, TTL Probe.

The designs are suitable for both newcomers and more
experienced hobbyists.
104 pages Order code 8P248 £3.99

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B.s
R. A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit
board designs from magazines and books, and covers
all aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo-
graphic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s.
80 pages Temporarily out of print

AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to provide the reader with a
wide range of preamplifier and power amplifier designs
that will, it is hoped, cover most normal requirements.

The preamplifier circuits include low noise microphone
and RIAA types, a tape head preamplifier, a guitar
preamplifier and various tone controls. The power
amplifier designs range from low power battery operation
to 100W MOSFET types and also include a 12 volt bridge
amplifier capable of giving up to 18W output.

All the circuits are relatively easy to construct using the
p.c.b. or stripboard designs given. Where necessary any
setting -up procedures are described, but in most cases no
setting -up or test gear is required in order to successfully
complete the project.
100 pages Temporarily out of print

The books listed have been
selected by Everyday Practi-
cal Electronics editorial staff
as being of special interest
to everyone involved in elec-
tronics and computing. They
are supplied by mail order
to your door. Full ordering
details are given on the last

book page.

FOR A FURTHER SELECTION
OF BOOKS SEE THE NEXT

TWO ISSUES OF EPE.

Note our UK postage costs
just £1.50 no matter how
many books you order!

RADIO / TV
VIDEO

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR VIDEO
ENTHUSIASTS
R. A. Penfold
This book provides a number of practical designs for
video accessories that will help you get the best results
from your camcorder and VCR. All the projects use
inexpensive components that are readily available, and
they are easy to construct. Full construction details are
provided, including stripboard layouts and wiring dia-
grams. Where appropriate, simple
are described in detail; no test equipment is needed.

The projects covered in this book include: Four channel
audio mixer, Four channel stereo mixer, Dynamic noise
limiter (DNL), Automatic audio fader, Video faders, Video
wipers, Video crispener, Mains power supply unit.
109 pages Order code BP356 £4.95

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION
I. D. Poole
The aim of this book is to give guidance on the decisions
which have to be made when setting up any amateur
radio or short wave listening station. Often the ex-
perience which is needed is learned by one's mistakes,
however, this can be expensive. To help overcome this,
guidance is given on many aspects of setting up and
running an efficient station. It then proceeds to the
steps that need to be taken in gaining a full transmitting
licence.

Topics covered include: The equipment that is
needed; Setting up the shack; Which aerials to use;
Methods of construction; Preparing for the licence.

An essential addition to the library of all those taking
their first steps in amateur radio.
86 pages Order code BP300 E3.95

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS
H. C. Wright
Although nearly a century has passed since Marconi's first
demonstration or radio communication, there is still re-
search and experiment to be carried out in the field of
antenna design and behaviour.

The aim of the experimenter will be to make a
measurement or confirm a principle, and this can be done
with relatively fragile, short -life apparatus. Because of this,
devices described in this book make liberal use of
cardboard, cooking foil, plastic bottles, cat food tins, etc.
These materials are, in general, cheap to obtain and easily
worked with simple tools, encouraging the trial -and -error
philosophy which leads to innovation and discovery.

Although primarily a practical book with text closely
supported by diagrams, some formulae which can be
used by straightforward substitution and some simple
graphs have also been included.
72 pages Order code BP278 £3.50

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS
E. M. Noll
Many people live in flats and apartments or other types of
accommodation where outdoor aerials are prohibited, or
a lack of garden space etc. prevents aerials from being
erected. This does not mean you have to forgo shortwave
listening, for even a 20 -foot length of wire stretched out
along the skirting board of a room can produce accept-
able results. However, with some additional effort and ex-
perimentation one may well be able to improve perfor-
mance further.

This concise book tells the story, and shows the reader
how to construct and use 25 indoor and window aerials that
the author has proven to be sure performers.

Much information is also given on shortwave bands, aerial
directivity, time zones, dimensions etc.
50 pages Order code BP136 £1.75
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TWO EXCITING NEW BOOKS

IttsAn Unconventional Guide to Electronics
Fundamentals, Components, and Proceftft

alone

Specially imported by EPE

Bebop To The Boolean Boogie
By Clive (call me Max) Maxfield

ORDER CODE 6E61 E24.95
An Unconventional Guide to Electronics Fundamentals,

Components and Processes
The Foreword by Pete Waddell, Editor, Printed Circuit Design, reads:
My first exposure to the unique writing style of Clive (call me Max) Maxfield

was a magazine article that he co -wrote with an associate. The article was
technically brilliant (he paid me to say that) and very informative, but it was the
short biography at the end of the piece that I enjoyed the most. I say enjoyed
the most because, as you will soon learn, Max does not necessarily follow the
herd or dance to the same drummer as the masses. Trade journals have a
reputation for being informative and educational but also as dry as West Texas
real estate.

Anyway, Max's personally submitted biography not only included a message
from his mom, but also made mention of the fact that he (Max) is taller than his
co-author, who just happened to be his boss at the time. Now to some people
this may seem irrelevant, but to our readers (and Max's boss), these kind of
things - trivial as they may seem to the uninitiated - are what helps us to
maintain our off -grid sense of the world. Max has become, for better or worse, a
part of that alternate life experience.

So now it's a couple of years later, and Max has asked me to write a few
words by way of introduction. Personally, I think that the title of this tome

(hmmm, a movie?) should provide some input as to what you can expect. But, for those who require a bit more: be
forewarned, dear reader, you will probably learn far more than you could hope to expect from Bebop to the Boolean Boogie,
just because of the unique approach Max has to technical material. The author will guide you from the basics through a
minefield of potentially boring theoretical mish-mash, to a Nirvana of understanding. You will not suffer that fate familiar to
every reader: re -reading paragraphs over and over wondering what in the world the author was trying to say. For a limey,
Max shoots amazingly well and from the hip, but in a way that will keep you interested and amused. If you are not vigilant,
you may not only learn something, but you may even enjoy the process. The only further advice I can give is to "expect the
unexpected."

Clive Maxfield

By importing these books ourselves we have managed to make them available in the UK at an exceptional price.

Bebop Bytes Back
By Clive "Max" Maxfield and Alvin Brown

ORDER CODE BEB2 £29.95
An Unconventional Guide To Computers

Plus FREE CD-ROM which includes: Fully Functional Internet -Ready Virtual
Computer with Interactive Labs

The Foreword by Lee Felsenstein reads:
This book is not for everyone.

It's for people who want to make a dinosaur dance . .. to exactly the tune
that suits them at the moment. Who want to take the most complex, precision -
built machines available and make them do something bizarre, inexplicable,
or totally unexpected.

It's for people who keep looking for what's underneath the surface, who
never stop wondering "how does this work?" And when they find what's
underneath, they want to know how that works.

It's for young people, or more exactly, people who haven't grown old.
People who don't believe that they've already done everything remarkable
they're ever going to do. It's for people with a future.

If you're the right person for this book, you need to know a few facts:
1. The more time you spend with this book and its accompanying CD-ROM,

the more you'll get out of it. Skimming through it won't take you where you
want to go. Paying serious attention, on the other hand, will teach you more
about computers than you can imagine. (You might also see a few beautiful
sunrises.)

2. The labs work on two levels: on and under the surface. When you're performing the labs you'll need to look for patterns
that build up from individual events.

3. When you're done, you won't look any different. You won't get a trophy or a certificate to hang on your wall. You'll have
some knowledge, and some skill, and you'll be ready to find more knowledge and develop more skill. Much of this will be
recognisable only to someone who has the same knowledge and skill.

This book will admit you to the company of people who have deep knowlege of computer technology. It is only a beginning
(there is no end), and there are many possible directions for you to go.

And this book makes it fun. Written by a couple of wise -cracking English computer engineers with overactive imaginations, it
is rich in jokes, trivial information, and overblown vocabulary (with a lexicon). Maxfield and Brown have masterfully made the
task of learning computer technology engaging.

Good luck, enjoy your voyage of discovery, and I expect to see some of you in the near future.
bebop
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CI CULTS AND DESIGN
AN INTRODUCTION TO PIC
MICROCONTROLLERS
Robert Penfold

NEW

Designing your own PIC based projects may seem a
daunting task, but it is really not too difficult providing you
have some previous experience of electronics. The PIC
processors have plenty of useful features, but they are still
reasonably simple and straightforward to use. This book
should contain everything you need to know.

Topics covered include: the PIC register set; numbering
systems; bitwise operations and rotation; the PIC instruction
set; using interrupts; using the analogue to digital converter;
clock circuits; using the real time clock counter (RTCC);
using subroutines; driving seven segment displays.
166 pages Order code BP394 E5.99

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
A. Rind
Extensive coverage is given to circuits using capacitors
and resistors to control frequency. Designs using CMOS,
timer i.c.s and op.amps are all described in detail, with
a special chapter on "waveform generator" i.c.s. Reli-
able "white" and "pink" noise generator circuits are also
included.

Various circuits using inductors and capacitors are
covered, with emphasis on stable low frequency gener-
ation. Some of these are amazingly simple, but are still
very useful signal sources.

Crystal oscillators have their own chapter. Many of the
circuits shown are readily available special i.c.s for
simplicity and reliability, and offer several output fre-
quencies. Finally, complete constructional details are
given for an audio sinewave generator.
133 pages Order code BP393 £4.99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC CONTROL PROJECTS
Owen Bishop
Explains electronic control theory in simple, non -
mathematical terms and is illustrated by 30 practical
designs suitable for the student or hobbyist to build.
Shows how to use sensors as input to the control system,
and how to provide output to lamps, heaters, solenoids,
relays and motors.

Computer based control is explained by practical
examples that can be run on a PC. For stand-alone
systems, the projects use microcontrollers, such
as the inexpensive and easy -to -use Stamp BASIC
microcontroller. These projects are chosen to introduce
and demonstrate as many aspects as possible of the
programming language and techniques.
198 pages Order code BP377 £5.99

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK -
Fourth Edition. Ian Sinclair
Contains all of the everyday information that anyone
working in electronics will need.

It provides a practical and comprehensive collection
of circuits, rules of thumb and design data for profes-
sional engineers, students and enthusaists, and there-
fore enough background to allow the understanding and
development of a range of basic circuits.

Contents: Passive components, Active discrete
components, Discrete component circuits, Sensing
components, Linear I.C.s, Digital I.C.s, Microprocessors
and microprocessor systems, Transferring digital data,
Digital -analogue conversions, Computer aids in

electronics, Hardware components and practical work,
Standard metric wire table, Bibliography, The HEX scale,
Index.
440 pages Order code NE21 £12.99

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTIONAL MANUAL
B. B. Bebani
A complete book for the home constructor on "how to
make" RF, IF, audio and power coils, chokes and trans-
formers. Practically every possible type is discussed and
calculations necessary are given and explained in detail.
Although this book is now twenty years old, with the
exception of toroids and pulse transformers little has
changed in coil design since it was written.
96 pages Order code 160 £3.95

AUDIO IC CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A vast range of audio and audio -associated i.c.s are
readily available for use by amateur and professional
design engineers and technicians. This manual is a

guide to the most popular and useful of these devices,
with over 240 diagrams. It deals with i.c.s such as low
frequency linear amplifiers, dual pre -amplifiers, audio
power amplifiers, charge coupled device delay lines,
bar -graph display drivers, and power supply regulators,
and shows how to use these devices in circuits ranging
from simple signal conditioners and filters to com-
plex graphic equalizers, stereo amplifier systems, and
echo/reverb delay lines etc.
168 pages Order code NE13 £13.95

OPTOELECTRONICS CIRCUITS MANUAL
R. M. Marston
A useful single -volume guide to the optoelectronics
device user, specifically aimed at the practical design
engineer, technician, and the experimenter, as well as the
electronics student and amateur. It deals with the subject
in an easy -to -read, down-to-earth, and non -mathematical
yet comprehensive manner, explaining the basic prin-
ciples and characteristics of the best known devices, and
presenting the reader with many practical applications

and over 200 circuits. Most of the i.c.s and other devices
used are inexpensive and readily available types, with
universally recognised type numbers.
182 pages Order code NE14 £14.99

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER USER'S HANDBOOK
R. A. Penfold
The first part of this book covers standard operational
amplifer based "building blocks" (integrator, precision
rectifier, function generator, amplifiers, etc), and con-
siders the ways in which modern devices can be used
to give superior performance in each one. The second
part describes a number of practical circuits that exploit
modern operational amplifiers, such as high slew -rate,
ultra low noise, and low input offset devices. The projects
include: Low noise tape preamplifier, low noise RIAA
preamplifier, audio power amplifiers, d.c. power con-
trollers, opto-isolator audio link, audio millivolt meter,
temperature monitor, low distortion audio signal gener-
ator, simple video fader, and many more.
120 pages Order code BP335 £4.95

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO CMOS DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Penfold
Getting started with logic circuits can be difficult, since
many of the fundamental concepts of digital design tend
to seem rather abstract, and remote from obviously useful
applications. This book covers the basic theory of digital
electronics and the use of CMOS integrated circuits, but
does not lose sight of the fact that digital electronics has
numerous "real world" applications.

The topics covered in this book include: the basic con-
cepts of logic circuits; the functions of gates, inverters and
other logic "building blocks"; CMOS logic i.c. characteris-
tics, and their advantages in practical circuit design; oscil-
lators and monostables (timers); flip/flops, binary dividers
and binary counters; decade counters and display drivers.

The emphasis is on a practical treatment of the subject,
and all the circuits are based on "real" CMOS devices. A
number of the circuits demonstrate the use of CMOS logic
i.c.s in practical applications.
119 pages Order code BP333 £4.95

AUDIO AND MUSIC
INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL AUDIO
(Second Edition)
Ian Sinclair
Digital recording methods have existed for many years
and have become familiar to the professional recording
engineer, but the compact disc (CD) was the first device to
bring audio methods into the home. The next step is the
appearance of digital audio tape (DAT) equipment.

All this development has involved methods and circuits
that are totally alien to the technician or keen amateur
who has previously worked with audio circuits. The prin-
ciples and practices of digital audio owe little or nothing
to the traditional linear circuits of the past, and are much
more comprehensible to today's computer engineer than
the older generation of audio engineers.

This book is intended to bridge the gap of understand-
ing for the technician and enthusiast. The principles and

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
Our postage price is the same no matter how many books you order, just add £1.50 to
your total order for postage and packing (overseas readers add £3 for countries in the
EEC, or add £6 for all countries outside the EEC, surface mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque, international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service
or credit card details, Visa or Mastercard - minimum credit card order is £5 - to:
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL HILL, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1RW
(mail order only).

Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of your order. Please check price
and availability (see latest issue of Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old
lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE.
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. Tel 01202 881749

Fax 01202 841692. Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax.
E-mail:editorial@tpemu.wimborne.co.uk

BOOK ORDER FORM
Full name:

Address:

Post code: Telephone No:

Signature:

El I enclose cheque/PO payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £

1-1 Please charge my Visa/Mastercard £ Card expiry date

Card Number

Please send book order codes.

L Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary la,

methods are explained, but the mathematical background
and theory is avoided, other than to state the end product.
128 pages Order code PC102 0.95

PROJECTS FOR THE ELECTRIC GUITAR
J. Chatwin
This book is for anyone interested in the electric guitar. It
explains how the electronic functions of the instrument
work together, and includes information on the various
pickups and transducers that can be fitted. There are com-
plete circuit diagrams for the major types of instrument,
as well as a selection of wiring modifications and pickup
switching circuits. These can be used to help you create
your own custom wiring.

Along with the electric guitar, sections are also in-
cluded relating to acoustic instruments. The function of
specialised piezoelectric pickups is explained and there
are detailed instructions on how to make your own
contact and bridge transducers. The projects range from
simple preamps and tone boosters, to complete active
controls and equaliser units.
92 pages Order code BP358 £4.95

MIDI SURVIVAL GUIDE
Vic Lennard
Whether you're a beginner or a seasoned pro, the MIDI
Survival Guide shows you the way. No maths, no MIDI
theory, just practical advice on starting up, setting up
and ending up with a working MIDI system.

Over 40 cabling diagrams. Connect synths, sound
modules, sequencers, drum machines and multitracks.
How to budget and buy secondhand. Using switch,
thru and merger boxes. Transfer songs between
different sequencers. Get the best out of General MIDI.
Understand MIDI implementation charts. No MIDI
theory.
104 pages Order code PC111 £6.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
EFFECTS UNITS
R. A. Penfold
This book provides practical circuits for a number of
electronic musical effects units. All can be built at rela-
tively low cost, and use standard, readily available com-
ponents. The projects covered include: Waa-Waa Units;
Distortion Units; Phaser; Guitar Envelope Shaper;
Compressor; Tremolo Unit; Metal Effects Unit; Bass
and Treble Boosters; Graphic Equaliser; Parametric
Equaliser. The projects cover a range of complexities,
but most are well within the capabilities of the average
electronics hobbyist. None of them require the use of
test equipment and several are suitable for near
beginners.
102 pages Order code BP368 E4.95

LOUDSPEAKERS FOR MUSICIANS
Vivan Capel
This book contains all that a working musician needs to
know about loudspeakers; the different types, how they
work, the most suitable for different instruments, for
cabaret work, and for vocals. It gives tips on construct-
ing cabinets, wiring up, when and where to use wad-
ding, and when not to, what fittings are available, finish-
ing, how to ensure they travel well, how to connect
multi -speaker arrays and much more.

Ten practical enclosure designs with plans and com-
ments are given in the last chapter, but by the time
you've read that far you should be able to design your
own)
164 pages Order code BP297 £4.99
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BABANI BOOKS
We now supply all the books published by Bernard Banani (Publishing)
Ltd. We have always supplied a selected list of Babani books and you will
find many of them described on the previous pages or the next two issues
of Everyday Practical Electronics (all books with a BP prefix to the order
code are Babani books). Many readers have asked us to also supply various
other Babani books, which have a reputation for value for money.

Our customers tell us they appreciate our speedy service and low
postage charge and they would like to be able to purchase all the books
from us and thus keep the postage charge to an absolute minimum (1.50p
for UK p&p no matter how many books you buy). We are pleased to be
able to respond; we are now able to meet all your requirements for
Babani books - if it's in print we can supply it.

Code Title Price Code Title Price Code Title Price

BP36 50 Circuits Using Germanium, Silicon and Zener BP324 The Art of Soldering £3.99 BP383 Understanding the Mathematics of Electronics £5.99

Diodes £1.95 BP325 A Concise Users Guide to Windows 3.1 £4.95 BP387 Windows One Step at a Time £4.95

BP37 50 Projects using Relays, SCRs and TRIACs £2.95 BP326 An Introduction to Satellite Communications E5.95 BP388 Why Not Personalise Your PC £4.99

BP44 IC 555 Projects £3.99 BP327 DOS One Step at a Time (covers Version 6.2) £4.99 BP389 Power Point for Windows Explained £5.95

BP76 Power Supply Projects £3.99 BP328 Sage Explained £5.95 BP390 An Introduction to the World Wide Web
BP125 25 Simple Amateur Band Aerials £1.95 8P329 Electronic Music Learning Projects £4.95 for PC and Mac Users E6.99

BP132 25 Simple SW Broadcast Band Aerials E1.95 BP331 A Beginners Guide to MIDI £4.95 BP395 PC Software Explained £5.99

BP144 Further Practical Electronics Calculations BP334 Magic Electronics Projects £4.95 BP398 Sage Instant Accounting Explained E5.95

Er Formulae £4.95 BP337 A Concise Users Guide to Lotus 1-22 BP399 Windows '95 One Step at a Time £4.95

BP145 25 Simple Tropical and MW Band Aerials £1.75 for Windows £5.95 BP403 The Internet and World Wide Web Explained £5.95

BP182 MIDI Projects £2.95 BP341 MS-DOS Explained (covers V6.2) E6.99 BP404 How to Create Pages for the Web Using HTML £5.99
BP184
BP192
BP198
BP249
BP258

An Introduction to 68000 Assembly Language
More Advanced Power Supply Projects
An Introduction to Antenna Theory
More Advanced Test Equipment Construction
Learning to Program in C

E2.95
£2.95
E3.99
£4.99
£4.95

BP343

BP345
BP346
BP349
BP350

A Concise Introduction to Microsoft
Works for Windows (Revised Edition)
Getting Started in Practical Electronics
Programming in Visival BASIC for Windows
Practical Opto-Electronic Projects
Electronic Board Games

£5.95
0.0.P.
E5.95
£4.95
£4.95

BP405
BP406
BP407
BP408
BP409

MS Works for Windows 95 explained
MS -Word 95 Explained
Excel 95 Explained
Access 95 - One Step at a Time
MS Office 95 One Step at a Time

£5.95
E6.99
£6.99
£5.99
E6.99

BP259 A Concise Introduction to UNIX £4.95
BP351 WordPerfect 6 Explained £5.95 BP410 35 Opto-Display Terminal Block Projects £4.99

BP261 A Concise Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3 BP352 Excel 5 Explained E5.95 BP412 A Practical Approach to Excel for Windows 95 £4.99
(Revised Edition) E3.95 BP353 WordPerfect 6.0 for Windows Explained £5.95 BP415 Using Netscape on the Internet E6.99

BP262 A Concise Introduction to Wordperfect BP354 Word 6 for Windows Explained £5.95 BP416 Practical Alarm Projects £4.99
(Revised Edition) £3.95 BP355 A Guide to the World's Radio Stations BP417 Explaining Microsoft Publisher for Windows 95 £5.99

BP273 Practical Electronic Sensors O.O.P. (1995/6 Edition) £5.95 BP418 Word 95 Assistant £6.99
BP274 A Concise Introduction to SuperCalc5 BP357 A Concise Introduction to Pressworks E5.95 BP419 Using Microsoft Explorer on the Internet £6.99

(revised edition) E4.95 BP360 A Practical Introduction to Sage Sterling + 2 BP420 E -Mail on the Internet E6.99
BP275 Simple Short Wave Receiver Construction £3.95 for Windows £4.95

BP421 Windows 95 Assistant £6.99
BP281
BP284
BP292
BP293
BP298

An Introduction to UHFNHF for Radio Amateurs
Programming in OuickBASIC (revised edition)
Public Address Loudspeaker Systems
An Introduction to Radio Wave Propagation
A Concise Introduction to the Mac System &
Finder

O.O.P.
£5.99

O.O.P.

E3.95

£3.95

BP361
BP362
BP363
BP364
BP367
BP370

Sage Sterling + 2 for Windows Explained
Access One Step at a Time
Practical Electronic Music Projects
A Concise Introduction to Designworks 2
Electronic Projects for the Garden
The Superhet Radio Handbook

£5.95
£4.95
£4.95
E5.95
E4.95
£4.95

BP422
BP424

BP425
BP426
BP427

Essentials of Computer Security
Microsoft Exchange for Business and Home Use
Microsoft Internet Explorer Assistant
MS Office 97 Explained
Netscape Internet Navigator Assistant

£5.99
£6.99
£5.99
£6.99
£5.99

BP301 Antennas for VHF and UHF £4.95 BP372 CA-SuperCalc for Windows Explained £5.95 BP428 MS Word 97 Explained £6.99

BP305 Learning CAD with AutoSketch for Windows £5.95 BP373 An Introduction to Networks for PC and BP429 MS Excel 97 Explained £6.99

BP306 A Concise introduction to Am Pro 3 (covers V3.1) E5.95 Mac Users E5.95 BP430 MS Access 97 - One Step at a Time £5.99

BP309 Preamplifier and Filter Circuits £4.99 BP375 The Novice Radio Amateurs Examination BP432 Simple Sensor Terminal Block Projects £4.99

BP311 An introduction to Scanners and Scanning £4.99 Handbook f4.95 BP434 PC Hardware Assistant £6.99

BP312 An Introduction to Microwaves E3.95 BP380 Advanced Projects For The Electric Guitar £4.99 BP435 Programming in C+ + £6.99

BP313
BP315

A Concise Introduction to Sage
An introduction to the Electromagnetic Wave

£3.95
£4.95 IF NO PRICE IS SHOWN THE BOOK IS OUT OF PRINT (0.0.P.)

BP317 Practical Electronic Timing £4.95 SEE PREVIOUS PAGE FOR FULL ORDERING DETAILS
BP320 Electronic Projects for Your PC E3.99

PCB SERVICE
Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional projects are available from the
PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled
and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per
board for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Serv-
ice, Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne,
Dorset BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692 (NOTE, we cannot
reply to orders or queries by Fax); E-mail: editorial@epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics
(Payment in £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held In stock and are dispatched within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery - overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the
Back Issues page for details.
Please check price and availability in the latest issue.

Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

Special KNOCK DOWN SALE of PCBs.
We have a few p.c.b.s left from past projects these are being offered at the
knock down price of £2.00 each - no matter what size they are (some of
these boards are worth over £15.00 each) while stocks last. This price
includes VAT and UK post - overseas orders please add 50p postage (or
£1 per board for airmail postage).

Bike Odometer (pair of boards), 836/7; Amstrad
PCW A to D Converter (double -sided), 838; 1W Stereo
Amplifier, 851; Visual Doorbell, 863; CCD TV Camera -
Combined Video, Test & Ext Plug Boards, 866a/e; EPE
SounDAC PC Sound Board, 868; Microprocessor
Smartswitch, 881; Print Timer, 874; Simple NiCad
Charger, 884; Stereo HiFi Controller - Power Supply,
886 - Main Board, 887 - Expansion/Display Boards, (pair) 888; Dancing
Fountains - Filter, 891 - PC -Compatible Interface (double -sided), 892;
Seismograph - Sensor/Filter, 896 - PC -Compatible Interface (double -sided).
898 - Clock/Mixer, 897; VisuaVAudio Guitar Tuner, 900; Audio Auxiplexer -
Control Board, 903 - Receiver, 904; Power Controller, 905; 1000V/500V
Insulation Tester, 906; Active Guitar Tone Control, 907; TV Off-er (pair),
908/909; Video Modules - 1 Simple Fader, 910 - Improved Fader, 911 -
Video Enhancer, 912; Rodent Repeller, 913; Video Modules - 4 -Channel
Audio Mixer, 918; Spacewriter Wand, 921; Universal Digital Code Lock, 922;
Video Modules - 3 Dynamic Noise Limiter, 919 - System Mains Power
Supply, 920; Magnetic Field Detector, 923.

Any of the above for just £2 each inc. VAT and p&p.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available see the

Back Issues page for details.

£2.00
EACH
inc. VAT
and p&p

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

The Ultimate Screen Saver MUM 927 £5.66
Foot -Operated Drill Controller 928 £5.73
Model Railway Signals 929 £5.96
12V 35W PA Amplifier 930 £12.25

Multi -Purpose Thermostat MAR'95 931 £6.30
Multi -Project PCB 932 £3.00

Sound -Activated Switch
Audio Amplifier
Light Beam Communicator (2 boards required)

Multi -Project PCB APR'95 932 £3.00
Light -Activated Switch
Switch On/Off Timer
Continuity Tester

Auto Battery Charger 934 £5.36
n* National Lottery Predictor 935 £5.34

MIDI Pedal MMUS 938 £7.78
Club Vote Totahser 939 £6.05
PIC-DATS Development System (double -sided bib ) 940 £9.90
EPE HiFi Valve Amplifier - JUNE'95

Phase splitter 941 £6.71
PIC-DATS 4 -channel Light Chaser 942 £7.90

HV Capacitor Reformer EMUS 943 £5.60
Ramp Generator

Logic Board (double -sided p.t.h.) & Analogue
board (pair) 944/5 £32.00

Automatic Curtain Winder 946 £6.75
Windicator 947 £4.10

Microcontrolled 3 -Digit Timer WAIEdial 933 £6.61
IR Remote Control -Transmitter 948 £5.76

Receiver 949 £6.14
Personal Practice Amplifier 950 £6.09

Low -Range Ohmmeter Adaptor SEPT'95 926 £5.55
Simple Theremin 952 £6.68
Vandata

Boot Control Unit 953 £10.52
Display Unit 954 £6.61

Sound Switch 111-6XEM 915 £6.55
Multiple Project PCB 932 £3.00

Audio Sinewave Generator
Treble Booster
Infra -Red Controller/Alarm (2 boards required)

Capacitor Check 955 £5.76
Ginormous VU Meter 956 £9.31

Multiple Project PCB NOV 95 932 523.00

Video Enhancer - Current Tracer -
Distortion Effects Unit '

Digital Delay Line 958 ,.8.04
50Hz Field Meter 959 £8.32
Temperature Warning Alarm (Teach -In '96) 960 £6.15
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PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

Stereo "Cordless " Headphones EMICIE
Transmitter 961 £8.04
Receiver 962 £7.66

*EPE Met Office - Sensor/RainfallNane 963/965 £11.33
Spiral transparency free with above p.c.b.

Light -Operated Switch 966 £6.37
Modular Alarm System (Teach -In '96) 967a/b £7.12
*EPE Met Office - JAN'96

Computer Interface (double -sided) 964 £7.69
Audio Signal Generator 969 £6.58
Mains Signalling Unit, Transmitter and Receiver 970/971 (pr) £9.09
Automatic Camera Panning (Teach -In '96) 972 £6.63
Printer Sharer 973 £9.93
Analogue Frequency Meter FEB'96 957 £6.70
Vari-Speed Dice (Teach -In '96) 974 £5.69
Mains Signalling Unit -2 12V Capacitive PSU 975 £6.07

PIC-Electric Meter - Sensor/PSU- Control/Display 977/978 (pr) £9.90

Multi -Purpose Mini Amplifier MAR'96 976 £6.12
*PIC-Electric - Sensor/PSU - Control/Display 977/978 (pr) £9.90
High Current Stabilised Power Supply 979 £6.62
Mind Machine Mk III - Sound and Lights 980 £7.39
Infra -Zapper Transmitter/Receiver
(Teach -In '96) 981/982 (pr) £8.01

Mind Machine Mk III - Programmer APR'96 983 £7.36
Bat Band Converter/B.F.O. 984a/b £5.80
Hearing Tester 985 £6.87
Event Counter (Teach -In '96) 986 £8.39

B.F.O. and Bat Band Converter MAY'96 984a/b £5.80
Versatile PIR Detector Alarm 988 £6.76
Mind machine Mk III - Tape Controller 989 £6.70
Midi Analyser 992 £6.74
Countdown Timer (Teach -In '96) 993 £9.44

Sarah's Light JUNE96 996 £7.17
Home Telephone Link 997 (pr) £10.72
* PulStar 998 £6.60
VU Display and Alarm 999 £7.02

Ultra -Fast Frequency Generator JULY'96
994/995 (pr) £12.72and Counter - Oscillator/L.C.D. Driver

Timed NiCad Charger 100 £6.99
Single -Station Radio 4 Tuner 101 £7.02
Twin -Beam Infra -Red Alarm -Transmitter/Receiver 102/103 (pr) £10.50
*Games Compendium 104 £6.09

Mono "Cordless" Headphones AUG'96
990/991 (pr) £10.16- Transmitter/Receiver

Component Analyser (double -sided p.t.h.) 105 £12.18
Garden Mole -Ester 106 £6.07
Mobile Miser 107 £6.36
Bike Speedo 108 £6.61

*PIC-Tock Pendulum Clock SEPT 96 109 £6.31
Power Check 110 £6.42
Analogue Delay/Flanger 111 £7.95
Draught Detector 112 £6.22
Simple Exposure Timer 113 £6.63

Video Fade -to -White OCT96 114 £6.98
Direct Conversion 80m Receiver 116 £7.52
Vehicle Alert 117 £6.55
10MHz Function Generator- Main Board 118 £7.33

- PSU 119 £5.39
Tuneable Scratch Filter NOV'96 115 £7.83
*Central Heating Controller 120 £7.85
D.C. to D.C. Converters - Negative Supply Generator 122 £5.96

- Step -Down Regulator 123 £6.01
- Step -Up Regulator 124 £6.12

EPE Elysian Theremin DEC'96
121 £22.00(double -sided p.t.h.)

PIC Digital/Analogue Tachometer 127 £7.23
Stereo Cassette Recorder

Playback/PSU 128 £7.94
Record/Erase 129 £9.04

*Earth Resistivity Meter JAN'97
Current Gen. - Amp/Rect. 131/132 (pr) £12.70

Theremin MIDI/CV Interface (double -sided p.t.h.) 130 (set) £40.00
Mains Failure Warning 126 £6.77
Pacific Waves MEM. 136 £9.00
PsiCom Experimental Controller 137 £6.78
Oil Check Reminder EMU. 125 £7.16
Video Negative Viewer 135 £6.75
Tri-Colour NiCad Checker 138 £6.45
Dual -Output TENS Unit (plus Free TENS info.) 139 £7.20
*PIC-Agoras - Wheelie Meter APRIL'97 141 £6.90
418MHz Remote Control - Transmitter 142 £5.36

- Receiver 143 £6.04
Puppy Puddle Probe 145 £6.10
MIDI Matrix - PSU 147 £5.42

- Interface 148 £5.91

Quasi -Bell Door Alert tWOIC6111 133 £6.59
2M F.M. Receiver 144 £7.69

PIC-A-Tuner 149 £7.83
Window Closer - Trigger 150 £4.91

- Closer 151 £4.47

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost

Child Minder Protection Zone EIMM
- Transmitter 153 £6.58
- Receiver 154 £6.42

Pyrotechnic Controller 155 £6.93
*PIC Digilogue Clock 156 £7.39
Narrow Range Thermometer 158 £6.37

Micropower PIR Detector - 1 EIMEfil 152 £6.69
Infra -Red Remote Control Repeater

(Multi -project P.C.B.) 932 £3.00
Karaoke Echo Unit - Echo Board 159 £6.40

- Mixer Board 160 £6.75
Computer Dual User Interface 161 £6.70
*PEsT Scarer 162 £6.60

Variable Bench Power Supply AUG'97 932 £3.00
Universal Input Amplifier 146 £6.55
Micropower PIR Detector -2 Controller 163 £6.72
*PIC-OLO 164 £7.02

Active Receiving Antenna SEPT97 140 £6.59
Soldering Iron Controller 157 £6.63
*PIC Noughts & Crosses Game 165 £7.82
Micropower PIR Detector -3

Alarm Disarm/Reset Switch 166 £5.72
Ironing Safety Device 167 £5.12

Remote Control Finder EMIIMI 168 £6.32
Rechargeable Handlamp 169 £6.23
*PIC Water Descaler 170 £6.90
*EPE Time Machine EIDEN 171 £8.34
Auto -Dim Bedlight 172 £6.63
Portable 12V PSU/Charger 173 £6.61

Car Immobiliser Clattia 175 £7.00
Safe and Sound (Security Bleeper) 179 £7.32

Surface Thermometer JAN'98 174 £7.64
Disco Lights Flasher 178 £8.30
Waa-Waa Pedal (Multi -project PCB) FEB'98 932 £3.00
*Virtual Scope -1

Digital Board 176 £14.49
Analogue Board (per board) 177 £7.34

* Water Wizard 180 £7.69
Kissometer 181 £7.67

EPE SOFTWARE
Software programs for the EPE projects marked above with an asterisk
(*) are available altogether on a single 3.5 inch PC -compatible disk, or
as needed via our Internet site. The same disk also contains the
following additional software: Simple PIC16C84 Programmer (Feb '96).
The disk (order as "PIC-disk") is available from the EPE PCB
Service at £2.75 (UK) to cover our admin costs (the software it-
self is free). Overseas £3.35 surface mail, £4.35 airmail. Alterna-
tively, the files can be downloaded Free from our Internet FTP site:
ttp://ttp.epemag.tivirnborne.co.uk.

r
EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT

BOARD SERVICE
Order Code Project Quantity Price

I Name

I Address

I I enclose payment of £ (cheque/PO in £ sterling only) to:

VISA

I Signature Card Exp. Date

Please supply name and address of cardholder it different from the address shown

I NOTE: You can order p.c.b.s via our Internet site on a secure server:
http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk

Everyday
Practical Electronics

Access (MasterCard) or Visa No.
Minimum order for credit cards £5

EUROCARD
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EVERYDAY

PRACTICAL
CLASSIFIED

ELECTRONICS
Everyday Practical Electronics reaches nearly twice
as many UK readers as any other independent
monthly hobby electronics magazine, our audited
sales figures prove it. We have been the leading
independent monthly magazine in this market for the
last thirteen years.

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi -display
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi -display space is £8 ( + VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm).
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p ( +VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex
C016 OED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161.

For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Up to 38 volts d.c. at 6 amps continous, 10 amps peak.
fully variable from 1 to 38 volts. Twin
Voltage and
Current meters L76 VAT
for easy read- carriage £6
out. 240 volt a.c.
input. Fully smoothed, size 141/2 x 11 x 41/2 inches.
20 volt 1 amp model £44, post £4.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

SURREY, CRO 2HS. Tel: 0181-684 1665
Lots of tranAt,o.rme. ca

send your
.ga%Itt.ttetsor :Latkeers, in stock.

LIGHT ENGINEERING
SERVICES (PRECISION)

Machining, sheet metalwork,
instrument/toolmaking etc - most engineering
processes in most materials. One offs, parts,

prototypes, panels, mods, jigs, repairs, anything
- no job too small - trade or private - for quick

friendly service contact Richard:
Tel/Fax: 01954 260804

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING
GNVO ADVANCED ENGINEERING

(ELECTRONIC) - PART-TIME
HND ELECTRONICS - FULL-TIME
B.Eng FOUNDATION - FULL-TIME

Next course commences
Monday 2nd February 1998

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: 0171-373 8721

CO

CO

N

BRAND NEW SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
tr OL PARTS

ZX MICRODRIVES £15, INTERFACE ONE £20,
CARTRIDGES 10 FOR E15, 50 FOR £50.

QL BOARDS 5, 6 57, POPULATED WITH
JS ROMS, £30; UNPOPULATED, £12; MICRODRIVES

Et 0 EACH. TOP & BOTTOM CASES £15,
MEMBRANES £15.

THE PC., MAC and OL's "Little Friend"
MAC LINK £10 - P.C. LINK £25 - OL LINK £12

CAMBRIDGE Z88 A4 NOTEBOOK
COMPUTER AVAILABLE AGAIN £99,

RECONDITIONED C60
ONLY 1" THICK, 4xAA BATTS. 20 HOURS WORK.
LCD SCREEN, 72 Crs, 6 LINES, 32K RAM, EXTRA

RAMS ft EPROMS, 9 pin D SERIAL PORT, ROM HAS
BBC BASIC, W/PROCESSOR, SPREADSHEET, DATA

BASE, IMP/EXPORT TO PC etc, V52 TERMINAL.
W.N. RICHARDSON & CO.

PHONE/FAX 01494 871319
6 RAVENSMEAO, CHALFONT ST PETER,

BUCKS, SL9 ONB.
POST £5. ACCESS, VISA, ETC. SAE

THE BRITISH AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS CLUB

exists to help electronics
enthusiasts by personal contact and

through a quarterly Newsletter.
For membership details, write to the

Secretary:
Mr. J. R Davies, 70 Ash Road, Cuddington,

Northwich, Cheshire CW8 2PB.

Space donated by &imp* Practical Electronics

Miscellaneous

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - QUICK
SERVICE. Prototype and Production.
Artwork raised from magazines or draft
designs at low cost. PCBs also designed from
schematics. Production assembly also under-
taken. For details send to P. Agar, Unit 5, East
Belfast Enterprise Park, 308 Albertbridge
Road, Belfast, BT5 4GX, or phone/fax 01232
738897.
ANYONE REPAIRING TOYOTA/other
engine management control units, car spares
marketing/distribution company seeks supplier.
Malcolm Jackson, Phone/Fax 0181 467 6671.
L.C.D. TEMPERATURE GAUGE,
80mm x 40mm x I Omm, reads 0-199°C,
high/low temp., display alarm, low battery,
sleep, requires battery, thermistor, case. Full
instructions supplied. £23.50 inc. VAT and
P&P. Phone or Fax for details: 015395 34503.
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and
other parts in stock. For free advice/lists
please ring, Geoff Davies (Radio), Tel. 01788
574774.
75 WATT AMPLIFIER MODULES, glass
p.c.b. + heatsink + directions, ex -equipment £5.
K.I.A., 1 Regent Road, Ilkley, LS29 9EA.

PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings
Drive, Hove, Sussex BN3 8GR, or phone
Brighton 883871, fax 01273 706670.
G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS, at pocket
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue.
SIR -KIT Electronics, 52 Severn Road, Clac-
ton, C015 3RB.
TREAT YOURSELF - £5 EACH!! Pre-
amplifier + sliders, TB + V!! 30 watt stereo
amplifier + controls!! Regulated PSU 12-40V!!
K.I.A., I Regent Road, Ilkley, LS29 9EA.
LOW COST ELECTRONIC PROJECT
KITS. Alarms to sound effects to power supplies.
Make ideal gifts. Skill level from novice to expert.
S.A.E. for FREE catalogues. B. A. Newton, 303
Gleneagles Park, Hull, HU8 9JT.

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS VOL. 1, No.
1 (November '64) to August '69 complete, ex-
cept January '68, reasonable condition. Offers to
01243 822986.

PLASTIC MOULDING. Low cost tooling, no
minimum quantity. To discuss your require-
ments phone/fax Economic Mouldings on 01685
874763.

EPE NET ADDRESSES
EPE FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting

up an FTP session using appropriate FTP software, then go into quoted
sub -directories:

PIC-project source code files: /pub/PICS
PIC projects each have their own folder; navigate to the correct folder and

open it, then fetch all the files contained within. Do not try to download the
folder itself!

EPE text files: /pub/docs
Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt
EPE TENS Unit user advice: tens.doc and tens.txt
Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidance: ing_unIt.txt
New readers and subscribers info: epe_info.txt
Newsgroups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt
Ni-Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip
UK Sources FAQ: uksource.zip
Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt
Ensure you set your FTP software to ASCII transfer when fetching text files, or

they may be unreadable.

EPE Website: http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Check it for up-to-date information on FAQs, subscribing, buying PCBs and Back

Issues via our new Secure Server.

E-mail addresses:
Circuit Surgery: alan@epemag.demon.co.uk
Reader services: editorial@epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Teach -In '98, queries and feedback:

Teach_In98@epemag.demon.co.uk
Webrnaser, for comments and feedback about the web and FTP sites:

webmaster@epemag.demon.co.uk
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TRAIN TODAY FOR A BETTER FUTURE
Now you can get the skills and qualifications you need for
career success with an ICS Home Study Course. Learn in
the comfort of your own home at the pace and times that
suit you. ICS is the world's largest, most experienced
home study school. Over the past 100 years CS have
helped nearly 10 million people to improve their job
prospects. Find out how we can help YOU. Post or phone
today for FREE INFORMATION on the course of your

Electrical Contracting & Installation
Electrical Engineering
C&G Basic Electronic Engineering
C&G Basic Mechanical Engineering
TV and Video Servicing
Radio and Hi-Fi Servicing
Refrigeration Heating & Air Conditioning
Motorcycle Maintenance

FREEPHONE 0500 581 557
r write to: nternationa orresprInce c oo s, :' a :1 . : lot ' ace.

Please send me my Free Information on your Electronics Courses.
No.

Mr/MrsiMs,Miss
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) Date of Birth

Address

Postcode

Occupation Tel. No.
time to time we permit other caretully screened organisations lo write to you about

products and services. If you would prefer not to hear from such organtsations please Wit bon
Dept. ZEEED601981

Veronica 88-108MHz FM
KITS TRANSMITTERS

Professional PLL transmitter, Stereo Coder, and
Compressor/Limiter kits licensable in the UK.

Also very stable VFO transmitter kits.
Prices ffom under £10 and a 'Ready Built'

service is available.
Contact us for a free brochure including prices

and more detailed information.

VISA 18 Victoria St., Queensbury,
BRADFORD, BD13 1AR

Tel 01274 816200 Email veronica@legend.co.uk
Website: http://www.legend.co.uk/-veronica/

dt TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICES 3:
76 Church St, Larkhall, Lanarks, ML9 1 HE
Tel: 01698 883334/884585 Fax: 01698 884825

PHONE NOW FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE

We have the World's Largest Collection of

SERVICE MANUALS
Why not join Europe's fastest growing

"Information Library Service"
Buy ANY Service Manual for £10.00 and return any

manual no longer needed for a £5.00 credit
CALUWRITE NOW FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Initial joining fee of £65 : Thereafter £20 Yearly
Join Now: Get your first Manual FREE!

COMPONENTS FROM H.S.T.
HST SUPPLIER OF RESISTORS, CAPACITORS,

L.E.D.s, CRYSTALS, SEMICONDUCTORS,
SWITCHES, CABLE, SECURITY PRODUCTS ETC.

SEND OR FAX YOUR PARTS LIST REQUIREMENTS
FOR PRICES.

1997 catalogue £1.50 FREEWITH FIRST ORDER

H.S.T. LTD, UNIT 4, FREETH COURT,
FREETH STREET, NOTTINGHAM NG2 3GU

TEL. 01159 851810 FAX 01159 562142

SERVICE MANUALS
& Technical Books

Available for most equipment, any make, age or model. PRICE CRASH
Technical Book and Manual Compilations now on CD-ROM ON ALL OUR
Return the coupon for your FREE catalogLe on Floppy Discs. CD-ROM's

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (EPE)
CZ 8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon, OX9 4QY.

Tel:- 01844-351694. Fax:- 01844 352554.
Email:- sales@mauntron.co.uk Web site at:- http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/mauritron/

Please forward your latest Disc catalogue for which I enclose 4 x I st Class Stamps.
or f5.00 for the complete Service Manuals Index on PC Disc plus catalogue.

NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE
Photocopy this coupon if you do not wish to cut the masa.=

ui BASIC Compiler
for PICS

Takes the hassle out of working with PICs!
With MEL PicBasic just write your
code in Basic, and then instaitly
compile it to produce the hex or

binary files needed to program your
standard 18, 28 or 40 pin PIC chip.

English -like instructions make
programming a joy instead of a
struggle - serial comms, if/then,

pulse measurement, time delays,
etc., etc., each takes just one

command!
Comprehensive user manual.

Mail order only from

Oineapple
Presentations
30 Breckhill Road

Nottingham NG5 4GP
Tel. 0115 903 1851
Fax 0115 903 2172

£79.95
plus £3.00 p&p per order

VISA =to
More info on the web at http://www.melabs.com/mel/pbc.htm

COVERT VIDEO AMERAS
Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras

with Audio. Cameras in P.I.R., Radios,
Clocks, Briefcases etc. Transmitting
Cameras with Receivers (Wireless).

Cameras as above with colour.
Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built

Units, Bug Detector etc.

A.L. ELECTRONICS
Please phone 0181 203 0161 for free catalogue.

Fax 0181 201 5359
New DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless)

N. R. BARDWELL LTD (EPE)
100 Signal diodes 1N4148 £1.00 80 Asstd. capacitors 1nF to loF £1.00
75 Rectifier Diodes 1N4001 . E 1 .00 200 Asstd disc ceramic capacitors f1.00
50 Rectifier Diodes 11,14007 £1 .00 50 Asstd. Skel Presets Ism. stand, cennet)...E1.03
10 WO1 Bridge Rectifiers £1 00 50 Asstd. RF chokes linductOrs) f1.00
5 NE555 Timer I.C.s £1.00 50 Asstd. grommets £1.00

741 Op Amps E1.00 80 Asstd. solder tags. p/conns, terminals £1 .00
50 Assorted Zeiler Diodes 400rnW 01.00 10 Asstd crystals - plug in f1.00
12 Assorted 7 -segment Displays 01.00 24 Asstd. coil formers f1.00
25 5mm I.e ds, red, green or yelow.. C1.00 8 Asstd di switches £1.00
25 3rnm I e d s, red. green or yellow E1.00 20 Miniature slide switches sow £1.00
50 Axial Le d s. 2rncd red Diode Package C1.00 10 Standard slide switches drata £1.03
25 Asstd High Brightness I.e.d.s, car cols £1.00 30 Asstd. it transformers f1.00
20 BC182L Transistors £1.00 100 Asstd. beads (ceramic. teflon, fish spire)..B1.00
25 BC212L Transistors £1.00 80 Asstd small stand offs. Irthrorgis etc f1.00
30 BC237 Transistors £1.00 30 Asstd. dil sockets up to 40 way f11:00
20 BC327 Transistors £1.00 10 TV coax plugs. plastic C1.00
30 BC328 Transistors £1.00 20 Small spring loaded terminals f1.00
30 BC547 Transistors £1.00 40 metres very thin connecting wire, red 8100
30 BC548 Transistors £1.00 20 lin glass reed switches £1.00
30 BC549 Transistors £1.00 20 Magnetic ear pips with lead and peg £1.00
25 BC557 Transistors £1.00 100 Any one value' -.W 5% cl resistors range
30 BC558 Transistors £1.00 1Rto 10M £0.45
30 BC559 Transistors £1.00
20
100

2N3904 Transistors
50v wkg Axial Capacitors lnl

£1.00
£100 Prices include VAT. postage El 25 31p stamp for Lists

100 50v wkg Axial Capacitors 4N7 f 1. 00 288 Abbeydale Road. Sheffield S7 1FL
100
100

Radialg suminre Capacrtors 33n1....E1.00
Film Capacrror 22n1 81.00 Phone (0114) 2552886 Fax (0114) 2500689

12 iut 250v encapsulated radial plastic cased
capacitors .. ..... . . ....£1 00 E-rreil Bardeolls@concserve.com

80 Asstd capacitors electrolytic- 01.00 Web*: harPouriorlaarosenecaruborrepogel/BARDWELLS
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DREMEL
X-ACTO MINICRAFT

DREMEL 0-3950 Multi -Tool Set w, 40 Acts

ONE OF THE UKS LARGEST
INDEPENDENT DREMEL DEALERS!

(E80E)
2yr GuaranteM£89.00

Free £10 Voucher with every D-3950
Please ask for further details

D-1371 Precision Scroll Saw £139.95
D-1731 Moto Sander £139.95

NEW! D-7701 Cordless Multi w/25 Accs £54.95
D-225 Flexible Shaft £36.50

MINICRAFT MB Variable Speed Fretsaw £104.99

X-ACTO FULL range of Knives & Blades from E1.25

Dremel 3950 Mott, Tool

Dremel 1371 Scroll Saw

ENTURA
 FREE UK Postage! (orders over 001 HOBBY Fully Illustrated Catalogue - £1.50
 FREE DREMEL Catalogue & Price list h.... Immix.... kn., %mu 19.61.

134 CROSSLET VALE, LONDON, SE10 EIDL, TEL: 0181-694 9913 FAX: 0181-691 4399

Quad speed Toshiba 1/3rd height SCSI cd-rom
drives £20 each, 6 for £100

1 meg. 30 -pin parity simms £3.75 each, 4 for f12
4 meg. 30 -pin parity simms......£13 each, 4 for £50
Trident 512k video cards £12 each
Trident 1mb VLB video cards £20 each
Future Domain SCSI I controller cards E15 each
Internal VGA leads £2.50 each, 10 for C20
Sim Isle on cd-rom f5
10 memory BT approved phones £7.50 each
BT approved phone and answer machine £20
31b mixed component peck £4.95
Jumbo component pack V 0
250 off mixed capacitors £4.95
250 oft i.c. sockets £3.9§
1000 oft mixed ceramic caps £7.50
20 off mixed crystals/filters £4.95
25 off mixed relays £3.50
Brand new 360k 51/4' floppy drive £4.50
5W to 31/2" floppy drive

converter leads £1.50*
12MB 51/4" floppy drive £10
12V d.c. 200 r.p.m. geared motor

£1.50 each, 10 for £12
220V 1500 r.p.m. geared motor

E6 each, 10 for £50
7V -12V d.c. motor, 4/6000 r.p m.

700mA-1450mA fa each, 10 for £30

12V d.c. motor, 13,000 r.p.m.
180mA f1 each, 10 for f8

6V d.c. motor, 1,200 r.p.m. 600rnA
£1 each, 10 for £8

9V d.c. motor, 13,000 r.p.m. 460mA
T1 each, 10 for £8

10-5V d.c. motor, 9,000 r.p.m.,
220mA £1 each, 10 for £8

S.M. P.S.U., mains input, +52V 6A, +24V 05A.
+24V 5-5A outputs £6 each

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
PLEASE RING.

We also buy all forms of electronic
components, p.s.u's, disk drives etc.

I ictc to halnw arirtracc
ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

PLEASE ADD £2.00 p&p EXCEPT
ITEMS MARKED * WHICH ARE 50P.

SAE FOR BULK BUYING LIST
PAYMENT WITH ORDER TO:
Dept EE, COMPELEC,
14 Constable Road,

St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE17 6E0

Tel/Fax: 01480 300819

A scope at yo
fingertips

Oscilloscopes are becoming smaller and
lighter, now Pico Technology brings you the
latest development, the osziFOX hand held
scope.

 Sample rates from 50ns to 1 ins
 Can conned to a PC uia serial port
 Voltmeter (AC and DC)
 Backlit .CCD display

83 £3 50 P&P UK

Unit is supplied with appropriate cables
and software disk.
Complete price £98.11 including VAT and

axe. VAT

Pico Technology Limited. Broadway House,
149-151 St. Neots Rd. Hardwick. Cambridge, CB3 70J UK

el: 01954 -211716 Fax: 01954 -211880
E-mail: aost@icotech.co.uk htt :www.icotech.com

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices!

Plus anything from bankruptcy - theft recovery
- frustrated orders - over production etc.

NO VAT to add on.
Send 45p stamped self addressed label or

envelope for clearance lists.
Brian J Reed

6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3E0

Tel: 0181-393 9055 Mail order UK only.
Lists are updated and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks. This
normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few
thousand of an item is available. (Payment is returned if sold out. I do
not deal in credit notes). This will sometimes entail a delay of up to
eight weeks - but the prices will be worth the wait!

Program your PIC12C50819s
Visible Sound's Pentium Friendly PIC programmer will program
the PIC12C508/9, PIC16C71/84. The programmer includes a ZIF
socket to easily mount the device to be programmed. (H137A).

All this for only £25 inc. P&P (UK Only) and VAT.
25 way M/M cable £6 (A057A). Power Supply £5 (A061A).

Qty -0 1 10 50 1 10 50
PIC12C508-04/P £2.30 £2.00 £1.88 P1C12C508/JW £13.50 £12.00 £11.00
PICI2C509-04/P £2.70 £2.40 £2.20 PICI2C509/1W £15.00 £13.50 £12.50
PIC16C71-04/P £6.99 £6.00 £4.50 PICI6C71/JW £25.00 £20.00 £15.00
PIC16C84 £6.00 £5.50 £4.50
24C16 £2.49 £2.00 £1.05 24C65 £6.00 £4.50 £2.50

Visible Sound Ltd., 151, The Exchange Building, Mount Stuart Square.
Cardiff, CF1 6EB. Tel (01222) 458417. Fax (01222) 480326. email
Into@vsltec.demon.co.uk. WWW http:\www.vsltec.demon.co.uk.
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POWER AMPLIFIER MODULESAURNTABLES.DIMMERS-
LOUDSPEAKERS-19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS

, E. T z  - . V - *
SERVICE * LARGE (A4) S.A.E., 60. STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE *

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W r. 100W) MXF400 (200W -L 200W)

MXF600 (300W -r 300W) MXF900 (450W + 450W)
ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers * Twin L.E D. Vu meters *
Level controls * Illuminated on/off switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short circuit
proof * Latest Mos-Fets for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 & MXF900 fan cooled with D.C. loudspeaker and thermal protection.

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

SIZES:- MXF200 W19" xH3'," (2U)xD11"
MXF400 W19"x8151." (3U)xD12"
MXF600 W19"xH51,4" (3U)xD13"
MXF900 W19" xH5'." (3U)oD14'."

PRICES:- MXF200 £175.00 MXF400 £233.85
MXF600 £329.00 MXF900 £449.15
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. 812.50 EACH

;41,, I ;VA.aic ;14811'11,1'E,Tei 1127 iri;10/4--fferl

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over, housed in a 19" x 1U case. Each channel has three level controls:
bass. mid & top. The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust the
cross -over frequency: Bass -Mid 250/500/800Hz, Mid -Top 1.8/3/5KHz, all at 24413 per octave. Bass invert switches
on each bass channel. Nominal 775mV input/output. Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier arid modules.

Price 0117.44 + £5.00 P&P

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 7 band
L & R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LE -.D Vu meters. MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat &
speed control, DJ Mid with talk -over
switch, 6 Channels with individual faders
plus cross fade, Cue Headphone Monitor. 8
Sound Effects. Useful combination of the
following inputs:- 3 turntables (mag), 3
mks, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.

Price £144.99 + £5.00 P&P

* ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*

SIZE: 482 a 240 x 120mm

cdil,"[.11:1114. SUPPLIED READY BUILT AND TESTED.
These modules now enjoy a world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and performance at a realistic price. Four
models are available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market i.e. Industry. Leisure. Instrumental and Hi-Fi
etc. When comparing prices. NOTE that all models include toroidal power supply. integral heat sink, glass fibre F.O.B. and
drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter. All models are open and short circuit proof.

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor 300, Slew Rate 45V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE £40.85 - £3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor 300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE £64.35 - £4.00 P&P

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

 -3dB, Damping Factor 300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,
 T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.

-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PRICE £81.75 r £5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power .450 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor -300, Slew Rate 75V/uS,
T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.
PRICE £132.85 + £5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms, 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping
Factor 300, Slew Rate 75V/uS, T.H.D. typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R. -110 dB, Fan
Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.
PRICE £259.00 + £12.00 P&P

NOTE MOS-FEE MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 100KHz.
PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) - INPUT SENS
775mV, BAND WIDTH 50KHz, ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.

I 4
Join the Piezo revolution: The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if two are puff in series. FREE
EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3' round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for
,, bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price £4.90 + 50p P&P.

TYPE 'B' (KSN1005A) 3%" super horn for general purpose speakers,
disco and P.A. systems etc. Price C5.99 - 50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2"x5" wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi sys-
tems and quality discos etc. Price 06.99 - 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2"x6" wide dispersion horn. Upper frequency
response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price 09.99 + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 3Vu" horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price £5.99 - 50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting plate, level control
and cabinet input jack socket. 85x85mm. Price C4.10 r 50p P&P.

1 YRE B

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take advantage of the latest
speaker technology and enclosure designs. Both models utilize studio quality
12" cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles, wide dispersion
constant directivity horns. extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners, complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures
are hoed as standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45Hz - 20KHz

lb! FC 12-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE 0159.00 PER PAIR
ibl FC 12-200 WATTS (100dB) PRICE 0175.00 PER PAIR

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. C12.50 PER PAIR

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR 049.00
Delivery C6.00 per pair

PRICES: 150W C49.99 250W £99.99
400W C109.95 P&P 02.00 EACH

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTER AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS (75 - 75) Stereo, 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125 125) Stereo, 250W
Bridged Mono
400 WATTS (200 - 200) Stereo, 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS
Features:
* Stereo, bridgable mono * Choice of
high & low level inputs * L & R level
controls * Remote on -oft * Speaker &
thermal protection.

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.
(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

EMINENCE:- INSTRUMENTS, P.A., DISCO, ETC
ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-100 GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID, DISCO.
RES. FREQ. 72Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 4KHz, SENS 97dB. PRICE C32.71 C2.00 P&P
10" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-100 GUITAR, VOCAL, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREO. 71Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz, SENS97dB. PRICE 033.74 - C2.50 PIP
10" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME10-200 GUITAR, KEYB'D, DISCO, VOCAL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
RES. FREO. 65Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3.5KHz, SENS 99dB. PRICE 043.47 C2.50 P&P1
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LE GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR. DISCO. STAGE MONITOR.
RES.FREO. 49Hz. FREQ. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 100dB. PRICE 035.64 - C3.50 P&P
12" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE, P.A., VOCAL, STAGE
MONITOR. RES. FREO 42Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 10KHz, SENS 98dB, PRICE 036.67 - C3.50 P&P
12" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME12-200 GEN. PURPOSE, GUITAR, DISCO, VOCAL. EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREQ. 58Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 6KHz, SENS 98dB. PRICE 046.71 C3.50 P&P
12" 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS, LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 47Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 103dB. PRICE 070.19 C3.50 P&P
15" 200 WATT R.M.S. ME15-200 GEN, PURPOSE BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREQ. 46Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB. PRICE 050.72 ' C4.00 P&P
15" 300 WATT R.M.S. ME15-300 HIGH POWER BASS, INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREQ. 39Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 103dB. PRICE 073.34 C4.001,111,

EARBENDERS:- HI-FI, STUDIO, IN -CAR, ED
ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (Except E88-50 & EB10-50 which are dual impedance lapped 11 4 & a ohm)
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8" 50watt EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 7KHz SENS 97dB. PRICE C8.90 C2.00 P&P
10' 50WATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 5KHz, SENS. 99dB. PRICE C13.65 C2.50 P&P
10" 100WATT EB10-100 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES. FREQ. 35Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 96dB. PRICE C30.39 C3.50 P&P
12" 100WATT EB12-100 BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES. FREQ. 26Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 3KHz, SENS 93dB. PRICE 042.12 C3.50 P&P
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5,4" 60WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 63Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 92dB. PRICE C9.99 - C1.50 P&P
6,2" 6OWATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 38Hz, FREQ. RESP. TO 20KHz, SENS 94dB. PRICE 010.99 1.50 P&P
8" 60WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 40Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 18KHz, SENS 89dB. PRICE C12.99 C1.50 P&P
10" 6OWATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ. 35Hz, FREO. RESP. TO 12KHz, SENS 98dB. PRICE 016.49 - C2.00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3W TRANSMITTER 80.108MHz, VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL

PERFORMANCE. RANGE UP TO 3 MILES. SIZE 38 a 123mm. SUPPLY 12V a 0.5AMP.

PRICE 014.85 - C1.00 P&P
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER 100-108MHz. VARICAP TUNED, COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FET MIC, RANGE 100-300m, SIZE 56 x 46mm, SUPPLY 9V BATTERY.

PRICE C8.80 - C1.00 P&P PHOTO: 3W FM TRANSMITTER

B.K. ELECTRONICS
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £1.00 MINIMUM, OFFICIAL
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC.
PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA ANI3

ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR FAX, cuu'

UNITS 1 & 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHENO-ON-SEA,
ESSEX, SS2 BTR.Tel.: 01702-527572 Fax.: 01702-420243



New Project Kits from Maplin
AUDIO LEAD CHECKER KIT

- No home or professional
studio should be without one!
FEATURES:

Rapidly and clearly identifies
connections on most audio cables

Yr- Will test very long cables
Clear led readout
Robust design

IDEAL FOR:
PA/Sound engineers
Gigging bands
Fault diagnosis

Kit includes all components, PCB, fixing hardware,
case, front panel label and full instructions.

AUDIO LEAD CHECKER KIT LU26D £19.99
Construction details: Audio Lead Checker Leaflet XZ2OW 80p
Issue 114 / June 1997 Electronics & Beyond XD14Q £2.25

MELODY GENERATOR KIT

FEATURES
)1.- Ideal beginners project
).- Safe, low voltage operation
0.- Low current giving long

battery life
la- Directly drives speakers

(included) or piezo sounders
Ix- Large range of melodies

supported (15 available)

APPLICATIONS
)11.- Children's toys
).- Teaching nursery rhymes
)8-- Turn ordinary cards and

gifts into novel presents I

Kit includes all components, PCB,
speaker, connecting wire and full
instructions. One or two 1.5)/ batteries
are required (not suppliec1). 2

MELODY GENERATOR KIT:

LU64U Happy Birthday LU66W London Bridge LU67 Old McDonald
LU68 Greensleeves LU69 Love Me Tender LU70 Jingle Bells
LU75 Merry Christmas LU76 12 Days of Christmas LU77 You Are My Sunshine
LU80 I Just Called LU81 Twinkle Twinkle LU84 I'd Like To Teach
LU90 White Christmas LU91 Warning Tone LU92 Wedding March

All at £4.99

Construction details: Melody Generator Leaflet X2476 50p
Issue 120 / December 1997 Electronics & beyond XD2OW £2.65

These kits are:
Supplied with high -quality fibre -glass PCBs - pre -tinned, with printed
legend and solder resist
Supplied with comprehensive instructions and a constructors' guide
Covered by the Maplin Get -You -Working Service and 12 -month warranty

Kits do not include tools or test equipment. Kits may require additional components or
products, depending on application, please refer to construction details or contact the
Maplin Technical Support Helpline (Tel: 01702 556001) if in doubt.

PROJECT Ark
RATINGNIG.7

Simple

NATIONAL LOTTERY
PREDICTOR KIT

FEATURES

Ideal beginners project
Simple to use - one switch operation

I.- Automatic switch off saves batteries
>- Full source code available

APPLICATION S
Use to choose your lottery num

> Excellent introduction to
microcontrollers

).- Use in other games
Kit includes all components, PCB, fixin
hardware and full instructions. Two
batteries are required (not suppil

NATIONAL LOTTERY PREDICTOR KIT W61R £9.99
Construction details: National Lottery Predictor Leaflet XZ46A 50p
Issue 120 / December 1997 Electronics & beyond XD2OW £2.65

PAL COLOUR ENCODER KIT
FEATURES
).- PAL and NTSC compatible

TTL compatible inputs
64 colour palette
Composite video and UHF
outputs

)1.- Analogue or digital RGB
inputs
Optional S -video output

APPLICATIONS
Yr.- Colour bar generation
).- RGB to composite and

UHF conversion
Ix- Computer displays
Kit includes all components, PCB, Modulator, hardware to connect the Maplin
Colour Bar Generator LT5OE and full instructions. A +12V DC @ 300mA, regulated
supply is required (not supplied).

PAL COLOUR ENCODER KIT LU74R £24.99
Construction details: PAL Colour Encoder Leaflet XZ41U 80p
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ORDER NOW!
Tel: 01702 554000, Fax: 01702 554001, E-mail: Sales@maplin.co.uk
Or write to Maplin Electronics, P.O. Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LU
Or Tel: 01702 554002 for details of your nearest Maplin or Mondo store.

Please quote Priority Reference Code MA043 When ordering.

VISA AMERICAN
EXPRESS

For orders over £30.00 inc VAT goods are

dispatched free of handling charges. A small

order charge of £2.95 inc VAT is applied to
orders less than £30.00 inc VAT. All items
subject to availability. All prices are inclusive

of VAT and are subject to change. E&OE.
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Internet Web Site:

http://www.maplin.co.uk


